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From: 

Subject: - January 18, 2021 b7E -S 
To: 

Sent: January 18, 202T 17.14 AM (UTC-05:00) 

b7E -1,5 

  

    

  

All information and inquiries should be directed to b7TE -1,3,5 
        

    

  

      

b7E -1,5 
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  From: b6 -1     

  

    
  

Subject: WFO SITREP ee ae 
To: Thompson, Regina E. (VSD} {FBL ‘ 
Ce: Poyer, Kimberly L. (VSD) (FBI); 
Sent: January 18, 2021 11:33 AM (UTC-US700) 

Attached: WEO Sitrep .docx 

Good morning AD Thompson, 

Attached is the WFO SITREP for your and approval. 

Please let us know if there are questions. 

Kindly, 
  

    

  

      

THIS DOCUMENT IS INTERNAL AND MAY NOT BE RELEASED OUTSIDE THE FBI WITHOUT PRIOR AUTHORIZATION 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE- This e-mail {including attachments} is covered by the Electronic Communication 

Privacy Act, 18 U.S.C sections 2510-2512, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) to which it is 

addressed and may contain confidential and sensitive material that requires protection from unauthorized 

disclosures. Recipients shall not disclose any Personal Identifiable Information (PII) contained in this email 

{including attachments) without the prior written or electronic consent of the FBI and shall take such actions 

as are necessary to prevent unauthorized access to such information by a person other than the intended 

recipient{s). Do not disseminate this email, or its contents, to anyone who does not have an official need for 

access. If you are not an intended recipient and received this communication in error, you are hereby 

notified that any retention, review, dissemination, distribution, or copying of this communication is strictly 

prohibited. Please notify the sender by a separate e-mail and delete this message any any attachments. Any 

misuse of unauthorized disclosure can result in both civil and criminal penalties. 
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From: The Washington Post 

Subject: [EXTERNAL EMAIL] - [MARKETING] The Daily 202: Joe Biden prepares an inaugural address that calls for 

unity amid low expectations and high tensions 

To: Wray, Christopher (DO) (FBI) 
Sent: January 18, 2021 11:46 AM ({UTC-05:00) 

  

  

      

    
    - SISNMIUIMESESS 
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Joe Biden prepares an inaugural address that calls 

for unity amid low expectations and high tensions 

WILMINGTON, Del. — Four years ago, President Trump used his inaugural address 

to promise an end to what he called “American carnage.” On Wednesday at noon, 

President-elect Joe Biden will appear at the same spot two weeks after the Capitol 

was stormed by a pro-Trump mob intent on stopping Congress from formally 

counting the electoral votes to confirm his victory. The bloodshed on Jan. 6 means 

the handoff from the 45th to the 46th president has not been a peaceful transfer of 

power. 

While Biden will nod to the violence and to the unprecedented security that has 

locked down the capital city, he plans to make a broader case for national healing 

and to make government work again. 

What might be most remarkable about the inaugural address he plans to deliver this 

week is just how similar the core message and themes are to what he said when he 

kicked off his third bid for the presidency in April 2019 — long before the 

coronavirus, the recession and so much else. 
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Biden’s stated rationale for seeking the Oval Office was a promise to restore the soul 

of America. The former vice president has said countless times that he decided to 

run after Trump said there were “good people on both sides” at Charlottesville in the 

summer of 2017. 
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With 90% of the American population | ving | within 10 miles of a Walmart, the retailer is preparing 

to play an important role in ss Ss a ne 

  

  

“What you'll hear from President-elect Biden on Wednesday will be a reflection of a 

lot of what you heard from him on the campaign trail, which is that he believes we 

can bring this country together,” Incoming White House communications director 
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Kate Bedingfield said on Sunday. “He believes that we have to bring this country 

together and that a unified America is the only way that we're going to be able to 

tackle the massive crises that we’re grappling with. ... This will be a moment where 

President-elect Biden will really work to try to turn the page on the divisiveness and 

the hatred over the last four years and really lay out a positive, optimistic vision for 

the country.” 

Two key aides helping Biden formulate his inaugural address are longtime adviser 

Mike Donilon, who helps with every major speech, and Vinay Reddy, the director of 

Biden’s speechwriting operation and a veteran of Biden’s vice presidential office. 

Biden will head to Washington from his home here on Tuesday. He is taking a break 

from speech prep today to volunteer at Philabundance, a hunger relief organization 

in Philadelphia, as part of his inaugural committee’s declaration that Monday is a 

national day of service. 

Because of the pandemic, Biden has nine months of practice of delivering important 

speeches to small audiences. But this will still be a very unique experience: Trump 

will be the first outgoing president to skip his successor’s Inauguration since Andrew 

Johnson snubbed Ulysses S. Grant in 1869. 

“America United” is the official theme of the inaugural, and Biden’s Lincolnesque 

call for Americans to heed their better angels has become even more resonant in the 

two months since he defeated Trump. “The theme of the inauguration is about a 

determined democracy,” said Sen. Amy Klobuchar (D-Minn.), the co-chair of the 

inauguration organizing committee. “We picked the theme before all of this 

happened, and it’s even more meaningful now.” 
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Long before Jan. 6, the Iame-duck president stubbornly refused to concede and 

peddled baseless conspiracy theories. He continues to falsely maintain that there 

was widespread voter fraud. This has sown doubts in the minds of many 

Republicans about Biden’s legitimacy, which could make it harder for the incoming 

president to achieve his goal of uniting the country. Even now, many prominent 

Republican lawmakers who are calling for “unity” in the wake of the insurrection 
LBN x 8 

wil sta! set acksesviecdge that Biden won fair and square. 

Bedingfield argued that the election offered a mandate for both parties to work 

together. “T think that’s what Americans all across the country want,” she said on 

ABC’s “This Week.” “They want a government that once again is focused on doing 

the right thing by them and helping them in their day-to-day lives. Eighty-one 

million Americans voted for President-elect Biden, in part, because he was laying 

out a vision for this country that gets us to a place where we can work together.” 

A Washington Post-ABC News poll published Sunday found that Biden enters office 

with 49 percent of Americans confident that he will make the right decisions for the 

country’s future, compared with 50 percent who take the opposite view. “The 49 

percent represents much greater trust than Trump’s 38 percent mark four years ago 
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but much lower than the 61 percent who expressed trust in Barack Obama’s 

decisions on the eve of his inauguration in 2009,” Sas Salsa, Scalt Cfement and 

Samy Gaskin nove. “Overall, more than 6 in 10 Americans say Biden was 

legitimately elected as the 46th president ... But 7 In 10 Republicans say he was not 

legitimately elected. ... 

“One unknown factor that will affect Biden’s early days is the pending Senate 

impeachment trial of the outgoing president, details of which are still being 

discussed. The trial not only threatens to create a more poisonous political 

atmosphere across the country but also will affect Biden’s desire to have the 

legislative branch of government focused solely on his agenda from the instant he 

takes office. ... Whether it is the pandemic, the economy, climate change, racial 

inequality or improving America’s standing in the world, a large majority of 

Republicans say they have limited confidence in Biden’s ability to make progress, 

and a majority of Republicans say they have ‘none at all.” 
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On Monday morning, Biden’s top pollster lamented similar findings in ax NSC- 

st gs! to highlight the continuing strength of Republican support        
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These divisions are deeper than one person and will outlast Trump. A CSS-Y'rxksoy 

yeni published Sunday asked Americans to identify the biggest threat to America’s 

way of life: 8 percent said foreign threats, 17 percent said natural disasters and 

viruses, 20 percent said economic forces and 54 percent said the biggest threat 

comes from “other people in America.” In the next few years, 51 percent of 

respondents predict political violence in the U.S. will increase, compared to 18 

percent who believe it will decrease. Meanwhile, 7 in 10 Americans think U.S. 
? “ 

democracy today is “threatened” while 29 percent say it’s “secure.” 

Ron Klain, the incoming White House chief of staff, said the focus of Biden’s 
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message will be how the country can move forward. “It's a message of unity. It's a 

message of getting things done. That's what he will be talking about January 2oth,” 

Klain said Sunday on CNN’s “State of the Union.” 

He was responding to a question from host Jake Tapper about calls from liberals 

like former congressman Beto O’Rourke to not let conservatives like Sen. Ted Cruz 

(R-Tex.) attend the inauguration if they challenged the election results. O'Rourke 

lost to Cruz in 2018. “He certainly shouldn't be allowed at a celebration of the 

peaceful transfer of presidential power,” O’Rourke tweeted. 

Klain responded that an organizing committee run by Congress invites all 

lawmakers to attend. “I guess the question is whether or not President-elect Biden is 

being naive,” Tapper countered. “I think there are people in both parties we can 

work with to move this agenda forward,” said Klain. “We’re going to have to find 

ways for Democrats and Republicans to get things done.” 

By the time Biden takes the stage on Wednesday afternoon, the death toll from 

covid-19 in the United States will have officially surpassed 400,000. The pandemic 

is one of “the four crises” that Biden often talks about. The others are the economy, 

climate change and racial injustice. Klain sent a memo to reporters on Saturday 

outlining steps Biden will take during each of his first 10 days in office to address all 

four of these, even as he emphasized that “full achievement” of Biden’s agenda will 

require congressional action. 

“On Inauguration Day, President-elect Biden will sign roughly a dozen actions to 

heap sufina , days humanity to our immigration system, and make 

government function for the people,” Klain wrote. “He will ask the Department of 

Education to extend the existing pause on student loan payments and interest for 

millions of Americans with federal student loans, re-join the Paris Agreement, and 

reverse the Muslim Ban. The president-elect will launch his ‘100 Day Masking 

Challenge’ by issuing a mask mandate on federal property and inter-state travel. ... 

And we will take action to extend nationwide restrictions on evictions and 

foreclosures and provide more than 25 million Americans greater stability.” 
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Trump plans to offer clemency to more than 100 people. 

“Trump met Sunday with his son-in-law, Jared Kushner, daughter Ivanka Trump 

and other aides for a significant amount of the day to review a long list of pardon 

requests and discuss lingering questions about their appeals,” Cara) 9. Learns, 

Jash Oawsey and Ros Helerran report. "In the past week, Trump has been 

particularly consumed with the question of whether to issue preemptive pardons to 

his adult children, top aides and himself ... But it remains unclear whether he will 

make such a move. Although he has mused about the possibility, no final decisions 

have been reached, and some advisers have warned against using his pardon power 

to benefit himself. Neither Trump nor his children have been charged with crimes, 
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and they are not known to be under federal investigation. But the question of a 

presidential self-pardon has become more urgent and controversial since the Jan. 6 

storming of the U.S. Capitol ... Some aides think Trump could face criminal liability 

for inciting the crowd. Others think a self-pardon, never before attempted by a 

president, would be of dubious constitutionality ... 

“People familiar with the discussions said that many of the pardons and 

commutations Trump is expected to issue in his final days will be uncontroversial. 

But it remains unknown whether he will grant clemency to Stephen K. 

Bannon, his former campaign adviser, who was charged last year with defrauding 

donors to a private fundraising effort for construction of a wall on the U.S.-Mexico 

border, or his personal attorney Rudolph W. Giuliani ... The president has 

been besieged by lobbyists and lawyers for well-heeled clients who are seeking to 

have their criminal convictions wiped from their records, as well as by advocates for 

criminal justice reform. ... So far, Trump has granted clemency to 94 people, 

including 49 he issued in the week before Christmas — mostly to friends and 

political allies.” 

Trump allies are lining their pockets off the scramble for 

pardons. 

“One lobbyist, Brett Tolman, a former federal prosecutor who has been advising 

the White House on pardons and commutations, has monetized his clemency work, 

collecting tens of thousands of dollars, and possibly more, in recent weeks to lobby 

the White House for clemency for the son of a former Arkansas senator; the founder 

of the notorious online drug marketplace Silk Road; and a Manhattan socialite who 

pleaded guilty in a fraud scheme,” the New York Times reports. "Mr. Trump’s former 

personal lawyer John M. Dowd has marketed himself to convicted felons as 

someone who could secure pardons because of his close relationship with the 

president, accepting tens of thousands of dollars from a wealthy felon and advising 

him and other potential clients. ... 

"A onetime top adviser to the Trump campaign was paid $50,000 to help seek a 

pardon for John Kiriakou, a former C.1.A. officer convicted of illegally disclosing 

classified information, and agreed to a $50,000 bonus if the president granted it, 
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according to a copy of an agreement. And Mr. Kiriakou was separately told that 

[Giuliani] could help him secure a pardon for $2 million. Mr. Kiriakou rejected the 

offer, but an associate, fearing that Mr. Giuliani was illegally selling pardons, 

alerted the F.B.I. Mr. Giuliani challenged this characterization. ... 

"One of the lobbyists closest to Mr. Trump and his administration, Matt Schlapp, 

who was tapped by Mr. Trump last month to sit on the trust fund board for the 

Library of Congress, has been lobbying for weeks for a pardon for Parker Petit, a 

major Republican donor known as Pete who was the Georgia finance chairman of 

Mr. Trump’s 2016 campaign and was convicted of securities fraud in November. 

Another lobbyist who has advertised his connections to Mr. Trump, Mark D. 

Cowan, was part of a team hired after the election to seek clemency for Nickie Lum 

Davis, who pleaded guilty in August for her role in a covert campaign to influence 

the Trump administration on behalf of Chinese and Malaysian interests.” 

¢ Giuliani said he won’t be on Trump’s impeachment defense team during the 

Senate trial because he spoke at the Jan. 6 rally preceding the riot. "I am a 

witness and therefore unable to participate in court or Senate chamber,” he 

teiel ABC's Jon Karl. 

* Lawyer Roberta Kaplan is leading a trio of lawsuits against Trump. Her clients 

include writer E. Jean Carroll, who filed a defamation case against Trump; his 

niece Mary Trump, who claims the president and two of his siblings deprived 

her of an inheritance worth millions; and participants in ACN, a multilevel 

marketing firm promoted by the Trump family on “Celebrity Apprentice.” 

(Xaven Hsiler) 

The NSA said it's ‘moving forward’ to install GOP operative 

Michael Ellis as its top lawyer. 

“The announcement came a day after acting defense secretary Christopher C. Miller 

ordered the NSA director, Gen. Paul Nakasone, to immediately place Ellis in 

position as the agency’s general counsel,” Sie Nakashima seperts. “Ellis had been 

selected for the job in November by the Pentagon general counsel after a civil service 

competition. But Nakasone was not in favor of Ellis’s selection and sought to delay 

his installation ... Ellis probably will start work Tuesday, the day before the Biden 

administration takes office, several people said. ... Ellis was selected under pressure 
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from the White House ... The move drew criticism from national security legal 

experts as an ahempt to peliicise a career pasifior. ... Concerns with Ellis are 

linked to his relationship with Rep. Devin Nunes (R Calif.}.” 

« Vice President-elect Kamala Harris will resign her Senate seat today. She will 

be replaced by California Secretary of State Alex Padilla. (Cheisss Janes) 

e Biden plans to nominate five women to serve in the No. 2 spots at key Cabinet 

agencies. “The nominees, who must be confirmed by the Senate, include Jewel 

H. Bronaugh at Agriculture, Polly Trottenberg at Transportation, Andrea Palm 

at Health and Human Services, Elizabeth Klein at Interior and Cindy Marten 

at Education,” {isa Sein scoops. 

Sen. Josh Hawley (R-Mo.) knows exactly what he's doing. 

“Democrats, pundits and some Republicans saw a connection between the mob’s 

siege and Hawley’s procedural ee which he announced Dec. 30 ahead of 

others like Sen. Ted Cruz (R-Tex.)," Yan Sak reports. “With Hawley, the backlash 

from friend and foe is colored by disappointment. ‘Josh knows better,’ says Thomas 

A. Lambert, law professor at Missouri, where he became friends with Hawley and 

his wife, Erin, after they joined the faculty in 2011. “He is parroting the big lie, even 

though he knows better,’ says former Democratic senator Claire McCaskill, whom 

Hawley defeated in 2018.” 

John Danforth, a Republican senator from Missouri from 1976 to 1995, mentored 

Hawley after meeting him following a lecture at Yale Law School 15 years ago this 

week. During the Senate race, Hawley was noncommittal about supporting 

McConnell as Senate majority leader. McConnell called Danforth to ask what was 

going on with the new guy. Danforth called Hawley. “His reaction was almost 

righteous and indignant,” Danforth recalls, adding that Hawley said he would go to 

D.C. not to get along but to fight. 

“For Danforth, looking back, the phone call about McConnell was a red flag,” Zak 

notes. “The day after the siege of the Capitol, Danforth placed blame squarely on 

Hawley and called his early support for him ‘the biggest mistake I’ve ever made in 

my life.’ Like others who’ve known Hawley, Danforth wonders whether he 

misjudged who Hawley was or whether he failed to predict what he would become. 
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He wonders about the role of the Republican Party, and its embrace of grievance, 

and the Senate, with its deterioration into stagnation and self-promotion. “This is a 

Greek tragedy,’ Danforth says. “This is the fall of somebody from a high position. 

There’s some tragic flaw there. And I’ve also been thinking of the Garden of Eden. 

Maybe the apple is presidential politics.” 

Quote of the day 

: “A lot of people who should’ve known better thought they could 

achieve their policy goals under Trump and Trumpism,” saxad historian 

David Kennedy, who mentored Hawley as his undergraduate thesis 

adviser at Stanford. “But elites should educate, uplift and enlighten 

the body politic, not exploit its darkest corners. Josh and company 

have failed to educate them, and instead exploited them.” (Full 

_ disclosure: Kennedy was 3!se my thesis adviser.) 

Vice President Pence is helping Biden make the transition more 

normal. 

When Pence takes his seat near Biden at the inauguration on Wednesday, he will be 
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symbolically turning his back on Trump’s baseless assertion of a stolen election and 

creating the powerful image of a peaceful transfer of power — an image his boss has 

sought to upend. “At a time when big factions of each party view the other as 

contemptible, Biden and Pence are haltingly cooperating to shore up the traditional 

exchange of power. It’s a dynamic helpful to both, as Biden works to enhance his 

legitimacy with Republicans and Pence seeks to regain credibility after the Trump 

years,” Aymic Lanskey reports. "Despite faithfully backing even Trump’s most 

incendiary actions for four years, Pence in recent days has taken on the traditional 

role, eschewed by Trump, of representing an outgoing administration, for example 

traveling to California and New York this weekend to bid farewell to military troops. 

“Allies of both men now wonder whether Pence will step into the role 

traditionally occupied by former presidents, especially if Trump is a pariah 

in his post-presidency ... ‘I would love to see him fulfill that role, because I think 

he’s great at it,’ said one former Pence aide ... After Pence took office in January 

2017, Biden regularly reached out, according to two people familiar with their 

conversations. ‘Biden did make a habit of staying in touch with Pence until, of 

course, primary politics made that untenable,’ said a Pence confidant ... The break 

came, according to this person, in early 2019 as Biden, then considering a 

presidential run, faced criticism from Democratic activists for calling Pence ‘a decent 

guy.’ Biden made the comment during a speech at the University of Nebraska at 

Omaha, where he recounted how foreign leaders reacted poorly to a Pence speech 

because of their dislike for Trump.” 

The security situation 
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  The FBI screens U.S. troops for possible insider threats. 
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“U.S. defense officials say the federal government is conducting insider-threat 

screening on the 25,000 National Guard troops who have begun flowing into the 

nation’s capital to secure the inauguration, as concerns intensify about extremism in 

the ranks,” faut Sonne, Day Lamothe and Missy Syan report. “The extra precaution 

comes after a number of pro-Trump rioters involved in storming the U.S. Capitol on 

Jan. 6 turned out to have sxiiNayy ties ... The Army is working with the FBI to vet all 

service members supporting the inauguration. The Army maintains awareness of 

threats but does not collect domestic intelligence itself ... 

“Maj. Gen. \Viiams J. Walker, commanding general of the D.C. National Guard, said 

in an isferview with Defense One that the screening represented an ‘extra layer’ of 

security for this deployment, on top of the continuous monitoring that the U.S. 

military does of its service members. ... Army Secretary Ryan D. McCarthy, who is 

overseeing the D.C. Guard and the military’s preparations for the inauguration, said 

in an interview with ths Associated’ Press that so far the vetting process hasn’t 

flagged any issues with the troops coming to help protect the inauguration. ... The 

Pentagon received 143 notifications of extremism-related probes last year from the 

FBI, 68 of which were related to suspected domestic extremism among current and 

former service members — a category that includes white nationalism, anti-fascist, 

antiabortion and anti-government beliefs. ... The Army said it is working with the 

Secret Service to determine which service members supporting the inauguration 

require additional background screening.” 

The FBI is pursuing alleged members of right-wing extremist 

groups with military backgrounds. 

“A heavy-metal guitarist, the alleged leader of a Colorado paramilitary training 

group and two ex-military militia members from Ohio have been charged with 

allegedly taking part in the riot at the Capitol last week, as the FBI ratchets up its 

investigation into the role extremist groups played in storming the building,” Devi 

Sarref{ and Spencer Hou report. "Also arrested Sunday were Donovan Crowl, 

50, a former U.S. Marine, and Army veteran Jessica Watkins, 38. A 

bartender, Watkins recently told the Ohio Capital Journal that she formed the ‘Ohio 

State Regular Militia’ in 2019 — a unit of the Oath Keepers, the FBI said ... The FBI 
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said Watkins posted to Parler a photograph of herself in uniform on Jan. 6, writing, 

‘Me before forcing entry into the Capitol Building.’ ... 

"The Oath Keepers, the Three Percenters, and the Proud Boys, a male-chauvinist 

group with ties to white nationalism, have drawn particular attention from FBI 

agents investigating the attack on Congress, as they work to determine whether 

those groups organized or directed the violence to block certification of [Biden’s 

victory]. Officials have said the Sroud Seys in particular are an important focus of 

the FBI investigation. ... The Three Percenters formed in 2008 and is named after 

the bogus claim that only 3 percent of the population fought against the British in 

the American Revolution. ... 

"Overall, the Justice Department has already charged about 100 individuals, with 

hundreds more expected to follow, but many of those arrested so far have 

been what one senior law enforcement official characterized as ‘low- 

hanging fruit? — people who revealed themselves as participating in the riot on 

Jan. 6 through social media boasts. Federal investigators are also accelerating 

efforts to determine whether the assault was planned and led by groups of people — 

rather than an impulsive outburst of violence — particularly because some of the 

men shown on video laying siege to the building were equipped with handheld 

radios and headsets and at times appeared to work in unison on particular 

objectives ... 

“Larry R. Brock, a retired Air Force lieutenant colonel, who was charged after 

identifying himself to the New Yorker as the man photographed carrying zip-tie 

handcuffs onto the Senate floor, has described himself online as a patriot and savior, 

according to court documents entered in his case. Brock, a former A-10 pilot who 

said he deployed to Irag and Afghanistan, was fired two years ago from his job with 

an aviation training company for threatening to shoot ‘members of a particular 

religion and/or race,’ according to a 2018 letter of termination submitted by 

authorities in his case. ... U.S. authorities on Friday arrested Dominic Pezzola, 43, of 

Rochester, N.Y., a former Marine and Proud Boys member allegedly seen in a 

widely viewed video shattering a Capitol window with a Capitol Police riot shield 

and climbing inside.” 
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e¢ An Army reservist with a security clearance and a long record of posting his 

extremist views online was charged Sunday with breaching the Capitol. 

Authorities said Timothy Hale-Cusanelli was described by an informant as “an 

avowed White supremacist and Nazi sympathizer.” (CNN) 

e Federal prosecutors charged a Kentucky man with smashing a House speaker's 

lobby window with a flagpole moments before Air Force veteran Asi Sahoxtt 

was fatally shot while trying to climb through it. (fsx) 

e¢ John Earle Sullivan, who recorded video of Babbitt’s shooting, was also 

arrested. His video attracted the attention of right-wing leaders because of his 

past involvement with liberal causes, putting him at the center of a 

conservative campaign to blame liberal groups for the siege. (Yor Jackman, 

¢ The FBI is investigating evidence a woman who entered the Capitol stole a 

laptop or hard drive from Nancy Pelosi’s office and planned on selling it to 

Russian intelligence. The claim was included in an affidavit describing the case 

against Riley June Williams, a Pennsylvania woman whom the FBI says has 

fled. A manhunt is underway. (Pahtics) 

e A 22-year-old Virginia man whose Facebook page features a photo from the 

riot was arrested near the Capitol complex on Sunday, and police said he was 

carrying three high-capacity magazines, 37 rounds of unregistered ammunition 

and a Glock 22 firearm. (aura Meckicr} 

¢ Defending the storming of the Capitol as “cool,” University of Kentucky senior 

Gracyn Courtright broadcast her participation on social media — and embraced 

the firestorm that followed as publicity, according to the FBI, which alleges she 

stole a “Members Only” sign. “INFAMY IS JUST AS GOOD AS FAME,” she 

wrote above a mirror photo posted to Instagram either the day of the Capitol 

riot or the day after, according to a charging document. “EITHER WAY I END 

UP MORE KNOWN. XOXO”. (Sannah Xreaviss) 

Rioters say Trump spurred them to rush the Capitol, which could 

become pivotal testimony. 

“A man from Kentucky told the FBI that he and his cousin began marching toward 

the U.S. Capitol on Jan. 6 because ‘President Trump said to do so.’ Chanting ‘Stop 

the steal,’ the two men tramped through the building and snapped a photo of 

themselves with their middle fingers raised, according to court documents,” 

Helderman, Hsu and Rachel Weiner report. “A video clip of another group of rioters 
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mobbing the steps of the Capito] caught one man screaming at a police officer: “We 

were invited here! We were invited by the president of the United States!’ A retired 

firefighter from Pennsylvania who has been charged with throwing a fire 

extinguisher at police officers felt he was ‘instructed’ to go to the Capitol by the 

president, a tipster told the FBI ... 

"While legal experts are split on whether Trump could face criminal] liability for his 

role in the events of Jan. 6, testimony from rioters who felt directed to take part in 

illegal acts by his speech could inform a decision by prosecutors about whether to 

attempt to build a case. Short of that, the testimony from rioters Is likely to be cited 

in Trump’s upcoming impeachment trial in the Senate and could become evidence 

should people injured in the Capitol attack seek to file lawsuits against Trump. ... 

Jenna Ryan, a real estate agent from Dallas who has been charged with illegally 

entering the building, appeared on {acai television Friday to beg Trump for 

clemency. ‘I thought I was following my president,’ she said. ‘I thought I was 

following what we were called to do. ... He asked us to fly there. He asked us to be 
23 

there. So I was doing what he asked us to do. 

Former Trump campaign aides were listed as organizers of the 

rally that ignited the riot. 

“A pro-Trump nonprofit group called Women for America First hosted the ‘Save 

America Rally’ on Jan. 6 at the Ellipse ... But an attachment to the National Park 

Service public gathering permit granted to the group lists more than half a dozen 

people in staff positions for the event who just weeks earlier had been paid 

thousands of dollars by Trump’s 2020 reelection campaign. Other staff scheduled to 

be ‘on site’ during the demonstration have close ties to the White House,” ts AS 

reparts. “Since the siege, several of them have scrambled to distance themselves 

from the rally.” 

Protests in state capitols were small, as the feared assaults never 

came. 

“Authorities in cities from coast to coast mobilized a military-style defense of state 

capitol complexes on Sunday, rolling out Humvees, concertina wire and thousands 
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of National Guard troops clad in battlefield helmets to defend against a possible 

onslaught of rioters,” ‘Sis Craig, Gry Witt, Abigail! Nausighnery, Peter Whoriskey 

arn! Haliy Rails “Despite warnings from the FBI and boasts from armed, far-right 

extremist groups, s, security forces in every instance outnumbered scattered groups of 

demonstrators, and there were no reports of violence. Yet the show of force — and 

the reasons behind it — marked an unsettling start to [the inauguration] week ... 

"Although Sunday passed peacefully, there was no reason to think that the threat 

had disappeared, raising questions of whether the escalated response reflected a 

new American normal. ... In the Pennsylvania capital of Harrisburg, troops took up 

elevated positions around the capitol complex. Law enforcement drones hovered 

over the capitols in Albany and in Phoenix. And in Kentucky, both Humvees and 

armored personnel carriers were positioned in driveways leading to the capitol. 

SWAT officers guarding the Georgia Capitol were armed with M-4 rifles and 

paintball guns. ... There were no arrests reported related to events in state capitals.” 

Similarly, there were no large crowds in D.C. on Sunday because the surge of 

military personnel sep! pcapie away. 

¢ Many pundits have compared the D.C. scene to a war zone. "The commentary 

has drawn pushback from people who have lived or worked in areas actually 

beset by conflict, who say such remarks are misleading and trivializes the 

reality of war,” Miriam Serger reports. 

¢ Rep. Marjorie Taylor G Greene (R-Ga,) was suspended temporarily from Twitter 

for repeatedly violating the platform's rules. (CNN) 

e Amtrak will Suspend some service south of Washington ahead of the 

inauguration. ({.ai% Lass) 

e Security restrictions ; related to the inauguration will prevent access to the 

Martin Luther King Jr. memorial today. (lars West) 

D.C. National Guard Sgt. Jacob Kohut is on double duty — he was called 

to protect the Capitol as a National Guard member yet he continues 

teaching classes from the back of the Humvee in his job as a band 

teacher for public schools in Fairfax County, Va. When he was called to D.C. 

for duty, “my first thought was, “What about my kids?” said Kohut, who teaches 

both elementary and middle school students. While wearing his uniform, the 
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military musician and teacher spends the first part of his morning conducting 

virtual band class. Starting at 10 a.m., his 12-hour Guard shift begins. (Syasey 

  

The coronavirus 
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More than 396,000 Americans have died from the coronavirus. 

“In a Connecticut hospital room, a woman less than 48 hours from death posted on 

Facebook: ‘It is now just a matter of trying to keep me comfortable till I pass.’ A few 

days before Christmas, less than a week before he died at home, a California man 

texted his daughter: “Vaccines on the way. Gettin kinda close,” Mare Sisher, Lor 

Rossa, Mark Kreidier and Annic Gesven report. “Nearly 400,000 Americans have 

now died of covid-19. It took 12 weeks for the death toll to rise from 200,000 to 

300,000. The death toll has leaped from 300,000 to almost 400,000 in less than 

five weeks. ... Beyond death, covid’s casualties suffer further indignities: Storage in 

refrigerator trucks parked outside overwhelmed funeral homes, funerals that must 

be closed to mourners, lonely burials, cremations delayed by weeks or months 

because of the backlog. The pace of death has never been faster ... With more than 1 

of every 1,000 Americans dead from the virus, a University of Washington model 

that predicted the current totals forecasts 567,000 U.S. deaths by April 1, a number 

that could jump above 700,000 if mask mandates are eased in the interim. ... Each 

death from covid-19 is at once a number and a unique tragedy, and each is a 

strangely distant demise — so many invisible deaths in lonely places.” 
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Another virus variant is found in California. 

“As the total number of coronavirus infections in California approaches 3 million, 

health officials said Sunday that a new strain — different from a highly contagious 

variant first identified in the United Kingdom — is popping up more frequently 

across the state,” {he Y.os Angeles Times reports. “So many people have died in 

Los Angeles County that officials have temporarily suspended air-quality 

regulations that limit the number of cremations. Health officials and the 

L.A. County coroner requested the change because the current death rate is ‘more 

than double that of pre-pandemic years, leading to hospitals, funeral homes and 

crematoriums exceeding capacity, without the ability to process the backlog,’ the 

South Coast Air Quality Management District said Sunday.” 

Former Florida Department of Health data scientist Rebekah Jones said 

she will turn herself into police to face a charge accusing her of illegally 

accessing an internal messaging system. “The announcement comes just days 

after Jones appeared in court trying to get back a computer seized in a Florida 

Department of Law Enforcement raid of her home back in December,” *V"TV 

reprats. She was fired last year after saying that Gov. Ron DeSantis (R) was 

manipulating data to make the virus appear less prevalent so that he could justify 

reopening the state. 

Veterans Affairs employees say they need more support fighting the 

pandemic. A survey conducted by the American Federation of Government 

Employees, the union which represents VA workers, indicates most staffers were not 

informed when colleagues contracted the coronavirus, about half were not told 

patients had covid before health-care providers served them and some workers did 

not have adequate personal protective equipment. (Jae Bavicisesy) 

The new world order 
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Russian opposition leader Alexei Navalny is detained as he 

returns to Moscow. 

Navalny’s arrest was expected, but he chose to return to Russia anyway. Russian 

authorities had said he was on a wanted list for allegedly violating the terms of his 

suspended sentence from a 2014 embezzlement conviction, a case that has been 

called political persecution by Navalny and the European Court of Human Rights. 

Moving to jail him could have far-reaching consequences for Vladimir Putin since 

Navalny claims that Putin’s agents poisoned him last year. Gsaheie Khurshudyan 

ay Y Avera Wears ares FY cust Meares 
BME LOVEGAY STs is) 

Global pressure mounted for Navalny’s release. British Foreign Secretary Domonic 

Raab tweeted, “it is appalling that Alexei Navalny, the victim of a despicable crime, 

has been detained by Russian authorities. He must be immediately released.” 

German Foreign Minister Heiko Maas also called for his release, saying Russia was 

bound by its own constitution. But Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov brushed 

off international pressure. (Rsovr; {Nxor) 

¢ Detained Huawei CFO Meng Wanzhou enjoys private shopping and evenings 

at open-air theaters in Canada. Wanzhou, who is wanted by the U.S. on fraud 

charges and is out on bail, is living In a seven-bedroom mansion while fighting 

extradition and spent Christmas dining in a Vancouver restaurant, apparently 

violating local coronavirus rules. (Amanda Cofetta) 

e China’s economy is growing faster now than before the pandemic. Economic 

data published today shows that the country logged 2.3 percent growth in 

2020, the only major economy that grew last year. (erry Shis) 

* European allies hope Biden will take swift steps to restore the Iran nuclear deal 

amid mounting pressures. But it's unclear how receptive Tehran remains to 

renegotiate with world powers after Trump exits. Europes’ sees a ee window of 

opportunity following Biden’s inauguration. (Morris and Sein Cunningham) 

e A year after the Iranians downed Ukrainian Intemational Airlines Flight 752, 

victims’ families are still hunting for justice. While admitting responsibility for 

the air disaster killing all 176 aboard, the regime has rebuffed calls for. a more 

  

transparent investigation. (Nat vyvirva ks, RYsursbudyan and Cunningham 
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Social media speed read 

Biden's granddaughter shared a picture of him relaxing on Sunday: 

  

In an interview with CBS, Harris revealed that she Googled her husband before 

their first date: 
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Videos of the day 

A team of Post journalists examined texts, photos and hundreds of videos to 

reconstruct the pandemonium inside the Capitol. By synchronizing the footage and 

locating some of the camera angles within a digital 3-D model of the building, sey 

sexi {he viofers’ moverrients and assessed how close they came to lawmakers. 

  

This is definitely worth 15 minutes of your time: 
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On Dec. 1, Georgia elections official Gabriel Sterling CR) warned that Trump's 

dangerous rhetoric had “gone too far.” Addressing threats against election workers, 

Sterling said: “Mr. President, you have not condemned this language or these 

actions. Senators, you have not condemned this language or these actions. ... 

Someone's going to get hurt. Someone's going to get shot. Someone's going to get 

killed.” His speech is chillingly prescient: 

  FBI(2icv558)-7728
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Check out Must Reads for a curated selection of our hest 
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From: The Washington Post 

Subject: [EXTERNAL EMAIL] - [MARKETING] The Daily 202: Joe Biden prepares an inaugural address that calls for 

unity amid low expectations and high tensions 

To: Brown, John A. (NSB) (FBI) 
Sent: January 18, 2021 11:46 AM ({UTC-05:00) 

  

  

      

    
    - SISNMIUIMESESS 
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From: The Washington Post 

Subject: [EXTERNAL EMAIL] - [MARKETING] The Post Most: How Proud Boys and other fringe groups found refuge on 

a Christian fundraising website 
To: Shivers, Calvin A. (CID) {FBI} 
Sent: January 18, 2021 12:07 PM {UTC-05:00) 

  

      

  

  

  

  

Siqn up for this newsletter Read online 
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‘A place to fund hope’: How Proud Boys and other 

fringe groups found refuge on a Christian 

fundraising website 
GiveSendGo.com pages raised more than $247,000 for people who claimed expenses related to 

the Jan. 6 rally in D.C. and other “Stop the Steal” events. 

By Amy Brittain and David Willman e Nga mere 8 
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The Trump administration bailed out prominent anti-vaccine groups 

during a pandemic 

By Elizabeth Dwoskin and Aaron Gregg « Naas’ siese 8 

  
Attorney Roberta Kaplan is about to make Trump’s life extremely 

difficult 

By Karen Heller e Sask yore 8 
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After MLK’s home was bombed, he refused to back down: ‘This 

movement will not stop’ 

By DeNeen L. Browne Nass store 8 

Enslaved Black craftsmen helped build the U.S. Capitol that a mob 

fueled by racist rhetoric stormed 

Opinion « By Felicia A Belle Neva sors » 

  

      

    

  

    Trump prepares to offer clemeney-to more than 100 people in his final 

hours in office 

By Carol D. Leonnig, Josh Dawsey and Rosalind S. Heldermane Sega’ ayarg 3 

Silicon Valley braces for tougher regulation in Biden’s new Washington 

By Tony Romm and Elizabeth Dweskin « Nass sere 8 

FBI screens U.S. troops for possible insider threats ahead of 

inauguration 

By Paul Sonne, Dan Lamothe and Missy Ryane Nga yee s 
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With no ‘armed march’ by extremists, D.C. residents navigate a fortress 

and fear 

By Samantha Schmidt, Emily Davies, Michael E. Miller and Jessica Contrera e Ngaxd yore § 

  
What to know from the NFL divisional round: Patrick Mahomes got 

hurt, and Tom Brady moved on 

Analysis « By Adam Kilgore « Saas syars » y y g 
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cece es eeeeeeseceeeeeeeeseeeeeeseseecesseeeeserseeeessereterrereees So RE gy wR eee eee ec eee cece eee ee ee eee ee eseeeeeeeeeeseseeeeeeeeeenee® 

  As Trump’s presidency‘recedes into“history, scholars seek to understand 
his reign — and what it says about American democracy 

By David Nakamura e Nass sass s 
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Russian opposition leader Alexei Navalny held in custody for 30 days 

after returning to Russia following his poisoning 

By Robyn Dixon e Saas! rare » 

The Trump presidency was marked by battles over truth itself. Those 

aren’t over. 

By Jose A Del Reale Nass sass s 
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Lindsey Graham’s weakness 

inion « wie «© Nsag wee » Opinion « By James Downie « Sss 

  
Cooking for one: 6 tips to keep things practical, flexible and fun 

By Becky Krystal e NgasS mare 8 
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As Trump’s presidency recedes into history, scholars seek to understand 

his reign — and what it says about American democracy 

By David Nakamura e Neat mars » 

Los Angeles, San Francisco brace for damaging winds, rare January 

fire threat 

By Diana Leonard and Andrew Freedman e Sadi myers » 

The Inauguration 
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For Joe Biden, life and destiny converge to offer a 

new challenge 
The president-elect has faced hard times before, and now prepares to take control of a nation in 

crisis. 

By Matt Visere Nga sore 
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Kamala D. Harris makes history. What will she do with it? 

By Chelsea Janes e Saas gyore 

An inauguration unlike any other: How Joe Biden’s day will be 

different 

By Roxanne Roberts e Seas$ sore » 

  We think you'll like this newsletter 

Check out National News email alerts for breaking news 

email alerts for major national and political news whenever # 

breaks. Sign ups 
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From: Byrd, Rachel A. (WMDD} (FBI) 

Subject: Fwd: WMDD CP Updates for 1300 17 January 2021 to 1300 January 18 2021 DIE -4 
){F To: Alway, Donald (WWMDD) (FBI); Brown, Paul W. (WMDD) (FBI) 

Sent: January 18, 2021 12:32 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Attached: WMDD_SITREP_- 18Jan21_1300_v1.docx 
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From: | 
  

Subject: FW: FBI’s Planning, Coordination, and Response to U.S. Capitol Breach: b6 -1 
Detailed Timeline 6 January 2021 - draft b7C -1 

To: Thompson, Regina E. (VSD) (FBI) BIE -5 

Sent: January 18, 2021 1:17 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Attached: Detailed Overview January 6 2021 DRAFT U-EES 01152021 - EAD review 

version .docx, Overview US Capitol coordination DRAFT 01102021 U-tES- 
.docx 

Hello, 

My apologies, I’m glad you followed up! You didn’t miss it, | erred and did not have you on it. The 

below email is the more detailed timeline for Jan. 6 only, and I’m also attaching the broader high level 

overview which | continue to go back through and fill in with additional details. 

Thank you for following up! 

  

      

  

  
From: 

Sent: Friday, January 15, 2021 5:52 PM 

To: Alcoke, Matthew R. (WF) (FBI 

    

Moore, Jennifer L. (WF) (FBI) 

  

    
    

        

  

   

   

wney, Jeffrey R. (CIRG) (FBI 

  

ray, Edward J. (CIRG} (FBI 

ach, George P. (OPE) (FBI 
    
        

   

      Shivers, Calvin A. (CID) (FBI ee *h 
. 

C ~ yson, Jill C. {OCA} (FBI) BIE 3,5 

  

   
n, Jodi {NSB) {FBI Jason A. (OGC) (FBI 

Hale, Brian Patrick (OPA} {FBI 

rm, Jill (CTD) (FBI) 
Gilhooly, Brian T. {CTD) (F 

   

  

   

  

   
          Jensen, Steven J. {CTD} {FBI 

    

   
   

imos, Nicholas (FFD) (FBI} 

e, Travis D. (DI) (FBI)       

  

oung, 

Cc: Meador, Stanley M. (DO} (rey 

Subject: RE: FBI’s Planning, Coordination, and Response to U.S. Capitol Breach: Detailed Timeline 6 

January 2021 - draft 

yan T. 

Good evening, 

Please find attached the version that was transmitted to the EADs a moment ago. | will continue to take 

additional details and incorporate them, if any, so please send along as applicable. 
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Thank s" all, 

  

From: | | 

Sent: Friday, January 15, 2021 2:4 
  

    

     

  

   

  

   

  

   

            

   

  

ray, 

h, George P. (OPE) (FBI 

  

hivers, Calvin A. (CIB) (FBI) 

yson, Jill C. (QCA) {FBI} 
Jason A. (OGC) (FBI 

  

   

  

hen, Jodi {NSB) {FBI 

Hale, Brian Patrick (OPA} {FBI 

rm, Jill {CTD} {FBI) 
Brian T. {CTD) (F 

   
   
   

    
   

   
nsen, Steven J. (CTD) {FBI} 

I 

  

imos, Nicholas (FFD) {FBI) 

Carlisle, Travis D. {DI} {FBI} 
               oung, Ryan T. {DI} {FBI 

Ce: Meador, StanleyM.(DO)(FBI)[ 
Subject: FBI’s Planning, Coordination, and Response to U.S. Capitol Breach: Detailed Timeline 6 January 

2021 - draft 

Hi all, 

Thank you for your collaboration as we work through the more detailed Jan. 6 timeline. Please find 

attached the draft which will be provided for EAD review and concurrence later today —| know we’re 

still working out a couple pieces in the timeline, but | want to get It to folks now in case anything needs 

modifying in advance of it going to the EADs.| 
  

  

    
  

In addition, | wanted to let everyone know that_our oversight has started asking resource questions, 

which is standard following a large response. 
  

  
  

    
  

b6 -1 

b7C -1 

bS -1 

b6é -1 

b7¢ -1 

b7E -3,5 
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| plan to have this version to the EADs (still in draft form} by about 17h, and please do not hesitate to 

call me with any questions or concerns. 

  

  

Thank you, 

b6 -1 

b7Cc -1 

bTYE -3 

    

Confidentiality Statement: This message is transmitted to you by the Office of the General Counsel of 

the Federal Bureau of Investigation. The message, along with any attachments, may be confidential and 

legally privileged. If you are not the intended recipient of this message, please destroy It promptly 

without further retention or dissemination {unless otherwise required by law}. Please notify the sender 

of the error by a separate e-mail or by calling [isd 

<< File: Detailed Overview January 6 2021 DRAFT U-tS™master 01152021 - 1343 .docx >> 

FBI(21cv558)-7843



Fron: SIOC 

Subject: U/ NC3 EXECUTIVE UPDATE 1300 18 JAN 202% 

To: H@-DIV22-S1O0C-DD-ADD-EABS b7E -5 

Ce: SIOC 

Sent: January 18, 2021 1:21 PM {UTC-05:00) 

Attached: Executive Update - 1300 18 January 2021.pcdf 

UNCLASSIFIED/HEES- 

  

PRDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
STRATEGIC INFORMATION & GPERATIONS CENTER 

  

SYTUATIONAL AWARENESS NOTERICATIO’N 

SOURCE OF INFORMATION: FBI Critical Incident Response Group Division (CIRG) 

DETAILS: Please see attached NC3 Executive Update. 
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Strategic Information & Operatigns Center | FBIHQ, Room 5712 | b6 -1 
Emergency Action ialist | Watch Commander: SSA | bic -1 

! b7E -3 

The FBI Strategic Information Operations Center (SIOC) produced this message and any attachments for situational 
awareness which may be subject to change. This material may be confidential/legally privileged. If you believe you 

received this in error, please delete, do not disseminate further, and notify SIOC immediately. 

UNCLASSIFIED//EES. 
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From: Thompson, Regina E. (VSD} {FBI) 

  

  

   
  

  

  

  

  

Subject: Fw: FBI’s Planning, Coordination, and Response to U.S. Capitol Breach: Detailed Timeline 6 January 2021 - 

draft 

To: Poyer, Kimberly L. (VSD) (FBI) 
Sent: January 18, 2021 1:46 PM {UTC-05:00} 

Attached: Detailed Overview January 6 2021 DRAFT U T#S-01152021 - EAD review version .dacx, Overview US 

Capitol coordination DRAFT 01102021 U~KES.docx b6 -1 

This is very import bIC -1 
ry P b7TE -3,5 

Regina £. Thompson 

Assistant Director 

Victim Services Division 

Federal Bureau of investigation 

From:| 

Sent: Monday, January 18, 2021 1:17 PM 

To: Thompson, Regina E. (VSD) (FBIY 6 -1 

Subject: FW: FBI’s Planning, Coordination, and Response to U.S. Capitol Breach: Detailed Timeline 6 January 2021 - BIC -1 

draft b7E -3.5 

Hello, 

My apologies, 1’m glad you followed up! You didn’t miss it, | erred and did not have you on it. The below email is the 

more detailed timeline for Jan. 6 only, and I’m also attaching the broader high level overview which | continue to go 

back through and fill in with additional details. 

Thank you for following up! 

  

      

Overview US Cental cogrdination DRAFT G13G7E3 3 i) ho docx 

  

From4 

Sent: Friday, January 15, 2021 5: 

To: Alcoke, Matthew R. (WF} {FBI 

  

     

    

  

   

    

    

   

oore, Jennifer L. (WF} {FBI 

  

b6 -1 
(FBI) b7C -1 

b7E -3,5 

   

   
ray, 

ch, Geor 

ar 

OP 

  

         
   

Jeffrey R. {CIRG} (FBI P. FBI 

   
   
   
    

   

  

ers, 

son, Jill       

  

    

  

    

C. {OCA} {FBI , Jodi {NSB} (FBI 

Hale, Brian Patrick (OPA) (FBI 

Th, Jill (CTD) {FBI} 
Brian T. (CTD) (FBI 

       

  

nsen, Steven J. (CTD) (FBI 

     

  

    

mos, Nicholas {FFD} (FBI 

Carlisle, Travis D. {DI} {FBI 

Ce: Meador, Stanley M. (DO) {FBI 

Subject: RE: FBI’s Planning, Coordination, and Response to U.S. Capitol Breach: Detailed Timeline 6 January 2021 - draft 

oung, Ryan T. (DI) (FBI 

FBI(2icv558)-7868



From: Alway, Donald (WMDD) {FBI} 

  

Subject: -CUTIVE UPDATE 1300 18 JAN 202% 
To: b7£ -5 

Sent: January 18, 2021 2:23 PM {UTC-05:00) 

Attached: Executive Update - 1300 18 January 2021.pcdf 

weneen--- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: SIOC| BIE -3,5 
Date: Jan 18, 2021 1:21 PM 

Subject: (L/AFES) NC3 EXECUTIVE UPDATE 1300 18 JAN 20? | 

  

    | To: IHQ-DIV22-SIOC-DD-ADD-EADS[______| 

Ce: SIOG | 

UNCLASSIFIED/ASES- 

  

PRDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
STRATEGIC INFORMATION & GPERATIONS CENTER 
  

SITUATIONAL AWARENESS NOTIFICATION 

SOURCE OF INFORMATION: FBI Critical Incident Response Group Division (CIRG) 

DETAILS: Please see attached NC3 Executive Update. 

  

  

  

    

    

v3 §S TNL PENSMUIE! PE ESE WILT 

Strategic Information & Operati HQ, Room 5712 | b6 -1 
. — . b7¢ -1 

Emergency Action ialist: | Watch Commander: SSA] | BIE -3 

  

The FBI Strategic Information Operations Center (SIOC) produced this message and any attachments for situational 
awareness which may be subject to change. This material may be confidential/legally privileged. If you believe you 

received this in error, please delete, do not disseminate further, and notify SIOC immediately. 

UNCLASSIFIED/‘EES- 

FBI(2icv558)-7889



  

  

  

    

  

  

From: SIOC 

Subject: SIOC NOTIFICATION] b6 -1 
To: SIOC_CRITICAL_INCIDENT HQ] | b7C -1 
Ce: | ISIOc; | bIE -1,5 

Sent: January 18, 2027 3.04 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Attached: 

      

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUG 

  

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
STRATEGIC INFORMATION & OPERATIONS CENTER 

  

  

    

  

  

  
  

  

    
  

  
  

  

  

b6 -1 

verelarneee: pean serenes @epameuppip pe 5 tutyenn.: b7c -1 
SYHPTUATIONAL AWARENESS NOPHICATION b7E -1,4,5,8 

SOURCE OF INFORMATION: | 
| | 
DETAILS{ 

COORDINATION: 

Strategic Information & Operations Center IEBIHQ, Room 5712 || bé -1 
Energency Action Specialist: | Watch Commander] | Ps 3       
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This message and any attachments are for situational awareness and may be confidential/legally privileged. If you 
received this in error, please delete, do not disseminate further, and notify SIOC immediately. 

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUG 

FBI(2icv558)-7895



From: Haertel, Paul H. (SU) (FBI)   

  

    

Subject: = SIOC NOTIFICATION | b6 -1 
To: |Meacham, Robert W. Jr. (SU) (FBI);| | 7c -1 
Sent: January 18, 2021 3:07 PM (UTC-05:00) b7E -1,5 

FYI 

wane nee nee Forwarded message ---------- 

From: SIOC bé -1 
Date: Jan 18, 2021 3:04 PM bic -1 

  
  

  

  

  

    
  

  

  

  

  

Subject: SIOC NOTIFICATION] BIE -1,3,5 
To: SIOC_CRITICAL INCIDENT HQ 

| 

Ce BIOC] | 

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO- 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
STRATEGIC INFORMATION & OPERATIONS CENTER 

b6 -1< 

SITUATIONAL AWARENESS NOTIFICATION b7C -1 
b7E -1,4,5,8 

  

SOURCE OF INFORMATION; | 
  

    
DETAILS: | 
  

      
  

COORDINATION: 
      

  

  

  

Strategic Information & Operations Center | FBIHQ, Room 5712 IL | be -1 

Emergency Action ialist Watch Commander: ee 3 
      

  

  

This message and any attachments are for situational awareness and may y be confidential/legally privileged. Ifyou 

received this in error, please delete, do not disseminate further, and notify SIOC immediately. 

UNCLASSIFIED//FOU6- 

FBI(2icv558)-7902



From: Veltri, Jeffrey B. (NO) (FBI) 
Subject: Fwd: SIOC NOTIFICATION;| b7E -1,5,8 

To: Vorndran, Bryan A. {NO} {FBI) 
Sent: January 18, 2021 3:15 PM {UTC-05:00) 

Are they asking for| 

  

  

  

  
  

  

  

  

    
  

  

  

  

  

  

    

  

    
  

  

    
  

  

  

  

      

w--------- Fo yO ---------- 

Fron: SIOC b6 -1 

Date: Jan 18, 2021 2:04 PM ee i a5 
Subject: SIOC NOTIFICATION: | om 
To: SIOC_ CRITICAL INCIDENT HQ 

= SIOC] 

UNCLASSIFIED/FFO8C- 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
STRATEGIC INFORMATION & OPERATIONS CENTER bé <1 

ann a b7c -1 
SITUATIONAL AWARENESS NOTHICATION bIE -1,4,5,8 

SOl RoE OF INFORMATION| 

DETAILS: | 

COORDINATION: 

Strategic Information & Operations Center | FBIHQ, Room 5712 = | bé -1 
Emergency Action ialist: | Watch Commander: oe ; 

  

  

    y\ 

This message and any attachments are for situattonal awareness and may be confidential/legally privileged. If you 

received this in error, please delete, do not disseminate further, and notify SIOC immediately. 

UNCLASSIFIED/HPO8O 

FBI(2icv558)-7909



b6 -1 

  

  

  

    

  

From: Vorndran, Kevin (CTD) (FBI) b7e -1 
Subject: EW: 1300 Exec Update {for dissem) b7E -3, 5 
To: 

J 
Sent: January 18, 2021 3:17 PM {UTC-05:00) 

Attached: Executive Update - 1300 18 January 2021.pcdf 

From:| bé -1 
b7C -1   

Sent: Mon January 18,2021 1:15 PM IE -3.5 

To: Si0c| | ‘ 

Ce: Young, Ryan T. {D1} (FBI)| Prop zamele oy iesif —__earlst Travis D. (DI} 

(FBI)] Cohen, Brian M. {CID} (FBI) owney, Jeffrey R. (CIRG) (FBI) 
\Vorndran, Kevin {CTD} (FBL)] 

  

  

  

      

Subject: 1300 Exec Update {for dissem} 

SIC, 

Please send the attached update to ADs and above. 

Thank you, 

[ 

  

      

FBI(2icv558)-7916



  

bb -1 
  

From: 
Subject: Fwd: FW: FW: Re:| b7C -1 

To: Vorndran, Bryan A. {NO} (FBI) bIE -1,5 

Sent: January 18, 2021 4:01 PM {UTC-05:00) 

attached: «= [| 
The attachment is the guidance we have received. 

  

  

  

  

    

From} b6 -1 

Date: Jan [8, 2021 10:59 AM b7C -1 
Subject: FW: FW: Re: b7E -1,3,5 

To:| 

Ce: | 
  

    

    
All—see below for updated guidance on| 

Please forward to anyone | missed. 

  

  

V/R 

  

      
  

From] bé -1 
Sent: Monday, January 18, 2021 10:47 AM bic -1 

To] | b7E -1,3,5 

Ce:] 

Subject: Fwd: FW: Re;| 

As discussed, here is what we sent to the|_Jand other divisions td sid 

Thanks, 

  

  

  

  

      

From: b6 -1,5 

Date: Jan 17, 2021 7:17 PM b7C¢ -1,5 

Subject: FW: Re: bIE -1,3,5 

To] 

Cc:} | 

[Jet al, 

Please add the below for coordination/deconfliction then good to go. 

    

FBI(2icv558)-7919



CL 

  

From] 

a Sunday, January 17, 2021 7:08 PM 

To 

Subject: RE: Re:| 

Let’s try this: 

  

b6 -1 

b7¢c -1 

b6 -1 

b7c -1 

b7E -1,3,5,8,3 

  

    
  

  

From4 

Sent: Sunday, January 17, 2021 5:19 PM 

To:| 

Subject: FW: Ref | 

  

From:| 

Sent: Sunday, January 17, 2021 5:02 PM 

To:| 

Subject: Fwd: Re} | 

  

  

  

  

Fyi 

w-n---- =a Forwarded message ---------- 

From: 

Date: Jan 17, 2021 5:01 PM 

Subject: Re: 

To! 

Ce: 

Sorry this is the correct FAQ sheet. Long day. 

  

From:| 
Sent: Sunday, January 17, 2021 4:59 PM 
  

To: 
    
  

b6 -1 

b7c -1 

b7E -1,3,5 

b6 -1 

b7C -1 

b7TE -1,3,5 

b6 -1 

b7¢ -1 

b7E -1,3,5 

b6 -1 

b7C -1 

b?7E -3,5 

FBI(2icv558)-7920



From4 

Sent: Sunday, January 17, 2021 4:54 PM 

To:| 

Subject: Re] | b6 -1 

b7c -1 

[ pTE -1,3,5 

lam so sorry for the delay. | have attached all approvals for the use and dissemination of this information 

through a SIOC notification. | have also attached an | 

Please attach this PDF to the notice so people know 

CT 

Please send the following to all FOs as soon as possible: 

  

  

  

  

    
  

  

    
  

Thank you so much,[ Please reach cut if you have any further questions. 

  

      

  

  

  

    

      
  

      

  

      

  

  

  

  

      

  

From: 

Sent: Sunday, January 17, 2021 2:41 PM b6 -1 

To b7c -1 

Subject: FW: b7E -1,3,5 

| spoke with you earlier about the | haven’t received the emails from you. Wanted to follow-up with you 

and make sure you had my email. 

Thanks, 

From:| 

Sent: Sunday, January 17, 2021 11:37 AM 

Toy bé -1 
Subject b7c -1 

b7E -1,3,5 

      

Per our discussion: 

  

      

FBI(2icv558)-7921



Thanks, 

  

  
b6 -1 

b7C¢ -1     

FBI(2icv558)-7922
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From: b6 -1 
  

Subject: RE: Director speaking Request - MCCA Winter Meeting (Virtual) bic -1 
To: Beach, George P. (OPE) (FBI); Onks, Sherri E. (DO) (FBI) bIE -5 
Sent: January 18, 2021 4:20 PM {UTC-05:00) 

Good Evening Sherri 

The below ts good for MCCA per Executive Director Laura Cooper with one addition. She requested remarks also 
include the January 6th US Capitol breach from the perspective of investigative efforts, coordination, and 
information sharing, 

  

If you would like me to attend tomorrow's meeting with please let me know. 
      

I look forward to the outline and helping fill in any MCCA-specific information that can help round out the remarks. 
  

      

On Jan 18, 2021 3:36 PM, “Onks, Sherri E. (DO) (FB)'T wrote: b6 -1 
[ ] b7c -1 

b7E -3,5 

| have completed the outline for the MCCA remarks and am waiting on feedback from the Section. | plantco havea 

meeting tomorrow to discuss with 
  

      

George — from the topics the MCCA provided | have taken parts of three and combined them. Can you verify that the 

MCCA Board will be fine with the following: 

Challenges to law enforcement continue — Nashville Bombing and threats will mental health nexus 

A look ahead to 2021 with a focus on CTD/CID 

Enhanced communication between the FBI and law enforcement leaders. 

The outline ties it allin. | will forward a copy of the outline tomorrow once | get the feedback integrated. 

Thanks, 

Sherri 

Sherri E. Onks 

Office of the Director 
  

    

  

  

  

  

  

Offic 

Cell 

Email 

From| b6 -1 
Sent: Friday, January 8, 2021 7:15 PM b7C -1 
To] lonks, Sherri E. (DO) (FBI} BIE -3,5 

| Meador, Stanley M. (DO) (FBI} 
Ce: Hurley, James B. Jr. {OPE} (FBI) Beach, 

      
George P. {OPE} (FBI} | 

  

      
Subject: RE: Director Speaking Request - MCCA Winter Meeting (Virtual} 

FBI(2 icv558)-7929



Thank youL___] 

  

      

  

  

  
  

    

    

  
  

  

  

  

    
  

  

  

  

  
  

  
  

  
  

  

    
  

b6 -1 

b7c -1 

| will confirm the below with MCCA. | know they will be very appreciative. 

| look forward to working with UC on the logistics and can begin coordinating that aspect of the Director’s 

participation on Monday. 

If you need any additional information from me or assistance, please do not hesitate to reach out. 

Have a good weekend. 

From:| | bé -1 
; b7c -1 

Sent: Friday, January 8, 2021 6:39 PM IE -3.5 

Tof bnks, Sherri £. (DO) {FBI)] ' 
| |Meador, Stanley M. (DO} (FBI}] | 
Ce:| Hurley, James B. Jr. {OPE} (FBI} lBeach, 

George P. {OPE} (FBI}] 

Subject: RE: Director Speaking Request - MCCA Winter Meeting (Virtual} 

Hi] 

Thank you so much for sending this invitation and all of the helpful information. You can please confirm the Director for 

1:00PM — 1:30PM EST on Wednesday, February yoth, 

I’ve copied in ucl who's team will help with the logistics of the virtual event. 

Have a wonderful weekend! 

From:| be -1 

Sent: Wednesday, January 6, 2021 10:53 AM bic -1 
To: Onks, Sherri E. (DO) (FBI}| | bIE -3,5 

Meador, Stanley M. (DO) (FBI} 
Ce:]} Hurley, James B. Jr. {OPE} (FBI Beach, 

George P. {OPE} (FBI} 

Subject: RE: Director Speaking Request - MCCA Winter Meeting (Virtual} 

One additional piece of information | just received is the meeting will take place between 1pm-5pm (Eastern Time} on 

each day. 

Thank you 

b6 -1 

On Jan 6, 2021 10:42 AM, "Onks, Sherri E. {DO} {FBI}" wrote: b7c -1 

Thanks[_] bIE -3 

FBI(2icv558)-7930



We will take a look at it and get back to you. 

Sherri 

Sherri E. Onks 

Office of the Director 
  

      

  

Office 

Cell 

Email 

b6 -1 

b7c -1 

From:| bIE -3,5 
  

Sent: Wednesday, January 6, 2021 10:14 AM 

To: Onks, Sherri E. (DO) (FBI) | 
| | Meador, Stanley M.(DO} {FBI} 

Cc] [Hurley, James B. Jr. {OPE} (FBI [Beach, George P. 
(OPE) (FBI}] 

Subject: Director Speaking Request - MCCA Winter Meeting {Virtual} 

Good Morning All, 

The Major Cities Chiefs Association {MCCA) will be holding their annual Winter Meeting on February 9 and 

10, 2021. This meeting will focus on legislative and technology issues and will be held in a virtual format 

{likely on the ZOOM platform}. 

MCCA Executive Director Laura Cooper has requested FBI participation by Director Wray {or Deputy Director 

Bowdich if Director Wray is unavailble} and also by EAD Darrin Jones. Below is what is currently known 

regarding the requests. 

D/DD Offices: Please reply all with the availability of the Director to accept this invitation and if/when his 

schedule would permit engagement with MCCA during their Winter Meeting. If the Director is not available, 

please advise if the DD is able to step in to fulfill this request and if/when his schedule would permit 

engagement. 

  

Dates: 

1. Tuesday February 9, 2021 {MCCA Executive Board only) 

2. Wednesday February 10, 2021 {entire MCCA membership) 

Location: 

1. The entirety of the MCCA Winter Meeting will be held VIRTUALLY 

Requested FBI Participation: 

1. Office of Partner Engagement personnel will participate on February 10th for the duration of the day's 

agenda; 

2. EAD DARRIN JONES has been requested to address the MCCA members on February 10th regarding 

Section 230 / Lawful Access. EAD Jones has accepted the invitation and OPE is in discussions with his 

staff and MCCA leadership on timing, schedule, format, and logistics; 

3. DIRECTOR CHRISTOPHER WRAY has been invited to speak on either Tuesday February 9th or 

Wednesday February 10th, at a time his schedule permits. lf Director Wray is not available on either 

FBI(2icv558)-7931



day, MCCA has indicated Deputy Director Bowdich would be welcome to speak on behalf of the 

Director. 

1. FORMAT: Prepared Remarks followed by a short Q&A session 

2. DELIVERY: Virtual 

3. DURATION: 30 minutes total {inclusive of remarks and Q&A session} 

4. PROPOSED TOPICS by MCCA Executive Director Cooper: 

1. Topic: Reflection on 2020 and the protest related viclence and a “Look Ahead” to trends 

to be aware of for 2021; 

Topic 2: Enhanced communication between the FBI and law enforcement leaders; 

Topic 3: The upcoming administration change and insights into impact to law enforcement; 

Topic 4: The recent bombing in Nashville; 

Topic 5: Closer collaboration between FBI and DHS on parity for security clearances w
e
e
 
w
n
 

OPE Insights: 

1. MCCA and its members are strong supporters and partners of the FBI. 

2. It has been over a year since the Director last participated in an MCCA meeting; 

3. Deputy Director Bowdich spoke at the MCCA/Major County Sheriffs of America Joint Winter Meeting in 

Washington, DC in January of last year at The Willard Hotel; 

4. OPE AD Beach and SSAL___ attended MCCA's Fall Meeting in New Orleans in October 2020 during 

which time the FBI was praised multiple times by several chiefs of police for its forward-leaning efforts 

to combat protest-related viclence in cities across the nation and to pursue federal charges whenever 

available, in partnership with the local police leaders and the Department of Justice. The Chiefs bS -1 

  

  

    
  

  

    
  

  

expressed frustration in lack of prosecution at the local level and highlighted the importance of b6 -1 

sending the strong message of federal prosecution as an option to potential offenders. bic -1 

OPE Recommendations: 

1. lf the D or DD schedule permits, OPE recommends 

2. 20 minutes prepared remarks by Director Wray or DD Bowdich on Topics 1-4 above, specifically 

highlighting 

followed by one or two questions from MCCA membership. 

MCCA Leadership Structure: 

1. President Art Acevedo (Chief of Police, Houston Police Department} 

2. First Vice-President Jerri L. Williams (Chief of Police, Phoenix Police Department} 

3. Second Vice-President Mike Brown {Chief of Police, Salt Lake City Police Department) 

4. Board of Directors 

1. Michael S. Harrison {Commissioner, Baltimore Police Department) 

2. Robert Luna (Chief of Police, Long Beach Police Department} 

3. Adam Palmer {Chief Constable, Vancouver Police Department) 

4. Gordon Ramsay {Chief of Police, Wichita Police Department 

5. Executive Director Laura Cooper 

6. Associate Executive Director Patricia Williams 

OPE Points of Contact For This Meeting: 

1. SSA bé -1 

2. MAP bic -1 
3. UC 

4. SC James Hurley 

5. AD George Beach 

Thank you all! 

LJ 
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b6 -1 

bic -1 

bTE -3,5 
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From: Vorndran, Bryan A. {NO} {EBD 
Subject: Fw: SIOC NOTIFICATION: 

To: Veltri, Jeffrey B. (NO) {FBI}; 

b6 -1 
Sent: January 18, 2021 4:36 PM {UTC-05:00) 

. b7E -1,5,8 
All 

For clarification] 

Please ensure our folks are using 

Bryan bé -1 

b7¢ -1 
From: SIO 

Sent: Monday, January 18, 2021 2:03 PM 

To: SIOC CRITICAL INCIDENT Ha} 

b7E -1,3,5,8 

  

= Isiod , 
  

  

  

  

  

| 
| | 
Subject: SIOC NOTIFICATION; 

UNCLASSIFIED//FOU6- 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
STRATEGIC INFORMATION & OPERATIONS CENTER be <1 

b7c -1™ 
SITUATIONAL AWARENESS NOTIFICATION bDTE -1,4,5,8 

  

    
  

SOURCE OF INFORMATION: 

  
  

DETAILS: | 

  
  

  

COORDINATION: 
    
  

  

Strategic Information & Operations Center | FBIHQ, Room 5712 
Emergency Action Specialist: | Watch Commander:} 

  

    

  

b6é -1 

b7¢ -1 

bT7E -3 
  

Qe eS VALENS FE TRE ESE L A ey 
WW AOS MEN'S SS IN YS RNAP. ANS ea to

h 

a6
: th
, 

WE
: 

Vel
i 

we
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received this in error, please delete, do not disseminate further, and notify SIOC immediately. 

UNCLASSIFIED/#OU0 
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b6 -1 

  

    
        

b7c -1 

Fron: Cohen, Brian M. (CID) (FB b7E -1,5 

Subject: EW: SIOC NOTIFICATION: 

To: [ |Shivers, Calvin A. (CID) (FBI); 
Sent: January 1 14:47 PM {UTC-05:00} 

Please ensure passage to our personnel supporting our various lines of effort 
b6 -1 

Lo BIE a1 From: SIOC 
bIE -1,3,5 

Sent: Monday, January 18, 2021 3:04 PM 
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

To: SIOC CRITICAL INCIDENT HQ] 

Co: NC3I sioc| | 

| Subject: SIOC NOTIFICATION:] : 

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO- 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
STRATEGIC INFORMATION & OPERATIONS CENTER bé <1 

STTUATIONAL AWARENESS NOTIFICATION on “4 ,5,8 

SOURCE OF INFORMATION: | | 

DETAILS:| 
  

    
  

  

    
  

  
  

      

    

  

COORDINATION: 

Strategic Information & Operations Center | FBIHQ, Room 5712 | bé -1 
Energency Action ialist: Watch Commander bic -1 

r b7E -3 

YEN IWATE MIS NE IS INE ESN AS g SEAY EMESIS PSVE. EME SV Y NSS 
        BRINN ALE THES NYS ATI 3 

This message and any attachments are for situattonal awareness and may be confidential/legally privileged. If you 

received this in error, please delete, do not disseminate further, and notify SIOC immediately. 

UNCLASSIFIED/7FO060- 
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From: b6 -1 
  

  

  

Subject: WFO Evening SITREP 1/18/21 bic -1 
To: Thompson, Regina E. (VSD) (FBI) bIE -3,5 
Ce: Poyer, Kimberly L. (VSD) (FBI) 

Sent: January 18, 2021 5.51 PM (UTC-05.00) 
Attached: WEO Sitrep .docx 

Good evening, 

Attached is the evening SITREP for your review and approval. 

Let us know if you have any questions. 

Thank you, 

  

    

THIS DOCUMENT IS INTERNAL AND MAY NOT BE RELEASED OUTSIDE THE FBI WITHOUT PRIOR AUTHORIZATION 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE -- This e-mail (including attachments} is covered by the Electronic Communication 

Privacy Act, 18 U.S.C. sections 2510-2512, is for the sole use of the intended recipient{s) to which it is 

addressed and may contain confidential and sensitive material that requires protection from unauthorized 

disclosures. Recipients shall not disclose any Personally Identifiable Information {Pll} contained in this email 

{including attachments) without the prior written or electronic consent of the FBI and shall take such actions 

as are necessary to prevent unauthorized access to such information by a person other than the intended 

recipient{s). Do not disseminate this email, or its contents, to anyone who does not have an official need for 

access. If you are not an intended recipient and received this communication in error, you are hereby 

notified that any retention, review, dissemination, distribution, or copying of this communication is strictly 

prohibited. Please notify the sender by a separate e-mail and delete this message and any attachments. Any 

misuse of unauthorized disclosure can result in both civil and criminal penalties. 
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From: 
  

  

  

Subject: FBI DAILY SITREP (UJEES) bé -1 
To: 70-1 

Sent: January 18, 2021 6:46 PM (UTC-05:00) b 
Attached: OPE_SITREP FINAL Jan 18.pdf bIE -3,5 
Good evening, 

Please find attached the {8 {gnuary 888) National Crisis Coordination Center (NC3) SITREP related to the 

viclence associated with lawful protests. 

  

TENET 

  

Please note that this document is {seks 3 fore {1 (S28. The FBI Office of Partner 

Engagement (OPE) at FBI Headquarters approves further dissemination with your + trusted law enforcement, 

intelligence, and homeland security partners in accordance with the TEShandling caveat. 

Included in today's SITREP is a section titled State and Local Survey Responses. This information reflects 

responses to the FBI's Preventing Violence and Criminal Activity (PVCA} survey, which is intended to aid the 

FBI and our partners in the identification of national trends, areas of assessment, and to support senior 

leadership decision-making related to potential civil unrest or violence. Law enforcement departments and 

agencies are requested to respond to this survey daily by 9:00 AM EST by following this 

ft Please share this survey with all law enforcement partners in your associations 
and within your areas of responsibility. 

Thank you. 
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ft} National Crisis Coordination Center (NCS) Executive 

Summary 
  

   
ff) FORRES PAR BRE IN CLOSE OY Ge ui iN ATION BPE PIS PEDENAL, ATA Ph. AND LOCAL, 

PARTNERS. CONTINUES FO MO AG SPIN ; VENTS RELATED TO THRE 

MIGLENCE ASSOC PHLA 

? i BYP tre pucent eects ead oii gh Cistnebasce Ge Me a igited’ Notun Cagiial targeting meinbers of 
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     ey 
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b7E -1 

J} BLECTORAL CERTIFICATION AND INSUGURBATHION 2021 

e b7E -1 

& 

O TORT XN & . 

b7E per DOT 

@  (U/ARERERSR As of 18 Ja : National Guard members are providing site secur uty for ? 

state capitals. A total of National Guard members al are on duty in the NCR. a Wasi 

    

     
“Metal anti-sealc foncig has boon installed around t the US 

Capital Complex and other areas on Cz apitol Hil in advance of tho Presidential Inaveuration. 

® (U/ARO8O} On 16 January, The United States Attorney’s Office (USAO) advised all defendants 

arrested on charges associated with their criminal activity on 6 January at the US Capitol have a 
stav-away order specific to Washington, DC. USAO DC provided probable cause arrest authority 

should the FBI identify a defendant attempting to enter Washington, DC. 

{LU INVESTIGATIVE INFORMATION 

@  CU/AREREER-On 6 January, the FET activaicd a divital media bp ime U RL 
thites:// fi. » gov USCapito Ys hich opened to the public. As <s 3: 

si > rasyc SPE AP, 

      

  

peSgcesan- raye 
POGAYS VE SPRETY SY 

pee FBI(2 icv558)-7998      



  

    

(U) National Dhreat Picture Through inauguration 2021 
  

  

(Uy CURRENT FLASHPOINTS AND RESPONSES 

   

     

  

sctosed Cavlege cer tif he QROP ay g Peper of & Herald & Ne 
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| b7E -1 

  

  

Post Oneohie ia ite fast 1200 2d Hors 

# (U) Nothing Significant to Report 

v fii) Plonaed iy die pexi i? 24 Howes 
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U} UPCOMING FLASHPOIENTS AND RESPONSE 
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bTE -1,2 

  
  

(CU) Threat To Life 

(U//EES Multiple reports mdicate various threats to harm President-Elect Biden ahead of the 

presidential inauguration. Additional reports indicate threats against VP-Elect Harris and Spcaker 

Pelosi. b7& -1,2,4 
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(U) OTHER 
  

      

  

  

      

  

    

  

  

e bIE -1,2 

& 

@ (UAFOUO) As of 15 January, identified commercial airlinc companies are temporarily banning 
fircarms on flights to DC-area airports | b7E -1 

(U} STAPE AND LOCAL SURVEY RESPONSES 
b7E -1,2,3 
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b6é -1 
  

From: 

Subject: Fw: FBI DAILY SITREP (U/EES} bc -1 
To: SIOC bTE -3,5 
Ce: Beach, George P. (OPE) (FBI); Hurley, James B. Jr. (OPE) (FBI) 

Sent: January 18, 2021 6:38 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Attached: OPE_SITREP_FINAL_Jan 18.pdf 
Good evening, 

On behalf of OPE AD George P. Beach, please provide the below verbiage and attached OPE SITREP to the 

following SIOC distribution lists: 
  

. | 
@ SIOC_CRITICAL_INCIDENT_HQ 
  

  

      

  

  

  

  

  

Thank you. 

From;| 

Sent: Monday, January 18, 2021 6:36 PM 
Tod b6 -1 

bic -1 
Subject: FBI DAILY SITREP {U/AES} bIE -3,5 

Good evening, 

Please find attached the 8 Jaauayy $88) National Crisis Coordination Center (NC3) SITREP related to the 

viclence associated with lawful protests, 

Please note that this document is &s Sed f See eetereeseeb eetsitewe (Uf Ged The FBI Office of Partner 

  

Engagement (OPE) at FBI Headquarters approves further dissemination with your trusted law enforcement, 

intelligence, and homeland security partners in accordance with the tkShandling caveat. 

Included in today's SITREP is a section titled State and Locai/ Survey Responses. This information reflects 

responses to the FBI's Preventing Violence and Criminal Activity (PVCA} survey, which is intended to aid the 

FBI and our partners in the identification of national trends, areas of assessment, and to support senior 

leadership decision-making related to potential civil unrest or violence. Law enforcement departments and 

agencies are requested to respond to this survey daily by 9:00 AM EST by following this 

ee Please share this survey with all law enforcement partners in your associations 

and within your areas of responsibility. 

Thank you. 
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Fron: SIOC 

  

  

Subject: NC3 DAILY SITREP 01/18/2021 
To: SIOC_CRITICAL_INCIDENT_HQ) b7E -5 
Ce: SIOC 
Sent: January 18, 2021 6:59 PM (UTC-05:00) 
Attached: OPE_SITREP_FINAL_Jan 18.pdf 

UNCLASSIFIED//ERS 
  

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
STRATEGIC INFORMATION & OPERATIONS CENTER 
  

SITUATIONAL AWARENESS NOPHICATION 

The below message is sent on behalf of Assistant Director George Beach I]: 

Good evening, 

  

Please find attached the $8 Sayssayy 382% National Crisis Coordination Center (NC3) SITREP related to the 

violence associated with law ful protests. 

      Please note that this document is Uiyzelass$iccY¥Aaeeeen etree UTES. The FBI Office of Partner 

Engagement (OPE) at FBI Headguariers approves further dissemination with your trusted law enforcement, 
intelligence, and homeland security partners in accordance with the-EES-handling caveat. 

Included in today’s SITREP is a section titled State and Local Survey Responses. This information reflects 
responses fo the FBI's Preventing Violence and Criminal Activity (PVYCA) survey, which 1s intended to aid the FBI 
and our partners in the identification of national trends, areas of assessment, and to support senior leadership 

decision-making related to potential civil unrest or violence, Law enforcement departments and agencies are 

requested to respond to this survey daily by 9:00 AM EST by following this link: [ Please b7E -3 
share this survey with all law enforcement partners in your associations and within your areas of responsibility. 

Please note that this document 1s Unclassified/+hew-EntereementSenstive (U/AFES). The FBI Office of Partner 

Engagement (OPE) at FBI Headquarters approves further dissemination with your trusted law enforcement, 

intelligence, and homeland security partners in accordance with the-LES-handling caveat. 

  

  

National Crisis Coordination Center | FBIHQ, SIOC, Room 5590 o> 
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This message and any attachments are for situational awareness sand n may be confidential/legally privileged. If you 

received this in error, please delete, do not disseminate further, and notify SIOC immediately. 

UNCLASSIFIED/AGES- 
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b7¢ -1 

From: RTE 5 
Subject: FW: NC3 DAILY SITREP 01/18/2021 

To: poner eae {EBL Veltci Jeffrey BANOO} (EB | 

| 
Sent: January 18, 2021 7:01 PM {UTC-05:00) 

Attached: OPE_SITREP_FINAL_Jan 18.pdf 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

      

  

  

From:sioch bIE -3,5 
Sent: Monday, January 18, 2021 5:59 PM 

To: SIOC CRITICAL INCIDENT Hal 

Ce: s1oq 

Subject: NC3 DAILY SITREP 01/18/2021 

UNCLASSIFIED/HEES- 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
STRATEGIC INFORMATION & OPERATIONS CENTER 

SITUATIONAL AWARENESS NOPHICATION 

The below message is sent on behalf of Assistant Director George Beach I: 

Good evening, 

Please find attached the $8 Sasssasy 3882 { National Crisis Coordination Center (NC3) SITREP related to the 

violence associated with law ful pr otests, 

Please note that this document is UisciassSiev' * ~ {8 AORN}. The FBI Office of Partner 
Engagement (OPE) at FBI Headquarters approves s further dissemination with your trusted law enforcement, 
intelligence, and homeland security partners in accordance with the bES-handling caveat. 

Included in today’s SITREP is a section titled State and Local Survey Responses. This information reflects 
responses fo the FBI's Preventing Violence and Criminal Activity (PVYCA) survey, which 1s intended to aid the FBI 
and our partners in the identification of national trends, areas of assessment, and to support senior leadership 

decision-making related to potential civil unrest or violence. Law enforcement departments and agencies are 
requested to respond to this survey daily by 9:00 AM EST by following this link: Please 7E -3 
share this survey with all law enforcement partners in your associations and within your areas of responsibility. 

Please note that this document is Unclassi fied/H-ew-EntoreementSenstixve (L/+EES). The FBI Office of Partner 

Engagement (OPE) at FBI Headquarters approves further dissemination with your trusted law enforcement, 
intelligence, and homeland security partners in accordance with the-bES-handling caveat. 

b7E -3 National Crisis Coordination Center | FBIHQ, SIOC, Room 5590 | 
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FRWANT ALT HORS, 3 

This message and any attachments are for situational awareness and may be confidential/legally privileged. If you 
received this in error, please delete, do not disseminate further, and notify SIOC immediately. 

UNCLASSIFIED//EES 
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From: 

Subject: 

To: 

Sent: 

Attached: 

Thompson, Regina E. (VSD} {FBI) 
Fw: FBI’s Planning, Coordination, and Response to U.S. Capitol Breach: Detailed Timeline 6 January 20271 - 

draft   

    
  

Poyer, Kimberly L. (VSD) (FBI); b6 -1 
b7C -1 

January 18, 2021 8:14 PM (UTC-05:00) b7E -5 
Detailed Overview January 6 2021 DRAFT U_TES 01152021 - EAD review version .dacx, Overview US 

Capitol coordination DRAFT 01102021 U_HES-.docx 
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From: 

Subject: NCITF: January 18 SITREP related to the viclence associated with lawful protests. 

To: 

Sent: January 18, 2021 8:55 PM {UTC-05:00) 

Attached: OPE_SITREP_FINAL Jan 18.pdf bIE -3,5 
Trusted partners, 

Please find attached the 8 Jaauayy $88) National Crisis Coordination Center (NC3) SITREP related to the 

viclence associated with lawful protests, 

   

  Please note that this document is UsxckassSierd f Ranta) (se -The FBI Office of Partner 

Engagement (OPE) at FBI Headquarters approves fu rther dissemination with your r trusted law enforcement, 

intelligence, and homeland security partners in accordance with thé t€S handling caveat. 

Included in today's SITREP is a section titled State and Locai/ Survey Responses. This information reflects 

responses to the FBI's Preventing Violence and Criminal Activity (PVCA} survey, which is intended to aid the 

FBI and our partners in the identification of national trends, areas of assessment, and to support senior 

leadership decision-making related to potential civil unrest or violence. Law enforcement departments and 

agencies are requested to respond to this survey daily by 9:00 AM EST by following this 

link3 
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Attached 
ror Se SSeN Ree spt See re eee Ne   Sent January 18, 2021 9: 04 PM (UTC-05 00}     To 

Cc 

Subject 

From 

 
             b7C 

b7E -1,2,5,8,12 

-1 

b6 -1



From: Bowdich, David L. (DO) (FBI) 

  

  

  

      

Subject: Fwd: EW: WEO SITREP 0800 - Major Case and Inauguration 
To: 

Sent: January 18, 2021 10:46 PM {UTC-05:00) b6 -4 

Attached: |Inauguration_SITREP_1.18.21.doox, b7C -4 
Major Case SI TREP_1-18-2021_0000.docx b7E -1,2 

Sorry I'll send you tomorrow's sometime after 0900. 

DB 

weneen--- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: “D'Antuono, Steven Michael (WF) (FBI)" bé -3 

Date: Jan 18, 2021 6:53 PM b7c -3 

Subject: FW: WFO SITREP 0900 - Major Case and Inauguration b7E -1,2,3 
To: "Bowdich, David L. (DO) (FBI)" 

Ce: 

Sir, 

Here js today’s 9 am SitRep, We are only pushing one SitRep a day at 9 am. You will notice that the information about 

the is not current as of our Sam this morning SitRep. As | texted you this morning 

Lo 
Steve 

  

      

  

      

  

      

Steven M. D'Antuono 

Assistant Director in Charge 

Federal Bureau of investigation 

jWashinaton Field Office 

Desk) 

Cell)       
b6 -1 

b7¢c -1 

b7E -3,5   

From:| 

Sent: Monday, January.1&. 2021 9:02 AM 

To: WE-EXEC-MGMT 

  

    

      
Subject: WFO SITREP 0900 - Major Case and Inauguration 

The following list of events is being maintained per request of WFO Executive Management. The items on this list are 

compiled by FBI partner agencies. FBI WFO does not have any information to suggest these events will involve anything 

other than First Amendment protected activity and is being distributed for situational awareness. Their inclusion here is 

not intended to associate the protected activity with criminality or a threat to national security, or to infer that such 

protected activity itself violates federal law. However, based on known intelligence and/or specific, historical 

observations, it is possible the protected activity could invite a violent reaction towards the subject individual or others 

in retaliation or with the goal of stopping the protected activity from occurring in the first instance. In the event no 

violent reaction occurs, FBI policy and federal law dictates that no further record be made of the protected activity. 
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b6 -1 

  

  

  

    

  

      

b7C -1 
bIE -3,5 

From: | 

Subject: OS! TREP jor 01.18.21 

To: Vorndran, Bryan A. (NO) (FBI) Veltri, Jeffrey B. 
(NO) (FBI) 

| 
Ce: 

| 
Sent: January 18, 2021 11:27 PM (UTC-05:00) 

Attached: 01.18 2021 Inaguaration SITREP_FINAL.docx 

All-- 

Please see attached the FINAL SITREP for 18 January 2021. 

Thank you, 
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About this study 
  

This study ttied “Mielent Right-Wing Extremism and Terrorism - Transnational Connectivity, Defi- 

nitions, Incidents, Structures and Countermeasures” focuses an the transnational cannectians of the 

Violent extreme right-wing mifieus in six countries: Finland, France, Germany, Sweden, United Kingdom 

and the United States. if wes commissioned oy the German Federal Foreign Office, Division “interna- 

tional Cooperation against Terrorism, Crug frafficking, Orgsnized Crime and Corruption”, in 2020. CEP 

is grateful for the constructive support and critical feedback received throughaut the process by the 

rederal Foreign Office, We wauid also hike to thank the resowred external project experts engaged in the 

production of this study, without whom this work could not have been as comprehensive. The positions 

presentad in this study only reflect the views of the authars and do not necessarily correspond 

with the positions of the German faderal Foreign Office. 

Please direct inquiries regarding this study to Marco Macor!, CEP research fellow: 

mmacon@counterextremism.com phone: +49 O30 360 149 3369.   

ror more information adout the activities of the Counter Extremism Project (CEP) Germany, please visit 

YAM. couMme;rextremisn, sonvcernan. 
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Violent Right-Wing Extremism and Terrorism - 
Transnational Connectivity, Definitions, Incidents, Structures and Countermeasures 
  

Kacper Rekawek, Pn, Alexander Ritzrnarin, Dr. Hans-Jakob Schindler 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The 214 century, and the oeriad after 2614 in particular, 

saw the emergence of a new leaderless, transnational 

and apocalyptic vidlent extreme right-wing {KRW} 

movement. Nowadays, national vielent KRW scenes 

are transnational linked tarough apocalyptic narra 

tives such as the “great repiacerment," “white genocide” 

and “Day x«". Transnationaily oriented vioient ARW 

erogeganidists argue that the “white race" can only be 

saved if all viclent XRW abandon parochial national 

differences and divisions and work and fight together. 

  

The movernent is not structurally unified in one hier- 

archical structure but embraces a divided we stand” 

approach. Hs miernvoers inchide individuais, grouns, 

organisations, and networks, as weil as political parties. 

The transnational Yolen XRW movement is driver by 

music, vickent spart, money, and violence. Music 

and vielent sport events are a common Feature of 

many vidient XBW scenes transnationally. They aim 

tc provide the movement with finances ta sustain 

its qudatente antl attract provieusiy unconnected 

individuals as potential recruits to its ranks. 

Between 2015 and 2020, violence emanating from 

the vidiert KRW milieu has been steadily increas- 

ing and fas became mudti-faceted, yet itciteridaes 

not fall under national legal definitions of terrarisrn. 

Attacks are regularly committed by violent KAW 

miitants whos do not belong to the movement's 

most well-known organisational outhets, Narne- 

theless, same of these organisations alse tried 

to stage spectacular terrorist attacks Gut their 

efforts so far have largely failed or were failed 

by the security services. 

The vioience of the transnational movement is always 

justified as “defensive” or “reactive” to that of the 

moverert’s kleciogical enemies anid is planned 

and executed locally. However, its inspirations or 

wider fustifications are often transnational in 

nature, for exarnne, drawing on an oniine mardfesta 

of a successful vicient XRW Cerrorist attacker from 

another COUPRTY. 

The transnational violent MAW movement is 

mate-daminated, but there have bean cases of fe- 

male terrorist plotters or attackers eraerging from 

that milieu. The mernbership af same of the national 

  

vinlent ARW scenes are reporteciy 13 ta 1595 fernale. 

The transnational violent XRW movernont features 

a strong ardine component that at times outpaces 

its offline counterpart and effectively takes an a 

fe of its own. Consequently, the farmer is often 

unable to operationally beast the latter. Haw- 

ever, violent XRW virtual structures continue to 

closely embrace and utilise currently available 

technologies and, similar ta other extremist and 

terrorist milieus, are early adopters of these tech- 

nologies. Nonetheless, the volunie of vioienc X&W 

online communication should not be mistaken for a 

robust transnational operational ankne space. 

The overall movernant draws or a range of na 

tional inspirations: 

a. Anglo-Saxon - ideciopical via tracts published 

in the USA or practical with certain Sritish anc 

American violent XRW entities attempting ether 

to lead coaiuons of like-minded interne 

actors or directly branch out ca other countries; 

  

ional    
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h. Germanic - ideological via national-sacialst 

symbolism and irnagery, and practical. German 

Violent XRY entities are amongst the racst in- 

  

ternationally networked, with almost all other 

viclent XRW actors attempting fo meke coamec- 

tions in the country. Ths also inchides organ 

rent sides of the 

  

isations that fought on diff 

  

war in Wik aine; 

Nordic — the transnational Nordic Resistance 

Movernent, art ai Scancinavia violent XRVW or- 

ganisation, is often held up as a vale raacdel by 

atner members of the movement; 

astern Euvopean — as newer members of the 

transnational XRW movement from Russia and 

  

Ukraine rush co compete with each other while 
  

recruiting alkes im the West. 

The movement aisa is connected via interna- 

tional travel to cornman destinations: 

a. political marches, ralites, for example, the 

Lukov March in Sofia, Bulparia, or the Day of 

Horour in Budapest, Hurigary: 

vinlent sports, esnecially related to Mixed Mar- 

tial Arts (MMA): 

c. Frusic events (festivals). 

Corman attendance at these events allows the 

violent XSW participants to interconnect, further 

strengthen their personal ties, and exchange exneri- 

  

ences. These evens, like came bigger MMA events, 

ave also a significant source of funding. 

Actors within the transnational victent XRW 

movement coneratly follow 4 common approach 

ta the COVID-15 crisis. They largely see the pan- 

demic as a chance to spread their ideciogy more 

widely and an Gpportunity fa reach a broader re- 

crujtment base. However, its offline operations 

are constrained oy the current restrictions ane it is 

currently toc early to assess what the mediurn ta 

iong-term effects of this will be on the movernent 

as a whole, 

The six countries at the centre of this stucly aif define 

“terrorism” in their national iegisiation but often rely 
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_. 

only on administrative practice or working defini- 

tions of “extramism” or "right wing extremism.” On 

one hand, this state of affairs necessitures 2 certain 

  

Gegree of iraprovisation while countering the threat 

ane, simuitaneausly, reduces the availgcility af cour: 

rerrerrorisni tacls to address the threat emanating 

from the transnational violent XRW movement. 

  

& variety of 

countermeasures to stera the threat emanating 

from the vicient XRW movement. These can be 

grouped ints three types: a} Scandinavian, 5} 

muttifaceted, and c} counterintelligence and 

counter-crime approaches. 

    

The research far this stucy dernonstratec three 

general challeriges governments encourrer when 

Gesigning courter-measures for the transnational 

£XRW movernent. First, muitiareral consensus 

  

yioten 

concerning the definition of the transnational violent 

ARW movement ang its actors has nat yet developed. 

Second, officially avaiable data concerning various 

groupiets, groups, organisations and networks of 

tne Wansnational vieient ARV movemerit is not yet 

readily avallabie in several of the countries at the 

centre of this study. Third, many af the grouped ac- 

tors, Including significant ones, in the transnationai 

    

violent ABW movement have not been designated 

as terrorism organisations by sovernments, 

Consequently, using and strengthening domestic 

and rauttilateral dialogue and cocneration mecha- 

nisms are crucial to work towards multilateral con- 

senaus. Existing legal and administrative measures 

could be adapted to tackle the threat posed Sy the 

transnational violent ARV movement and its actors, 

Inciuding administrative meastyres on a local ievel. 

Finally, civi-society stakeholders have develaped 

      

  

consicer able axpertise or the transnational vidient 

XRW miovernenc. These are useful resources for 

the adaptation of existing government capabilities. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

This renort focuses on the rise and metastasis of 

the victent extreme right-wing (ARW} threat arict 

analyses its grawing transnational cornnectiv- 

ity (1. extending or going beyand national 

boundaries} in cre 2015-2020 period. # argues 

that the transnational vialent XRW moavement fs 

growing and strengthening via its connections be- 

yond national sorders. These allow it to marph 

into a fully-fedged transnational entity fueled 

hy common ideaiggies as well as Inspirations, 

and is maintained via different hubs thar are 

visited by the movermant’s actors, The emergence 

af such an armiarphous movement, in the wards of 

Catherine de Scile, Executive Director of Eurayol, 

enabled"a wave of iextreme? right-wing violent 

incidents that inciuded the terrible attacks in 

Christchurch (New Zealand} and others in the 

USA fand ..j also reached Europe? De Bolle’s re- 

marks from june 2020 were followed up lithe more 

than two weeks later by the German Federal Interior 

Minister, Horst Sechofer, who declared “right-wing 

extrernism [...j the biggest threat te security in 

Germany.”' Such assertions and warnings echaed 

those of the American Federal Bureau of Investiga- 

tions {FSi}, which assessed that 20179 had been “the 

deadliest year for domestic viclent extremism 

since [...J4995,°% and in early 2020 elevated the 

threat pased by far-right extremism and “racially 

motivated violent extremism,” placing it at the same 

threat level as foreign terrorist organisations such 

   

as the isiamic State of trag and the Levant (SIL). 

On the level of the Surapean Union, the Radicaiisa- 

non Awareness Network (RAN a network of more 

than 6000 P/CVE practitioners, highlighted in its 

Genary sessian in Gctober 20179 that “far-right 

extremism” was tc be the top “cross-cutting 

issue” to be addressed in 2020. 

This perception of an slevated threat is also reffect- 

ed in the number of serious violence perpetrat- 

ed by members of the violent extreme right-wing 

{ARW milieu. As documentec by the “Right Wing 

Terronsm and Violence” (RTV} reports published 

by the University of Osio’s Centre for Research on 

Extremism iC-Rex}, during the period hetween 1999 

arid 2018, 18 Western European countries alone 

saw at least 757 fatal ar non-fatal “most severe 

forms of vicient attacks and plots“ whose tar- 

get selection was based on right-wing beliefs." 

This statistic inchudes”ail events with fatal ar near 

fatal outcomes; events in which potentiaily fechal 

weapons have been used offensively [..) severe 

beatings f..£ terrorist attack mots; ard ciscoveries 

of large weapons caches belonging ta right-wing 

extremists” in this context, 209%, which was the 

focus of Director de Balle’s comment, clearly stocd 

cut with “four fatal and 112 severe, but non-fatal, 

right-wing violent events.” This marked 2049 as the 

sacond deaditest year for violent ARW action in 

the last six years. in terms of Violence, 2079 was 

anly surpassed by 2016- 

been much worse as two attacks in 26149 fane in 

  

t could have, However, 

Germany and one in Norway} that were intended 

te have been mass-casuaity attacks largely fated to 

accomplish this goal. Such attacks on behalf of the 

right-wing extremists, as C-Rey cdaimed, have been 

rare “in Western Eurone since 1986.""° Therefore, the 

threat, aibeit not new, has been metastasising 

and is clearly rising. 

As will become Clear, the violent XRW Scene is ne 

longer nationalist nor parochial i a traditional 

sense. its members also are no longer, as ofken com- 

monly assurned, unable to effectively and regularly 

  

    cooperate with 

the hyper-nationalist attitudes of violent XRW indi- 

viduals, shaped by memories of inter-state conflicts 

ther foreign cofeaguies. in the past, 

  

   

and the i 

WTS GSS 

ang Hist of erievances accompanying them, 

urned to render any chance for transna- 

tonal cooperation largely rnoat. Therefore, rather 
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than develening multiateral countermeasures, the 

emphasis of UN Member States wags on tackling the 

issue orimarily at the national fevel. 

Unfortunately, such 4 reading af this scere un 

dervaiued the fact that vielent XRW individu- 

als and organisations Rave a long of history 

of transnational cooperation. As early as che 

mid-1930s, leaders of the European fascist parties 

  

held congresses, and the early 7940s saw a distinc’ 

internationaksation of the German national-sacialist 

messaging, indicating a shift towards a par-Eurc- 

pean struggie against the communist Soviet Uaiar. 

in the aftermath of World War ih, some post-fascist 

or past national socialist palitical entities also at 

rempted to coalesce into a movement opposing 

the resnective American and/or Soviet influence 

over Europe.” 

Even more troublingly, the violent XRW scene not 

oniy has a hiscary of transnaconal cooperation but 

during the last two decades has heen undergoing 2 

significant process of internationalisatien, if not 

globalisation, during which new, unifying and 

binding idectogical narratives emerged. These 

rasuited in a downgrading of ultra-nationalist 

ideological ideas and perceived inter-state rival 

vies amongst Western or European nationalistic 

vigient ARW scenes and simuitanoously pushed 

to the fore the idea of uniting “white peaple™ 

against their enemies {ferninists, democrats, 

itherats, jews, Mushims, or anyone not white}. 

This paved the way for forging of transnational 

connections between various national violent 

XRW scenes and more intensified and sometimes 

strategic cooperation between them. 

This report describes the elements of these 

transnational violent XRW interconnections 

in detail. Research for this report was conducted 

detween july and September 2020 specifically fo- 

cusing on data and developments curing the period 

between 2015 and 2020. its findings are based 

on research conducted by the CEP preject tearm 

analysing the violent XRW scene int Six caunitrias: 

Counter Extremism Project Germany gambit 

    
Finland, France, Germany, Sweden, the United 

Kingdom of Great Sritain and Northern treiand 

{UK}, and the United States of America {USA}. 

Detaled national chapters outiining the state of 

violent XRW scenes are included in the annexes 

to this report. 

As will be outlried in chis report, the chalice ca focus 

on these six countries in particular reflects the in- 

fuential neticnal inspirations on the cransnauonal 

vigient XRW scene emerging from the Angio-Saxon 

(UK, USA}, Germanic (Germany) and Nardic {Fin- 

land, Sweden) scanes, narratives anc imagery. The 

report aiso discusses the newly emerging Fastern 

Eurapean influences, which since the outbreak of 

fin Ukraine in 2614 have gained traction 

armongst viclent XRW individuals. The report aisc 

highlights &@ French vigient XRW case that has ts 

own transnational cannections to francophone 

    

the comfl 

regions in Europe and North America. Furthermore, 

this scene provided some key ideological narratives, 

in particular through Renaud Camus’ highly influen- 

tial "great replacement’ theory, * which renresents 

    

the basis for ane of the care urfying narratives af 

the transnational ARW movement. in practice, the 

French violent XRW scane, aibeit of high historical 

relevarice and seemingly high patential for conrec- 
   
   thaty, Is constrained fn its transnation 

and capadilices by sorne of its national pecullart- 

ties fanguage, religious focus of the broader XW 

scene}. Nonetheless, a scene of this importance and 

at CAPAdues 

size forms a relevant backdrop to any Ciscussion or 

the scale and success of violent ARW transnational 

cannectivky in Europe and North America. 

The report comprises six sections, including the 

current introduction, 

Section 2 discusses the key uniting elements that 

enable the develoomerk of a transnational violert 

ARW movement, These are conimnon narratives, a 

common approach towards organisatianal ¢ 

  

tric. 

      

tures ariangst the movemeri's actors, Comma 

influences or inspirations (Angio-Saxon, Germanic, 

NOrGi, ard {0 a growing extent, Eastern furcocary, 
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anc cormman travel patterns of the movement's 

rernbers.-to shysical hubs where chey are able ta 

strengthen existing ties with like-minded comrades 

from different countries, 

Section 3 oresents further features that enabie the 

  

transnational ARW movemert to expand, aamely 

music, viclent spar 

are ail needed to recruit outsiders inte its ranks and 

  

and money. These elements 

replenish its coffers, They ere used by the move- 

ment to work towards achieving its goals, As the 

movement eschews Gemocratic poktics, viclence, 

the next discussed feature, aften becames rhe main 

outlet af its politics: the perpetration af violence. 

The report discusses trends in the mavement’s 

Violence between ZOTS and 2929, its character, 

perpetrators and targets, while aiso discussing the 

gener aspect, 

Section 4 focuses on the online dimension af the 

movement. This is a significant arena for its cevel- 

  

opment, However, in comparison to ather extrem- 

ist and terrorist movements, such as the global 

terror network ISL, the aniine dimension of the 

transnational violent ARW movement is not yet as 

    Cevelaped and sanhistcated. The ari 

the transriational vielent XRW movement remains 

  

currernily less connected to the offline operational 

activities af thie maverrient’s actors, 

Section § features a brief discussion and analysis 

of how che six court 

have addressed the threat emanating fram the 

transnational vielent XBW movement, in Chis sec 

tion, the report focuses first on the tegal definitions 

ries at the centre of this study 

  

    and adm 

“TORPORSHY anc “extrerms 

trative practices concerning the terms 

  

‘ dermonstrating the 

various approaches and their current limitacians. 

Second, this section briefly outlines the strategic fo- 

cus that the governments in the six couritries at the 

centre of this report have uttised when developing 

counter measures, ranging from an emphas 

    

an 

iP/ 
CVE} approaches to addressing the issue orimarily 

prevention and courtering viclerit extrem 

Via executive counterterrorism iristruments, 

© sphere af 

Section 6 consists of a sumrnary of the report, 

fallowed by the annexes. 

The annexes ta this report include detailed anal- 

yses of the national vicient XRW scenes in the six 

countries at the centre of this renort. Each report 

analyses the situation in the respective country 

while fooking at the history of the respective vio- 

lent XRW milieu, emerging trends, finances, online   

  

deaveicomerk, and transnational cammectians. 
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2. A TRANSNATIONAL MOVEMENT 

#4, United by ne 

  

The violent XRW scenes are transnetioriailly linked through apocalyptic narratives & s 

“sy Day X.'°° The first two 

narratives are based on the idea that the influx of non-white foreigners, immigrants 

such ag the “great renlacemert,” ‘ “white geriocicde,” ” anc 

or refugees, will lead to en ernergerice of a new “brown” race, which aeeds to be 

avoided af ali cost. in addition, feminism is considered a major threat, 

itis aheged to oe responsible for shrinking birth rates amonger “whites” and seer 3s 

an attack on male supremacy. it fs crucial fo highiight that immigration and feminisnt 

are mostly considered 45 being part of an imagined worldwide Jewish consniracy, 

termed the “Zionist Occupied Government (206) * of the “New World Order {NWO}* 

which supposedly aims at exterminating tne white race.’ 

     

  

The “Oay X" narrative refers to the beginning of civil wars between “whites” 

and tneiy enemies, particularly poltical opponents, jews, Musiims, fem- 

inists, arid LGOBIGIA Geshbian, gay, bisexual 

  

< SSN 

transgender/transexual, ee SS 

queer/ questioning, intersex, and ailied/asexual/aromanmtic/agender). LAV ~ 

  

\ Saul 
Many viglent XRW individuals prepare far that day, and several Zionist LERR CO 

SS 

Stlacks—againist Muslims in particular—were explained by the Occupied a cw 

perpetrators as targeted provocations with the aim to provoke Government ‘ \ WK 
a vicient reacuon of Musiims so a civil war would start. * A 

       
   

        

   

Those narratives do not explicitly focus on na- 

tions but on an imagined construct termad 

the “white race.” Transnationally oriented SSE SESS & 

violent XRW individuals say openly that AQNAGSS Se ae 

the attacks against the “white race” 

can only by countered if “white na- 

tonalists” cooperate. Or put dif- 

ferentiy: the "white race” can 

only be saved if all viaient 

XRW actors work and feht 

together. 

Violent XRW individuals 

can generaily be put in 

two camps. The “root 

causes” camp aims at 

killing jews and political 

opponents, since they are 

18 Couster Extremism Project Germany gambit 
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in the imagination of these actors supposedly re- 

far the prodlera itse sparsi     , be i inamigration, 

mati-culturalism, or feminism. The “accelerationist” 

camip claims that dernocracies are already dy- 

Ing and aims af attacking non-whites, particularly 

Muslim immigrants, to provake and facilitate a 

race war, in ali cases, viofance is “fustified’ as 

self-defence due ta the perceived deadly threats 

ta the “white race.“ 

itis mot omby grouns Eke the Nardic Resistance 

Movement {N&M} or the Soldiers of Odin (SOO}, or 

the Arornwaffen Division {AWD}, all discussed in this 

  

    report 

conspiracy myths, Aliso, most of the violent XRW 

90-called “lone actors,” who carried out actacks, for 

who promote these or similar narratives and 

example, in Pittsburgh (USA, target: synagague, 

2078}, Christchurch (New Zealand, target: mosques, 

2319}, Poway (LSA, target synagogue, 2579}, El 

Paso (USA, target: rigrants/supermarket, 2079}, 

sto (Norway, target mosque, 2019), ard Haile 

(Germany, targel: synagogue/migrants, 2019}, all 

discussed in this renort, referance therm to some 

degree in thelr writings or staternerts. ” 

% % t..4% 44 
AG GE¢42h y¢4 4447 sae teat 

barvtinsn Gh4E44LT4LA 449 4 44 
  

  

sient, the predominantly ideologically unit- 

ed movement ssems disunited orpanisationally 

and structurally. Various national scenes, albeit 

sometimes dominated by a singic entity (¢.¢., in Swe 

den or Scandinavia where the NRM is the key vickent 

XRW actor}? are far frors homogenous, with strings 

of groups, retworks, parties, atc, active in a given 

his practice are plentiful 

Germany has a multifaceted scene with “prougs," 

  country. Exampies af 

      

parties,” and so-called “mixed scenes," as does the 

USA with the alt-right, neo-Nazi terrorist grouns, and 

ardi-governmert activists and networks. Nurnerous 

extra -parlomertary vinient XRW parties and groups 

exist in France, The UK has recently seen a string of 

prascriptions aimed at vicierit XRW creanisatians 

Those vicient indivicuats imitate each other, publish 

“mantfestos” and call for others to stage follow-up 

attacks. Anders Behring Breivik (Norway, target: 

government builiding/political youth camp, 2074} 

is considered the reference polre or at times the 

role model of this “copycat movement.""" Breivik 

hiniseif referred to Timothy McVeigh (USA, target: 

government budding that inciuded a day care cen- 

tre, 1995}. in their manifestos, both terrorists ref- 

  

erence the right-wing extremist anocalyptic Turner 

Diaries, a navel {7978} describing a past-nuclear 

race war Another key violent XRW publication 

is Vege 11992}, which is also mentioned by many 

  

‘Sone actors,” and which calls for inmdenendent 

terror ceils or “lone wolves” to ignite a race war?” 

At the sarne time, narratives of traditharnal furo- 

pean viclent XRW are jargely based an “Viking’/ 

Nordic sagas and on naticral-socialst ar Fascist 

idealagy or imagery. These ald narratives, fused 

with anti-feminism andthe expiokation of the 

so-called “refugee crisis” in recent years, have 

created a new leaderlass transnational apoc- 

alyptic violent XRW movement that shares a 

sense of alleged victimhaad and a perteived 

obligation ta defend the “white race.” 

that exist alangside legal associations and parties. 

At the same time, NRM might be dorinart in Swe- 

den but is a child of a spit in another viclent XRW 

organisation and has already seer a splinter group 

ermerge from its ranks’? 

  

Furthermore, some of the violent KRY moverent’s 

most well-known, drarnatic and vielent actions 

are reguiarty conducted by individuals and not 

by the aforementioned antities isee: Section 3.4 

“Organised for violence,” below). These individuals 

are often social loners but not “lone woives” in the 
       

strict definition of this tern. They are well-networked 

online, members or sympathisers of the given violent 

XRW scene, or ever “rogue” members of some of the 
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aforementioned and searingh daminant violent 

ARW organisati 

  

OS. 

As oudined in Section 2.7. above, concepts such 3s 

“race” or “identity” act as urdfying Commion concepes 

  

and predominate the need to establish uniformity 

and unity. in short, this “divided we stand” attitude 

is the expression of a diversified organisational 

and structural approach and a feature that unites 

the vistent ARW milieu across national borders. 

At the same time, members of this loaderiess move- 

ment stil look up to a number of organisations as 
© paints of reference. For exampte, in several countries 

{ the centre of this study, violent XRW groups per 

ceived the Greek party Goicden Dawn, whose leaders 

were convicted of running a criminal arganisation 

in Octoder 2620,"* to be a role madel, especially in 

ts successfid Gutreach beyond che oraader XRW 

Milieu via is so-called “charity’ work." For exampte, 

the Finnish NRM also held support raifies for jailed 

members of Golden Dawn. ? 

Simiariy, several vidlent XRW prouns analysed in 

this study modeiied themselves on the NRM, itseif 

  

    
@ successful merger of vinient XRW enities in all 

Scandinavian countries. ly ZT, the cransnationai 

recagnition of groups such as Golden Dawn and the 

N&M even earned them references in the ai 

af lea 

Matthew Heirnbach of the Traditionalist Warkers 

   OUP SS 

     mac in the USA, such 35 ing white supre!   

Party (WP), who called them “the vanguard of ne- 

My tty thet ots, wee tty, & ag ge 2%. United by (nati) 19S ; 

    
donalist organizing in the worid.”3' NAM wes also 

referrad to as a "very good model” by the leader 

of the Brit! 

ris organisation to fallow.” Consequently, in 2019, 

the NRM declared that one of its strategic five-year 

objectives is to exercise influence beyond the Nordic 

countries as its struggle is “global £... and} concerns 

ali the white peoples of the world"? NRM's glabal 

ambitions were manifested dy the fact that between 

jurre 2076 and February 2017S the party’s presence at 

Gifferent events was tn high demand by violent XRW 

actors around Europe, and ks delegations made at 

least 17 documented visits ta events or meetings 

    h National Action {NA} presumably for 

   

a 

  

2 hosted by their international counterparts.’ 

Other organisations from the various rational vio- 

lent ARV scenes analysed for this study aiso nave 

the potential ta develnn inte “paints of reference’ 

for the wider violent XRW millet: due to their inter. 

nationally networked character. They may not be 

for other violent XRW actors at the mo-    roie mode 

ment but their ability to ingratiate themselves with 

numerous peers from abroad indicates 4 certain 

Cerree of attractiveness far those that search for 

models of effective organisational structures within 

the transnational violent XRVW milieu. Interestingly, 

such networked groups are either Angio- Saxon {AWD} 

or Gerraan (Ger Hi. Wee) and operate in countries 

or in dariguages spec 

scenes internationally (see: Section 2.3. “United by 

(national inspirations,” below). 

  

  

y Valued by Uie violent XR 

  

  

stand” approach are not the only uniting factors of 
  the transnational violent XRW rnovernent EH is aise 

united by a set of national inspirations, be it 

Angio-Saxan or German, and a rising importante 

Counter Extremism Project Germany gambit 

of external actors who in the past would not 

have had the chante te be accepted as a part of 

the movement (Eastern European dimension}. 

As discussed cartier, same US publications (sich 

as the furner Giaries and Siege} and glorified US 

terrorists (such as McVeigh), © play a key aie as far 
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as the vicient XRW ideological lnderpinnings are 

corcerned, in transnational contacts, members 

of the violent XRVY milieu mostly communicate in 

English and often not only consume but aise pro- 

duce propadanda and recruitment materiats in this 

Ianguage, 

The English language aise has enabled the British 

and American violent XRW actors to maintain: 

close links. Examples include 3 Finnish NRM member 

from farapere who was the main moderator of the 

jron March Forum isee below for more information 

on the forum), a key online hub for viclent X&¥W 

transnational conmectivity,> ar the US group The 

Base’s atternpts to recruit internationally’ The 

comnon language also was a factor factitating 

orolonged links hetween NA and the AWD. ar sub- 

  

sequently between the UK's Sonnenkrieg Division 

iSKD} ard the AW.“ 

AWD was also the oasis for their subsecuent and 

itimately unsuccessful athenipts on behalf of 

these Angio-Saxan organisations te position 

themscives as prospective leaders of a transna- 

dianal violent XRW movement and their efforts 

te integrate adkdtianal orpanisations such as 

Central and South American graups, or the AWD's 

aiternapt to organise and inspire a capycat graun in 

or ies alleged atternpt ta set up 4 cell 

in Ukraine in 2020." Even though these attempts 

failed, non-English speaking arganisations, such as 

f coy evs = 
WEeTMany, 

  Finnish, rrench, German, or Swedish groups, mace 

no Si 
   

Har OVerures. 

The Gritish group NA was particularly keen te embed 

itself in the centre of an international network. it did 

o through 4 range of activites aimed at buifding 

solidarity with other groups. its activists reparredly 

visited miitants ther countries to develop per- 

  

    sarial ard orga 

miktants from other countries, particularly Poland‘? 

to join its violent street activities.“ Kt narticipated in 

franal bands, ard welcoming 

a@range of dernonstrations aimed at expressing its 

   transnational solidarity with other violent groups 

and individuais.*? NA activists aise reportedly took 

gart in marches in Germany, Lithuania, arc Lat- 

via“ Orher NA atrernots co ingranare itself wich the 

transnational vicient AW milieu came in early 2015 

as its leader snent severai weeks in Finland, meeting 

activists Ir several cities, soeaking at the NRM hub 

in Turku, and taking partin their activism in Lahti 

   

N& has also showed its sumport for jailed Finrush 

NRM rmenisers. For exampie, in 2015 rnembers of 

the group wrote ari appeal letter to the ambassador 

of Finland 

2.3.4. Eastern European 

2.3.2.9. Azov and RID 

The Eastern Eurapean partners of the violent 

ARW milieu described in this report, narnely the 

Azovy Movement (Likcainian socio-political entity com. 

orising nat only the Azov Regiment, from which the 

racverient onginates, hut also a political oarty, the 

National Corns, and a variety of other eniities and 

fRusskoe Iriperskoe Dvizhenie, RID) advocate for 

their respective transnational “intermarium’= 

and the “World Naticnal-Canservative Move- 

ment” (WNCM)}* in English for foreign audiences. 

This highlights the growing importance of East- 

ern Evropaan organisations since the becinning 

of the conflict int Ukraine in: 2074 far Western 

European and, to a certain extent, also American 

violent XRW mHisus, 

   in the past, Russian sp 

groups such as Azov Movement (from therean 

    aking ang Eastern European: 

referred to as Azov: whenever needed, the Azov 

Regirnent, as a fighting force, wil be referred to 

separately) and 4D would noc have been able to 

enter the Western-daminated transnational vicient 

ARW miieu.” The conflict in Ukraine presented a 

turning point, giving fussian-speaking and Eastern 

European grouns credibility as successful and ideo- 

      

iogically minded fighting forces. Sirnu 

considerably increased and improved their initially 

meagre and low-quality communication in English 

aneously, they 
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and begar to position themselves as habs for the 

violent KRW transnational miller. 

AS 4 resuit, members of the national violent XRW 

scenes studied far this report have, in recent years, 

come into contact with represeritatives of these 

Eastern European groups, as is the case with the 

German Der tH. Wee or the Nationakiemokratische 

Partel Deutschiands (NPD). This further boosted 

the international standing of Azoy anc RID, which 

do not shy away from displaying their arabitions te 

oaiesce their international vicient XRW contacts 

inte oroacd structures or co 

     

  

ions. Examples of tis 
  

development are the Azov-led Central-Eastern fi 

rope-orierted “intermarium’” (Hterally “between the 

seas", specifically the Adriatic, Baltic, and Black} as a 

O Russia anc Hberal West, and the 
   
     courterweig! 

RID Jed WICH, ar associstion of vicient ARW ook 

forces aimed at countering 

ism, and tolerance” and “supernational instizutions.” 

    

Cit 

inural- eralism, mute 

  

  

Azayv ang the RID are not only ideciagicailly on 

oppasite sides of the canflict in Ukraine but are 

aise competitors in building strong tes with Ger- 

man and other European right-wing extremists.” 

RID is aise a religious movernent that defines itseif 

wales   as superior in comparison with is “pagan” co 

  

fram other nations. Nevertheless, they rneet and 

cocperate, basexf cr the icealogical narrative that 

the “white race" in fotal is facing ar existent! 

and that only a united front of “white wars 

    

hreat 

ors” Wik 

     be VICLGTIOUS GBS ts enemies at this puricture,* 

fuD has had the most success in reaching out te 

some of the Nordic XRW milfeu. it has maincained 

relations with Swedish XRW actors going back at least 

@ decade and pravicusly hac a Swedish branch? 

Since at least 2612, RED maintained canzacts with 

NRA in 20S, a time of consolidation and new 

  

igadership far te NRM, 3 high-level RID delegation 

reportedly visited Sweden,’’ allegediy making a do- 

nation for their Nordic comrades Guring the visit, and 

invited: NRM to foin the WNCM.° The 2075 meating 

and NEM's decision ta host the HlD delegation is 

considered 3 pivot point in the NRM’s position on the 

  

     

Counter Extremism Project Germany gambit 

_. 

  

conflict in Gkraine ard on gecpokt 

Previously, NRM nad sided with Ukrainian rational. 

cs more general     

ists, After 2015 however, NRM reportedly switched 

sides and is now espousing a pro-ussian posidon 

in Erie wath the RID. This rew pasition dees not, 

however, completely extend ta the NRM's Finnish 

branch as Finlancds nationalists nave traditionally 

been hostile to Russia.* Nonetheless, some Finrish 

ARW | uals, alongside their German counter- 

parts, Were Sai 

  

     to nave been invalved in garamikkary 

training.” Members of the German XRW party, Oer 

ii. Wee reportedly aise particinated in such training. 

However, fhe group subsequently dubbed reports 

   

of thelr presence during these training activities as 

“Fake news, 

in 2619, RID reportedly made particular efforts to 

reach out to organisations in Western Europe, and 

its leader Kientified Germary as the "next most 

Rnportant courtry for the movement in Eurcne* 

However, RED has been mare successful with the 

French XRW mil 

{French Nationalist Party, PNF} has beer: inviting 

KS reapreseritatives for the annual “Day of furape” 

taking place in Paris“ The French XRW is broadly 

prco-Russian as itperceives Moscow as 3 world power 

rival to what they ferm “the universalist USA,” and a 

  

i as the Parti Nationaiste Francais 

country maintaining traditional values of the Eure- 

pean Chris 

the French ASW fo enlist in the Unké continentate 

(Continental Unie, UC} unit, which fought Ukrainian 

    ar Civilisation. This gushed sore af 

forces in Boribas.” Mernbers of this unit were later 

seen acting as a securiiy detail at the Yellow Vests 

protests in Paris in 2019*" 

  

Cither, non-Rib, associated connections fo Russia 

ces Getweern the Germar 

XRW inexecdi martial arts (MMA) association “WARIION 

21" and Russia’s National Sacialist Straight bdge 

  inclice reported close cori 

  

   

group “PPD [lo npcrpamme feayuike Mopoza, 

the Program of Father frost}. Their cooperation 

“serves as a role model for international networking 

  

between right-wing extremists, ard for co-operations 

with leading right-wing-extrentist clothing brands." 

Moreover, the forrner leader of the sow disoanded 
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Viglent ARW American group The Base is raportecly 

now residing in Russia.” 

Contrary to a widely held opinion, not all violent 

KRW activists, however, look te fussia as a rnad- 

el} and some have taken the side of Ukraine. For 

these 

sove! 

   

  

adividuats 

alortist strategy agairiat the forrner USSR, per: 

ed by Russia, and for thatreason Kyiv deserves 

“raine is the underdog pursuing a 

  

     sonifi 
   

acartain measuce of sumport and respect.” This daes 

  

not automancally result in che automatic creation of 

onalist abroad and Azoy in 

Ukraine. However, differant from nationalist crouys 

in Ukraine, Azov has an internationalist strategy 

{aforementioned “intermarium’}, promotes 3 

canservative “reconquista’ against the Hberal 

West (with the slogan “Today Ukraine and the 

Rus, tomorrow the world), and maintains 4 

social media presence in English. These eleraents 

imks.7 Finnish, > French, 

German, Swedish, ancl Gritish nationals (amongst 

  

a liaison between any na 

facilitate the forging of suct 

  

others} fought in the ranks of the Azoy Regimentin the 

war in Ukraine.“ interestingly, che regiment was not 

     able to attract Central-Easters furopeans (CEE) into its 

ranks. No nationals of Ukraine's western neighbours 

   {Polarict, Slovakia, Hungary, Romania) have isined 

the regiment, Nevertheless, Azov comtinued to Haise, 

  

on an organisational fevei, with like-minded groups 

and organisations in the Baltic States arc Polar, 

among others.”’ This, to sorne degree, could be ex- 

plained that vioient XRW individuals in the CEE “stilt 

goon sbout territoria! disputes Hferent in the 

West" and would consequently have problems with 

joining & Ukrainian nationalist or extremist fighting 

force, uriike same of their Western colleagues.’* in 

  

   
      iS 

  

addition, the war in Ukraine failed to mobikse the 

vigiant ARW mivet in the CEE for the war effort in 

general, mot fust for the Azov Regiment. The main 

regional contrisuuion came from the Czech and Sic- 

      

  

isticnalists, scanetimes ARW, voluriteers. These 

few “volunteers,” however, joined the oro-Russian 

*“senaratints.”" 

From 2Gt/ onwards, Azev alsa intensified its out- 

reach attivities around Europe under the aegis 

of the so-calisd “interrnarium Sagport Group.” 

These efforts were rnastly of a propacandistic char- 

acter, For example, prominent XRW individuals visited 

Kyiv to take part in Che Paneuropa Conference and 

intermariim Support Group Conference arganisecl 

by Azov. Azov members were cent as representatives 

  

ta different nationalist or ARW events ii Centre! or 

Western furopean counties.” Azoy represent 

spoke ar the Finnish XRW “Awaker: 

  

fVES 

ing” conference, the   

Scardza forum in Sweden, Der il, Wee's “The Youth 

Storms” in Thuringia in Germany, and conferences 

of the Junge Nationalisten (JNj, the youth wing of 

the German XRW NPD party Azov also cooperated 

with the German-Ukrainian-Norwegian Kraftquell 

("Source of Power"), a neo- pagan and XRW support 

group “ostensibly helping war veterans fighting on 

the Ukrainian side on the eastern Ukrainian front’ 

Sirrudtanecusiy, Avov reportediy received visits from 

key French XW figures? the Brinsh NAS’ ar the 

ARW Rise Above Movement (RAM) from the USA to 

its cantre in Hylv, and allegedly atrematec ta recruit 

German ARW individuals into its ranks at events such 

as the “Rock gegen Uberfremdung” (“Rock against 

foreign infiltration’ in Themar in 2017, Ukrairfan 

nationalists have also attermptec to recruit Swedish 

NRM members to fight in Ukraine, but NRIs fead- 

ership, raaintaining a pro-Sussian position at that 

time, reportedly dict not allow its members to go.’ 

   n Vs 

he broad 

  

indirectly related to these developments: 

er phenomenon of foreign fighters frorn    the wicer 

Violent XRW movement traveling to join groups or 

either side of the confit in Ukraine, especially in 2614 

ano 2045, Earlier research supported Sy the Counter 

Extreanusm Project (CEP) dernanstrated that arauns 

1006 Westerners tin addition to 15,000 Russians and 

1006 fehters from the former Soviet repub 

part in the fighting. These Eurooean fighters hailect 

from most countries ii the European Union (bu). 

  

1 tock 

even Wiough WMiey often fought on diferent sides of 

the war, these fighters had known each other from 

before the war as they belong to a “Western foraign 

Genter society.” This is a collection of tke-minces 

individuals, often of KRW beliefs, whe are ready to 

Genioy to conflict zones? Furthermore, nathondis 
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of anumber of countries aise flocked to the conflict 

and perfarraed other, nom-carabarari roles on either 

side of the divide as propagandists, humanitarian 

workers, trainers, or sympathetic activists. 

  

Peshimerga inn 

     Hepecdy ted in ar Hi-fated coup atten 

in Mantenegro® and some former French foreign 

fiehters on: the pro-Russia separatist side took part 

in the Yellow Vest protests in Paris as mernhers of 

  

the marchers’ “security detail."*” Most interestingly, 

however, many of them wanted a post war career in 

private military contracting (PMC) and same managed 

to gain emaloyment with such carnpanies in conflict 

zones, for example, in Libya, Someta ar Syria as 

military caruvactars. 

    

    

hte te Vt tt tte Ks o 
pe eee WF oe 

  

   
ze 

  

Counter Extremism Project Germany gambit 

  

Hf an or, 

Se 

2.3.2.2 Other Eastern inspirations 

To a certain extent, the presence of Eastern inspi- 

rations in the transnational violent XRW movement 

are aise presert in tee other forms. 

   First is the importance of poiltical events in Ceri- 

rrab-fastemn/Southern Eurcoe, which act as meating 

hubs for the transnational violent ARW movement.” 

These are. for exarnole, the Lukov March in Bulgaria, 

March of the Nations in Kyiv? Day of Honour in 

Hungary,” or the independence March in Poland’ 

Second is the presence of Centrat-Eastern curopean 

individuals in the ranks of violent KRW groups in 

Western European countries, for example, reports 

indicate Polish supporters of the NA in the UK. 

Third, Centrai-fastern Europe is a paramiltary 

training nub for viclent ARW miikants, for exan- 

Re, reports indicare the Czech Sepudlic is a Aub 

for German violent ARW individuals.> 

  

   

    ct 
~ hg 

“ #
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23.0 Germany 

Finally, key national inspiration for the transnational 

violent ARV movement is to be found in Germany, 

with the exceotion of che French scene, which mostly 

communicates in French. Most other violent XRW 

attors make it a point of pride to bic up re- 

lations with thety relevant German peers. This 

could be the result of a certain historical fondness of 
   
feu for the Third Reich enc its self-confessed 

ideciogical successors, and to the alleged strength 

and vibrancy of the multifaceted Garman violent XRY 

scene cornposed of informal groups (Gruppe Freital 

(297 7}, the Oldschool Society (955) (201 7}, Revolution 

Chemnitz (2018), the Kameradscnaft Aryans (2079) 

and Nordadler (2020) pares iNPD, Der Wi Wee, and 

Die Rechtek “mixed scenes” tin which vicient XRW 

ie Fy 

  

actors meet rockers/bikers, “Reaich-citizens,” pregpers, 

and so-called “enraged citizens.”y anc, “tiatruccired 

individuals, “™ rneaning inchviduais unconnected/ 

  

unaffiliated to any organisational frarnework. 

As a result, some of the German violent XRW organi- 

  

sations, especially the poltical parties such as Der HH. 

Wee, NPD, and Die Rechte, seem to have the Groadest 

ansnatoral networks of all of une erties covered 

by this report. Der HL Weg's leader, Kiaus Arrastroff, 

spoke af a Rinnish N&M event (organised under the 

cover af the Towards Freedom! Organisation, due 

to NRM's ban in Finland, which - after two prior low- 

er caurt decisions - was ultimately upheld by the 

Supreme Court in September 2020) in December 

2619, in Hels * Members of the Swedish arm of 

NRM reportedly came to visit Germany on af least 

     

nine separate accasions (mostly fa Haise with Der 

Hi. Weg). interestingly, Der IH, YWweg's transnational 

network also features connections to groups that 

  

esoouse conflicting geopolitical positions it the con: 

text of the conflict in Ukraine, such as contacts with 

  

both the Ukrai naationakst Azovy Movement and 

the Sussian RID.’ 

    

The more established anc widely known German 

NPD party, as well as its youth organisation, lunge 

Nationgiisten (Young Netionalists} {IN} maintain dose 

contacts with foreign vicience-orlented organisati 

quch as the Greek neo-fascist party Goiden Dawn. 

The NPD is a member of the European Alliance for 

Peace and Freedom {APF), whose Europa Terra Nostra 

} foundation aims “to build an international 

network capable of helping nation 

  

eV, {E 

  

st organisations 

  

and milkents." 

hosted both the representatives of Azov and RDS * 

Finally, Die Rechte's members anpear as speakers at 

tne IN’s Eurooa-Congzress 

events organised by violent XRW groups held else- 

where in Europe. Members of Die Rechte attended 

events of their counterparts in Hungary (at the Say 

of Honour}, and reportedly alsa in Portugal and 

France.” At the same time, the German branch of 

the white supremacist Hamymnerskins is sble to attract 

awite netwaork of nerdational contacts oo its events 

in Germany. ° The group is also reportedly connected 

  

onaly connected XRW entreoreancur 

Denis “Nlcatin” Xapustin, founder of che fashion 

“Winite Rex" These links are maintained through the 

MMA scerie and the mailorcer business.” 

  iael 

2.3.4 Exceptional inspirations 

Other, less successful and prolonged inspirations 

developed within the vialent XRW and the broader 

MRW scene in Scandinavia and Finland in par- 

ticular. The vigitarte SOG, founded in 2015 and 

organised as a franchise system, spread inte nearly 

36 countries during 2616. Although is international 

chapters were able to conduct their daily activities 

independently, they were supposed to faolaw the 

general rules laid out by the Firmish leadership of the 

franchise. Mast of these trarisnational connections 

were maintained online. However, Hnnish men- 

bers of SOG aise conducted cccasi       
nal visits to the 

international chapters of the graup and arganisect 

  

fees, the international chapters were in raast 

ther closed or renarned by 2017,7 with only 
   

  

fave. The 

idea of a vigiante movement, however, continuous 

the Finnish and Sweaflisn charters 3 

tG raverterate, Grouns such as Boiders Cruisers in 
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Sweden or the Patriots of Unity, both former chap- 

ters of the transnational SOO, reportedly contirme 

to espouse this model." 

As far as Scandinavian inspiranons are concerned, the 

NRM, a transnational organisation itself, is a sneciai 

  

case in point as far as sources of violent XRW inspirs- 

tloms are concerned, it is headquartered in Sweden 

and maintains branches in Finland, and sry 

  

Her ores 

  

inp Norway, Denmark and icelarnc.* In the case of 

this group, the guidance and ohysical presence of 

Swedish NRM activists is renortedly crucial for the 

abikty of their erparts to mobilise, * or 

to bring their members to XRW events in Sweden. 

Such tins apperently directly enable XRW activism 

int ine target countries where the oranches of NRM 

usually lack numbers and resources, with the excen- 

  local COL 

  

anc. > These visits are aise 

intended to show strength and are a network 

af mechanisms to conseidate NRM influence and 

authority over cheir saembers and syrnpathisers in 

tion of che branch ia F 

    

the Nardic countries. Fhey confer prestige both on 

  

te visitors and their hosts, raising the profiles of alt 

actors involved, since the ability to arganis 

  

Erna 

tional travel to ideological counterparts is alegedly 

Viewed as a sign of importance among XRW actors? 

The French ARW millet to some extent remains an 

Noteth- 

a Camus aforamentioned “great replacement’ 

theary and the international success of "Pride France,” 

‘part fifestyfe Grand, part neo-Nazi fight 

chk," it masthy Haises with international partners 

who share the French language, Le. parts of te Bei- 

gian, “ Swiss, or Quebecois violent XRW milieus. 7 in 

exception in the field of fore: 

stan 

INSP ation     

  

   
     extreme-righk 

  

addition, 2 signkicant portion of the milieu supports 

a Christian, if not Catholic, fundamentalist idealogy. 

This is the case, for example, with the French PNF, 

which is aiso more prane to alien with foreign groups 

such as the Hafan Forza Nuova (New Force) the Greek 

Solden Dawn, the various factians of the Spanish 

nge, and Eastern European parties that espouse 

4 strong Christan {Orthodox} ideciogical outiock. ” 

    

through travel 
  

AS much as the movement communicates, and 

fo a large exter evert exists, antine, Hs members 

gravitate to cartain physical hubs that perform 

a variety of functions. Apart from the obvious 

networking aspect, such hubs strengthen the 

camaraderie between violent XRW mentbers and 

enahic a potential bulic-up of capabilities and 

sharing of activities and strategies. The research 

for this study identified the folowing functional trave! 

ud: 

a. Political marches and rates (see: Section 2.3, 

above} plus other, seemingly fess-prominent 

examples, such as the Finnish independence 

Day dernonetration in 2619 that reporcedly saw 

two leading violent XRW Finnish actors, SOG 

anc its branch of the NRAT, host representatives 

that inckided the leader and founder af the 

Counter Extremism Project Germany gambit 

  

German Ber Ei Weg.) in exchange, finnish 

NEM personnel have taken part in German vio- 

lent ARW clemonstrations orgenised uncer the 

headline of the “Day of the German Future.” 

The Swedish Nordic Youth, which disbanded in 

2079, not only repartediy sant delegations te 

the Polish independence March but also saw its 

menwers travel ta nolitical gatherings in italy, 

. Hurigary, and Ukraine.” 

huania was also the destination for Sritish 

NA members, who rencrtedly took part in the 

      

inthuanian Freeadam march in Vinius before 

travelling onwards ta Latvia to par 

  

ticipate in 

  

Latvian Legion day, which comme 

exploits of tne 15! and 16" Grenadiers of the 

Waffen $5.8 

b. filusic festivals isee: Section 2.7, below). 

c. MMA tournaments (cee: Section 3.2, below}, 
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the COVID-79 situation 
  

The COVID- 19 sandemic is widely seen as an oppor: 

tunity as far as the “far righe" (a broader m 

the XRW or vicient XRW} ard the XRW rr 

concerned. © intheir view, the disruption carised by 

the pandemic strengthens the influence of all tnase 

    

who perceived thernseives as anti mainstream prior 

to the arrival of the coronavirus. At the same fime, 

however, successful efforts by different governments 

to Hrnit the spread of the pandemic undermine the 

far right and the XRW movement's messaging on 

COVID $9.9 The medium toljong term effects of the 

ongoing pandemic are currently difficult to foresee. 

Several studies have indicated a marked increase in 

ine activities of the vinieat XRW milieu, as well 

ins to be 

seen how far the current increase in online activities 

thea 

ag the XRW irt general. * However, it rem: 

  

      

    i subsequenrly cransiate into an increase in the of. 

fine threat that the transnational violent XRW poses. 

Oxhers incicate chat the pardernic allows the “far 

right” and the XBW milleu to strengthen its mabill- 

sation around arti-povernment conspiratania nar- 

ratives, aimed at criticising the lockciown measures. 

  

   

These are interoreted as an 

state.” Furthermore, far-right and XRW actors attempt 

te use the debate concerning the upcoming introdiuc- 

tion of an anti-COViD vaccine to harness “anti-vaxx" 

introduction of a“patice   

  

sentimert for their purposes. * This aporoach is nat, 

however, urform for ali XRW actors. For example, 

some on the Swedish scene were initially perplexed 

by what they viewed as the Swedish gaverament’s 

initially unsuccessfid strategy of combating COVID- tS 

in the country.“ 

At the same time, the current internationa! travet 

restrictions, as well as the pastponement af mass 

events and restrictions on large gatherings in all 

countries at the centre of this renart, disrupt the 

  

Viies of af violent XRW actors. For 

nish SOO was not abie fo organise its 

  

cperational < 
   

example, the} 

so-called “patrols” early in the pandemic, * 

  

in Germany, wolent XRW actors have joined demon. 

strations in large numbers organised by various 

groups orotesting against COVIB-1S r 

cars and regutacars 

£ indivi 

grounds. While most seem sotto have any sympathy 

for XRW narratives, a significant minorky advocates 

ie "New World Order” or “QA- 

non" (‘a convoluted comspiracy theory that corcends 

      sted restric- 

* Those provest graups carisist 
  

    
     uais with a wide range of ideciogical back- 

  

conspiracy myths ike 

that President Trump is waging a secret war against 

therefore be open to future cooperation against what 
noisy 

they may perceive as “common enemies. 
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3, MUSIC, VIOLENT SPORTS, MONEY, 

VIOLENCE: THE DRIVERS OF THE 

MOVEMENT 
The movement is united by a set of valites and orac- 

ticalities. t also works Lowards readying itself for an 

upcoming outbreak of violerice or wishes to accel- 

erate develooments towards such 2 situation (Day 

X narrative}. For this, it requires broader cadres and 

financial means to sustain ite warlike mentanhty and 

posture, Overall, its general Hmancial structure is 

fed thraugh tree main pillars: income fram events, 

sale of merchandise, and donations. Music and vie- 

jent sports, in particular their joint consumption 

er performance at certain events, provide the 

movement with both of these, Le, recruits from 

sutside the milleu and ample finances to sustain 

their “war.” In short, the replenished ranks and 

Aimast ail major XRW actors are in- 

volved in the preparation of con- 

certs ar festivals, which offer 

their members a chance to dis- 

seminate propaganda, fund- 

raise, network, and recruit, 

often in a transnational man- 

ner. Such acthises are in some 

cases organised by orarainant 

N¥D members in Germany (eg, 

the Ostritz festivals in 2078 and 

2579) Particularly in Germany, 

these events are often registered 

as “political meetings,” in on ap- 

parent attempt to hinder the 

abnity of local administrations 

Counter Extremism Project Germany gambit 

coffers are to fuel violence on the movement's 

behalf. However, this chain of music-sport-maney 

and violence is sometimes interrupted by individual 

members of the transnational violent ARV move- 

ment who, while conducting 

vigiont attacks, act inde- 

pendently of the plans 

prepared by more 

organised and 

larger actors. 
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toa bar the event." Terre at Peupie, 3 far-right anc 

neo-pagan associacan in France, is heavily involvect 

in the preparation of festivals, “° so are the French 

Charlemagne Yanynerskins, a branch of the U5- 

based Harmmerskin Nation Sugremacist, whose target 

audience are French, German, out also Dutch and 

Saigian vicient ARW individuals. * The French branch 

of Slood and Honour set up such events (e.g. “Call of 

Terror” concertin Chatillon-la-Palud near Lyon), as 

Coes the Azov moveriant in Ukraine with its pron 

nent Asgardsrei festival in Kyiv. ** 

in Germany, the organisation of commercial con- 

certs and festivals seems to constitute one of the 

main sources of income for the AAW scone. About 

159 right-wing extramist music grotyos and abaur 

&¢ songwriters and solo performers are involved 

i the violent ARV music scene, “* According ta me- 

Gia reparts, proceeds from cancerts aisa serve as 

financ 

of legal proceedings and lawyers." 

   i support for “comrades” to cover Wie costs 

Estimates for 

nationwide festival revenues 1720138 range between 

1.5 to 2 milion euros. This is based or: an estimated 

35,600 visitors attending maior music events with ar 

assumed turnover of 50 eurcs each (adrnissi 

  

an ar 

“donation /drinks and food consumption? sf 

€Ds}.46 Concerts ard festivals are organised in a 

    

way that minimises operational costs and maximises 

hurdles against legal or adr 

They often take place on orivate property belonging 

istrative interventions.    

~ 3.2. PUGH AE by WIEN, 4arts 
  

in addition te concerts and festivals, MMA events 

are another constant feature of vidlent KRW 

scenes in the countries that are the facus of this 

study. Due to the MMA's general popularity, these 

events offer an ideal space for recruitment inte 

the milieu and aise serve as fundraising and pre- 

paganda dissemination opportunities. Regularly, 

as is the case with the aforementioned Asgards- 

rei Festival and “Call of Terror” concert, MMA is 

inteprated inte music festivals. 

te right-wing exirernists ar suppoarters, are registerad 

as political everis, and entrarice fees are cleciared as 
  

Gonations, * Moreover, the extreme-right Kamerad- 

acnaften or ‘Bands of Comrades/Brothers,” as well 

aS Security compares with thes to che scene, provide 

security services at these events, This is also reportedly 

  

the case at martial lysed below, see! 

Secuan 3.23.79 in 2078 and O19 alone, indiicuals 

from the vicient XRW milieu in Germany attended 

arts event (ari 

      

concerts in italy, Poland, Airfand, Ukraine, France, 

Sweden, Denmark, the Czech Republic, and Sulgaria. ** 

Concerts and festivals are ideal verwies for che dis- 

  

semmation of victent XRW ideology and recruliment 

into the transnations! violent XRW milieu as they orc 

vide a venue for face-to-face interaction. Moreover, 

these also offer caver for international meetings 

   

amongst violent XRW players from different na- 

tlonal scenes, e.g., the Asgarcdsrei festival in Kyly, 

featuring both musical performances and MMA fights, 

which was regtiarly artended by guests frara “all over 

curope.” *° According to media reports, in 267& mem- 

bers of the German branch of AWD, Ger Hh Weg, Raly’s 

CasaPound, arc Greece's Golden Dawe, atiended such 

events. A similar congregatian of members of the 

transnational vicient XRW milieu occurred during the 

German "Rock gecen Userfrernduns’” (Rock against 

    

over-foreignisation’} festival, which 

rocted abort 6000 international visitars } 

reportedly at- 

VZ0T7 7
 

  

4s standaione events, they cam attract up to 1006 

paris, lke the white supremacist "Shield and 

Sword” MMA fecnval hele in Ostrinz, Germany, in Apr 

2018 or the “Battle of the Nicelungs.” which took place 

  

  i Saxony, Germany, and attracted about 850 partic- 

pants. * Hsimiar basic assumoations concerning the 

nancial spending power per attendee of festivals 

are applied {circa 50 eurcas per participant, these 

two MMA events could have resulted in an overall 

turnover of 42,590 and $6,000 eures, respectively, 
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The “Battie of 

farrous series 

the Nibelunes” nas beer the rrost 

of martial-arts events on the vialent 

XRW scene since 201 3. Event partidpants reportedly 

included neo-Nazis, rightwing extremists from sev- 

aral subcultures, and members of far-right parties, 

such as Die Rechte and Der Hi. Weg. in addition te 

attendees fram (: ant XRW individuals 

from frarice, Kaly, Austria, Switzerland, the Czech 

Republic, and Ukraine (Azov Movement) travelled ta 

      Many, VE 

the avent. There are also connections to the dght- 

wing section of the hooligan scene, 

The American Rise Above Movernent, RAM, has re- 

porfediy developed a particular fondness for the 

Curopean violent ARW MMA scene. > RAM memuers 

  

rughed by money 

_. 

attended MMA events in Germany and Ukrairie anc 

souaht to irate European extrerne-dzht fighting 

clubs, such as the Kyiv-based Reconquista Club. 

RAMs media wing, “Media? Rise,” reportedly partners 

with the French MMA brand “Pride Frarice,” and the 

RussianVkrainian “White Rex” prand *" “Media2 Rise” 

features Slows and videos and advertises the writ- 

Ings of furopean groups such as the Russiar: and 

Ukrainian Wotan fugend. it aiso seeks to create a 

transnational exveme-right MMA counterculture in 

which RAM aims to be the principal American con- 

duit“ RAM's clothing brand is sold by a store that 

ning labels 
  

  

carries several other extreme-right 

Rnked to the European MMA scene, Inichiding the 

aforementioned supremacist orand “Pride France” 

  

As dernonstraced above, both sets of events, at 

times interlinked under one roof and held con- 

currently, are potentially significant generators of 

reverue for their organisers. A second important 

and recurrent revenue-generating instrument are 

online cafes af merchandise by leading violent 

XRW actors frorn different national scenes. 

The Swedish Councd for Prevanting Violent Extrem- 

ism (SCPVE) states that “there has fong been corn- 

mercial activity in the [white power! scene and 

Counter Extremism Project Germany gambit 

  

it is relatively extensive. The sale of propaganda 

mat in the form of clothes, books, posters, music 

and stickers occurs both online and in connection to 

    

political meetings and manifestations.” Notable sel- 

ers of such materials inciude Greenpiled, a web shop 

operated by NEM, whose profits allezedily “so directly 

Morac Wear, linked te Norelic Youth, 
   

to the strugele”   

which soid the violent KRW European Brotherhood 

and Thor Steinar brands of clothes; and Midgard. 

Greenniied offers customers information in English 

as well as Swedish; Midgard has Engiish, Gerrnan, 
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Finnish, French, Rallan, Polish, Portuguese anc Rus- 

sian versions of its website, as well as Swedish. Logik 

is a publisher selling the Hrerature of historical as well 

tS, 

  

as Contemporary and active violent XRW acti 

A 2077 data breach reveaied that from 2012 to 2016, 

NRM's web shop (since replaced by Greermiflec} 

took orders fre indreds of shipoing addresses in 

Sweden's neighbouring cauntries, as well as France, 

      

   

aermeny, the UK, the USA, Australia, Estania. Greece, 

ireland, the Netherlands, Russia, and Switzerland. 

These orders constituted around 12 percent of the 

overall sales of the website. © 

  

in Finland, funding for the violent XRW activities partly 

comes fram selling merchandise such as hoodies, 

stickers, and baoks. Besides sales during concerts 

  

and other events, the merchandise is said at an 

stares and in a few brick-and-mortar shops, ancl 

previously also at the web shop of the NRM. The 

ities in the NAM in Finland has nad significant diff 

  

  

oneration of ts anne shop, which has been hacked, 

and banks have cancelled their payment services. 

Leaked web shop orders fram 2075 to 2016 show 

that within six months, 275 individual orders were 

made, with a typical order being around 30 euras, % 

SOG, one of the wo feacding Finnish vichent x RW    

groups, the other being NRM, was originally able to 

cornira! sufficient funcing as it collected clonations 

from a growing bady of members and reportedly 
    

demanded several thousand euros from same af 

  

    
  

KS National chapters 

The French violent XRW scene’s merchandise outlets 

seemless develaped. However, evert in this cauntry 

there are Gedicated clothes manufacturers, such as 

ine aforementioned brand Pride France." 

Germany has 4 network of right-wing extremist 

rnusic labels anct rail-arder companies, Turnover 

from the sale of 
  
right-wing extremist music and 

merchandising (clothes/accessories} in Saxony alone 

was estimated at ground 3.5 milion euros already in 

2G4 2." Individual rausic labels have “a high renuta- 

ton on the right-wing extrerrkst scene at hore ane 

  

abroad’ with sales af several hundred thousand 

euras per year. The profits were used to buy or 

rent real estate (reportedly around 146 properties 

across Germany} that are used as venues for ARW 

activities “ and to financially support activities of 

the violent ARW scene” 

The American AWD sold t-shirts, ard individuals 

have seid stickers with the groun’s loge on the web- 
‘te 

site Teespring. By Going business with a Uiire party 

sch as feesnving, individuais associated with ex- 

  

   

  

Se 

tremist groups can avoid doing business directiy 

h might refuse to 

  

with payment processors, Ww 

process payments. RAM operates a clothing brand, 

The Right Srand, which is seid in partnership via 

the Calfforma-based store Our Fight Clothing Ca. @ 

The fatter also selis several European Srands and is 

the official US sales point for the white supremacist 

Pride France MMA brand and merchandise frarn 

the italian national-sacialist hardcare Sand Green 

Arrows.” The store aiso reportedly seis brands fram 

    

  

the European Brotherhood brand and the Ukrainian 

Waiknvt orand. 

  

Cryptocurrencies do not yet play 4 significant role in 

    the financal activides of the vicient XRW movement 

analysed for this study; however, several groups have 

    

begun to use this new £ 

extreme-rigt 

donations in cryptocurrencies, such as Bitcoin, Ethe- 

reum, or Monero. The Daily Stormer, a Violent ARW 

chndlogy. Some American 

  

H websites have requested and received 

re Dulletin board, fas made frequent requests for 

readership funding to rar 

  

ain accessibie and oniine. 

  

According to mecia reports, tie wehsite received a 

sizable bitcoin donation, aoproximacrely $60,060 at the 
  

time, folowing the 2077 Unite the Right rally." The 

Fascist Forge wad for reportedly requested cryp- 

tocurrency chonmations in either Bitcoin, Ethereurn, ar 

Monero, * the NRM through its outlet Nordfront asks 

  

supgorters tc donate to the group using cryotecur- 

rencies, particularly Bitcom, as weil as Cerdana, Dash, 

Fthereum, Litecoin, Monero, Nern, Neo, and Stel      

and Brave Rewerds through the Brave web browser. 

its Finnish branch has also urged their supporters to 

use Biicoin ATMs for anonymous donations. / 
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Reports incicate that vielent ARW groups in the UK 

nave tracitionally raised money through cash dona- 

tions and bequests, “but also crime. The North West 

infidels (NWVi} for instance were reportedly engaged in 

2 egal drugs, though wherher the incividuals in 

question channeled these revenues inte their oc i 

    

activities is unkncwa, “ Sorne miembers of the Ger- 

man violent X8W scene are also involved in organised 

crime! according to media reports, in 2014 Leipzig 

police found drugs with 3 merket value of 159,000 

euros with a member of the violent neo-Nazi scene, * 

and in 2017, a rignt-wing-extremist drug-deaiing ring 

was uncovered in Aachen!” 

The transnational violent XRW movement, despite 

bans and fines regularly imposed on organisers 

of some of music or sporting events (see Sectians 

3.7 and 3.2 shove), is not sufficiently interrupted 

by authorities and in particular ordine platform 

providers through which the merchandise is seid. 

This situation is very different compared to the 

extremist fsiamist milieu, whose financial activ- 

    
ities have heen far more scrutinised, as well as 

exposed and therefore are better understoad. 

More research is needed to further analyse the vari- 

ous caline and offline financial activities of the trans- 

national viclent XRW movement and to adequately ac- 

cours for the surns Circulating in the miieu, incloding 

potential financial frreguiarities, suck as potential tax 

evasion. This lack of analysis can be attrinuted to the 

erroneous impression that violent XRW groups 

aye mainly fuelled by contributions or donations 

from their members and therefore da not neces- 

sitate further financial scrutiny. This assumption 

is only correct as far as individual perpetrators 

of attacks are concerned, These regularly self-fi- 

nance thelr preparations and attacks. The financial 

backeround of such violent events is normally better 

understood due to subsequent police investigations 

  

following an attack. However, if would be incorrect 

to generalise this situation as representing a 

typology for the overall financial operations of 

the wider transnational violent XRW movement. 

  

Between 2015 and 2020, the six countries at the 

centre of this study experienced an averall rise in 

the vielent activities of different XRW actars. Most 

of these incidents might not have been terrorist in 

nature. However, both loners as well as orgarisa- 

tions fram the violent XRW milieu planned terrar 

attacks, which fortunately were largely either 

unsuccessful or interdicted, 

The notable rise in forms of violent XRW violence 

included incidents such as attacks on refugee 

shelters, street viclence against parceived mi- 

grants or leftists, etc. The latter was especially true 

in Finiand, with 40 arson attacks against refupee 

     centres in 2015S anc 2076 © (the fast such attach took 

place in Feoruary 2016), * and im Sweden (in 2015 

ard 2018). 7 Such attacks aise occurres in Germany. 

Counter Extremism Project Germany gambit 

the so-called “arti-asyium riots,” a series of attacks on 

migrants and asylum-seekers, especially in the form 

of arson, assaults, and fatiernpted? murder, These 

involved mostly individuals frara outside established 

viclent XRVV entities. ** 

in fact, the period between 2015 and 2026 saw a 

major increase of the threat posed by vioient in Ger 

many. While the number of individuals considered 

by national authoriiies to belong to the XRVY mifieu 

had grown steadily from: 24,090 to 24,700 hetweer 

20174 and 2018, ' there was ea particularly siarificant 

increase of 25.°° percert hetweer, 2015 gaat 2019, 

now standing a 32,088"? Tris i ncrease is 
       

  

     
Hy due to the inclusion of members of “der 

tistic. Bath 

prima: 

  

Fuge” and unge Alternative” A in the st 

organisatiens were officially classified as “suspected 

cases” by the Bundesamt fur Verfassungsschutz BY}, 

the ferferal domestic inmeliigence service af Germany. 
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in total, more than half of all ight-wing extremists 

in Germany were classified as 

  

   Violence ortented” 

each year between 2074 and 2078. fn 2079, that 

figure stood at 13,000." Germany alsa saw a string of 

epectacuiary terrorist atteacks--Munich (2016) Haile 

(2019) 8" and Hanau (2020) — and tie murder of a 

  

high-profde regional official, Waiter LGbicke (2079), ° 

Sweden aiso witnessed at least four major violent 

  

incidents motivates by violent XRW iGeciagy, however, 

none of these were prosecuted 4s terrorist offences, in 

October 2015, a 22-year-old now considered to have 

beer rack    atised in part by ortine XRVY propagarida 

  

attacked a school, where he used a blade to kil three 

ed by police 

while violently resisting arrest? In 2916 anct 2017, 

three further acts were perpetrated by what report- 

  

individuals, inckiding 3 minor, He was 

ers 

had received combat training ina RID cam outside 

St. Petersburg. fhe NRM reportedly remains in 

comtact with RID." However, NRM chains chat the 

edly had Oeeri a “rogue” NRM cell whose me     

  

subsequent series of terror bombings targeting leftists 

and refugees in wastern Sweden were perpetrated by 

  

“rogue” mambers and were nat autharised oy it 

AH of these incidents coid have been prosecuted as 

terrorism offences according to the newly prapased 

Swedish ant-terrorisra legisiackan. 

  

The United Kingdom witnessed twa successitl vic- 

lent ARW terrorist attacks, including a murder of a 

member of parliament Go Cox, 2G1S} by a white su- 

premacist with a histary of purchasing extre 

  

e-righe 

propaganda from 2 US-based neo-Nazi group called 

National Alfance:* anc five vehicular attacks, in 

cluding the high-profile event outside the Finsbury 

Park mosque on 19 fune 2017 and four ractaily 

riotivated attacks in dune 2077?" and October 2018 

In London," in September 2017 in Leicester,“” and 

ii fuly 2020 in Bristol“ the Briush securly services 
  disc disruptect a further eight terrorist XRW plots, 

ng one to murder another member of par- 

Since January 2075, the UK alsa made 

   
inch 

Hament4   

SO terrorisni: or terrorism-reiated arrests of vioterd 

ASW -atilated individuals” 

Hc of Whilst lone actors had previousiy been characteri 

XR terrorisin, National 

  

Acnior (Nay Carne fo represent 

a networked threat, with police arresting numerous 

individuals wha were either directly involved with the 

group, or self-ideritified with it, on a range of terror- 

isiytrelated offer 

  

the ofence of “membership” of a proscribed group, 

which folowing the designation of NA by the Sritish 

government Secame a criminal offence, rather than 

    

    

” Nonehe- 

less, these measures seemed to have worked as far as 

  

reoresanting a ise in violent activity ger se" 

  

disrnantling of the NA was concerned, demonstrating 

the signi 

  

Cari irapact terrorisra designations can have 

onthe shilty to disrunt the onerational capahilities of 

a proscribed group. 

Asittiiar approach had earlier been tested in France 

with the ban on the leading violent ARW organisations 

Troisleme Vole (TV} and Jeunesses nationalistes révi- 

lutionnaires GNR), and the neo-fascist Euvré francaise 

and feunesses aationalistes. 

  

Those groups, aouw- 

ever, re-formed quickly, putting the efficiency of the 

ban inte question, the more so since several cases of 

vindence aimed at golitical opponents in which TV and 

JNE members are suspected to have been involved, 
   

rem qescived 2" Moreover, a significant number 

ci former violent XW individuals flackec to the PNE, 4 

Gormant and ageing far-right party, and subsequently 

radicaised it chrough tieir invoivernent in low-ievel 

vicence, such as street fighting and participation in 

brawls with political oppanents.2" In 2078, new bans 

were decided against Blood and Honour Hexegone” 

and Bastion Sacial, a national-revolutionary group 

whose extreme members were suspected of slanning 

armed attacks.“’ 

          

Fram 2017S ta 2020, France saw a range cf serigus 

violent XRW plots, the first aries of this ca 

20027" these included conspiracies to assassinate 

high-profile po 

in 2513°"~ by a group of men aged between 32 and 62 

and fascinated by the miltary,”"" or plans to kil the 

  

We SINCE 

   5, uch as the president of France 

  

interior rurister and a leftist presidential candidate ir: 

2017 by an individual frustrated with the inaction of 

the French viciert ARW roilieu anc wishing to see mare 
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terrorist action 4° Finally, the third rnafar plot that 

of the so-callac Action des Farcas Opérationnelles, 

or AFO} reportedly involved former gendarmes, po- 

Hicemen and saidiers’’’ wha had prepared to stage 

rerrorise attacks and justified their plans oy what 

they perceived to be the growing islarnisation of 

France.” * in the eyes of the AFO members, the state 

was allececly neither willing aor able ta effectively 

shield France against Isiarn and that self-prociaimec 

“gatriots.” especially tose wath exgerience in the ml 

ary or other security forces, have 2a duty to replace 

the “failing” security apparatus.” * 

Between 2015 and 2020, the United States witnessed 

68 vinient incidents in which the perpetrator was 

motivated by extranie right-wing Ideclogy, ar the 

perpetrator was known to subscribe to extreme-right 

idecicgy or wes affiliated with an extreme dghtwing 

croup and olotted or perpetrated an attack resulting 

in hate-crimes charges. The attacks peaked i: 2017. 

Sixty peoole were Killed In 66 incidents, and 96 were 

injured, Overall, 9? peopie were arrested for right- 

wing violent extremist or ideologicaily motivated 

  

criminal offerisas 7” 

  

3.4.2. Character 

AS outlined in Sechon 2.7 above, the transnational 

vidient XRW movement defines itself as being 

under existential attack from hostile ideciogi- 

cal forces. Thus, its members justify violence as 

“reactive” of “defensive” in nature. This is eviclerit 

when analysing the reported motivations behind the 

iorementioned French assassination plots (organised 

to stem the perceived isiamisation of France}, or NRM 

  

terrorist valence against leftist and refugee targets in 

j as some of the NRM street vinlence 

ir: firdand. There, NRM raembers would confrart, 

reportedly on ther Gwin inkiative’? alleged political 

  

GpPGNeNnts, for eXernple, a group assauit af a shopping 

centre in Jyvaskyla in ZO1S and an aggravated assautt in 

Haisinki itt 2076.27 Sir 

in the cases of the rnurder of fo Com, an MP in the UK 

(described as a “hberail traitor” by the raurderer},* 

and the Hanau attack in Germany (the perpetrator 

   
AY Motivations were reported 

Counter Extremism Project Germany gambit 

    
reportedly was motivated by hatred of migrants)?” 

Despite being perpetrated by members of a traris- 

national movement, the violence currently re- 

mains national i character, ooth in the planning 

as well as the execution stages. It is orzanised 

focally, without the assistance of foreign violent 

KRW actors, However, as demonstrated in the “United 

by narratives” section (Section 2.1. above), the mou- 

vation for ar attack and operational raia mocals car 
   come from abroad {for example, McVeigh or Srenton 

Tarrant, the Australian who perpetrated the 2019 mas- 

sacre in Chrisecaurch, New Zealand} as was ikely the 

case in the attempted copycat attack in Luton in Oe- 

cember 249 when police arrested an individual with 

4 2ko o3g of sulphur powder and other bomb-raaking 

cammonents. The suspect reportedly possessed a 

  

tapy of Tarrant’s rnanfesta an his carnputer The 

Poway” and £1 Paso’ shoaters frarn the US. were 

alsa said to have been insnired by Tarrant?” 

However, this transnational inspiration ang moti- 

yation does not {yet} extend to operational sunport 

fram outside the respective national mikeu. Extep- 

tions are the 2016 to 2617 bombings in Sweden, 

which were staged hy a “rapue” NAM cell aftar its 

members received paramilitary training ina RID 

camp in Russia, Another potential exception are 

the series of acts af vandalism in differant Scan- 

dinavian countries agaiist synagogues and ather 

Jewish facilities to “commemorate” Kristalinacht 

in 2079,°% as well as the distribution of and -Sermtic 

posters during the Jewish holiday of Yor Kippur in 

Denmark and Norway in 20207" 

      

3.4.3. Perpetrators of violence 

3.4.3.7. Lane actor phenamenon 

A significant amount of XAW violence is conducted 

not by members of the jeading organisations in 

& given country but rather their sympathisers 

or individuals adapting violent XRW narratives. 

For example, both deadly vielent XRW terrorist 

attacks in the UK, the attacks in Manich, Habe, 
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ard Hanau in Germany, the Trolthattan schoot 

attack in Sweden," and the Charleston,? fitts- 

burgh, Poway and £! Paso shootings int the 

U.S. fall into this category. 

  

h attacks are sometimes cf 

  

The perpetrators of s 

loners but very well-networked on        ye, functioning 

in the broader vichant KRW wortd, and mat so-caled 

“lone wolves” by the strict de 

  

on of the term. Aiter- 

      natively, violerice can aiso be perpetrated by “rogue” 

memibers fe.g., the bombings in Sweden in 2616 te 

2G17, see more above), anparentiy going outside 

the instructions of the leaders of their organisation, 

    

or informal grouptets, such as the German “Gruppe 

Freitel,” which carried out several attacks in 2615, 

Consequently, successful vialent XRW terrorism 

plots so far are not the damain of established 

organisations. However, this does not mean 

that attempts have not been made. ror example, 

former members of the British NA were reporteciy 

hweolved ina plot to murder a Labour Party Mp7 

and another atternpted murder? Furthermore, 

another NA member, a Finnish national (and simut- 

taneously a British soldier} had been stockpiling 

legally heidi weaponry for a supposedly imminent 

“race war." He reportedly had also sought to recruic 
   

other active-duty soldiers and attempted to assist 

NA miambers to join the armed forces,“ 

US groups such as The Base or AWD were aiso in- 

  

valved in the preparation of terrorist plots thatwere 

later disrupted. The US saw atleast 11 plots by either 

fofent XBW grotins or members of anti government 

S groups Detween 20175 and 20207" Nota- 

bly, individuais connected to one such militia, the 

so-called Wolverine Watchmen, alegedly pioted to 

kidnap the governor of Michigan, Gretchen Whitmore 

i Auturan of 2026. this plot was foiled by the security 

  

ar rnd 

  

forces, which arrested die members of te group in 

in early October 20267" 

As outlined above, the NRM is susgectect to have 

coordinated simultaneous acts of low-level widience 

in different countries, anc the French AFG, albeit 

loosely organised, was readying itself for a civil war 

in France and was preparing acts of poktical violence 

shnlar to some of the German grouns, ike Nordacier 

or Revolution Chemnitz° 

3.4.3.2. Gender dimension 

The vicient XRW as well as the broader XRW millen 

have traditionally been overwheimingly maie-dom- 

inatex, An axampie af this is the situation in the 

US where the leading violent XBW groups were 

exciusively rnale. This is particularly the case at the 

vider end af the spectrum, which is saturated 

    

with images of heroic masculinity and ideciogical 

broadsides against ferninism. 

This is not, however, to suggest that no women were 

invalved in tie preparation ar execution of viciert 

XRW terrorist attacks. For exampie, the US artacks cut 

Hried irtrs repart involved two female perpetraters. 

German reports on women acting as perpetrators in 

politically motivated XRW violent offences estimate 

that between 10%" 159i" of the pernetrators 

are female. Two fernaie NA activists in die UK were 

recently convicted of terrarism-related offences.” 

  

ang 

Moreover, women played other rofes in the nor-vic- 

lent achvides of the groups discussed in this report. 

Of the NRM‘’s members, 19% are said to he female“ 

and women allegedly constitute up to 10% of the 

KEW scene in Sweden. 

Wornen also igad a separate nationalsociakist ar- 

ganisation in Finland éwith a HHitthe more than 1G 

members an their private Facehook group}? or 

have led local chapters of the SOO in finland and 

reportedly represented the organisation abroad." 

Typically, akthaugh mot without exceptions, reports 

indicate that female activists had joined the N&M via 

they husbands or hoyfriends as the role of warnen in 

  

NRM ideology is to focus on home and chitcare and 

social activism, feaving the aperational roles mostly 

members.” Femate activists have, however, 

  

  

  

  

to mal 

    

perticiveted in propaganda work, e.g., hy translating 

and proofreading articies published by the NEM and 

sometimes afso oy distributing ieaflets “” 
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4. ONLINE DIMENSION INTEGRAL 

TO THE MOVEMENT 

The various national violent XRW scenes analysed for this study and, ta 

a large axtent, their international connections and dimensians, are 

not only offline phenomena. They contain a significant online 

element, itself a feature consistently present in al socio-po- 

litical movements, inching violent ones such as the global 

extremist Islamist terrarist networks of al-Qaida and 

SIL, in this sense, the seerningly strong antinie presence 

of the vicient XAW world is not necessarily a sign of the 

elevated capabilities of Rs members, or its automatic 

growing prominence, but migre an indication of 

thely embrace and early adoption of available 

modern technologies, An exampie of this could be 

N&M's podcasting in English {Nordic Frontier} and 

   

     
WW 

simultaneous Cevelonment of English and Rus- 

sian sites on Facebook and VKontakte="" and the    
dacumertation of the organisation’s activism 

an platforms such as YouTube or Telegram, for 

  

amipie vie livestrearns.2* According tc Heféne 

Lodw, a Swedish authorky an the extreme right. 

the violent XRW online and affine domains 

are in fact 9n cormtant syrnbiosis and so 

integrated with one another that they can 

hardly exist without ane another. [i This in 

turn creates complex ant complicated virtual 

structures where itis difficult to determine 

what is organized ar unorganized [...)" As 

such, che anine companent of the violern XRW 

   
    

     M
O
G
!
 

repeats the “divided we stand” approach of its offline 

equivalent. This fagmernitation, however, should rot 

be equalled with success. 

The seeming ascendancy of the antine in the violent XRW 

work? only intensified with the growing availability of saciai me- 

dia and video-sharing platforms, as well as messenger services. 

NT   

These bring the milieu’s actors together, allowing them to spread 

propaganda more widely, recruit, coordinate, and rnobilise support- 

28 Couster Extremism Project Germany gambit 
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that successfully grew inte a national and then a 

global brand due to its growing online outreach. 

Akhough initisly some of its chapters were built 

around previously known offline contacts, most of te 

localieaders were known by the national leaders only 

Via Facebook. As an international network, SOO was 

created solely within the virtual community, although 

of a few occasions, co: 

  

  miacts were maintained ais 

by face-to-face meetings 2° ty, ance the 

  

so-calles European migrant “crisis” receded frorn 

the headlines, the SCO fost significant influence; for 

example, reports indicate that the membership of its 

Finnish chapter shrank from 600 ro 200 members 2% 

There are other examples indicating now crucial the 

online component is for the violent XRW-—-many of 

its leading groups were “born digital.” For example, 

those involved in AWD or the NRM met through 

forums Hike the now defunct fron Réarch (ar its 

apex, the forum nad around 1206 consistent usersP” 

or its successar fortun, Fascist Farge’. After initially 

  

operating online, AWD moved its activities offline, 

avalying to become “real” grouns."* 

Through pranhics, suggested reading (especially 
AS the eforamentiones fames Mason's Siege}, and user 

Interaction, irom March developed a viclant fascist 

  

culture reflected in AWD, the British NA, and others. 

One former forum member asserted that comrne- 

nity sentiment encouraged radicatisation by 

rewarding the most extreme views. Folowing fron 

March's removal, Fascist Forge emerged to take Hs 

place in spring 2072. Fascist Forge, which had around 

1300 registered users in November 2679, satight 

to become the new ordine meeting place for the 

     

fascist extreme right and glorified and encouraged 

terrorism? A high-ranking raember of The Base 

created the forum 

recrurment unt 

  

and the group used the site for 

  

its argarsers reportedly decided 

to remove in early 2020 cue to increased scrutiny 

by media and law enforcement.7 

im racent vears, due to pressure fram civil society 

  

have started to remove vinience-crierted right-wing 

extremist actors and their content from cheir plat 
    

Tornse" However, medi 

  

‘enorts imdicate these 

  

ing’ has lec to a migration of these actors to smatier 

  

or alternative platforms tke VKonmtakte, 3icChuite, 

meme/smessage- boards like 4Char and chan, anc 

messenger services like WhatsApg or Telegram, The 

new accounts on those smaher platforms often 

have significantly fewer fallewers. T 

strates the significant operational disruption and 

liraitation of reach that can be achieved hy rermnaving 

  

  
  is demon- 

      

violent XRW groups from giobal platforms. Migration 

to services such as VKontakte often alse allows for 

a more unrestricred ar racistdiscussion amongst 

the members/followers {such is renorteciiy the case 

im fact a 

wing rock collecions, neo-Nazi 

with: the SOG in Airdanc.-?? Vkortakte i 

place where “right- 

fichence videos, and Nazi texts are shared 45 PDFs, 

where extrerne-rignt and alt-right parties (NPD, Ber 

    

Oritte Weg, Die Rechte {..j}), right-wing-extremist 

mail-order businesses, ripht-wing rock bands, He- 

lacaust deniers, militant nea- Nazis, Reich citizens 

and conspiracy theorists gather. Neo-Nazi terrorist 
      ons, such as Slood & Honour, Combat 12 

ted openiy”7™ 

CYgausayy 

E..J are pram 

      

Similarly, videos by the row banned British NA are sult 

accessible on the UK-based SitChute platform, which 

hasts material that may violate the terns of service of 

  

  

rhainstream sites like YouTube." When ARW terrorist 

videos are deleted off YouTube,’ they often are up- 

loaded lo 2itChute and then advertised on YouTuhe. 

Furtherniore, a recerit study cariducted by CEP has 

    

found that dlegal nght-wing-extremist content 

continues to oe pasted on major global olatforms,” 

a Le ct
 

The “paliticaily incorrect” (/pol} sections of bulletin 

boards, such as 8chan, have glorified and ercour- 

aged violence among lare actors. Before his 2019 

Christchurch attack, the perpetrator Srenton Tarrant 

Hinks toh      posts iatesco and livestream on Schar. 

John Earnest, the admitted Poway, California, syna- 

gogue shooter, as well as Uie ateged £f Paso mass 
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Rifestas 

on S&char/pol before their attacks. in all three cases, 

hoard users continued to spread manifestas, mie- 

mes, and other content praising the shooters.” 

itis significant that capycats of Tarrant have aise 

used &chan and nosted their manifestos on the site, 

shocter, Patrick Crusins, each posted their irk 

  

ce ta the forum and Ks users 

and hoping to radicalise others and inspire further acts 

of white supremacist violence. After &chan's removal, 

showing their alepic 

  

     

    
qued on the 

  

similar behaviour has reportedly co 

successor bulletin boards of Schan.’” 

The research conducted for this report indicates 

that the significance of these non-mainstream Dui- 

ietiy boards and chatrooms to the violent XRW 

riovernert and its propagarida purposes fs mor, 

nowever, matched by the violent ARW activities 

  

on the darknet, The research cid not indicate any 

greater slenificance af the darkner to the opera- 

tions of the Yansnational vicient ARV movement 

However, reports Indicate sare migration of the 

  

online oresence of several violent ARW actors has 

occurred, especially in the USA.** Furthermore, 

the darkriet was ised for operational purposes 

by perpetrators of attacks. The nerpetrator of the 

Munich attacks (2017 6} purchased his gun there. The 

alleged perpetrator of the Halle attack in Germany 
  

(20793 admitted he had received the equivalent 

of about 1600 euras in Skcoin from someone on 

2 darknet weapons-building platform after telling 

the individual that he "wanted to shoot Muslims /°7   

Similar ta other terrar phenomena, encrypted 

communications tools, especiaily Telegram, 

have reportedly been integral to recruitment, 

the spread of propaganda and violent how-to 

manuals, and sncauraging acts of terrorism” 

Reports aise indicate thar Telegram nas oeen the 

oreferred meciurn for several violent protins due te 

5 Wide caach and the ablity to engage in the disseam- 

ination of propaganda, group chats, and encrypted 

péerson-ta-persan cammunication.-”” Moreover, reuer- 

xrieg Division, now a banned terrorist entity in the UK, 

used its Telegrara channel, according to rnedia reports, 

fo issue a death threat against the Civef Constable af 

Counter Extremism Project Germany gambit 
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West Viclands Police in Seoternger 2079 in response 

to the arrest of ane of thelr rnembers on suspicion 

  

of the commission, preparation, and instigation of 

acts of terrorism./* 

Reguiarly, conversations are started on Telegram and 

subsequently switched 

Discord or Stearn, encrypted chat apps 
nm 

# services tke Tuanota or Protonmiall in 

  

ike Wire, or   

Secure om 

    

WiCeit 

  

apoareant 2 

security. The app Wire has reportedly been used by 

the American violent ARW group The Base to establish 

secure communications networks, share information, 

ampts to maiitcin tight com 

  

MS 

and encourage acts of violence.’”? 

The resulting larger dia 

wider support base for the offline realm might to a 

large axterd De characterised as a “bHnd network” 

since the identities of those involved in the on- 

Hine sphere often are unknown to one another 

and geagraphically dispersed. Whilst lack of re- 

ai-worid contacts may limit personal trust and 

group loyalty, it has clearly enhanced transna- 

tional connectivity between militants. These inoser 

digital networks ceek to nromate vicience (constantly 

f ecosystem that acts as a 

  

trumpeting ts necessity onc urgency) as a mieans of 

accelerating the callapse of "the System” whist as 

an environment they exhibit none of the “internal 

brakes” an violence that 

even yviddent ones—contain 

real-workd argenisaiions—    

Winiist rnuch of the interaction between individuals 

in these bind networks rernains virtual (and its 

vicient tatk often “performative’s* there 

evidence of militants seeking fo operationalise their 

    

  

is some 

  

digital contacts for ferroristic ends. in january 2920, 

a Durham teenager became Wie youngest persor: 

convicted of planning a terror attack in the United 

Kingdorn as ne tried to put together ar: explosive 

Gevice. in order ta purchase the necessary compc- 

nents for this device, he had reportedly turned to his 

contacts on Fascist Forse?” 

Despite the broad and often impressive scaie of antine 

activities of the transnational violent ARV mavernerts, 
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is 5liccass in uttisation of this domain rnust be crit: 

cally assessed. In fact, it often seams that the offline 

is unable to catch up with the seemingly well-de- 

veloped online world, which takes an a life of its 

own. Thus, online sometimes is unable to act as 

a booster for offline. This is very different fram 

the staifal ase of ontine tools by extremist istamist 

i and communicate 

orine, demonstrating very advanced production skis 

  

actors, These do nar arty recri 

in their videos anc orine magazines, but such actors 

have also effectively ied some attacks in real time via 

encrypted internet communications services. At the 

same time, the violent XRW : 

  

aU plans, orenares, 

  

short, the velume of communication should not be 

mistaken far a robust transnational operational 

online space that would be a game-changer as 

fay as conducting political vielence is concerned. 

The individuals and groups of the transnational violent 

XBW movement analysed in this study have been early 

  

adopters of internet services and communication 

tools, These are an integral part of their oneratianal 

structure ard provide thern tie ability to maintain 

transnational conmections and communication chart 

    neis. ii some cases, oni 

: fed to the subsecuent estab. 

v toGis pravided the original 

  

meeting space, whic 

    

Eshment of the resnective affine structure of the 

respective proug (see AWD). in this, the transs 

violent XRW movement is not significantly different 

ted networks, 

tone     

  

from other terrarism-rela 

However, while sarse initial—caithough not com- 

plete 

the niisuse of these services and tools by extrern- 

success has been achieved in stemming 

ist islamist actors, the transnational violent XRW 

movement faces considerably iower hurdles and 

weaker defences, This dernanstrates that the tech 

Hidustry as a whole has not yet sufficientiy focused 

  

on the misuse of their services by tie vicient ARW, 

Therefore, greater industry emphasis and effec- 

tive regulations addressing the phenomenon af 

terrorism in: a strategic mianrier, and mat only par- 

ticular ideological variations of the ohenomencn, 

are urgently needed to bagin the work on effective 

Cisrupon of the online activities of the wider violerit 

XRW transnational moverent. 

  

Currently, a Eurcoean Unior-wide regulatory frame- 

work is ernerging that can be brought to bear to hinder 

the ordine activities of the transnational vicient XRW 

  

     frarnework, iciucing its financial activities. The frame- 

work sui has seqnificant transparency issues, structural 

weakness of the “Notice and Take Down” approach, 

    

and continuing wide-ranging exemption fram labiity 

for tech companies concerning third-party content and 

rmoderation.’*’ At the same time, EU Member States 

and the UK are aise contributing fo the framework’s 

  

emergence. in 2017, Germany passed ground-break- 

ing legislation with the Network Enforcernent Act 

(Nerz0G},* and augmented i in july 2020 with the new 

Law Apainst Right-Wing Extremism and Hate Crime, 

which focuses on vVidiant XRW actities online,’@: in 

2019, the United tingdorm passed legistation focusing 

on terrorism content distrinuted oniine “* in May 2020, 

france amended earlier lecisianion frorn 2075, focusing 

“8 Within the EU, 

the negotiations cancerning the Terrorism: Content 

on terrorism related cantent on} 

  

Online Regulation &CO} are in their final stages’ while 

the first round of public consultations concerning the 

    

Services Act (BSA) which wil update the 2006 

e-Commerce Directive“? has just conduded.”™ 

The first sections af this report focused on the three 

thematic pillars emerging from the study of the six 

countries with violent XRW scenes. it dernonstrated 

that in: addition ta the continuation of the rational 

Violent XRW milieus, a transnational violent XRW 

mavement has emerged. The movement grew more 

Violent between 2015 ard 2020 anc uses rnusic and 

  

    

sports as sources of funding and recrufiment far its 

Violent activiges, The movement indeed passeasses a 

vibrant online ecosystem that enchustasticaily enjoys 

and ermnplays the latest technologies, it often fF 

  

   

    

however, to trarsiate this viorancy irto the offline 

sphere. Due fa a growing awareness of the threat 

that the transnational violent ARW movement pases, 

athe six countries at the centre of Fs 

  

study have taken a range of countermeasures to 

tigate this threat. 
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5. MEMBER STATE RESPONSES 

  

Amongst the six countries at the centre of tis study, 
  clear-cut trends are emerging a5 far a5 the legal 

side of countering viclent XRW is concerned. While 

  

terrorism is clearly defined in the iegal framework of 

ail of these countries, extrerniam is mosthy defined 

  

by administrative practice. This highlights the impar- 

tance of designating Violent XRW stakeholders aster 

rorisni-reiared in arder fo be able fo prosecute their 

actions using existing counterterrorism provisions. 

  

"Ferrorism” is defined in the legal order of these 

COLHMLIGS AS: 

> anindividual cr collective atternpt at “severely dis- 

turbing public order by threat or terror?" with 

& special provision concerning “fighting groups” 

igraitpes de Combat), Le. those that “have access 

  

to weapons, have a hierarchical structure and 

may disrupt public order’ (France; 

« forming ar: orgarisation the obiectives of which 

dating the papu- 

lation” or “destroying or significantly impairing" 

    are Girected at "seriously intir 

  

an autharity or international organisation,?” 

“when three or mare persons band together, 

acts af vidlence, and 

  
   are prepared to comm 

tes, start executing these plans” (Germany), 

« “an extreme form of viddence-promoting ex- 

  

tremism’?” where three ariti-terror jaws provide 

further elabcration on sanctions, the central one 

aimed against “terrorist offences,” with the ather 

two covering funding, incitement, recruitrient, 
   

and training relatect to terrar”” (Swedery: 

* asthe use or threat of action designed to influ- 

ance government, international goverarnentai 

organisations, the public ar a section of the 

pubic, far a “political, religious, racial, or hdec- 

logical cause’ (United Kingdorn). 

Counter Extremism Project Germany gambit 
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The US and Finland are the two authers 4s far as 

    

  

ism is concerned, The US defines 

fernational terrorism’ as crimes that are meant 

to coerce or intimidate the civilian population or 

Influence government policy with 3 connection to a 

foreign terrarist group designated by the US State 

Department. The US has @ separate definition 

far “doraestic terrorism,” which is described as 

iWepai acts meant to intimidate, coerce, or impact 

    

goverrmnent policy. However, the second defint 

ron is not accarapanied by prasecutadle penal. 

ties. Consequently, prosecutors work around this 

state of affairs by seeking convictions for the likes 

   

of possession of exalosives, murder, attempted 

Milder, ere? 

The Finnish penal code definition facuses “onty" 

ora deed that “fcauses] serious narm to a state or 

fnational organisation” but not explicitly to 
A 

      andre 

  

the public, unlike the UK definition, for example. 

Consequenty, only one person in Finland’s history, 

an Islamist terrorist who perpetrated an attack in 

Turku in 26170 has been convicted for terrorigm. 3” 
   

As the burcen of proof for such 3 corviction is   

high, and since the penal code does not sanctian 

membership of terrorist organisation, 4 Ministry 

of justice task force has recently praposed a new 

piece of legisiation that would allow for a fess-re- 

ication of the “terrorism” categary when 

BCTeMMIpting TO secure canvictions. *" 

stricted ap 

  

Lindike the term “terrorism,” the term “extremism” 

is not specifically defined in the law and is estab- 

imy in administrative practice. Therefore, 

  

   
aneousiy ailows for a degree o 

  

while addressing the threat Dut also constrains the 

availablity of counterterrorism instruments to stem 
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the threat emanating frorn individuals and entities 

that fall Ira this category. 

  

Consequently, with no definition of XRW or “right 

wing terrorism” in the Sritish legal syscam (carnprts. 

ing the furisdictions of Engiand and Wales, Scotland, 

and Northern ireland) or particular fegistation tar- 

geting XRW croups,““ the UK utiises a caumterter- 

rorism approach under the Terrorism Act (2000). Ik 

    

  

Cefines belonging to a proscrived terrorist organi- 

sation 2s an “offence,” and this clause was used to 

enabie the majority of the 9G XRW terrorism arrests 

since 2015 of individuals accused of belonging to 

  

proscribed groups.“ 

Sweden, lacking a iegai definition of extrernism, and 

ising the counterterrorism: approach ini 

Saht with the vidient ARW, is rronetheless alowing 

its security service to engage in “counter -subversion" 

cperations, which moniter extremist scenes 

  

For 

        

cluding “vicience-promotng right-wing extremism” 

The U.S, government, when referring to domestic vie- 

lent actors, uses the terms “terrorist” ane “extremist” 

interchangeadly, as the Federal Bureau of investiga- 

vor: (FRB and the Department of fustice nave cheir 

owr working definitions 

and mvestigations“ Ard hime, however, the 

fact that aaither rembers extreme FENWIng 

groups nor hate speech is illegal in the U.S. constrains 

some of the anti-violert XRW efforts in tae country. 

at pertain to intellizence 

   
  

  

in Firdand, where the term “violent extremism’ refers 

to anti dernacratic, extra parliamentary and poten 

tially viclent groups, including dzht. wing extreraists 
  

but not radicabright ones. *° fhe Finnish Security in- 

  

   Sa. Development of counterms 

SPPTOR CS mm 
   

imp all ix counties that are the focus af tis study, 

Structural changes in countermeasures ta terrorism 

evolved particularly quickly following major terrorist 

telligence Service (Supe) differentistes more explicith 

benween dormesric extremion and terrorism, of which 

  

the latter refers typically to an external threat in the 

form of radicai islamism.*" Consequently, counter- 

terrorism tools, as will de shown, are used rarely ancl 

not while addressing the threat from the vicient XRW. 

ir: France, where, as vill be shove, a counterintell- 

genceled approach permeates the process of ad- 

dressing the violent ARY/, the terms “far-right” {ex 

tréme-droitet and “radical-right” tdrofte radicalz) are 

offen used 4s synonyms in the public domain. At the 

sane time, most extremist groups refer to chemselves 

   

  

as national right (droite nationale}. Since 2015, anew, 

non legal category, delineating the most dangerous 

and extrame alermernis of the XRVY, has emerged: 

the “ultra-right" (altra-droiel. It was introduced to 

the public when the head af the General Direction 

of Internal Securicy (DGS! Direction généraie de ta 

sécurité imtérieure} redicted the “ultra-right’ woutd 

engage in “clashes between communities,” using the 

islamist terror attacks as an excuse to, in their view, 

“defend” the “white” Frenchmen” 

in Germany, the term “extremism” is not defined by 

  

gional or criminal law. is instead a conceptual 

at German clomestic inveligence agencies have 
    

  

and is aimed at any effort opposing the “orinciples 

ofthe tree democratic basic order.""4 Cansequently, 

“gnt-wing} extremisra” is perceived as a coricept 

that violates human dignity under Section 1 of the 

German Constitution ("Basic Law't as it denies the 

existence of universal human rignts.* ‘ 

SB tM 
A Yea, aA V4 GEL BCO BIC 

incidents. This is also the case with meastires devel- 

oped to mitigate the threat posed by violent XRW. 

Throughout the last Gecade, and particularly since 
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2975, the threat pased by violent XRW has been 

attracung more attention and resources from the 

security establishraents in the countries cavered 

in this report. 

Overall, the period saw the developrnent of three 
        courter-vioiert extremism wends arnorngst the six 

countries examined: the Scandinavian P/CVE ap- 

proach, multfaceted approaches, and an approach 

focusing on counterintehigence/counter-crime, 

  

5.2.1. Scandinavian P/CVE approach 

  

The "Scandinavian" P/CVE approach is mostly infh: 

2d Aarhus model 

in Denmark, which sees the munkipaily cooperate 

  

anced by the successes of the so- 

  

  

with the police via cormmurkty engagererk/empow- 

erment and family support ta help prevent radicalisa- 

vor.’ “ Phis influence ted to the introduction of what 

are called “Anchor tearns” in Finland, which work at he 

iocal level on the basis of rault!-professianal cotlabara- 

tion, inchuding the golice, and professionals in youth, 

health, and socal work, The aim of the Anchar-moacei 

is early intervention in juvenile delinguency.” *5weden 

     

  

also uthised the Danish inl 

Cencre for Prevention of Extrernism, 

nceas, namely Denmark's 

hing 

the Swedish Centre for Preventing Violent Extremism 

(SCPVE, narnec as such in 2078)" SCPVE, a part of 

Council for Crime Prevention, is 

  

win esha 

      

    

tasked with coordinating and sugparting miu 

Hes, notional agencies and civil society in PVE 

The U.S. saw its Department of Horneland Security 

(DHS) release a atratesy document in September 2079 

that called for public-private nartnershins with tech 

compares, and the development of courter-messag- 

ing by tech companies, non-governmental arganiza- 

Horns (NGOS), and civi saciety organisations (CSOs}.7% 

The OHS strategy built on the creation in April 2019 

of the Office of Targeted Violence and Terrorism Pre- 

vention {OTVTP), which provides funding strearns for 

iocal groups working on PACVE 

  

ISSUES SUCH 2S (aH ee 

  

interventions, and resilience.“* 
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5.2.2. Multifaceted approaches 

Mulifaceted approaches are best demanstrated 

by the Briush counterterrorism efforts. As an inte- 

gral part, these include a focus on prevention. In its 

countermeasures against violent XRW actions, the UK 

    

utilises Courterterrorism tGcdis such as proscribing 

organisations anc failing viclent XRW individuals on 

the casis of their involvement with tiese organisa- 

   

      

5, became the 

ng ARW terror- 

nora range 

tions, The chiar security service, ¥ 

  

lead agency for detecting and cou 

ism. The UK aiso imposes an ob 

of public institutions, in|luding councils, schadis, 

colleges, universities, and the health service, which 

are abliged to have “due regard” towards people 

being drawn into terrorism, inchuding the XRW ithe 

*Prevent Duty 

To some extent, the last decade saw Gerrnany arrive 

at the munifaceted approach. After 4 string of vicient 

XRW attacks oredating 2015, Germary focused on 

  

  
counermeasures re 

tus. it established the Joint Centre for Courtering 

lated to the security apnara- 

  

extramism and Terrorism {GETZ} which serves as 

a communication platform for the 30 federal and 

state ocice and intelligence services, arc one of its 

ans is cq combat right-wing extremisnvterrorism 34 

Folowing high-profile violent XRW attacks in 2019, 

the phenomenon was deemed the most significark 

current threat to Gerraany by the authariti 

suusequenty, new and addRional administrative 
   

capabiiities focusing on this threat were created 

in the federal criminal police (BKA), the domestic 

inteHigence service (2fV), and 

    

  

WE 

  

ary counterir 

teligerice agency (MAD). Furthermore, the German 

  federal foreign intelligence agency (BND} established 

a New FGcuUs or: te 

  
     

  

issuie by resty ing the existing 

counterterrarism departraent.”" 

in December 2079, the state {Lander} Interior Mirn- 

isters Conference agreed on, araong other things, 

expanding protective measures for synagogues, in- 

creasing staff at the autherities responsigle for han- 

ding right-wing extremism, improving nsk-analysis 

software analogous to the case of islarnist terrorism, 
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and being mare corsistert in Geclaring bans ori 

associations and events. Accordingly, che “Kanipf 

Ger Nibelungen’ (@attle of the Nibelungs} MMA event 

was banned in 2619 and 2626 due to being a “threat 

to public safety.” 

Finally, Germany also pions tora 

fort, as its Ministry for Farnily Affaire 

1earmarked 466 midion euras with 

the orierity of tackhng aght-wing extremism and 

anti-Semitism in the funding period 2020 to 2023.5 

    Fup its PYCVE ef- 

Senior Cihzens, 

  

    

5.2.3. Counterimeiligence/counter- 
crime approach 

The counterinteligence or counter-crime aporcach 

is Gast demonstrated by the French strategy. France 

perceives the threat of islamist terrorism as rnare 

salient than that of the violent XRW. Nonetheless, it 

dtikses the sare fortums to address both threats, 

      
  

namely the work of the National Coardination of 

intelligence and the Fight Against Terrorism (Coorai- 

nation nationiue du renseignement et de {a ive Contre 

fe terrorisme, CNRLT}, founded in 2077. CNRLT coordi 

nates the French security multiepericy appraach to ali 

terrorist threats and directly reports te the President 

of the Republic. Since 2519, violent XRW grouns also 

receive more scrudny at the political favel in France, 

for example, from relevant parliamentary bodies. “’ 

This approach has also been adented by the US, which 

saw the FSi elevate the threat posed by far-right ex- 

tremism and “racially motivated violent extremism,” 

  

at the same threat 

Satins such as ISH. 

in perticular, in 2020, placirig i 

level as foreign terrarist organ 

Already in spring 2019, the FSI created the Domes- 

    

  

tic Terrorism-Hate Crimes Fusion Cell to increase 

information-sharing between Fal agents wo 

in the Counterterrorism Divisian and the Criminal 

investigative Division." 

  

The primacy of counterinteliigence services in CVE 

and CT work related ca the viciant XRW is also pres- 

ent in Sweden where the Swedis 

    

: Security Service 

{S5S}, the oclice and other securky aperncies cal 

laborate at the Counter-Terrorisra Cooperation 

Coauncd 4? in 2078 the Swedish Natksnal Audit Office, 

however, criticized inconsisrent inteHigence-sharing 

    

between the SSS and the Swedish Police Authority, 

prompting those agencies to launch anew colaboe- 

rative effort, Redex, to “reduce” 

extranvst scenes)? 

Viclent-prormoting 
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6, SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

A new leaderless trarisnational, apocalyptic, anc 

  vicient ARW movement has emerged and continued 

io evolve between 2015 and 2020, National viciant 

XRW scenes are transnationally linked through apoc- 

aiyntic narratives such as the “great replacement” 

rheory, “ws genocide,” and “Day X." Transnation- 

aily oriented victent XRW propagandists areue that 

the “white race” can only oe saved if all violent ARW 

  

    

  

work and fight together. These narratives originate 

in different parts of the Western worid but often 

obtain international sigrificance, carinbuting to 

the transformation af the movement, 

Whist the national violent XRYV millleus in che six 

countries at the ceritre af tris report contrive to 

exist and be active, the developmen of this trans- 

national viclent XRW movement is also facilitated 

oy the ernulatian and integration af common in- 

     

  

rons by the vielent ARV movernent giobaly. 

Frese mostly emanate from four major sources: the 

4ngic-Saxan word, mostly represented by the US. 

and to 4 lesser extent oy the UK, influermes fram 

Germany, the Nordic countries, and increasingly, 

influences from Eastern Eurcoe, mostly vie the 4- 

vairy between violent XRW entities from: Russia and 

Ukraine. These ins 

    

rations are ideological, related 

  

{G CONETHUINICAONS OF imagery, DUE isa have 3 more 

practical function with different violent XRW groups 

choosing contacts, friends, peers from particular 

countries with a view to strengthening ties with a 

given entity and increasing its prestige in the violent 

XRW world as a result,   

  

nis transformation, hawever, Goes mot result in 

the tran 

into a hierarchical and untied structure. The various 

acters within the movement embrace the "divid- 

  

ational yinient XRW movement morGhing    

  
ed we stand” acproach. Diversifie 

organisation are tolerated and even encouraged, 

The movement consists of networked individuals, 

cd forms of (offs: 

Counter Extremism Project Germany gambit 

groups, organisations, networks, political parties, 
   

ete, with each national contingent daminatec by 

different types af violent XRW actors. Moreover, 

certain violent ARW actors, regardiess of their or- 

garisational form, are often internationally reverect 

by their peers in the violent XRVV movement whe 

nonetheless might thernselves not copy their {dis} 

organisational structures, 

  

The movement largely sees the COVID 19 sandemic 

aS a chance to spread its ideology more widely anc 

recruit more individuais, especially online. However, 

  

ne activities and 

as a resuit, itis stil too early to judge its rnedium- 

to long-term impact on the violent ARW movement 

with a clegree of certainty. 

the oanidlerric aiso constrains its o 

The development of the transnational movement is 

further strenethenes oy common travel patterns af 

viclent XRW individuals who converge on the same 

palitical events such as marches and rallies} music 

festivais and sporting avents (especially MMA fights 

or fournaments) internationally. Such convergence 

allows for strengthening ar the develop 

between different victent KRW individuals, groups, 

organisations, and networks. These events enable 

ant of ties 

    

these vinient KRW actors to attempt to jure new 

recruits from amongst man-XRW in     ividuais into 

their ranks whe might nave visited them because 

of their interest in rausic or violent sport, and whe 

do not {yet} adhere to the violent XBW ideology. 

The transnational violence XRW racvement is organ- 

ised for wolence. in ifs view, the nature of its violence 

is always iisttied as “defensive,” Le. reactive to 

ideologically defined and perceived threats, allegedly 

emanating from a wide variety of the movernent’s 

jas, Furthermore, everts enable muitipie func- 

raising opportunities for the transnational violent 

XRW movement, from receiving donations to sell 

OPT     
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if 

querations af the transnational Vielant XRYW move- 

ing different sores of rerchandise. 

pe 

ment remain under-researched, and too often the 

rmaveiment continues to be erroneousiy viewed as 

a self-financing entity in poor financial shape. 

Di 

viclent XRW maverent perpetrate this violence. 

However, attacks are often aiso perpetrated by lone 

  

actors. These are in fact quite offen well -networked 

Vielent XRYW individuals, who are responsible for 

the most spectacular attacks. The more organised 

entities also atternat fo stage terrorist attacks, but 

these have largely fatied or been folled by the sects 

rity services of cifferent countries. At the same time, 

various XRW groups, organisations, and networks 

ier, non-terrarist farms ’ 

3 terrorist attacks are 

  

orgardsed iocally, Gut the perpetrarors are offen 

inspired, and leave physical evidence of thus, by 

ideologues or other attackers frora other countries 

or even continents. This copycat ohenomenon is 

a growing concern. The violent ARW movement is 

     largaly mate-dai ted, but wornen nave also beer: 

involved in attack piots and in certain countries 

said to constitute between 10% and 15% of a given 

national scene. 

The viclent XBW movement possesses 3 mulifacer- 

ed online presence. its worancy is often mistakenly 

regarded a8 8 sign that tie offiine element of the 

mavement is equaily robust. in reality, however, the 

offline structures sometimes lag the connections 

discussions, and nesvorking happening online. The 

large-scale online presence does not necessarily 

€ operaional domain of the movement as 

  

far as its terrorism vigience is cancerried, leencour- 

ages and inspires, but the fransnational violent XRW 

PROVEMENT FS NOt {yet} able to arganise an PSiL-style 

  

cormveyor bet Hnking the online cperations, such as 

an ampified social media presence, and attractive 

and straightforward packaging of the ideciogical and 

cperational content to offline actions that may be 

Girectly controlling, not fust inspiring, certain reai 

  

attack plots via modern technologies. 

rus Six Countries at the ceritre af this study al de- 

ine “terrorisny” in thelr national fegislations luc sa
ay
 

offer rely only on administrative practice or working 

Gefinitions emntoyed, for examipie, in intelligence 

caliection, to tackie the threat posed by “extrem. 

ism,” inchucing the XRW. The six countries deploy 

afferent couriermeasuras to stem the rise of the 

rransmational violent X8W raovement in general ark 

its terrorism in particular. Three gerieral approaches 

  

are acopteck the Scandinavian approach, centred or 

P/CVE measures, a multifaceted aporoach combining 

security-related measures, a preventative aparoach, 

and finally, an approach that centres or counter: 

/counter-crime measures, Some af the 

countries discussed in this study disolay clements 

of mare than one appraach in their strategies of 

countering the threat from the transnational viclent 

XRW movernent. 

  

The research for this study Gemonstrated that of- 

ficially avatiable data concerning the various grou- 

piets, groups, organisations, and networks af the 

transnationai violent XRW movernent is not yet 

  

pulclicly ¢ ible in a cornparahle farmat in several 

of the countries at the centre of this study. This is 

alse because of the significant variety of fegal and 

administrative defintt 

  

employed by these six governments. Although the 

continuing lack of ari agreed cormman definition 

mean that statistical data from individual Member 

tates remains difficult fo compare, tie lack of dis- 

  

uy
 

at
. inct data points even with the respective domestic 

ontexts presents a challenge for the design of 

adequate prevention and countermeasures. 

on
 

For almost 20 years now, the attention of many pal- 

icymakers in the European Urion and beyond has 

focused on isiarnist extremism and terrorism. Legal 

and administrative provisians have beer passed to 

  

5 specific threat, sigmificesyt resources heve 

been allocated, and new initiatives and imerventions 

have been impiernented, There are some similarities 

and iessons tG be iearned fromm the efforts to prevent 

and combat violent islamist extremism. 
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Many of the individuais, groups, and organisations 

nig 

a3 terrorismrreiated oy Member States or the EU, 

reducing the toolbox of counterterrorism-relat- 

hited in this study are not yet designated    

ad acrainistrative and iegisiative instrumerts that 

can be brought to bear against the transnational 

Violent XRW movernent. However, some of the ap- 

érational weaknesses displayed oy the victeric XRW 

movement, such 45 frequent international trave! 

  

to functional travel hiecbs to attend, for example, 

es, festivals, and M      MA events tloca- 

tion and timing predictable}, could be expicited by 

utilising existing admirdstrative instruments fram 

scpanse mechanism within the 

  

study demonstrated 
   
ent XRW activities 

continues to fall rnaindy 

ard analysing vik 

    

  

that monitoring 

€ 

  

security Capabilities may be due to the 

overail perception that vicient XRW activities present 
  orimariy an internal dameste threat ard a reduced 

awareness of the transnational character of the 

wider viddent XRW movement, The certreai objective 

of ail foreign intelligence struccures is to gather infor- 

raation and intelligence concerning foreign threats 

ity. Therefore, ese 

structures are ideally placed to develop 2 deeper 

  

to dornestic security ard stabi 

threats ernanating fram the transnational 

  

oe
 

ee
 

S ee
 liateral information exchange has proven to 

de an effective foal te Guickly increase capacky 

oancering emerging terrarisrn threats. However, 

ty, the various mulktateral structures set up 

  

far this purpose are privn 5 COUP 

  

feared towarck   

tering the threat emariating frorn extrernist istai 

  

HSC 

terrorism.in addition fo government stakeholders 

inal countries at the centre of this report, civil saci- 

ety stakeholders, such as research institutes, tink 

tanks, and advocacy organisations, have develoned 

significant expertise and research Capacities focus- 

Counter Extremism Project Germany gambit 

   

    
ing on viclernt XRW activities, inchiding operational 

level monitoring of violent XRW activities. This rep 

resents an often-untapped resource and ifs more 

effective uthisation coukd be used as a boosting 

rechanisin te quickly increase exisung government 

capacities tc tackle the issue of the transnational 

viGient ARW movement, 

Fhe study demonstrated the lack of availabie raw 

data concerning the financial activities of vicient XRW 

actors. in Cases where such raw data was available 

(mostly provided by civil society stakeholders}, an 

analytical gap exists Getween this data and a struc. 

  

tural understanding of the overall financial structure 

overlaying these activities. Since many of the actars 

within the tranmsnaconal vickent XRVW movenient 

have not beer Gesignated as terrorism-related, 

   

   
countering their financial activities requires the utfi- 

isation of a broader range of instruments, including 

administrative measures on a acai evel, than the 

“classic” combuacting the financing of terrorism {CFE} 

structure usually employs. Apart from regulatory 

and legal risks, an increasing concern of the finan- 

tial indiistry are reputational issues. in some cases, 

reputational issues have caused the first disruptions. 

For exarmnole, 4 payrnent service provider refused 

services ra several onting stares linked to violent 

XRW actors due te reputational concerns.” 

4s outiined in this study, the misuse of online toals 

and services is prevalent, and such tools are integral 

to the movemerr’s operations and significanty faci- 

tate its transnational character. The study alsa high- 

Hehted that vielent ARW actors contnue to face ne 

my only weak defensive rnechanisms frorn internet 

service providers, social media, comtent-hosting and 

garnng- olatforms, as well as messenger services, 

against che risuse of these services. However, an 

cU-wide regulatory framework is emereiig that can 

  

ricer the aniine activides af 

  

be brought to bear to 

the transn 

its finance 

tional violent XRW movement, including 
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spread propaganda and recruit foHowers, In this 

regard, interner Referral Units (ERUs} within the 

Member States and Europol olay a significant role, 

highhenting extremist and terrorist content te sacial 

media, conteni-tosung and gaming-platfarras, as 

well as messenger services and providing ground 

far the removal of such carterit and in extreme 

  

the analysis of the online activities of the trams- 

national violent XRW movement emphasised that 

important oniine operations of the raavement are 

conducted in closed and encrypted chat farms and 

coment hasting platforms. Therefore, ciectronic 

penetration of these operations remains a challenge 

and in some cases is technically impossible. The re- 

search for this study demonstrated that 4 mulutude 

of cMd saclery stakeholders that have developed 

significant expertise in this regard exist in the six 

HS study. 

HS 

f th 
countries at the centre of 
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ABBREVIATIONS 

AFO Action Ges Forces Onerationneiles 

(Operational Forces Action) 

APF Ailiance for Peace and Freedom 

AWD Atomwaffen Division 

BfV¥ Facderai Office for the Protection of the 

Constitution, Germany 

RRA Federal Criminal Potica Office, 

Germany 

BND Federal intelligence Service, Germany 

CEE Central-Easterr: Eurane 

CEP 

CFF comboatting/countering the financing 

of terrorism 

National Coordination of intelligence 

Counter Extremism Project 

CNRLT 

ard the Fight Against Terrorism 

Coordination nationale du 

renseignement ot ce fa lutte contre ie 

terrorisme) France 

C-Rex Center for esearch on Extremisra 

C&O 

DHS 

divi society arganisation 

Daparenert of Horneiand Security, 

USA 

General Birection of jaterrat Security 

(Direction généraie de la sécurité 

DGS 

intericure}, France 

BSA Digital Services Act 

ETN turopa Terra Nostra 

Fai Federal Bureau of investigation, USA 

GETZ Centre for Countering Extremism arid 

Terrorist 

  

, Germany 

RU internet Referral Unit 

iS. istarnic State of iraq and the Levant 

{4 Junge Alternative fur Deutschland 

(Young Alternative for Gerrmary} 

gX Junge Nationalisten (Young 

Nationalists} 

ENR Jeunesses nationaiistes 

revolutionnaires (Young Revolutionary 

Nationalists} 

40 Couster Extremism Project Germany gambit 

MAD 

NA 

NetzDG 

NGO 

NPD 

NRA 

NH 

MWD 

O55 

PICVE 

PNF 

PRC 

POM 

RAM 

RAN 

FD 

$xD 

soo 

SCPVE 

7G 

T¥ 

TWP 

uC 

KRW 

ZOG 

    
Mi 

National Actioart 

Network Enforcement Act 

inary Counterinteligence Service    

non-governmental organisation 

Nationaidemokratische Parte 

Deurschlands {National Dernocratic 

Party of Germariy)} 

Nordic Resistance Moavernent 

North West Infidels 

New World Order 

Cid School Society 

preventing and countering violent 

extremism 

Pard Nadonaliste Francais (French 
   

  

Nationshst Party} 

private maflitary contractor 

Program of Father Frost 

Rise Above Movement 

Radicalisation Awareness Network 

Fiusskoe imperskoe Dvizhenie (Russian 

hrerial Movement) 

Sonnenkrieg Division 

Soldiers of Gdia 

Swedish Counc far Preventing Violent 

Extremism 

Terrorism Comtant Online Reguiation 

Troisieme Voie (Third Way) 

Traditionaiist Workers Party 

Unité Continentaie (Continental Unity} 

Extreme Sight Wing 

Zionist Ceciination Government 
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ANNEXES 

  

Tomyni Xotenen, PAD 

Legal situation 

The Finnish Ministry of the interior uses the term 

“violent extremisny” when referring to anti-derno- 

cratic, extra-parlamentary and potentially viciant 

groups, whic 

Here, (he Finnish differentiate between extremism 

and radicalism. The focus is on the use of voierice 

  

t aise includes right-wing extremism. 

or threat of violence, and the authorities point out 

that extremism, unlike radicalism, is anti-democratic 

oy definition. The Finnish Security intaligence Service 

(Supo} differentiates more explicitly between dames- 

  

tc extremisiy: and terrorism, of which the latter refers 

typically to an external threat in the forra of radicai 
   

islarnism,’ Sune focisses on cases that threaten the 

national secu 
   
ty and has explicitly stated dornestic 

extremist groups do not comprise such 3 threat in 

their current form? Recently, ARW terrorism was 

inciuded in their Cerrarisrn treat assessrnent with 

reference to international trends* 

  

section 24 of the Finnish penal code defines terror- 

isM aS an act “that ts conducive fo causing serious 

harm to a State or an international organisation,”? 

The definition requires he act to reach a certain 

level of seriousness, and this is one of the reasons 

  
     

the terrorism clause has beer rarely iised. The |s- 

lamist terrorist attack im Turku in 2077 in whi 

Moroccan asylum-seeker stabbed 10 neopie, King 

   

ewe of them, is the only case in Fintan in which the 

perpetrator has been convicted based on terrarism 

laws.” According to the Finnish security police, the 

  

Counter Extremism Project Germany gambit 
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burden of proof for terrorism cases is tog high,’ <.g., 

rremoership of a terrorist organisation is not an 

offence itseifin Finland. A task force at the Ministry 

of Histice has recently proposed new legislation 

that woud make possible a charge of inciternerk 

ing 4 terrorist group.4 for { 

  

Legistative toals tackling XRW extend, however, be- 

yond terrorism clauses. The Finnish Assaciations Act 

regulates the conduct of both registered arid unreg- 

istered assaciaticns. As the registration gives the 

organisation a legal status, often even XRW grauns 

seek the status of a registered association. Nordic Re- 

sistance Movernent (N&Mt: which has been the most 

miitant XRW organisation in Finfand for the past 1G 

years. was banned in 2077 in Finland based on the 

Associations Act far acting substantially against “goad 

practice,”"? NRM managed to take the case ail the way 

  

  

to the Supreme Count, which, however, confirmed 

the dan in September 2029, making it permanent. 

According to the Penal Code (6 §5), a racist or hate 

motivation in committing other offences may aise 

be cansiderad an aggravating circumstance wher: 

imposing a penalty. This clause was used, é.g., wher 

sentencing perpetrators for the attacks against ref- 

    ugae reception centres in 2675, andin the oroacy 

  of 3 brutal assault in Helsinki in 2615.“ The Prase- 

of 
Mer 

  

cutor Ger 

Nazi flags at the independence Day dernonstration 

in 2078 as an incitement.” 

13S alse Charged NRM for the rise 
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History and key players of the XRW 
scene 

Although typically cansidered a peaceful country 

with no XRW terrorism, finland has seen certain 

waves of KRW violence throughout its history. The 

latest wave came in 2045 in the wake of the refugee 

crisis arid spantaneous anti-refugee mobilisation, 

when 8 series of arson attacks anc other vicience 

targatec especialy refuges reception centres, ‘The 

attacks were at least partly inspired by the similar 

waves in Germany and Sweden. From autumn 2015 

ormvards, several vigiiarite-type groups were organ. 

ised, clakrung to counter the threat caused by the 

refugees. * Out of these groups, only the Soidiers of 

Odin (SOCH, which collaborates with the NRM, has 

survived untd today, and it used to nave a broad 

  

international network as wel. At the peak of its 

popularity in 2096, 300 had around 600 members 

in Finland. That has drapped ta about one-th: 

with its dernise caused by several factors, lnciuch 

internal fighting and splintering, and the graduat 

end af the refugee crisis also led some mernbers 

   

to leave the group. “ 

The Finnish chapter of the NRM was founded in 

2098 and has since beer invoived in several acts 

of violence, especially targeting thelr political apne- 

nents. The group coanly despised the cansttutianel 

system of Finland and sought to form a Nordic 

natianabsociaist state’ The Finnish chapter was 

  

relatively indepencerst of the other Nordic orgari- 

isations, although they too had representative at 

the joint Nordic leadership group. in their reladons, 

6.2., with Russia, the Firing were more critical than 

the Swedish chapter, largely for histarical reasons, 

anc the Far 

lent as the Swedish one, * e.2, there has nat been 

a deadly attack, untike in Sweden. / in sorne cases, 

   
hi chapter has not appeared as vit- 

    FuOEry a from: 

the activists. ? Hnnish NRM members, which number 

about 100, differ somewhat from typical skinheads 

emade guns anc knives were confiscat 

art are more middie ci 

subculture background. * 

aithougn many have a     

NRM was bacned in Finland in 2077 and a court ar- 

der in 2079 required the group to cease its activity“ 

the activists have, however, continued to onerate 

under 4 new label, Towards Freedom! {Kohti Vanaut 

tat, and new groups nave been established for NS 

youth and women. The ban did not apply to their 

  

cha 

was inspired by the Halan CasaPound and Greek 

party Goiden Dawr:. The police nave investizated 

whether Towards Freedom! is breaching the faw hy 

continuing the activities of the N&M, and currently 

the grosecutor is considering charges.’ Some af 

the former NRAA ac 

rity orger sation, Fins Aid (Suomelasszoul, which 

  

vists have aiso appeared ac 

so-called accelerationist groups, such as fhe Base 

and Feuerkrieg Diviston.’” 

Of the other notable groups, Ukonvasama acts as 

a dink Getween subculture ackvism and oclitical 

endeavours. Sounded oy a former NAM activist in 

2017S, the group supports leaderiess resistance. 

Rather eclectic by nature, ichas propagated, ¢.2., for 

   35 COMtacted a North American 

XRW ideciogue promoting accelerationist terrorism. 

Nationa! Action and! 

  
Uhornvesama is not ari erin with a membership 

list but more an outfit that focuses on organising 

  

evants and sharing propaganda through a handful 

af activises.”*    

Trends 

ARW politcal violence peaked in Firdand in 2045 in 

the wake of the refugee crisis. The most alarming 

form: of political violence was arson atiecks against 

refugee receation centres. The perpetrators acted 

either alone or in small groups, with several af them 

intoxicated by aicohal. Accarding tc hate crime sta- 

tistics, and based an cases repartedd to the police, 

  

more than 40 attacks were Conducted in Finland in 

2015 and 2016,” although fess than half were fater 

solved by the police, Out of the solved cases, more 

than 20 perpetrators are known. Their profiles show 

tha 

akhough same of them claimed onen allegiance to 

XRW ideology or admitted a racist rnotive, 

   none had direct Hinks to organised XRW groups, 
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Many of hem were, however, consumers of ARW 

social media anc shared simidar content, such as 

Facebook posts by anti-refugee group Close the 

Boarders. Most of the attacks were not judged to 

be serhous, none af then were investigated as ter- 

, and mary of them failed ent     aly due te 

the intoxication of the perpetrator or ather arcum- 

stances. in three cases in which a racist and poktical 

motive was present, however, the courts ruled that 

  

  

the danger was very significant and gave relatively 

heavy sentences on atternots of aggravated criminal 

mischief, The attacks ceased almost enti 

  

ely by 2076 

wher the number of arriving refugees aiso dropped. 

  

The last attack that can be counted as part of the 

wave happened in February 2016.7" 

SOO, which was formed at the later stage of the an- 

t-refugee mobilisation cycie, represented potentially 

vicient, arcd-Mustira sentiment, aicough in practice 

the group appeared relatively peaceful arid mast of 

the cases of physical vioierice appeared in interriai 

conflicts, as SOG members fought each other af 

their own clubs. There are, hawever, a few cases 

    

   

  
in which SQO rmernvers attackec migrants,” and 

in one failed attack, it included a Mototey cocktail 

thrown at a tent with asylum-seekers, in the batter 

case, explosives were aise found in the aparcmnent 

of the perpetrator “3 

NRM turned to violence especially after 2012 when 

hie street activism, attack   

   

  

it Started more visi 

ically their political copanents at dernons 

at other events.” The most notable of these in 

the stabbing case at the library in Ryaskyla in 2073, 

4 group assault at the shopping centre in fyvaskytis in 

  

  

WG 2515, and an azgravated assault in Helsinki in 2076.” 

Although typically the attachs were reactive inn 

faliowing some sart of provocation, chey formed 2 

continuous pattern and reflect the flexible under- 

Ure 

  

standing of defence uy the NRM--members are 

urged to take the initiative when even a minor threat 

is noticed.' in several cases, same of the activists 

    

wNIstr ations. Since 

  

were armed with knives at der 

the bar: on the NRM in 2617 and founding of the 

saw organisation, Towards Freecom, NRM activists 

Counter Extremism Project Germany gambit 
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have act resorted tc physical vichance beyond maior 

clashes af Gemanstrations. 

Lis noteworthy chat since 2015 the XRW in general 

has engaged in vicience only an rare cecasions, Tris 

has not changed even since the Islamist terrarist 

  

attack iq Turku in 2077. The hate crime statistics 

show only a short outbreak in 20177, and most of 

the cases were not related to physical violence but 

  

verbal abuse anc incitement, which in most cases 

happened online. Lane-actor type terrorism has 

aisc been absent, although in 2018 police arrested 

& Latvian: neo-Nazi who was charged with piotting 

to attack Muslim targets in Helsinki with a home- 

rade Somb. He was later acquitted of the charges 

as he had ac derailed olan ar means to conduct 

the attack.” 

According to repares on vidlent extremisra by the 

Mirdstry of the interior, the most typical form of XRYW 

violence continues to b4 spontaneous sereet violence 

  

in which the perpetrator is typically connected to the 

skinhead subculture.” There are, however, io pub- 

Rely avaiable stadstics rerarcing trends or figures of 

this tyne of vicience, although it may Ge estimated 

  

that the ievei 

lower than ini 

    

i this oype of violence is sudstantiatly 

# 1990s, reflecting 3 general trend in 

West-Eurocpean right-wing political volence.™ 

Finances 

Funding of the Finnish XRW scene fs typically based 

on jegal sources, af which mast important are the 

membership fees and sales of merchandise such 

as hoodies, stickers, and Dooks. N&M activists paid 

either a fixed monthly fee, or, if they had a joh, a 

share of their incornes. NRM has aiso had a caregory 

  

  

of supporting members without the Guties of a full 

member. These paid, depending on the surporter 

level chey chase, $0-150 euros annually.’ Besides 

concerts and other events, the merchandise is soid 

   

  

through online stores, in a few brick-and-marta 

  

shops that support the cause, and previously aise 

at the web snon of the NRM, Leaked web shoo or- 

FBI(2.1-cv-572)-7847



  

   
Gers from 2075-2016 show that within six months 

75 individual orders were made, typically around 
  

35 euros.” The RM in Finiand has had lots of dif- 

ficulties with its web shop, as ht has been hacked, 

ami banks nave cancelled thelr payment services. 

Payments happened sitner via bank transfer or by 

using Bitcoin.” 

to use Eiccoin ATMs for anonymous donations” 

Finn: Aid, ar: NRA charity crean 

N&M nas also urged its suppcrters 

atian, Gases its 

  

cperation also on donations by the pubic. 

According to ene estimate, the annual budget of 

the Finnish NRM chapter was 4 few thousand euros 

per year,’ although their former leader has stated 

the web store alone produced aroLind $000 euros 

of annual profir.? The furids were used, e.g, to 

cover the casts of the speaking trins abroad. Funds 

  

were channelled through a registered associghcn, 

Northern Heriage (Pohjonen Perinne}, which was 

aisc banned in 2017.> NRM also published in print 

arxt online the newspaper Magneettimedia, which 

was, at least for one issue, financially supported oy 

retail chain owner fuha arkkainen.™ Karkkainen 

aiegedly aisa hired the Finnish NAM leader as a 

writer for Mogneettimedia, which he avwned before 

hariding the oublishing sights to NAM,“ After NRM 

was benned in Finland in 2017, their wel shop was 

closed and assets frozen. Therefore, the successor 

areanisations Gid aot have many furds af their 

dispasal, which aisa shows in their activisra. Pos- 

sibly aisa, international contacts have been almast 

non-existerdt due to tne lack of funds after the ben, 

When a member of the N&M was arrested and 

charged with aggravated assault in 2016, a support 

event was organised’ and some supporters claimed 

that fines caused by activism are paic coliective- 

ly.“ To help imprisoned comrades, the NRM web 

Shon 4 

  

© sold @ support shirt. Accarding to prison 
  authorities there are tens of radicalised inmates 

leaning towards XRW ideology: the number of 

NRM members among them is, however, unknowe. 

  

indirect means of supgert is created also via sub- 

culture activism, with several of the NEM members 

aiso mernoers Gf RAC (Hock against Communism, 

head miusic moaverenti ar NS8M (National 

Sacialist Black Metal} barids. in some cases, aro- 

ceeds from aibum sales are directed to the lated 

members of the movement” Finnish bards, some 

of which are closely connected with the NRM, have 

also taken partin joint 

ects sugparting, e.g. Gaicen Bawn/’ 

  

    ternational recording oraj- 

Ukanvasama has collected funds for its activisrn 

also by selling records, bcoks, shirts anc hoadies, 

and zines.* The clothing store Ferus 

ly associated with the NRM, was founded in 2075 

and sold well-known incernational far-right clothing 

   
Wai, CHOSe- 

  

  
brands at events organized by the groun. The shap 

marketed itseif alsa ta international customers." 

  

Although not formally a movement meniber, one 

of the awners of Ferus Finnum was aiso involved in 

vinient activities of the NRML™ The store was clasad 

Witernaticonal labels such as Ansear Aryan. 

Of the most notable Finnish KRW groups with trans- 

national connections, SOO has found itself in the 

best financiat shape, SOG ccolected relatively ferge 

funds from membership fees and the sale of support 

  

rnerchandise, demanding, e.2., several Crousard 

euros fram sore national chapters. Their collabo: 

ration with the NRA and its successor organisation, 

Towards Freecom, has potentially also oenefited 

the latter ones. With the funds, SOG rented several 

chiabhouses, and, as was claimed by the international 

chapters, renovated its heacquarters in Kemi, SOO 

also Clairsed funds were needed for large, interna- 

tional gatherings, which never happened thoual. 

Funds have also mace possible visits abroad te meet 

2 members of their inter- 

  

foreign chapters. Fini 

national leadershig board have visited, a.g,, Mela, 

Sweden, and Escoria. Besides two Finns, one of the 

WMernational board members is a Maltese activist. it 

te ern, however, the funds frorn the membership 

fees were to some extent counter-productive, as the 

organization did not know what to do with all the 

rooney, and several international chapters refused 

to pay the membershin fees and chose instead to 

abandon Wie SOO franchise, 
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Online activities 

Since 2015, rhe Finnish extreme-right scene has 

become mere of a social media pnenomencn, The 

N&M alreacty had its roots in ardine cormmauriiies, 

especially discussion groups anc forums, and was 

started by rnembers who only partly had previously 

acted together offline 

560, a 

full force, Athcugh initially some chapters were GuHt 

around previously known offline cantacts, most of 

the local leaders were known by the nation< 

only via Facebook As an international netwark, SOO 

  

However, especially wich the 

nd mobilisation showed its 

  

  
   rine recruitme:s   

   
ders 

was created salely within the virtual coramunkty, 

although the contacts were maintained on a few 

occasions by face-to-face meetings. 

S00 in 2019, 

which has harnied its visibility!” After being banned 

from Facebook, SOO propaganda has Seen sharec 

mostly via its pubkc Vkontakte and Telegram chan- 

Facebook pages were taken down, 

neis, which may reach members and supporters, Dut 

not so much potential new mernbers. The graup’s 

oubkc Felegrarn channel and chat were launched 

in December 2619, although the nlattorm nad heen 

used already since 2076 forinternal communication 

ant for planning activities ard was inidally select- 

ed as the communication channel due to leaks in 

Messenger’ 

As acknowledged also by its members, the offline 

presence, especially patrolling, is often done only 

far show,” for sharing reports through sacial media, 

and possibly aiso for provoking their opponents 

and getung the attention of mainstream media. The 

recruiting vis sacial media raay have caused a low 

iavel of compriment, and irpsome ces 

no original members lefe after a year or avo. The jack 

of visibdny harms its offline activism and recry 

  

tere were 

  

and therefore $O0 occasionally laments the scarcity 

af mainstream media reports, although media aiso 

hoosted their grawith, especially in 2015 and 2016." 

  

Migration to new olafformis ike Vkontakte nas os- 

tansibly radicatisedt the SOO members, although 

Counter Extremism Project Germany gambit 
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the process started weil before Facebook banned 

then’ The radicalisation is partly because many 

moderate peopie have left the group and their 

current networks tend to include NRM members. 

The departures might have bean fuelled by che 

concern that SOO, just ike NIM, will be banned dy 

    t Vkortakte is also more 

operdy racist, as the platform does not moderate 

racist content as effectively as Facebook. 

the authorities. Discussion 

The NRM and its members have been 

active within sociai media, as they try 

their public image, although the NRM in 

iess visibly 

to control 

nd 

has seen 4 lot of marketing potential in it)? For 

security reasens, the mast important discussions, 

comerning, e.g. planning of activities, were hell 

face-to-face. Their Facebook nape was opened in 

  

      
ies, 

December 2073, arid rioveament members or supe 

porters have been active also on bulletin cards, 

Teleeram, Discord, Twitter, and YouTube 7 in 2016, 

4 Hnndch NRM communicy page was created on the 

Steam gaming platform, asking people to get their 

ike-minded friends to foin the community.” Steam 

community is known fer hosting several extremist 

grouns.” Between 2075 and 2017, MRM had its own 

subsectos at the MVdeht discussion forum, which 

the croup also acirninistered. Untike SO0, for NRM 

the bans and censoring has not had that much effect 

because a flacaf the recruiin as via faceto- g happes 

face interactio fren the canract ts created 

  

  

  

    

within SuGcuiture events, such as white- power music 

events”? These evans bring together activins while 

international events such as the annual Asgardsret 

festival in Xyiv are organised alongside political 

everits; one af the regular performers at che festival 

is Finnish NSEM band Goatmaon,” which has Hinks 

aise to thie NRL 

Certain: suspicion of online media is also natahle 

among the alder members of the movemert. A 

particular example of this was the faunding of a 

printed zine oy the Ukonvasamia collective in 2075S, 

    

amidst the bcam of sacial media, Besides ather 

reasons, the fourder has mentioned the akt-right are 

net-pecude and as such already suspicious, and that 

FBI(2.1-cv-572)-7849



  

   
the printed format preverits the message from being 

crowned our by wmiation. They 

also claim the printed format aiso prevents the leak 

of infarrnation more effectively.”* Despite this, the 

collective also has an account om Vkonmtakte and a 

radio show broadcast on Spreaker.’’ 

Response 

the Fi 

Ginated by the Ministry of the interior, which aiso 

draws up tians for internal Security. It covers all 

forms of extremism independent of ideology or 

religion. The same approach aisn has been used 

by the Finnish Exit project. The comprehensive ap- 

proach was outlined in 2012 in a National Action 

  

ish approach fo vielent extremism ts coar- 

  

Flan far the Prevention of Violent Radicalisation 

and Extremisrs in Firdand.’* The accion pi 

was updated last year, was drafted in collaboration 

with several relevant oarties, including religious 
     

Already in 2004, whan the first internal securky 

programme was published, a broad definition of 

security was usec that identified racisra and ex- 

tremist movements as a threat and tackling them 

as one subficid of internal security. The programme 

rnaintairvad that the rise af the 

tential threat caused by, eg., 2 lack of outiets for 

citizen participation and by immigration. An annual 

     fay-right was 3 po- 

  

report or vi 

and current threats has been published since 204 2, 

and statistics om nate crimes have been cornpiled 

by the Police College and published annually since 

fant extremism focusing an trends 

2509,"" Before that, more limited statistics on racist 

craTies were recortes oy the Ministry of the interior 

and by the Police College. Both are based on an 

3 af crimes reported ta the police, but do 

  

analysi 

rt diferertiate between perpetrator idectagies. 

Statistics on crimes perpetrated by the extreme right 

are not collected nationwide, and only tie Helsinki 

Police Department publishes such statistics every 

now and then. 

  

Besides the Exit prograrmme, which was discontin- 

ued in 2018 dite to a iack of funding for the NGG 

responsible for its developraent, government mea- 

sures inciude preventive police urits and so-called 

anchor teams, which work locally on the basis of 

i-profassional collaboration, including the go-     Pu 

  

Ree, and professionals in youth, heaith and social 

work. The aim of the anchor model is early interven- 

ton in juvenile delinquency. These measures have 

aise been under external evaluation. The Finnish 

PVE plans have deen influenced especially by the 

Aarhus model’ 

Transnational connectivity 

S00, founded in 21S, spread inte nearly 36 coun- 

  

tries 17 2016 anc was organized as 4 f 

International chapters conducted cheir daily activ. 

Kies independently, although they were sunnosed 

to folic the general rufes laid out by the Finns. 

  

Although mast of the connections were maintained 

oniine, the Finnish mernbers af SOO have made 

sccasional visits to the rkernational chapters and 

alse arganised few gatrois ir: northern Sweden, es- 

pecialy in Haparanda.® Estonians kving in Helsinki 

have taken part in parrois there. Due to the schism, 

  

€.g., over raembership fees, the international chap- 

ters were ir: most cases either closed ar renamed 

by 2077. Currently, there are chapters only in 

Finfand and Sweden. There stilt exists, however, 

several former SOG chapters worldwide, which in 

mast cases do not use the original name anymore.” 

For exemple, in Sweden, four local chanters broke 

away to form a group called Salders Cruisers, and 

  

in Canada, Saskatchewan chapters oroke off from 

SMO to constifute the Patriots of Unity?” 

Some German chapters of SOO were renarned in 

2018 3s Wedans Erbes and Vikings Security, apper- 

ently in agreement wath the S60 HQ in Finiand, to 

avoid unwanted attention fram the authorities. A 

few Finnish SOO members remained ir 

media networks after the renaming, aithough these 

  

     ely social 

links seem to have disappeared by now. in 2020, it 
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was revealed that 3 group that incudec members 

from the former German SOO chapters had planned 

aitacks, @.g,. on a mosque, to precipitate a civil war 

in Germany.*’ These plans seemed, however, not 

fo Have a link to Finkand. 

  

in December 2079, the 500 organised 3 Finnish in- 

Say demanstration in Helsinki, acti 

cover far the NRM successor organisation Towards 

   
dependence Bas 

   Freedom aiter its damonstration was banged by the 

police. Among the invited speakers at the event were 

members of the German extreme right narty Ser 

i, Wee, their leader and founder Klaus Armstroff 

leading the delegation, and the leader of the NRM, 

Simon Lindgerg from Swecen, whe also addressec 

the crowds. After the demonstration, Lindberg and 

Armstroff had a private meeting.” 

The Finnish chapter af the NRM has niaintained 

close contact, besides other chapters, also with 

several international XRW argarisations, which in 

rast Cases involves inspiration and support for 

groups with a similar ideological orientation within 

apoworks bude over several years. Support consists 

mostly of non-material elements, such as barrowing 

  

from 

the experience of the orher groups. Finnish NRM 

meniers have taken gart, e.g, ina May Day raily 

oy the Freien Netz Sud, ard the Tag der Deutscher: 

Zukunft demonstration in Dresden, which both 

were meant to bririg together several nati 

Orgerksation modeis and drawing lesson   

    

  

onalist 

groups and were organised by the locse networks 

of autonomous nationalists? The representatives of 

iN and Der 1H, Wee have aise taken pa 

  

   t in events 

in Finland organised by the NRM, and fugend fur 

Pinneberg toured Finiand in 20174, giving a lecture 

in Turku, Collaboration with the Gerrnar: groups 

has continuect ti today. 

As recenty a5 in March 2028, the NRM charity Finn 

Aid was invited to a congress organised by the JN, 

although the event was later cancelled due to the 

pander:       c, NRM members aiso Cook cert in a demon- 

stration by Golden Dawn in 2015 in Greece, along- 

side Ber Hi, Weg and has held suppart rates for 

Counter Extremism Project Germany gambit 

_. 

drmembers of Goider: Dawn. Gaiden Dawn 

has heen seen as an exeraplar 

  

  y maoveraent and 

has inspired, e.g. fhe NRM's charity work, although 

Golden Dawri’s cconeratian with Russia divided 

NRM supporters. For Finnish nationalises, contacts 

with the Russi 

ac 

have seen Russia as their primary enemy. 

   

  

ans have, for historical reasons, heen 

  

cult issue, and historically most of the groups 

in 2043 

with Freie Nationale Strukruren (Germany) and 

CasaPound. Links with CasaPound date to before 

the founding of the Finnish NRM chapter’ and for 

@ joint seminar was organised in Helsinki     

    

some Finnish XRW activists, CasaPound has orovid- 

ed a model. Unlike their Swedish comrades, wna 

re the Ideciogicai purity, Finnish 

NRM members hav 

tend co stress m 

    

rela links with groups such as 

CasaPourd ond Freie Nationale Strukturen, which 

Craw inspiracon aiso fram teft- wing radical 

Other transnational connections by the Finnish NRM 

inchude the Solidarity Fran for Syria, supporting the 

   ora    ? 

  

Assad regime and with thes to Hezboliah it was 

founded in 2073 by several international activists 

and is ted by Matteo Caponett, who is half Finnish 0” 

Finnish NRM activists belonged to the founders of 

the groug, ' which partners closely wath Casa ound, 

and the Finns have actively par 

  

ipated in arher 
  similar CasaPound-ini 

NPD memters, such as charity missions in Kosova. 

juenced actions with, e.g. 

The Finnish NRM chapter held close contacts with 
   

the UK organisation Na 

was classified as a terrorist organi 

onal Action (NA} which 

ation i 2076; 

NRM members have seen NA as heroes and mar 

  

tyrs, ancl as pioneers in, e.g, fascist aestherics and 

propaganda production. 

  

* the actual cohaboration 

at 
we 

  

has cars ly of mutual macdfestations 

solidarity, but prodably aise sharing ideas regarding 

the nost-ban activism. After the ban cf the NA, the 

ARM sport stunts in Finland oy 

posing with NA logos and torches, with some SOC 

members aiso joining their ranks” Pronagands for 

  organised a few sup 

the NA nas 

collective." 
iso Oeen shared oy the Ukonvesama 

in January-February 2015, the lead- 

er of the NA, Benjamin Raymond, spent several 
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weeks in Financ, rmeetng activists in several cit- 

les, speaking at the NR&M HQ in Turku, ard taking 

part in their activism in Lahti in 2078, a former 

member of the Finnish NEM chapter anc a veteran 

of the war in Afghanistan was canvicted in the UK 

of being a member of NA. He also tried to recruit 

  

NRM members, e.g., writing in 2078 an anpeai to 

the ambassador of Finland. 

  

After the ban of the NRM, the new organisation 

fowards Freedom! has mot had many ou 

  

ke con- 

tacts with they comrades abroad, and their events 

and demas, other than the aforementioned inde 

pendence Day dernanstration, have not broudhe 

foreign activists to Finland, However, 4 certain level 

  

    Gf coordir ray StHE exist, as exernplified oy the 

simultaneous atracks-mostly vancdalism-—taking 

place in ali countries where NRM was active, Finland 

iInckuded, against synagagues and other Jewish facil. 

wt 

  

e 
Ries in 2075 on the anniversary of Kristalinacht. ** 

The Finnish NRM members aiso have taken part in 

afew demonstrations abroad since the bar, rast 

recently at Gedenkmarsch in Dresden in 2020.“ 

Sct 

within so-cailed accelerationist terrorisra online 

ratwaorks, Including Fauerkries Division and The 

Base, with one of them suggesting mass shootings 

are less effective than “destroying bulicings Hike 

finnish mermdoers of the NRM have been active 
   

    

Fimonty Macveignt" [sicl} ” There is rio informe: 

tion whether the Finnish members of these grouns 

have candicted activism beyand online chatter. 

Several NRM activists were previously aiso mem- 

bers of now-defunct online forums such as iron 

March and Fascist Forge, which served a5 networking 

sites, arniang others, for accelerationsst zrotyys. 1 A 

Finnish NRM member fram Tarmpere acted as the 

   
   ci 

rnain moderatar of the irar March Forurn (IMy™ 

and a Finnish transiation of 2 book by iM founder 

Alexarider Siavros, celebrating ione-weif terrorists    

Hee Sreivik and McVeigh, has been published oy 

one NRM activist. * Additionally, members of the 

Turku-based neo-Nazi collective Ukonveasame visited 

author james Masar inthe USAia 2079. 5 Mason’s 

book The Siege is the key source of inspiration for 

accelerationist groups, and an English edition was 

soid via the NRM web shop in Finland. 

Since 2078, several isacing international white na- 

vonalists, such as jared Taylor anct Greg Jchinsen, 

have bean invited to Finland for conferences ar- 

ganised under the label “Awakening.” * The Awak- 

ening events are organised by 4 locse calective 

that has aise taken part in events abroad, such 

tania organised by the 

Youth isague of fhe Conservative Peonle’s Party of 

Etnofutur conferences in = 

  

Estonia and an ait-right event with faved Taylor in 

2617 in Amsterdam. ’ Several af them oelang to 

Suomen Sisu, a nationalist organisation founded in 

1998 and closely associated with the Finns Party. in 

  

2019, a Ukrainian activist and speaker of the oait- 

ical branch of the Azov Movernent 6, the Nathanial 

Corps, Olena Semenyaka, was invited to Turku asa 
4s speaker at the Awakening conference” ° 

   Atcarding to a Finnish military exnert, at least three, 

    

perhaps even six Finns nave taken part in comoat 

in Ukraine in the ranks of the Azov Regiment, the 

riditary arm of the Azov Movement, “’ At the early 

stage of the conflict, NRM in Finland showed its 

support of Ukrainian far-right groups, interdewing, 

e.g. the leader of Pravyi Sektor (Right Sector) 2 The 

national-socialist group Misanthropic Division, which 

has recruited volunteers for the Azav Regiment, has 

    

  

   Claimed to have a chapter in Firdand. 7" Notably 4 

aneo-Nazi from Latvia, who was accused of plotting 

to detonate a homb at New Year celebratians in 

2018 in Helsing, nad planned to fain the troops in 

  

“e 

sion. 7 

  

Ukraine vie Misanthroaic Bi 

Statistical snapshot of the XRW 
threat in Finland’> 

As the table below shows, the previous decade saw 

am overall decline in hate crimes reported to the 

Finnish pokce and related to ethnic and national 

backercund Out a rise in such crimes related to 
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raligion ar belief and sexual orfertation. As was 

argued above and in the main report, peoole of 

different ethnicity, religious, or sexual background 

constitute, in the eyes of the transnational violent 

XRW movement, some of fs most prarounced en- 

emies. Therefore, it can be assumed that it is Hkely 

below had actually beer: perpetrated by Incividu- 

als belonging to or on the fringes of the discussed 

transnational violent XRW movement, At the same 

time, itis notable that the years 2015-17, Le. during 

and in the afterrnach of the so-cailed “rnigranc crisis,” 

saw a spike in such incidents, which abated in 2078. 

that a significant number of the crimes in the table 

  

  

  

  

  

2O74: 2835 

nr 

2677 2092 2893 2096 2877 

  

os
 2 gy 

2 Yt 
            

  

  

  

              

Res 1 

y Gr gerxler 2 hpi ei a: 6 

24: 18 | ly 2g 2 65 

918 732 ; 833 | #22 4250 1079: 1165. O48 
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On Amsterdam meeting, see ¢.q. Janene Pie- 

ters, “Meeting between US white nationalists 

and Dutch ooitician raises eyebrows", 

; 2047, 
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The Azov Movement is an Ukrainian soacio- 
-political entity comprising sot only the ary 
atm, Azov Regiment, from which the move- 
ment originates, but alse @ golitical garty, the 
National Corps, and a variety of ciher entifies 

and oranisations. 

“Awakening conference’, Foi Research. 

*Amertkkalaisient: Suameatainen haave- 

tii Ha-Ukrainassa’, iHalehti, Aprd 43 
wy Hak 

  

     

      

   

  

  

“CHuainan Gikean sektorin haastattelu’, Kan- 

f i January 28, 2018, 
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“34 points of Misanthropic Division Interna- 

tonal’, Ukrainian Cousade, March 25, 2045, 
nitosv/Aveb. archive orgiveb/20151115060032/ 

nites Jiukrainiancrusede biogspeot. 
com/?O4 5/03/14-points-of-misanthropic-di- 

vision Aitrmk “Rueshan court seniences mermn- 

bers af a nec-Nazi terror group also active 

in the UK" Hone not Hate, June 22, 2047, 
hips /Awww, hopenothate.org.uk/Z017/0G/22/ 
MBSBlaN-COUreSs as-members-neo-naci- 
-group-aiso-active-uks 

  

    

  

Pre-tria! investigation fle GSO0/R/83775178, 

Ht ki Poitce Station. 

  

Source: Police University Cakege, “The num- 

ber of hate crimes decreased last year," 4 

ber 2079, : : : i Novem      
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Prof. Br. Jean-Yves Conus 

Lega! situation 

Tne French penal code contains a broad definition 

  

of Cerrorism, whether it be an individual or callec- 

ive attempt at “severely disturbing publi 

threat or terror.” One snecific provision is aimed at 

dealing with “fighting groups” (groupes de combat), 

ne, those that “have access to weapons, have a 

hierarchical stricture and may disriint ouble or 

der.” in practice, arry of those, regardiess of their 

ideology, can be banned based on art. L.212-1 of 

    c order by 

      

the internal Security Case, which is ar: update af 4 

1936 law aimed af dismantling the fascistleaning 

iigues (Leagues). Between 20TS and 2020, 19 

have been canned, eight of which belong to the 

    

extreme right. A further five notable groups were 

sanned in July 2013, among them Troisiémie vole 

Chird way}, eunesses novengistes revolutionnaires 

(NR, National Revaiutionary Youth}, Euvre francaise 

(fhe French Work}, arid jeunesses nationatisies (Na- 

nonalst Youth}. The bar had a strong impact on the 

re-organisation of the XXW scene, which acco 

tothe 2079 regort of the Parkarnentary Commission 

of inquiry om Extreme-R 

at around 3,G00 activists? 

  

rding 

  

f groups, Is estimated 

There is no legally binding definikion of right-wing = a a fo 

right (extréme-cdroitey and 

radical-right (drofte radicafe) are often used as syn- 

  
extremism in France: far- 

onyms, ever: in academ! 

  

Hterature. Most groups 

   refer to themiseives as “national right” (dreke ma- 

tonale}. Since 2015, a new, norriegal category has 

emerged: the ultra-rignt Uustra-droitey, k became 

  

gunhiic when the heac af the General Directorate 

for internal Securify (OGSK Orrection générale de ia 

sécurité intérigure) predicted the “ultra-right” would 

engage in “Clashes between communities,” using 

isiamist terror aftacks as an excuse.” 

Counter Extremism Project Germany gambit 

  

French flegisiation forbids wearing and displaying 

symbols of nathonal-soctalisrn.’ A 1990 law forbids 

any kind of discrimination on the basis of ethnicity, 
      

  
   ity. race ar religion, as well as Hciocaust-de- 

nial.® Since 2603, crimes and offenses commitied 

with the ageravating circum 

  

stance of racism, af- 

  

u-Semitism, or prefudice on the grounds of sexual 

orientation can lead ta harsher senrences.’ 

History and key players of the XRW 
scene 

Starting Wy 2617 with the election of Marine Le 

fen as the chair of frone national (National Frard, 

  

renamed Rassemblement national (National Rally, 

RN} in 2678, the far-right party embarked on a 

new course, seeking to distance itself from overtly 

extremist groups, Darining dual membership with 

  

them and sometimes excluding militants with a 

record af racism, and-Semitism, and/or violence” 

AS arasull, many disgruntled former members and 

newcomers to the XRW scene see RN as ar    negade 

party and think that the parfiarnentary option wil 

not bring any real Sreak with the “system.” Many 

have switched aflagarnce to extra-tariiamentary 

radical groups such as Parti de iq France (Party 

of France} and Dissiderice francaise (French Dissi 

with Synthése nationale (National Syathesis} 

  

cence}, 

acting as an umbdrelig organisation whose annual 

forum is @ key trarsriational everit. in 2079, the 

forum featured speakers from the Greek Golden 

Dawn, Flernisn Viaame Belang, and Ralian Centro 

  

   

Studi Polaris. ¢ Aithoueh such graups doe not act- 

vocate for terrorism, individuals associated with 

them nave drifted to violence and are part of a 

broader scane that is grane to violence against 

political opponents and minorities. A relatively 

new player on the violent but net terrorist) XRW 
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Sterne 

Re who formerly belanged to Bastion Social ar the 

is Les Zougves, & loase group of young oec- 

feo-Fascist Grouge Union Défense. They engage in 

street vicience against political apponents fram the 

Antifa movement and aisa took part in the Yellow 

Vests nratests. “ 

the murder of antifascist activ- 

ic by members of Troisiéme Voi 

  

Yale 

iTV} and JINR, those organisations were outlewed, 

together with the neo-fascist Guvre francaise and 

jeunesses nationalistes,* These latter proups, now- 

aver, re-formed quickly, putting che efficiency of the 

ban into question, the more so that several cases of 

violence aimed at politcal cpsonents in which TV 

and INR members are suspected, camain unselved. > 

The most grominent case is that of “les nayés de 

ig Bedle” (those drowned in the Deule river}—five 

people found dead in a sraall river near Like in 

2010-2607 1, and atleast one of whom, an antifascist 

miktant, might have been kiled by nea-Nazis close 

to JN&. ° In 2078, new bans were decided against 

Blood and Honour Hexagone’ and Bastion Social, 
  a nationabreveliitionary group whose model is the 

italian CasaPound and whose extreme members 

were suspected of planning armed attacks. * 

   r 

: social emerged after the 

ban and remain active, With regard to how Guvre 

francaise and jeuriesses nationalistes survived the 

bar:, one should note that a significant proportion 

of its members, inchiding leader Yvan Benedetti, 

faund a new hame in fart! Natienaliste Frari¢gais 

(PNF}, founded in 1982, and the monthly publica- 

nded in 1967. Bath the PNF and 

te oil lad Oecome ouite inactive, being 

left with an ageing leadership that included veter- 

ans from colaborationist parties fram the Second 

  

   

World War and former soldiers of the Legian of 

French Volunteers Against Soishevism (égion des 

Yolantaires francais contre ie Boichevisme, LVF) or 

tne French Wafien SS Division Chariamagne. ° The 

rearly-defunct PNF served a5 2 iegal home for 

those activi     sts whe wantec to keep up the fight, 

so much so that former Cuvre francaise chairman 

Benedetti became the spokesman af BNE. Since 

then, he has been sentenced for continuing thuvre 

francaise desnite the 20713 ban and still claims to 

be irs leader“? Senecerth, and other PNFE members 

sustained the orgardsation by involving iin seem- 

  

ingly iow-level violence such 45 street fighting anc 

brawis. They have proven thar banned movements 

can be revived by taking over a dwindling, but iegal, 

ike-minced group. 

The rain terrorist threat seams te came from small 

ceils oF “super-patriors,” that is, people often with a 

professional background in the police or the armed 

farces wha Ueieve that the state is complacent 

Vis avis Ushamisn.” Carnsequerkly, even while in 

retirement they suli feel bound by their pledge 

strive ta replace the security forces 

  

  

of duty and 

s9 that France is not “Islamdsed” by mean of the 

30-CaHed “great replacement,” Le., the demoeranh- 

% ic replacement of indigenots French by French 

id 

  

citizens of Mushm on 

Musiim faith. The Actian des Forces Opérationneile 

or by foreigners of the 

4
 

{AFO} and Sarfofs grcups discussed below belong 

ta this category. 

Trends 

4s explained in the 2G78 Report of the National 

Consultative Commission for Human Rights (Com- 

mission navende consultative des draits de fhomme, 

CACDA, st ics from 

aoGcut acts cf racismn and anti Semitism are very 

  

hu
 the Ministry of interior 

Hfficuir to wise for research purposes or for an 

accurate picture of the situation in france as one 

raw numbers. Moreover, they only reflect incidents 

that were reported ta the police by the victims, ihe 

  

igures show reported acts decreased by at least 

56% between 2015 and 2677 and then increased 

by 19.7% in 2677-2078. There were 100 anti-Musi 

incidents in 2078 while anti-Semitic incicients rose 

sharply from 3174 in 2017 to 547 in 2018" 
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. 5 certain, hcwever, is Kiat since 2015, three 

dlots by XRW affiliates to kill pcditical officials, includ- 

ing President Enirnanue!l Macron, were disrupted 

nefore any Harm was caused, a significant increase 

carmparec to the previous period when the any 

such case was an attempt to kill President Jacques 

Chirac on i4 ily 2002, Le, more tien a Gecade ear- 

Her? in june 2017 near Marsedile, Logan Alexandre 

Nisin, aged 21, was arrested for naving planned tc 

KH then Interior Minister Ch 

radical left MP jean-Luc Mélenchon., Nisin started 2 

Facebook pape in araise of Anders Behring Breivik, 

set uo a self-styled Greanisation armée secrete lOas, 

    

cophe Castarer anc 

  

Secret Army Organisation, a 1960s terrorist group 

fighting for “French Algeria’), which aimed at fore 

ing Mushm re migration to North Africa through 

a campaign of intimidation and terror in France" 

Nisiiis a former sympathiser of such ARW grotins 

as feunesses nationatistes, Action francaise, and the 

Marselle-based Mouvement posulaire nouvelle aie 

rore {Popular Movernenrc New Dawn, MPNA} whose 

name imitates that of the Greek Golden Dawn. Nisin 

was frustrated by those movements’ lack of ability 

  

or willingness to rnove forward to terrorist action, 

and decided to act on his own.” 

The AFCO pilot, in 20178, estadlished many new 

frends: it involved activists aged between 32 and 

hn several people well over 50, who hac served 

in the police, army, or gendarmerie. 7 included 

an engineer, a lawyer, and a diplomat.” They met 

es By 
tt, Vi     

    

  

through a website,’ an ordice fortim chat was the 

first step to real-life, survivaistlike meet-ups and 

training for a “civii war" against the alleged isiamisa 

than of France. They olatted ta poison halal meat in 

supermarkets and target isiamist radicals who had 

been released frorn jail, imams, and hijeb-wearing 

women selected at random. AFO Keeifwas a splin- 

ter from Voloritaires pour fa trance (¥aiunteers for 

France}, legal oatviotic group.“ 

Finally, of the three maior picts, the so-called Burjols 

phot (2078),"? whose goal was to Mih Macron with 3 

ceramic knife that would not be intercepted dy 2 

metal detecior, again was the work of older men 

   

Counter Extremism Project Germany gambit 

_. 

ithose arrestec were aged between 32 and 623 whe 

had commectians to the radical rghit and were 

  

  
fascinated by the army.° The rationale behind the 

three plots was that the state was allegedly neither 

willing nor able ta effectively shield france from 

that seif-prociaimed “patriots,” asneciaily 

  

ishaiyi 

    Chase Wit 

forces, have a chity fo replace the “fa 

apparatus.” So far, na transnational conmections 

experience in the army or other security 

  

1a" Security 

  

trigts” and the ARW 

scenes abroad have been established. 

Apart from chese three major conspiracies, one 

more post-2015 seemingly XRW plot merits a men- 

tion here—an attemmt at killing worshioners in a 

mosque in Bayonne ar 28 October 2019 in which 

two people were seriously imured. ft was not consid 

ered ari act Gf terrorism, as Une 84-year-cid author 

Maile Sinké was 

but determined to be partially insane by psychia- 

trists who exaniined him after he was arrested.“ 

  

found responsible for his actions 

This former candidate for RN in local elections 

said his act was motivated by revenge for what 

he deliaved was the setting on fire of Notre Dame 

cathedral by “Muslims. 

Finances 

ARW fringe political parties da not receive public 

funding because their showing in the polls are too 

poor, Their budget is smaih Civitas, a legal rron-vi- 

Glent XRW party, had in 207? an overall budget 

of 75.248 euras. Another ane, Fart! de ia Frarice, 

had 2 budget of 130,554 euros. Athough we do 

    

not have official data, other viclent XRYW parties 

and groups certa er budget. Thase 

groups, which are rot registered poliacai parties, 

  

Y fave a smal 

theoreticaily nave ar obligation to keen a balance 

  

sheet of their 

registered under the law,“° but many such groups 

are not registered, The 2017 ban on Bastiori Social 

Rnances H Wey are an “association” 

ane ics six local i 

  

ranches nas put an endio the 

movement's tactic—imitating CasaPourrd—of open- 

ing meeting places where PHitants could gather, 

FBI(21-cv-572)-7861



  

train in martial arts, hold conferences, and thus 
A raise samme maney. / 

Clothing saies is a small business for the KRW in 

france compared to other countries, duc there are a 

few brands and oniine retail shops run by peapie in 

  

zi scene, such as Fride France > 

Other means of raising rnoney is through concerts, 

which tend to take place in Alsace, Lorraine, and 

the skinhead nec: 

areas acdiaceni to Switzerland, in order to attract 

as wide an imernational following as possible. The 

Charlemagne Hammerskins, a branch of the U.S.- 

based Hammerskin Nation, a white supreraacist 

  

group founded im 1988, opened their own place, ia 

Toverne de Thor (Meuse département)” and regu 

larly holds concerts at private places in srnali rural 

viages im eastern France aimed at 4 French and 

pred ntly German audience, with participants 

from the Benelux countries as well. 

  

Even after the ban, Blood and Honaur aiso contin. 

  

Les to Stage concerts Catering ta N 

tal (NSBM} fans. These concerts mostly 

} 

  

take Glace in the vicinity Gf Lyan.” For exam 

the Cali of Terror cancert, which last took piace 

in February 2026 in Chauiion-ia-Paiud near Lyor 

attracted arcund 300 peopie. it ic an example of 

how the XRY scene can raise money through con- 

certs. The concerts always feature foreign hands 

from different parts of Eurape and mixed martial 

arts (MMA) fights, which, though legally barined 

in France, are a growing source of irrcome for the 

ARW scene, 

Online activities 

The main use of the internet and social rnedia by the 

ARW is for propaganda purposes. Génération ideriti- 

taire (Generation icendty, Gh, as well as ts German 

and Austrian sister-movernents, have praven to be 

very skilled in graducing vic os o ec
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id audience to thar ariti-immige ation rhetoric.*¢ GI 

does not advocate terrorism, but their activists nave 

beer sued for various of 

  

    of police powers” ard tlegally & ing onto the 

Marseille premises of the NGO $OS-Méditerranée, 

which seeks to rescue migrants.’ As such, the GI 

attempted to pose as a seif-oraclaimed alternative 

to border patrois and intimidatec a humanitarian 

NGO but sti advocates a by-the-bcak appraach 

mand deliberately steers clear 

  

ta pottical activis 

of Guinght poltical vialence. 

  

Online ectiaty is also the main propaganda medium: 

for a few individuals Hke Alain Sorai, feacder of th 

Egalité et Réconciliation™ (Equaiity and Reconciia- 

Gon} movement, now living in Switzeriand; Daniel 

G m 

Conversano, leader of the movement Les Braves 

(The Brave}, fiving in Romania: Hervé Ryssen, a 

self- publisher of antisemitic books who has a past 

Guvre francaise and lives in the Paris areas’ 

  

with 

Soris Le Lay, ar ante Sernitic blogger living injepan 

ned 

cite intesralist whe contends that the Gactrine of 

national -sacialisra ts compacble with the teachings 

Fiorian Rouanet (diving near Limoges}, a Cath- MY 

  

white supremacist idea 

    

acy theories. Sorne of them have rnevect oits: 

France to avoid French anti-racist legisiation, and 

because YouTube, Twitter, and other compares 

are closing ARVW-associated accounts, prompting 

them and ather very radical militants 

either to une Russian Kontakte ar ta the An 

Parlier, network? 

to migrate 

  

  

  

fied documents from the armed forces related ts 

urban warfare, as was the case with the AFO net- 

work. Such offensive material fs aise sold online 

by oriine-only publishing nouses, which opt for the 

niche market of survivalists and white supremacists 

  

  

keen tc grepare for a chi war against imimigrants/ 

Miusiims. An example is Diffusion du Lore, which 

in 2016 published Reconquéte, whase content is 

imlar te that of the Turner Diaries * Moreover, 

the French X&W aiso utilises the online sohere to 

commuricate-—the Sarjais plotters, whase ratte 
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was "action is the solution,” chatted through ar 

encrypted forum, as AFO members sometimes did? 

Consequently, in both cases this online chatter ied 

to in-person meetings, and for sarne Barjols piot- 

ters, participadon in Yellow Vests dernonstrations 

  

   
and joint training.” Ar the present time, the mast 

radical forum is that of furope fcolagie les Bruns, 

which enables those registered to get access ta a 

“Racial guide of Franch cites” (which are evaitrstec 

each of thentis} or download Nazi 

Soaks such as Mein Kampf, or get thos about how te 

go undetected antine.”’ Fram availahle testimony, 

as to "how white” 

  

it Decomes cleay that entry ro various sitb-forunts 

is filtered: no one is admitted as a member unless 

he/she has been verted at an in-person meeting. As 

the forum can effectively turn the virtual 

inte the rea 

  a Fest, 

i, The fact that itis difficidt to access    

the impression that if mernbers hecome terrorists, 

then they would appear to be lone actors. 

Response 

XAW extremism is acknowledged to be a major po- 

Htical isque, insofar as in une 

    

ines social coheshon 

and raise the prospect of ethn 

Senicus concermn.> 

ic strife becaming 2 

Aithough ARW groups have beer under scrutiny 

from a 2679 narkamentary investigation commns- 

sion, countery-terrorism services see the various 

forms of threats from the ARW, inchiding “super 

Qatriots,” a3 aiesser threat than cadical islam, as 

  

is shown by the testimonies of the heads af the 

various intelligence agencies before the 2076 Par- 

Hamentary Comraission of inquiry on Responses to 

ifter / january 2U15,% However, 

ARW groups are carstarikly monitored by a qumider 

of agencies whose fields of competence comple- 

ment each other. The Central Service for Tarrite- 

   the lerrorist threat 
  

rial intelligence (Service central du renseignertient 

territorial, SCRT} and the Direction of intelligence 

at the Préfecture de Potice de Paris (Direction du 

Counter Extremism Project Germany gambit 

renseignement de fa préfecture de police, DREP} and 

the Department of Operational Foresight (Sous-Di- 

rection de fAnticipation Opérationne/le, SDAO} at the 

Gendarmerie nationale are in charge af preventing 

Vicient actions that the XSW may stage during 

demonstrations or other militant activities. 

The OGShss in charge af greveriing actions that may 

harm the institutions and the security of the state. 

The imnfilyation of neo-Nazi anc other extremists 

into the armed forces is dealt with by the Denart- 

ment far intelligence and Security in the Defence 

ifirection du renselenement et de ia sécurité de ia 

Béfense, ORSO), in fuly 2620, the left-wing online 

daily Mediapart published an inquiry regarding 

190 nec-Nazis whio were either in active service or 

in the reserve. Offic: 

  

    

res on this topic are 

  

not made public. Moreover, the TRACTIN service 

at the Ministry of Finance, w 

“dark economy” and the financing of terrorism, 

can track any suspected egal financing of XRW 

grouns.®* Unofficial sources estimate that, as of 

Sentember 2620, hetween 35 and 40 XRW activists 

  

H#ich alrns to fight the 

  

are currendy in dau, 

Coordination of the French mult-agency approach 

is performed by the National Coordination of intel- 

gence and the Fight Against Terrorism (Coordina- 

on nationgie du renseignemient ct de fa tutte conte 

fg terrorisme, CNRLT), founded in 2017, it directly 

raports to the president of the Reps 

  

Hic. its focus 

is an ali terrarist threats, whether Ciese emanate 

from radical tslamist extremism, the XRW, or fhe 

extreme left. From the work of the aforementioned 

2016 pardamentary commission, it seems that the 

two major nvoblems that CF must face are the 

ever-rising need for more highly-skilled staff and 

friancing as weil as clasing the loopholes in the 

rrench Code of Penal brocedture (Code de Fracédure 

Péncle}, which Hrnit the capability of CF agencies 

ta effectively monitor suspects.* 
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Transnational connectivity 

Comnections between the French XRW and its inter- 

natianai partners mainly consist af French activists 

demonstrating with foreign militants in France and 

abroad, staging roundtables, get-togethers, and 

meetings that are part af the usual and legal polticai 

activity, One distinctive feature of the French XRW 

is that the warinabe terrorists of this milieu have 

  

ho internatias 

to the French” political motte of their ideciogical 

farmiy to their own behaviour: they act, and even- 

through national-oriy cells. 

annections anc apply the “France 

  

   

  

international contacts have traditionaily heen es 

cablisned alang tingnistic tines. There is a tong his- 

tary of coconeration between French radicals and 

these in the French-speaking part of Belgium, ¢.g,, 

the chairman of Civcas, Alain Escada, is a Belgium 

national °' and militants fram the Mouvement Na- 

tion, ied oy Hervé Van Laetherm,® often take part 

in dersanstrations in France, especially those af 

Parti Nationaliste Francais (PNFLS Links also exist 

with the French-speaking part af Switzerland as 

the Swiss Résistance helvétique (Heivetic Resistance} 

heids meetings with French vdfkisch groups such 

as Autour di lac (Anrecy} and Ed 
   

weiss Pays de 

Savole (Chambery)? The language bond extends to 

the French-speaking province of Québec, Canada, 

where the heavily anti-Semitic, conspiracy-theo- 

ryjaden magazine le Harfang, publisned by the 

Fédération des Québecors de Souche, gubtishec ire 

terviews with 
   

French activists sisch as Pierre Vial 

from Ferre et Peupic anc Christian Bouchet fram 

the farmer Unie racdicate. 

The second peculiarity of the transnational aspect 

of the French XRW is that France {s 3 predominantly 

Catholic country. Several ARW support a Catholic 

  

fundarment 

are more prane to ally with foreign groups such as 

itaHan FN, the Greek Golden Dawn, the various 

tions of the Spanish Phatange, and astern Bu- 

ropean parties with 2 strong Christian {Orthodox} 

catiook, PNF regularly visits what rameins of the 

ideology, such as PNE, ane thus 

    

  

    4 

former Rornanian iron Guard and Noug Oreaati 

arid takes part in the Lukov March in Sofia. Those 

activities, fram what we can observe fram open 

sources, Car: be interpreted as a mere means to 

“xeeo the flame alive,” aay tribute to fascist figures 

of the nast, and cet un elaborate plans of building a 

pan-European setwerk off 

However, the €U and Bulgarian authorines have 

ong expressed concerns about the inciternent 

  

“TRINGeG movements. 

to hatred that the Lukov March represerts, thus 

comfirming that the event itself presents 2 threat. 

Similarly, Nowa Breaptd has been described oy schoi- 

ars as an extrernist movement char “is considered 

  

Vidtent and organises paramilitary training for its 

members," 

The PNF is also inviting renresentatives from the 

RID, designated as a terrorist organisation in the 

United States for its annual “ODay of furope” in 

Paris** The PNF is part of the Alliance for Peace 

and Freecom {APES 

    

an extreme-right European 

poltical party led by Roberts Flore and founded in 

2075. The Aifance is registered with the Authority 

for European Poltical Parties arf Foundations. 

The PNF aise belongs to the Berlin-based Europa 

Ferra Nostra Foundatien,’° of which tie far-right 

National Democratic Party of Germany (NPD) is 

a member.” The NPD is described by the Federal 

Office for the Protection of the Consthution as an 

extreme-right party thar threatens the constitutional 

order, although it remains legal,’ 

    

  

and that Russia is a world power that maintains 

the tradivonal values of the European Christian 

  

sation is ore reason why XRW have pro-Kussian 

senuimerits, Thus authertearian nature of the regime 

is held in nigh esteern, but the have for the so-cailed 

“eternal Russia” is also a factor.” this klea was ¢ 

  

Griving force in pushing dozens of neo-fascists 

toa enfist in the Unite continentale unit that fought 

Ukrainian forces in Donbas.” The core of this unit, 

lee by Victor Lenta, a former French peratrocger, is 

stiH politically active and was last seen taking part 

in the Yellow Vests grotests. There is a “safdier 
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of fartune”’ aspect to those volunteers serving in 

Ukraine, dut the fact that some of thern are aise 

involved in supporting the Serbs of Kosave and 

that others fought iStS in Syria/iraa’® shows their 

carmmitmery to the “clash of civdisauons” theory 

and their bellef that the war against islam is to be 

fought both in France and sbraad.”’ 

Comtrary to the widely held oninion, not ali XRW 

activists, however, lock to Russia a5 a model, anc 

some have taken the side of Ukraine in the Donbas 

ragion. A smiali group of French volunteers joined 

the Azov Regiment’* and both GUS and Bastion So- 

cial have constantly supported the Svoboda narty 35 

wel as Fra? Sextor {Right Sector).” Those Gelonging 

ro these grouos were involved in vi 

  

ant Incidencs 

during the Yellow Vests protests. Moreover, in 

Decembder 2019, Mare de Cacgueray, leader of the 

aforementioned Les Zouaves, had a meeting in 

Kyiv WHR: Helena Semenyaka from Azov’s political 

wing, the National Corps (Natsyionainy! Korsoush® 

Gf particule 

of RRW mi 

   

terest is the connection to Ukraine 

nis who are active in MMA. in 2026, 

the Asgardsret festival in Kyiv, featuring both MMA 

and NSM music, was attended by the Les Zouaves 

      

leader ®* The reason for this link wir the Ukre 

KRW is idewiogical across £ 

3h 
   
rope, a segment of the 

    

  

ARW is fascinated with the quest for independence 

that Ukraine pursued agai ‘ne former USSR S 

  

  

The French-Ukrainiagn connection was alsa active in      
    the quite rysteriqus arrest at the Paland-iik > 

dorder in 2016 of a French activist from the now 

defunct neo fascist Rcnouveau Francois, on suspicion 

of arms trafficking and planning a terror attack. 

As shown by the arrest and conviction of former 

idantiarian leader Claude Herrmmarnt in 2079 on 

suspicion of arms trafficking and planning a terror 

attack, XRW activism and arms trafficking for pure- 

ly criminal purposes (in Wiis case, buying weepons 

in Belgiurn} sometimes averiap. 

The French XRW has consistently opposed the Unit- 

ed States, which they think embodies materialistic 

values anc the “melting pat" society and egalitarian- 

Counter Extremism Project Germany gambit 

ism Uiey hate, As a consequence, American white 

supremacists are riot a primary reference far the 

French XRW, except in neo-Nazi circles. The avo 

main connections with the United Srates are to be 

found in thew “great replacement” concept coined 

by French novelist Renaud Camus, and the legacy 

of the fate Guillaume Faye (1949-207 Fy, whose iast 

book, Guerre civile raciaie (Racial Civd War, 2019), 

has been transiated into English and was published 

  

     

i French with a foreword by jared Taytor of Amer- 

Links with Germany are scant except for the coop 

eration between the PNF and Gie Kechte, the two 

parties taking part in the annual commemoration 

of the Dresden barnbing.™ Finally, Plerre Xrebs, 

leader of Thule-seminar, maintains close personal 

bonds wath Terre et PeunieS? the former French 

brarich of the seemingly cefurict Europaische Ak 

tian,” a neo-Nazi movement. in 2017 13 locations 

halioinging to the movement's activists were raidect 

in Thuringen and Niedersachsen which resulted in 

weapans seizures,” Guring these raids, a significant 

  

  

pumber af weapans were seized. Althaugh rot 

involved directly in violence, these groups convey 

an iGeology that borders on nea- Nazism combined 

with Gaganism and historical revision! 

  

i Terre ef 

Peusle has branches in WaHonta, Spain, and Portu- 

gai, and claims to have German members working 

with fis branch m Alsace.” Those branches, ike the 

French facal ones, arganise rouncdkables and other 

pagan fe and vi 

vGixisch militants. 

       $s 5 to sites of significance tc 

Statistical snapshot of the violent 
XRW threat 

AS shown above, tie overall XRW milieu in France 

is assumed to rrmber SOCG individuals. Experts 

estimate that currently around 35 to 40 of the 

members are reportedly in prison.” Gn 4 October 

2629, Laurent Nunez, France’s national coordinator 

for intelligence and the fight against terrorism, men- 

vorred in an interview that the number cf individuals 

FBI(2.1-cv-572)-7865



    

3 

  

8500, but thar inches racicat isiamists, the violent 

XRW and extreme-ieft activists. According to Nunez, 

since 2077 France has dismantied five violent XRW 

piots--it would be safe to assure that the three 

discussed in this chapter are in that numer. 

Ore indication of the vibrancy af the milieu, al- 

though imperfect, is the number of racis¢ attacks 

  

Na. of 
ae : 1844 £7357 
racist acts       

    

    

perpetrated in rrance, with the provisa that some 

of these attacks rnight have alsa been corductes 

by, fer exarapie, members of the radical isiarmnist 

milieu ihis relates aiso to anti-Semitic or anti-Chris- 

tlan attacks on cemeteries ar churches). AH suet 

attacks peaked, unsurprisingly, in 2015 at more 

than 2009, but deciined ta $50 in 2017, nen rose 

   

by about 20% fn 2078 (to 1737). 

  

  

i067: #4) 1128: S50: 173 ™ 
            

BS een 

; French Penal code, art. 421-1. Ses: 
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Hices privées," hin 
feochpichvn EGE.       

  

  

  

qr
” Assemobis Aationale, "RAPPORT FAIT AU 

  

  

ow
l 

    

Jeune Nation, “Déléegation frangaise a Dres- 

  

  

  

  

& The Law of 13 July 1896, known as “Loi Gay- 
ssot from the name of the MP who introduced 

4, forrmer Minister Jaan-Claudse Gayasot, can 

be found here in fs updated version: h 
yi 

   

     
    

  

   

  

  

g "LOH n? 2003-85 du 2 favrier 2003 visant a 
aggraver ies Gaines pumgsant ies infractions 

& caraciére racisie, antisemiie ou xenophobe 
reve     

  

    f 
  

40 See the notericus case of CEuvre francaise 

leader Yvan Benedetti, who was dropped Ge- 

cause of an anti-Semitic statement: Libération, 
“Us irées proche de Golinisch exch: du FN gour 

“40 July 2044 “ i 
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Chg dupfs bo     

      

2 “Kanport anmiei de ia Carmriss 

consukative ces drofts de PH 
Pe OEY 

te
h 
_
 Renamed Mouvement National-Democrae 

iNational-Democratic Movement} on 4 August 

   
  

  

  

   
    

  

  

    

   
   

  

    

    
    

    

2026, BLOKE eG 

72 AH speeches are available on YouTube, see: |. eo . ., pone 
toys dawn vent nj. 42 Chirac’s atiacker, a sympathiser of the Unite 

radicaie (Rackeal Unity; movement, acted aione 

and was stooped befors he was able io itl the 

1S See, Mai oresident. See the shooter's testimony in: Paris- 

des anti 

ts-diversfmaxime -brunerie-z- 

BEG : : 

a8 ; “YB   iS)
 

“a
 

@ © to
 1 14 Of Liberation, “La dissolution de trois 2s 

ite ¢ iO Guly 2013, 23 Sud-Ouest, “Gui est Logan Alexandre Nisin, 

BAPE IOy de Fultra-droite au projet d'attentat terrori- 

ste?" 18 October ZO17, 

Gat Gx tbogct: 

   
   

    

      

  

  

o
a
d
 

oi
 

P   wong other crimes, the drowning of an an- 

tifascist in Lkle, see: Laurie Moniez, Marie 

Tranchant “Laifaive des noyés dela Detie refait 24 
Mediacites Lite 17 May 2048, ht 

Ces frencietesike             

  

    
! ihe Freacn mainiand fighting ag Jth 

Surfaces pendence of then Franch Algeria by slanting 

combs aad King pro-indenendence militants 

as wellas government officials. kt was headed 
Dy army generals who staged ihe aborked Apri 

19G1 coup. 

  

1 See: LExpress, “Noyés de ia Detle : des 

militants Wexiréme-droiie au cceur de 
oes 

fenquéte," 5 May 2077, nig feyiey i Th    
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 -G-extreme-droite-ai-coeur-de- 

ae " 

Europe 7, “Coup de filet antiterrorisi 

Saii-on du groupuscule Pulfra-cdre 
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  network of Bicad ans Honour. 
  

8 Pierre Sota, “Le mouvemeni néofasciste Ba- Cam ja hf hen Bo a 

ation social renait de ses cendres,* Slate 2g “72 = VES 49! fande, "Ce que revéle Fenquéte sur 
: sae ias profets claiteriiais de i October 2019, S projets Cattoniais ¢ 

bastion-secial-a 

1 

      

  

       

  

  

d-extreme-drat 
  

  

  

wa
d 
D
 For rmnore on PNE and Mutant see: Jean-Yves 

Camus/Xene Monzat, Les droifes nationales 

ef radicafes en France, Presses universitaires 

de Lyon, 1992. 

Benedetti pour non-dissolution de lceuvre 

francaise,” 12 June 2020, ii : 
Se 

  

       29 Pascel Caaux, "Ce groupe ultradraiie qui 

Youlai tuer Emmanuel Macron,” Le Journal 

du Draar 

to ir        733th 

  

IE,    
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Franceinfa, 

  

  

  

  

  

  

    
   

    

Barjols is a nickname of the French Speciai 

Forces fighting ACM in Mak, 

Sand as of September 2020 was stil 

     
n ofthe civil war concer: 

  

  

Paul Véroniaue, “Mosauée de Bayonne - 
pourquol parle-i-on callague ef non diab 
tentat?.” 30 October 2019, VExpress tps ff 

  

  

  

  

  

La Depeche fr “Lociogénaire ecousé de lat- 

faque de ia mosques de Bayonne est mort 

: prison” 2 
          

  

  

Journal Officter, 
Se 24    

The law passed on ? July 1901 continues 

to regulate the activites of non-religious as- 
sociations. Alsace and Lorraine has specific 

    

  

  

aweN 
ias Lebourg, “Basti 

uvement néofascists quis! 

Siate, 28 Maron 2015, £ 
ryfag st 

Of: Mic    

    

L 

en Meuse : ie malaise Le local de Combres- 

   

    

    
   

  

   

ab
n 

ia
 

44 

a7 

48 

  

  

    ain   tee 

  

  

  

  

i Buriet, “Maigre la dissatution de Biood 

ur, UR Nouveau concert de biack me- 
8 RuesSlyon, 3 February 20202, 

Or gte 

  

      
  

  

  

  

2 case ofthe Apri 2048 “sorder patral’ 
nched by the movement in the Alps in order 

te hiock immigrants from illegally cressing i 
rance from italy, this case is pending app 

   

  

The activisis have only been indicted and the 

traiis stif pending, dius they are deemed not 

guilty of any charge un 

afe convicted. See! Le Pont “22: 

ms en examen,” 8 Octcher 2018 
spyehextess. PER TEAS:. 

   

  

      
  

  

far “patlicly provoking to hatred or violance 

because of one’s origin.” For an extensive list 
   

  

  

On 18 September 2020, Ryssen was jailed 
for nine months folowing his conviction for 

mand Roiocaust denial See Ro- 

ndraca, “Pour quelles raisons | 

antisemite Hervé Ryssen e-t-l été mearcdre?” 

Libération, 20 September 2026, Aiba sae 
rie MP Qa gy FOOLED 

   

  

       
     

    

  

  

Se OLE. 

Laure Daussy, « Sur VK, ies « réfugies » 

extreme crofe se lachent," Charlie Hebdo, 
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Sabdriel Thierry, "Le webmaster de “Guerre de 
France’ je sie vikine dActon des forces oper 

tionneles, aura 

Gendarmerie dans tes années 7980," 

6 September 2076, i ‘ 

     
  

fait partie de fa réserve de ja   

            

  

  

Jean Yves Camus, "UNE LITTER ATURE SUR 

  

  

  

Oniy part of the group's 
encrypted, thus enabh 
activity, See: Tribune juve, “Ge que fon sat du 
groupuscuile Action des Forces Operationnelles 
arate,” 27 June 2078, hips Ayww 

   

  

        

  

      

  

  

te Souter “QU SONT LES barfois, ban- 

de @autochtones identitaires et anti Macron?” 

Lé Monde, 72 November 2019) hiss Hoan. 

      

   
     

37       
  

  

For ati appraisal of the ARV threat, see the 
report of the Commission denguéie sur ig 

futie contre jes groupuscules dextréme-dro- 

ite en France, June 2019, sin) E 
liey i. , bee 

KECE SHtoe sey:      

    

4 ¢ The Minister af 

the kverior, State Secretary, and the heads 

of the various caunterterroriam and int 

agencies have testified ai the request of the 
Assemnlée nationate. 

  

See: Assembiee Nationale, “Commission 

denquéte sur ba hitte contre les Groups 

dextrame drove en France.” hitccsh 

gays 

    

    

      

  

  

  

    
sbesd- 
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‘This Cormmmissicn was sei uno after the 7 Jantuary 

Cf. Sebastien Bourdon and Mathieu Suc, °D 

néonazis fom carriére dans farmée fran 
RAE net 

     

        

      
  

  

chi renseignement et 

landesiins.” 

  
“4 

Tastimony of former DGS! Drrector Patrick 

Caivar to the Commission denguéle parie- 
inentaire relative aux moyens mis en ceuvre 
por PEtat pour futler cantre fe terromsime de- 

puts Janvier 2075, 24 May 2016, if 

  

tea. 7 Pe Tt 

    

Feet   

  

S extramismes en 

998, éd. de fAube, 

Cf: Jean-Yves Camus, Le 

Europe . &tal des figux er 7 
4998. p. 122. 

  

Ch: Pragrarame of the 2019 edit: 

de PEurope held in Faris: hi 
Nee 

  

    

    

  

  

  

The German ward vdikiseri desonkes an 
RW ideciogy based on “Biood and Soil” and 

athough ilwas 4 stictly German phesomenen 
before 1945, it can now be used to describe 
While nalionalist groups all over Europe that 
wart to ga Seyond the simple natianakern 

cetion-states. 

      

Le Aarfang, N°S. Voi 8, 
nN x 

June 2048: cf: ' 

se Pye E eS | abe Se PRI SQocr es 
    

  

  

  

     

  

Noel Franc Gard, “Forum de fEurone.” Jeune 

Nation, 20 July 2049, hikes: 
THT   

  

The 2070 edition was cancatied following a Su- 

oreme Court decision ushalding the ban by the 

Mayor of Scfia. See: The Sofia Globe, “Cancei- 
lation of the Lukov March welcomed,” 23 Febru- 

ary 2928, f        
    

   

      
peg DOES OST ALLE ea tt 
PONS CO ER SOS ‘ee DEES eee Seis 

Uwe Backes, Patrick Moreau ¢ 
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) 
>
 

gpectives, Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht 2611, p. 

208. 

his author was able fo speak with RID leader 
Stanislav Yorobyev after the 2076 march of- 

sised by the PNF with the assent and in the 
presence of PNF leader André Gandilion. In 
2018, the website Jeune nation, an outlet for 

the PNF. reproduced the “Poltical Manifesto of 

ihe Russian buperial Movement” Cf Jeune na- 

fon 

    
   

    
     

  

  

  
Once again, the major problem is 

what ts being said and planned in the 

  

     io kaw 

members-oniy parts of the gatherings, which 

may Giffer from what this anc offia 

agree to show ta media and academics. 

  

heir website ts avatable at: | 

  

heir wetste is availavie ai huh 

nostra. com.      
Nikolaj Nielsen, “Far-Right parties re-regisier 

io get access to EU funds,” fhe £U Observer 

14 February 2078, he ver 7 
As + 

Ae ae 
OVS! 

          

Pe     

See Sundesamt fir Verfassungschutz, “Na- 
tonakderokratische Parte: Deutschiands,” 

: aPee hes r : ts BGOThRITS decdei           
  

  

  

  

Cf: Nicolas Lebourg, “Les extrémes-draites 

francaises dans le champ magnétique de fa 
Russie,” Carnegie Council for Ethics in inter- 

  

  

FLUX, “Quand lexiréme droite francaise part 

faire la guerre dans ie Donbass en Ukra- 

nme &     

    

  

  

  

   

  

12 Grote gun tenic 

unes" 5 February 2    

    

CIG 
TT AN 

   

Pi 

aa
 

a
 

  

  

    

      

wes frangais ¢ 

engagement { 
May 20202, 
- 

  

  

For a thorough expianation of how pan-Slavisny 

is part of the mindset of those French voiun- 

teers fighting in Donbas, some of therm being 

of Serbian orgin and supporting tie Serks 

of Kasove, see: Frédéric Lynn, Les homies 
#bres, édions Bios, 2047. 

cs
 

Camike Magnard, “Un Francais parti com- 
battre fes pro-russes en Ukraine temeigne’. 
Franceine     

   

    

  

  

  

  

   The Azov Re 
m of the Azav Movement, The 
& an Ukrainian secio-pcitical 

Ing Nab omy dre military arm, 

    

   

4. fram which the movement 

    

Fors comprehensive account of those inks 

those of other ARVY parties with the Ukrainian 

extreme right, see: Olena Semenyaka, “Carmp- 

fe-rendu de l& premisre conférence Paneurs- 

n2" 2 October 2017, sty : 

  

    

  

   

    

  

  

Christophe Cecit Garnier, “A Pombre des « gets 
iu Fura droite,” VICE, 17 January 20419, 

oss oa    
1 

Sébastien Bourdor: “At Ukraine's 

AFrench Cannection,” Betingcat, 
  
  

  

This does notimply that hey have real knowled- 
3¢@ of Stepan Sandera’s Ukrainian nationaiism, 

io whom they are sympathetic because of his 

oro-Nazi stand during ane part of the Secon 

Wortd War. On Pravyi Sektor's ideology, see! 
Anton Shekhovisoyv and Andreas Ursiand, “The 
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Maiden and Beyoud Ukraine's RadicatRignt” GG Terre ef Peupis, “Le Table Konde Des idées 

a XXieme Siécle,”: 

      

    
   

      

      

  

        

   

amas, “Qui esi Gragaire MM. Le 
€             

    

  

    

    

    

  

  

  

    

    

  

en Ukraine Avec un Ars Gi Matthias Meisner: « Grokr. 
Neonazis", Der Tagesspiegel, 

85 92 Terre et Peuple paid iribuie on 1 October 2618 

die en appel pour Claude rermant,ex-figure ig ine deceased Swiss leader 

February ropean Order, Gaston-Arman 

started Heiocaust denial with 

Ubu jusicier ou ie graces de Nuremberg. Ci: 
See shan > L yt x ’ 

35 ing > WAGs ist die     
altos 2 ? dune    ver News,         

         

  

¥ Jared Taylor. See: 
larabs coy 

lagume fave-oreiace- 
     
  

  

Gf = Fhe founder of jeune Nation and Guwre franca- 94 cistice ffuais on the Facebock 
' or 

   
   

     

  

    

  
      

ise, Pierre Skias, who died an 4 September pace of Terre of Peupie ie de France (! - 

2020, said that: “from the stari (in 1942), Jeune fi Pkod bok oes} peste A i yand 

nadon set its course apart by refusing te bow ihe many pagan references on the Facehook 
    

to America because they opposed ihe USSR. 

That was our specificity, as all these whe are 
now considered as belonging to the Right and 

the Exirermne-Right had put thernseives under 

       

  

    

         

  

  

       

  

35 
the American shield.” Cf. David Doucet, “ing 7” oe 

; nan Be OS violent XRVW movement, 9 Sentember 2020. 
terview with Pierre Sides,” Charles imagazing}, , 
Agri 2013, | a4y ast eyes eae GG 

8 furl. Toes - 

g7 See: “Rappart annue!l de la Commission na- 

tionale consuifative das droits de fH       

  

  

  

  
oteet Zieh gt 

  

  

80 Plerre Krebs, “ 

(Bo Whites 4        
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GERMANY 
  

Alesonder Ritemonn, supported by Fabian Rasem 

LEGAL SITUATION 

in Germany, the term “extremism” is not detined by 

canstituderal ar cranial aw. it is instead a concer 

gence agencies 

{Offices for the Protection of the Con ve 

been using since 1974. In this respect, “extremisrn” 

     tual tool that German domestic int 
    ton) ha 

  

Genotes an assumed or proven “anti-canstifution- 

ais,” and is aimed at any effort opposing the 

“orincioles of the free democratic basic order.” 

The official definition cf “right-wing extremisiy” has 

keen further developect since 2015, having been 

adapted to structural changes in the spectrurn of 

right-wing extremism and in terms of the crit 

  

    

  

that has long been levelled by civil saciety and schot- 

ars.* First, itis no longer just about traditional, ideo- 

logical themes, such as that ofthe national-sociaiist 

Yolksgemeinschaft ar “people's community.” it instead 

more explicitly covers transnational categories, 

y, race, or “belong to the European 

culture” Secand, right-wing extre 

sean more 45 o heterogeneous, largely urbourded 

  

suchas ethn 

rmaists are now 

  

spectrum rather than a cohesive scene with strict 

ideological boundaries. Third, there is 4 shift in focus 

from exokat “right-wing extremist agitation’ to an 

effectively misanthropic “world view” and anti-dem- 

ocratic “values concent.”", Based on 3 2077 ruling 

of the Cundesverfassungsgericht, Germanys highest 

  

constiugonal court, the denial of universal human 

rights, which corti: 

dignity under Section 7 of the German Constitution 

("Basic Law’}, has becorne a key cancept in mad- ; 

   

  

(ts with the inviciabiity cf human 

      erm -day interpretations of “rightaving extremism’ 

in the iast five years, German authorities have aisc 
  

made sigs 

“dissolution of boundaries” in traditional right-wing 

* Since 2614, far 

ificant adjustments to the ever advancing 
  

  
extremism at an operational level. 

example, the potential far extrerne-right violence 

1S Ceased to be limited solely to the actual persons 

prepared to use violence, but instead aiso extends 

  

to anyone who is "violence-oriented.” As such, ibae 

langer only impkes the execulion or preparation of 
< idient acts {viclence) bul aisc the legitimisation of 

ient acts a3 political means (oropensity towards 

    

   

Violence}, the prornotion of violent acts by others 

{supporting of violence}, and the (implicit) cai 

or Graplicit} Incitemene to viclence fenc 

of viclence}." 

    

in the German Criminal Code, terrorism is defined as 

  

the forming of an organisation with the cujective or 

directed at “serfousty intimidating the population” ar 

  

“destroying or significantly impa 

or international organisation (Section 129a of the 

ing” an authority 

German Criminal Coce}). Germany's Public Prosecu- 

tor General af the Federal Court of justice (General 

  

pundesenadischaft, GBA) and Federal Criminai Police 

Office (Bundesxrimmalarnt, BKA) refer to terrorisra’ 

or a terrorist organisation in the context of serious 

seditious acts of violence (Sactiors 89a, b,c. ST of 

the Gerraan Criminal Code} “when three or more 

persans band together, are prepared to commit 

acts of Victerice, and start executing these piaris.”” 

The German Federal Gffice for the Protection of 

the Constitution (Sundesami fir Yerfassungsschustz, 

    fon, 

in 

conjunction with concrere political objectives, {2} 4 

Sf¥} now aise uses a “broader” working defi 

describing terrorism as {1.3 3 goitical motivation 

  

   
fasting, 12. ot just spontaneous, impulsive or ane- 

off action, and 3.3 the committing of particularly 

serious criminal offences, particularly large-scale 

acts of violence." As such, the BI does “not nec- 

       

essary require there to be a group” or subversion: 

i aiso ex 

  

itly focuses on so-called “unstructured” 

frot-affiiated} individuals whe have increasingly 
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oeer respansible for violent aces and terrorist at- 

tacks in Germany in recent years, 

HISTORY AND KEY PLAYERS OF THE 

XRW SCENE 

Extreme-right vicience is multi-faceted. The racist, 

right-wing-extremist assassinations in Hinxe (1997), 

MOH (1992). and Solingen {1993} in the 1990s, tie 

pogrars-Hke events In Hoyerswerda {1991}, Ras- 

tock-Lichtenhagen (1992), Magdeburg (1964), and 

Guben 999}, the serlai murders commicted by the 

  
      

National Socialist Underground (NSU) {2000-2067}, 

the attacks on asylum seekers in the 2070s, the 

atiacks In Munich {2615}, Hale (2079), and Hanau 

(2019) and the murder of Walter LGibcke (2019) are 

the praducts of various historic famewark can- 

   

ditions, soctai milleus, and organisational back- 

grounds. Four categories can be established nere! 

  

su-called “free scene,” comprising 

ioase and largely unstructured networks of around 

5-20 menibers, has existed since at least the early 

199s. Between 20 percent and 30 percent of the 

nibut- 

  

extrame right-wing spectrum of peaple are a 

ad to it today. ¢ 

    

ihar:-orders have been issued or criminal 

praceedings have been started against such g 

inrecent years due to the formation or membership 

iw the 

groups Gruppe Freltal (2017), Gldschoal Society 

fOS53 (201 7}, Revelution Chemnitz (2018), Kamerad 

fhe 

German sections of transnational miltant orgari- 

sations founded abroad, ez, Combat 12, also fall 
74 

Successits   

TOUpS 

  

of criminal or terrorist organisations, incu 

   
schaft Aryans (2013), arr Nordadier (2020). 4 

into this category. 

a2). Parties: in adction to the NPD (National Damo- 

cratic Party of Germany), there are two newer ar- 

ti-constitutional minar parties in the form af Der RL 

Weg and Die Rechte. doth largely emerged from the 

cadres af the prohibited Kameradschaften (Sand of 

Comrades) on the “free” scene. * The Partelenprivies 

Counter Extremism Project Germany gambit 
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ithe privileged status of political parties} protected 

under consututional aw rneans cheir founding as     

parties makes them highiy "ban-proof’* and enables 

them to organise concerts, martial-arts events, and 

other festivals chat are deciared political evens, 

fcuk to prohibit. 7 Arcund    
    cne-fiith ofthe persoris on the right wing-extremust 

spectrum beiong ta parties. 

Bbindividuals: Right-wing-extremist viclence and 

“new right-wing terrorism approaches" aise arise 

  

“completely outside the risht-wing-extremist scene” * 

on the spectrara of so-called “unstructured” persons 

  

{i.¢., not comnected fo organisations). Ir 2018, these 

persons made up around 13,246 of the 24,166 right 

wing extremusts recorded by the BY (54.9404), > Hate 

crimes, such as the murder of Marwa E-Sherbini 

(2009) in Dresden, and rightaving-extremist/raciaily 

monvated “lone- walf atracks in Munich (2016) and 

Hake {2019}, are among these. 

years has been characterised by the formation of 

right-leaning “mixed sceries” and nationwide suQcul- 

tures, Mixed scenes grimarily consist af cooperation 

  

   ers, “Rech cig 

al Wutbdareer 

between right-wing extremists, ro 

zens,’ preopers, hooligans, and so-c 

or “enraged atizens.””° The spectrurn of right- 

extrarksrn farges nationwide Gr tr 

works, often through mator subculture events on 

arts scenes. This inchides 

     
cet   

  

  

  

the musit and marti 

  

Viotert right-wing-extremist to right-wing-tarrorist 

structures such as the Hammerskins or the Weisse 

Walfe Terrorcrew, the latter being banned in 2076, 

4s in the early 1990s, the period between 2013 

and 2677 in par ks on (Sup- 

posed) migrants and asylurm-seekers, especially 

im the form of arson, assaults, and tatternnted} 

       icuder saw serious acta 

miuecer, Thes 

of their participants fram right-wing-extremist in- 

Gviduais arid outsiders not oreviausly belonging te 

  

asylurn riots” recriited mast 

any particular grcup.” Miia diKe vighante organi- 

  

sations were also established, *? inchiding branches 

of the trarisrietional Soldiers of Odin’ The attacks 

FBI(2.1-cv-572)-7873



  

   
on politicians Henriette Reker (2045) and Andreas 

Hokscein (2077), which sicin a grey area somewhere 

between hate crimes, right-wing terrorism, raixed 

scenes and lone wolves, can also be attributed to 

the “anti-asylurn clots." 

AH four categories are intercormected by 

righeaing-extremust narratives like the “great re- 

placement”, “white genocide”, and "Day %”, alignine 

toa igaderiess, transnational, viciant, extrame-rightt 

  

apocaivotic movement at an ideological, strategic, 

and even operational fevel. 

TRENDS 

Potential extremists: 

According to the BFV, the nurnber of persons cate- 

gorsed as potentially being “right-wing extremists” 

in 2079 was 32,086.24 Whie the number of right- 

wing extremists had comerantly grown from 21,000 

to 24,100 between 2074 and 2G18,"> there was a 

particularly sienificant jump of 32.11% between 

2678 and 2019. This is primarily due to the APD fa 

right-wing populist party in Germany} organisations 

Fugel’ anc Junge Alternative JA) being classified 

ages.” im total, more than haif of all 

    

   

  

  

as “suspected ¢   

  

ed as 

“violence oriented” every year between 2074 ane 

2073. In ZO1S, that figure was 13,000.’ 

right-wing extremists in Germany were clas 

    Towing the ciscavery of the rig 

Hannibal Network, the Uniter association fa BIV 

“suspect case} and other grougs whose active mem 

bers Iiciuded dozens of current and former police 

  

w-wANg-extrer 

officers and Bundeswehr {German Armed Forces} 

ers, the BV was cormmissioned to compile 

an overview of the XRW situation among German 

ecurity authorities. The first renort, publisned in 

  

Wy
 

  

early October 2020, shows 1447 individual cases 

that fead to legal action by the authorities u 

period between january 2017 and March 2020. 

The Bureswehr has rnost of thase cases (10643 

i its ranks, An estimated 490,060 people serve in 

German secunty authorities in total.” 

Violent right-wing-extremist Cripes: 

The qumber of violent acts caramitred by right-wing 

extremists has risen from S02 (2072) to 925 cases 

{2679}, primarily manifested in assaults, where cases 

rase from 696 in 2072 ta $34 in 2078 and 787 in 

2079. Every year between 2014 and 2074, nearly 

  

three quarters OF ai ri Hot acts of vic- 

lence In Germany were motivated by xerrophabia.** 

Viclence against poltical anponents cor 

between 23.7% {2015} and 11.6% (2019), ° 

  

FY WHTE-O KITE 

    

ring the “anti-asyium rots,” the number of vialent 

crimes doubled compared to che years prior and 

thereafter (2015: 1405; 2016. 1600}. As in the early 

1996s, most of the crimes took the form cf physical 

assaults and arson attacks. 

The BRA has recorded a total of TOS people kilec in 

nght-wing-extreraist homicides since 1990." Media 

and civil-society count report comsiderably higher 

deaths for the same period, namely between 180 

and 268. 

in classifying rignt-wing-extremist views and mo- 

    

is largely due to the discrepancies 

tives as “accompanying the act” or “triggering” HAs 

such, the BKA's figures can be seen as 4 minimum 

rianier of cases, 

  

owing ferrorism: 

Right-wing terrorism im Germany has historically 

been characterised fess by large-scale, high-! 

pact attacks but more by “long-term, low-inter: 

    

    ty right: wing-terrorist warfere.”* One study has 
“a 

identified 168 rig 

and individuals} who have Seen responsidle for 1% 

abductions, 4 

     “-wing-Lerrorist players (groups 

     
4 extortions, 238 armed assaults since 

1963, and have commutted at feast 156 bombings, 

2459 arson attacks and 348 murders since 1977," 

it is striking to note here that, in nearly ewo thirds of 

the acts were by srnall groups of individuals. 

  

Cases,   

Lone actors were responsibfe for 20% of offences. 

in 2019, 892 right-wing extremists held gun Hcenc- 

esr? a5 of 21 December 2018, this figure was 792 

persons.’ A speciai analysis conducted by the 8KA 

for 2077 and 2018 found that, in 2678 alone, a total 
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of 7991 differant types of weapons were linked tc 

563 right-wing polcicaily morvated crimes (including 
  

236 wolent offences}, corresponding to an increase 

of nearly 50% compared to 2017-* 

FINANCES 

Violence-oriented right-wing-extremist organisations 

and players in Germany are financed through many 

different channeis, though well-founded analyses 

of income sources are largely lacking. The available 

information is based on daca From state (Lander) in- 

telligence agencies, media research, and civil society. 

The spectrum ranges from income through bleed 
   

ieernacional 

are estimated 

donations, 20 rnai-arder business and 

  

music or martial-arts events, whic 
   

  

  

to Rave generated mfions of euros in revenue” 

This is alsa why leading transnationally networked 

vicience- oriented right-wing extremists clearly state 

that "the only way of building structures is through 

commercial success." Selow is a list of six relevant 

fnancing models. 

4. Self-nancing/doanations/cryptocurrencies: 

Right wing extremists often pay for propaganda 

Campaigns cr trips to national gatherings out of 

their own Gocket. The Srandenburg state intelligence 

in this re- 

io are not financially 

well-off gartly fund ther activities Crrough Ginad 

donations.*' In some cases, third parties donate 

a7 agency {LfV} highlights the “inventiveness 

spect. Rightwwing extremists v : 5 5        

money tc perpetrators of extreme right vialence, 

such as in the case of the NSU? The alleged! oer- 

petrator of the Halle attack (20619) himse 

he had received the eguivalent of approxk 

stated 

rately 

1G0G euros via Bitcain from someone to whom, on 

orm, he had said 

    

@ Darknet weapons-buiiding plat 
2675 

ne “warmed to shioot Musiins. 

2. Concerts and festivals: 

Hosting commercial concerts and festivais ap- 

gears to be one of the main incame sources of 

Counter Extremism Project Germany gambit 
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the right-wirig-extremist scene with arcumd 156 

extreme-right music groups and about &G song. 

writers and solo performers.” Concerts also help 

offer financial support for “comrades” to caver their 

legal casts.“ 

  

Nationwide festival revenue for 2018 is est 

at around 1.5-2 mliiion euros. This is based or an 

estimated 35,000 attendees of larger music events 
   with ar assumed reveriue of 50 auras per persori 

for ticket, food and drink, T-shirts, or CDs."*    

   Viany cormerts and festvais are characterised oy 

four key components, which significantly contribute 

ta reducing costs and securing potentially much 

higher profit rnargins than conventional events: 

» They are held on private property cwned oy 

ngvcawing extrernists ar supporters; 

* ‘They are registered as political events: 

* Entry fees/tickers are tax-free because they are 

declared as donations;’’ and 

*  Extreme-right Kameradsciajten ar security-ser- 

vice companies with des to the scane, serve as 

“security” at these events. This is also the case 

  

at the oelow-mentioned martiabarts evert 

3. Mail-order business: 

Germany has a network of right-wing-extremist 

music labels and mailorder businesses; Saxany 

and Thuringia aione had a total of 27 in 2078.7 The 

revenue from the saie of rightwving-extreraist music 

and merchandise (clothing/sccesscries) in Saxony 

was estimated at around 3.5 milion euros as early as 

  

   

2642." Same music labeis have “a high reputation in 

the right-aving-extrernist scene within Germany ane 

abroad,” with sales reverrues of several hundred 

thousand euros per year. The profits are usec to 

buy or rant properties, and to finance the acuivities 

of the right-wing-extremist scene.” 

4, Martial-arts events: 

Thus relevance of martial-arts events organisect by 

FBI(2.1-cv-572)-7875



  

   
rightwing extremists, particulary inciuding those 

with a transaational focus, continues to grow. in 

  

2578, for example, the Kamof der Aubelungen (Battie 

of the Nibelungs, Kd} in Saxony was attended dy 

around S50 people.” Based on an esirnated sales 

revenue of SC euros per particinant for this kind of 

  

major avent, th 

erated about 42,000 euros in tatal sales reventia, 

vs avent sione could well nave gen-   

5. Real estate: 

There are more than 140 properties across Germany 

that are used as venues for righ -wing-extremist 

activities, * 

  

including restaurants.” Properties that 

are both legally and ghysically orctected erable 

“sustainable added value" and make H easier to 

hald avernits, 

6 Hegai activities: 

Statistics an criminal activities are reported spc 

radicaky. in 20t4, for exampis, Leipzig Police found 

Grugs with a market value of 150,000 euras cn a 

rrember of the vicient neo-Nazi scene? And in 

2077, a rightwing-extremist drug-dealing ring was 
   

uncovered in Aactien” 

ONLINE ACTIVITIES 

The internet, especially social media, video-sharing 

  

35 ifeasier 

for viaence-oriented XRW to spread propaganda 

and recrult, co orcinate and mabilise supporters. 

HMatfarms, and messenger services, ¢ o 

in recent years, due to pressure from civil society 

and policymakers, Faceoook, YouTube, Twitter, 

and instagrarn have ramped up their efforts ro 

remove vielence-oriented XRW oalayers and their 

content frorm their piatforms, This de-tatforming 

has fed to a migration of these actors to smaller 

or alternative olatforms ike VKontakte, BitChute, 

meme/simassage- boards ike 4Chan and 8Chan, and 

     

messenger services ike WhatsApo or Telegrara. 

The rrew accounts ofter: have significantly fewer 

iGiowers. But a curren study conducted by the 

Counter Excrernism Prafect (CEP) has founct that 
  

Hegal XRY content aiso continues to be posted on 

the major platforms.” 

A 2018 study comparing the Twitter content of the 

ter: {AN}, the    vinfece-oriented Autonome Nationati 
   

night -wing-extremist klenntare Rewegungd Deutsch- 

land BD) andr @ Aternative fur i 

  

weil as visuais, slogans and compelling images, 

in order ta motivate potential supporters to take 

action.”?! in this sense, all three groups create a 

seemingly logical and consistent {conspiratorial} 

and apocaiypric narrative. The gui e is the 

supposedly imminent death of the German neonte 

  

  

(white genccide’/"ereat replacement’), for which 

migrants, refugees, the left, isiarn, Angela Merkel, 

the “elites.” and Jews are held responsible.’ 

OF particular relevance to the violence-oriented 

XRW scene is VKontakte (VK), Russia’s largest so- 

  

cial network, with 3.7 miHion activa members from 

Germany (October 2079} itis a glace where “right- 

wing rock colections, neo-Nazi viclence videos aric 

Nazi texes are shared as PDEs, where extrame-right   

  

and alt-right payties (NPD, Der Hl Weg, Die Sechte, 

AFO}, right-awing-extremist mail-order businesses, 

right-wing rock bands, Holocaust deniers, miltant 

ens and conspiracy theorists    nec-Nazis, Reich citi 
  gather. Nec-Nazi terrari 

Siocd & Honour, Combat 18 and Misanthropic Bi- 

vision, are promoted openly.” 

st organisations, such as 

British video portal BitChute features extreme-nght 

and rignt-wire-terrarist confterit, such as banned 

music by Oldoxie/Slood & Honaur, which alsa can 

be accessed from Germany without the need for 
   

  

registration, When exvenmie-rignt or rightwing ter- 

rorist videos are deleted off You 

unloaded to BitChute, and advertised on YouTube. 

  

ube, they are often 

Bitchute is estimated fo have around 4000 users 

with German iP addresses.'° Telegram, a largely 

unmoderated encrypted messenger service, is ised 
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oy transnational right wing terrorist groups fike the 

Atocmwaffen Division for thar communications, most 

  

af which occur urnimpeded.* 

The darknet also appears to be gaining importance 

as an unregulated space, though using it effectively 

generally requires existing corifacts and prior knowi- 

edge. it is where the perpetrator of the Munich 

attacks {2076} purchased his shotgun, and where 

  

the perpetrator of the Halle attack received around 

$G00 euros in BEcoin§ 

  

Wher discussing the role ofonine garning or com- 

munity platforms such as Steam ar Discord and 

(vidience oriented} right wing extremism, i is im 

portant to note that Germany alone has 30 

gamers." There is no scientific basis indicating 4 

rnillion 

    

general Causative fink between gel 

Violence. Oniine-caming/commus 

¥ng and {poktical) 

ity platforms do, 

nowever, MAKE it easier for extremists to access 

people, and especially young mates. The platforms 

should therefore be included in the scape of the 

German Network Enforcement Act {NetzDG). 

RESPONSE 

After being accidentally uncovered ir late 2011, the 

serial rnurcers cornmitted by the NSU were reviewed 

  

com Skeet as part of several parliarnentary investigation 

mittees. The German Bundestag passed 4 resolution 

  

in 2673 stating that the “magnitude of the crimes 

was saddening ang shocking, But had also sparked 

shame and bewilderment at the fact that the bath 

the state anc federal secunty authorities nad been 

unable to timely discover or prevent the crimes that 

had beer plannes and cot t 

years.” This viggerad fundamental debates abaut 

the carmpetencies and role of security authorities 

      
ad aver the course of 

in combating viclence-arierted right-wing extrem- 

ism and right-wing terrorism, The joint Centre for 

Countering Extremism and Terrorism (GETZ) was 

established in 2072 a5 a commuiunication piotform 

for the 30 federal and state police and intelligence 

services, and ane of its aims is to combat right-wing 

  

Counter Extremism Project Germany gambit 
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extremism/terrarismy.”* in adctithan, true relevant 

authorities received significantly more funding to 

hire staff, 

Since the murder of the politician Walter Lubcke and 

tne attack in Halle in 2019, ripht-wing extremism is 

officiaily carisicdered the greatest Chreat to security 

In Germany. The “derectian af small groups and 

lone wolves” in particular poses uniaue challenges   

  

to the security authorities 

The SKA, BAMAS: and SND cons 

right-wing extremism deparcmients in 

  

quentiy all created 

the same 
  

year. The existing department at the BV has been 

rastructired,7? and a “centre for the registration 

and investigation of ight-wing-extremist activithes 

in the public service” has been established there. 

in: December 2679, the state (Ldnder} interior Min: 

isters Conference agreed on, among other things, 

expanding protective measures far synagagues, in- 

creasing staff ac authorities responsible for handling 

righting extremism, improving the risk-analysis 

software analogous to the case of isiamism, and 

being more consistent in declaring bans or: assact- 

ations and events. "° 

Three extranie right associations have 3c far been 

banned in 2620." The KdN martial-arts event or- 

ganised by violerice-oriertect right-wing extremists 

was officially prohibited in 2019 and again in 2020. 

The Ciscovery of XRW networks in the Aommeande 

Spezigixrafte (KSK) special forces military command 

inthe German armed forces has fed te a fundamen 

tai reseruicturing of the KSK." 

Germany has had XRW 

grarames in olace for rnore than 2D years. According 

to a BRA report, ‘5% of the /27 extremsmn-preven- 

grevention ara £x pro- 

tion projects in Germany beaveen fanuary 2074 

and May 2015 focused on right-wing extremisin,”* 

spread aimast equaily across povernmentai and 

civil-society actors, The proportion of projects con- 

centrating on politically motivated violent XRW crime 

sat at 70%. The German Federal Ministry for Family 

FBI(2.1-cv-572)-7877 

 



  

   
Affairs, Senfor Ciizeris, Waren and Youth, which 

is primarily responsible at the federal ievel for pre- 

  

venting ool 

total of 437.5 mHlion euros on governmental and 

civil sociery organisations during che 2G15-2619 

funding period.” in the 2620-2023 funding period, 

ical and religious extremism, spent 3 

469 millon euros are earmiorked for tacking right- 

whig extremisra and ani-Semitisan® 

Thee “cabinet committee for combating rightwing 

extremisra and racism,” established by the Ger- 

man federal government in March 2026, nighiignts 

the transnational networking of vidlerice-oriented 

  

  

right-wing extrersism, and emphasises the fact that 

“effective combating and prevention cannot occur 

solely at a national tevel.”* 

In june 2626, the German Bundestag passed 4 law or 

“combating right wing extremism and hate crimes” 

that, among other things, expands on the scope of 

legal repercussions in the case of threats to poll- 

ticilans, and obliges social media to forward user 

Gata tc the BRA in the event of specific suspected 
  

criminal acts.” 

Violence-oriented right-wing extremism and right 

wing terrorism are also issues being tackled as 

part of Germany's 2020 £U Council presidency, 

and are especially being adelressed by the Councils 

anti-ferrer workgroups and the Expert Meeting an 

Right-Wing Extremism {EMRE} held by colice services. 

Qoerationai ing Held to ini 

prove the fight against the X&W music scene, such 

as events hosted ov the ikes of Blood & Homaur 

and Combat 18 at the Curcpean level The German 

workshops ore aiso &     

Federal Ministry of the interior ts additionally sup- 

porting the expansics of Euronor's internet Referrai 

Linits ro include right. wing extremism” 

TRANSNATIONAL CONNECTIVITY 

The transnational networks of German violence-ari- 

ented XRW are not a new phenomenon.” Established 

cooperation with foreign players has instead contin- 

bed, ond is ceveloging, bath offline anc ontine. import 

ant transnational network auis iwolving Germans, 

as weil as their key players, are described below. 

34. Transnational network hubs in Gerrnany 

Martiat-orts events 

Gecnan secucity aurhar nsider the 

ARW martial-arts scene to be 4 major risk, 

  

#6 particularly co   

  

iming 

  

K5 ootertial Creat comes "rat from trained street 

fighters, Dut rather from the resulting transnational 

networks that communicate an acceptance of tar- 

gered shysical violence against suppased enemies 

of the far right to vast sections of the scene.” The 

KON has been the most famous series of martis! arts 

events art the XRW scene since 2013. Event partic- 

inarts consist of néa-Nazis, rightaving extremists 

fram subcultures, and members of far-right parties, 

euch as Die Rechee and Oer Ih. Wee, whl 

riciude peapie from ali over Gerrmariy, as well as 

attendees 

  

frora France, thay, Austria, Switzerland, Czech Requb- 

he, and Ukraine (Azov Mavernernt®}. There are also 

connections to the rientuwing section of the hoaligan 

scene, Parts of the nec-Nazi and extreme-right-hoc- 

ligan scene have developed into semi-arofessional, 

transnational martiai-arts networks.’ 

The German XBW martial-arts association Wardon 

27° maintains close contacts with Russia’s NS 

Straighk Edge scene that has formed around the 

PPDM ercip (ic mpornamme Aenyurnu Moposa, 

The Program of Father Frost). This cooperation 

“serves as a role mode! for international networking 

between right wing extremists, and for co Gneration 

  

with leading dight wing-extrernist choching brands" 

  

Music and music festivals are a key fector whert it 

comes to sureading ARW ideclogy, joining the scene 

and expanding transnational networking with other 

right-wing extremists. Events such as Rock gegen 

Uberfremdung (rock against foreign iniitration), 

which was attended by scout 6006 neanle in 2017, 

have much higher participant nurabers than other 

extrame right event formats" 
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Parties and party mergers olay ar arportarit role in 

orgardsing music events. for example, in 2018 and 

2919, NPD federal cammittee member thorsten 

Heise, whe has }2 previous criminal convictions and 

whose garden reportedly cantains a miontunent to 

the 1" 5S Panzer Division, “Leibstandarte SS Ad- 

olf Hides held four festivais in Ostritz Saxony) 

that were the “resuil of a rnodified arty strategy 

  

with an actionist focus on events and campgigns.”™ 

Heise is aisa in Charge af the Freie Karneracischaften 

{band of unaffiliated comrads) division of the NPE. 

Sands fron the Blood & Honour network (52H) are 

frequently performing there. German (diclence-ori- 

  

    

ented) rightwing extremists attended concerts in 

countries such as Kalv, Poland, Finfand, Lkeraine, 

France, Sweden, Denmark, Czech Republic and Bul- 

garia in 2678 and 2049. 

2 German vinlence-oriented parties and graups 

operating transnationally 

The NP&, a5 well as its youth organisation jN, main- 

tain close cantact with foreign violence-onented 

organisations such as the Greek neo-fascist oarty 

Geicen Dawn. The NPD is a member of the Eurc- 

pean Alliance for Peace and Freecom (APF), whose 

Europa Ferra Nostra eV. {ETN) foundation aims “to 

alping 

nationalist organisations and militants. In 2012, 

the JN organised a transnational “furopa-Congress” 

  

oud an international network capable o 

with the participation of the Ukrainian National 

Corps (Azav Maversent’s political organisation} 

as well as tne Russian imperial Movement (RID} 

Die Rechte 

Leading members of Die Rechte regularly appear as 

speakers af everiis heid elsewhere in Europe with 

Vidlericeé-oriented ARW groups. Examples include 

Tag cer thre (Day of Honour) in Budagest twith 

supporters oF BGH, Combat 18/ 

and paramilitary organisations attencing! in 2018 

and 2979.% a confererice meld oy the XRW Nava 

Ordem Social (New Social Order} in Portugal in 

2917, anc with “onernly violent right-wing-extrem- 

  

Hammerskins, NRM,    

Counter Extremism Project Germany gambit 

_. 

ist groups” in Paris ike Traisiéme Voie (Third Way) 

and JNR Geunesses nationatistes reve 
   

tionnaires, 

Revolutionary Nationalist Youth). 

Ber iil, Wee 
The Ser ii. Wep party has a strong transnational 

  

network" with Ges beth to Ukraine's Azov Move- 

ment anid the RID. it organises its own transasdor 

al music and martial-arts event, Rigend im Sturm 

storming youth) © 

Combat 18 Deutschinnd (C7 &} 

C18 is considered one of the transnational identi. 

ty-defining networks of violence-oriented right-wing 

extremism. The sunposed leader of the German 

section, as wedi as another rneniber, were convicted 

of legally importing ammunition in 2016 after it 

was token from a shooung-training session in tie 

Czech Repudlic 

Hammerskins 
The eHtist organisation is present in Germany and 

several other £U nations, including France and Swe- 

Gen. Hemmierskins events and concerts in Germany 

are aise attended hy supporters from other Europe- 

an countries, and Heewise, Germen Hammerskins 

attend groun everits 

maintain ties with Denis “Nikitin” Kanustin, founder 

of the fashion label White Rex, through the mar- 

tial-arts scene and mail-order business." 

  

ewhere in Eurape. “: They 
   

  

Soldiers of Odin S00} 

The SO has been forming branches, including in 

  

erben Germanien and Vikings Security Germania. ™ 

Members of reputed terror cell Gruppe S (2019), which 

is dteged to have mi 

  

   ninec attacks on Mustirns and 

  

politicians and conducted shooting training i Czech 

Renuhlic, ave said to belone to German SOO erougs. 

The founding of fhe German branch of AWD was an- 

nounced or 3n American website on 7 fume 2018 % 

The alleged German initiator wes apparently in 

cantect with the group NA (which had bean Sannec 

FBI(2.1-cv-572)-7879



  

   
in the UK} and was convicted of possession of llega 

armament at a nec-Nazi festival. He is also said te 

have pariicipated in shooting fraining in Czech Re- 

public and attended the Asgardsrei music festival 

Ir Ukraine connected to the Azov Mavernenc* 

inf autumn 2079, two politicians from Germany‘s 

  Grees Party received de 

“Atomuvnaffert Divis The organisanen’s flyers have 

aiso appeared in various major German cities.” 

ath threats by email, signed 

    

3. Transnational network hubs abroad 

Potiucal gatherings. 

The high and increasing participant numbers of 
  

German right wing extremists at events such a5 Tag 

der Enre in Sudapest (Hungary), | the Lukov March 

in Sofia (Bulgaria), and tie March of Nations in Kyiv 

{Ukraine} “¢ inrecent years attest to the importance 

of transnational palitical datherings. They provide 

regular Goportunities for attendees ta make new 

coamtacts and strengthen exishag network ties. * 

Azoy movement 

The Avov Hegirnent, the milkery wing of the Azov 

Movement, fought against pro-Russian separausts 

ides 

Endividis ard XRW 

Views. * Azoy is said to have recruited right-wing 

  

fict, Hs leacdershin 

s known for cher ultra-nationalsr 

    
     

extremists in: Gerriany, such as at the Rock gegeri 

Uberfremdung in Themar z017." > Members of the 

Atomwaffen Division Beutschiand and Der i, Wee 

party are listed as participants of events organized 

by the Azov Mavement in Ukraine? A rsember 

of the right wing extremist iA Yunge Alternative} 

   
      

  

received tratrang with auramatic rifles from the 

Azov Regiment.’ 

&ussion imperial Movement (R10) 

German right-wing extremists, nidiuding members 

  

af the JN and Der #1. Weg garty, are said to have 

received paramilitary training at a #10 camp near 

St. Petersburg. Finns and Swedes are aiso said to 

  

have trained there before joining Russian mili 

in eastern Ukraine. © 

Reportedly bout 165 Germans, many with extreme 

right-wing backgrounds, nave joined the two sides 

  

in the Russo-Ukrainian conflict between 2014 anc 

2019, where they have received 

in some cases, gathered dattiefieid experience. 

  

ry training and, 
+ 

The Azoy Movernent and the RIB are act anly enemies 

In the cantexe of the Russo. Ukral “flict but are 

alsa competitors in building strong Ges w 

and other curcpean rishtaving extremists. @ The RID 

is also 2 religious movernent that looks down on its 

“pagan” comrades from other nations, Nevertheless, 

they meet arid cooperate, basect on the narrative that 

Rian acy           
   th German 

      

the “white race” in totais facing an exisrential threat 

and that only a unified front of white warriors wil be 

MICKGHIOUS against irs enemies. 

Czech Republic: Shooting training weapons. 

ammunition, and explosives 

MemGers or sunporters of C1&, OSS. Grunpe 5., 

NSU, SOS, and AWD conducted shocting training 

and purchased ammunition and weapons in the 

Czech Republic, or intended to de so’ This was 

also where Grure Freital and OSS purchased py- 

retechnics with an explosive farce carnparabie to 

    rlitary grade expiasives. ?* The Hlegal gun usec by 

the Munich attacker (2076) was purchased from 3 

German weapons Gealer who himself got it fram a 

Gealer in the Czech Republic, “* 

4. “Lone actors” with transnational ties 

The suspected perpetrator of the Halle attack {2019} 

streamed the incident live and in cnelish via the 

gaming platforra Twitch. He hac announced it shortly 

9: 

rious rnessage board far fans of ardme cu 

   

  

beforehand in &n; 

  

Meguca.org, am anany- 

ture, He 
  

  

also wrote a rnantfesto in English.” 

The perpetrator of ie Munich attacks (2976) chat- 

ted with a white supremacist in the USA through 

an “Anti-Refugee Club” chat group on the oniine 

garnung platform Steam. °* This white supremacist 

ater shot two fellow students of Hispanic origin, as 

weil as himself, #7: 207707 
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COVID-19 PANDEMIC 

in Germany, violent XRYW actors have joined demon- 

strations in large nurmbers organised by various 

groups protesting COVID- 19-related rescictions 

and regulations, These protest srouns consist cf .   

individuais with a wide rene cf ideofogical back- 

grounds. While most seem nat te have aay symeathy 

for XRW ni 

anti-Semitic and “anti-elifte” conspiracy myths, 2.g,, 

“New World Order” or “QAnon, and might therefore 

ge open for future cocperation against what they 

may perceive as “carmmon enernies.” 7 

arratives, a significant minority advocates 

    

GENDER 

Statistos od the percentage of women acting as per 

oetrators in politically raotivated cig 

vidient offences in Germany are not avai 

estimates pu it ai below 10 percent. and some at 

  

  

ng-extremist 

  

te. Some 

around 15 percent. '5! One of the three merabers of the 

NSU is female, aa is one of the seven CSS members 

and twe of the 12 Gruppe Freital members. One of 

the two canvicted leaders of the Aryans is femaie, as 

ig one of the 12 Gruppe S. members. *° in ihe cases 

of Revolution Chemnitz and Nordadiez, only raen were 

accused or convicted, 1 

STATISTICAL SNAPSHOT OF THE 
VEQLENT ARW THREAT 

Qbtaining comprehensive and consolidated sta- 

tistica’ data on the varicus aspects cf the vinient 

XR threat in Germarry is difficult. Bue to the fed- 

_. 

eral structure of Germany, deta is compiled on 

rhe state as well as on the federal level accorcing 

ta the respective mandates for domestic security. 

Fhe number of violent acts committed by XRW has 

risert frorn 802 (2012) to 925 cases (2019), primar- 

ly manifested in assaults, where cases rose from 

699 in 2012 to $38 in 2013 and 787 in 2079, Every 

year berween 2076 and 2019, aearly three quarters 

of all right-wing-extremist acts of violence in Ger- 
   rary were motivated by xenaphobia. * Violence 

against political opponents constitived between 

23.7% (2015) and 17.6% (2079) * As outiined above, 

2079 also saw two deaciy hich-profike XQW attacks, 

the atiack in Halle and the murder of Walther Lub- 

cke, fcllawed oy the XRW attack in Harnau at the 

beginning of 2020. 

  

  

Severai violent XRW proups have been 

banned * and/or their members nave been arrested 

as shown above. Not ali fell under lesa! definition 

of “terrorism”, but the plors/atracks were often 

airsed to “terrorise” the victims. Many attacks were 

cansidered racially motivated violence, e.g., against 

refugees or Musiims. 

qrrests of 

  

The cavle below outines the number af 

individuals thac were charzed with terrorism:-reiated 

  

  

    th violent XRYY motivations offenses in canmection wit 

viduals. The rel.   anc the number of convicted indi 

evant numbers for 2026 are not vet available, The 

numbers demonstrate, that particularly in 2078 and 

     

or 
MAT 2619, arrasts and convictions the most serious 

type of crime-— KRW terrorism - has increased sig- 

nificantly compared to previous years. 

  

    

  

  

    
ARRESTS (KRW terrarisrs arrests} 4 § Q 19 15 Af 

CONVICTIONS (for XRW terrorism offences} Gg Gb iz V3 9 32               
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Legal situation 

There is no iegal definition of extremism in Swe- 

Gerry rather, there is a legai basis for the Swedish 

Security Service's {S55} “counter-subversion” oper- 

ations, whic: monitor extremist scenes, derived 

from the starutory instrumeri af the SSS assigning 

  

    

Ht responsibility and police nawers for preventing, 

investigating, and countering certain crimes deemed 

a threat ca natanal or constitutional security. For 

the past decade, Swedish agencies have tended 

to use the term “viclence-promoting extremism’ 

to designate the target of P/CVE and CT efforts. 

Previously, it was called “violent political extrerri- 

iste”, and historicaily referred to by various other 

  

     

bureaucratic designations, such as “crimes related 

to the internal security of the reaim.’”*> 

The general term “vicience-promoting extremism” 

has been cridcised by scholars, who ramark on ts 

vagueness, fluidity, and definitional problems, as 

well as its fendency to conflate right-wing with left- 

Wing Extremism and to some extent with islarnic 

extremism.© 72 

Most governmental bocies, deferring to Wie arialy- 

sis af y identify three 

Violence pramoting scenes/mifieux of concern, of 

which one fs “violence -promoung right-wing ex- 

  

  

  

the security services, curren 

  

wa tremism.'" Until very recently. the agencies tended 

ta focus on what they termedct “the white power/ 

qupremacist ecene” ii makt-raivony as at subset of 

rightaving extremism, which, because of its relative 

prominence, and its Capacioy and willingness to use 

violence to achieve poktical ends, presented the 

actual XRW threat to Swedish security and merited 

the particular attention of state agencies." in this 

regard, the white-power scene has been identified 

as Virtuaily synonymous with violence promoting 

right-wing extremism. ’! This estimation of the 

white -nower scene and attendant use of that term 

has Deer the standard practice of governmental 

bodies since the fate 1999s, 

However, in 2079 and 2020, the 5SS—the prima- 

ry CVE agency--hegan moving away frora this 

long-standing practice and started emphasising the 

threat of violence promoting right wing extremism 

  

45 SUCH, descr 

of the white-power scene.? "7 Furthermore, in is 

ing i as growing beyand the confines 

2029 assessment, the Swedish National Ceriter for 

Terrorist Threat Assessmem, a permanent warking 

group of key CT agencies, including the SSS, for the 

first time dropped the term “white power" altogether 

and instead focused on the term violence-aroracat- 

ing right-wing extremism” The assessment noted 

transnational factors-—-far-rieght political acivances 

in Western countries Hi recent years, XRW agitation 

   i 

atiacks in Western countries in 2019-—and linked 

ternational sacigi media, successful XRVY terror 

them tothe threat of vioience-promoting XRW terror 

in Sweden. 

Ferrorism has Seen defined by officials as “ar: ex- 

treme form of violence-promadng extrenHsm’* 

Unitke extremism, the legal definition of “terror” is 

set outin the criminal coce, mainiy in three anti ter 

ror laws, the central one being a 2003 law against 
ue terrorist offences,” with the other two covering 

  

funding, incitement, recrukmert, anc trai 

fared to terrorisra. © The 2003 iaw classifie: 

enumerated vicient crimes as terrorist acts “if che 

dng re- 
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act could seriously damage a state ar an intergay- 

ernmental organisation” and if such an act “has @ 

certain intent {...] for example, to sericus ty intimidate 

  

a population or 3 population groun,” ’ 
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Histery and key players of the XRW 
scene 

nce the 

mid-197Gs, XRW actors have pernetrated intimida- 

  

utaile to XRW perpetrators in Swedert. 

tion campaigns, vandalization, assaults, bombings. 

rson, anc rnurcer against ideologically motivated    

     ists, anthracists, journalists. politicians, 

and ocice officers, as well as bank robberies and 

flrearm thefts to facili 
  
tate thelr activity 9” 

A recurring pattern in the past 50 years is smailer 

networks radicalising and breaking away from ferger 

groups. in 2905, the only XRW actors to date to be 

charged under terrorism laws was 4 cell af break- 

aways from the neo-Nazi garty National Socialist 

Frarit, which had plottect to overthrow the deraocracy 

with a campaign of terror; they were canvicted of 

crimes but acquitted of terrorism.” ” Nordic Youth 

(NY}, 2 neo-fascist group active fram 2616 to 2019 

whose members have engaged in politically motivat- 

  

ed attacks, originally broke away from the far-right 

Nationa? Democrats narty.” Nordic Resistance Move- 

  

Pand clasec 

grew in Suppore and ingortance after 

the collapse of the neo-Nazi Party of the Swedes (SvP} 

in 2074, in 2078, the miktant NRM, re-organised as 4 

poixical party, comested the general election, fared 

noorly, and suffered a split the f 

ment (NRM}, founded in 1997 as asrn 

meo-Naz sect    
   

  

owing year, 

rise to tie smaller anc more claridesti 

Ming 
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   ne group Norcic 

Strength (NSL     

  

Alternative XRW media, such as the paccast Motaht 

  

(Swedish for “Antidote”} which has glorified terror and 

praised the Third Reich, and which ust! 2M 7 operat- 

ad aut of Berlin, performs an important ideciazicai 

and agitator function in the scene. ii 207 /, the 

  

operstors of Votgift establishes a new organisation, 

The Free Sweden (TFS), whose gual is to build XRW 

COMMTIL 

  

ies around conwnunity houses ir 
   
Strategic 

iocations, MotzHt continued as TFS's media branch 

under the name Svegot."* 
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A recent study af the Center for Asymmetric Threats 

and Terrorist Studies ar the Swedish Defence Univer. 

sity, undertaken on Dehaif of the Swedish Center for 

Preventing Violent Extremism with cortributians from 

the SSS, considers the Swedish X8W within the oroad- 

er “radical nationalist milieu" in which arnorphaus 

  

networks GF “alternative right” actors exist adiacerkt 

fa and interface with wolern actors ike the N&M, 

This alternative right, in which Swedish grouns have 

amaior role cn the international fevel, disserrinates 

narratives, part y through onkine media, that 

the ideology of the NRM and, 

ing “digital hate cultures, 

   

    

kd 

largely overian w 

by Ske 

radicaiise individuats and inspire thers to violence.” 

    
fant pctert 

  

Trends 

Far the past several years, Swedish agencies have 

not published statistics on XRW vicience. Fram 1997 

to 2005, the counter-sudversicrn drarich of the 
non mor 
3S 

published annual statistics of crimes “related to 

the internai security af the reaim,” armong which 

were crimes motivated by wikte-power ideciogy 

and crimes that, in addition to such a motive, had 

a confirmed ¢ 

  

qection co the white-power scene 

in 2006, however, the SSS ceased publishing such 

  

istics, and instead, the Swedish National Council 

for Crime Preverition (SNCCP} wes cashed with oub- 

Hshing statistics af hate crirses.** tn these reports, 

the SNCC? for years categorised some hate crimes as   

potentially connected to right-wirg extremism and 

national-socialism, but i 2015, they declared they 

lacked the competence and resources to continue 

this practice, instead referring the public te NGG 

sources sich as the Exoo Foundation.“ 

The Expo Foundation, conducting its own research, 

puskishes statistics concern! 

    

@ the overall oublic 
wa? activity of ARW actors, which 

Increase in such activity over the past 14 years.” 

instances of organised political activism in Sweden 

by XRW grouns have increased from 1465 in 2070, 

to 2535 in 2019, with a peak of 2938 in 2018. The 

majorty of these instances have been arganisead 

indicate aigrge overall 
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propaparida-cistriaution events, but recent years 

have alsa seen an increase in the proportion of 

instances of combat-training sessions, demonstra- 

thorns, and marches. 

However, gavernment data on ARW crime or on XRVV 

activities deemed a threat to the Swedish pubtic 

are either no longer complied or simply not made 

public by agzencies, sornething which has srampted 

criticisrn from leading XRW scholars. The tack of 

public Gata risks creating the misieading inipression 

that there have been no cases of KRW viclence in 

Sweden in the oast five years. 
   

in fact, since 20175 there nave beer: at feast four 

major acts of XRW violence In Sweden. These acts 

are widely, and officially, recognised fo have been 

motivated oy ARW iGealogy, but they were notpres- 

ecuted as terrorism offences, something which has    
   

sparked public controversy, criticism from terrorism 

experts, anci a comment frorn the interior Minister 

that Swedish anti-terror laws raay be in need af 

modification.** in October 2645, a 22-year-old now 

  

considered to have been radicalised in part by online 

XRW propaganda attacked a schaal where he used a 

biece fo kHI three people, including a minor. He was 

kiked by oolice while violently resisting arresc. Police, 

although stating the man had chasen his targets for 

their skin cciour, Geemed the incident not a terrer 

aitack but a hate crime.” Three further acts were 

perpetrated by what alegediy had been a “rogue” 

  

NRMV cell whose members had received combat 

training in a #10 camp outside St. Petersburg.’ 

The organisation was said to have sanctioned this 

  

acti 

riembers rest 

ity but the subsequent actions by is “rogue” 

In @ series of terrar Gambings 
   

targeting leftists and refugees in western Sweclen, 

allegedly were not authorised by it. Subsequent- 

  

y, three men were charged with carrying out one 

faiied and two successful bombing attacks in Vastra 

Gétaland county in the winter of 2076/2077. All 

  

three men were members of NRM, though evidence 

suggests they were frustrated with NRM's supposed 

“moderation.* The prosecitor declined ta charge 

the mien with terrorism, though tie indictment 

explicitly acknowledged that the attacks may well 

e considered acts of terrar” Fhe U5. Department 

of State has explicitly described these events as “a 

series of terror attacks.” A government inquiry 

currently proposing new anti-terror legislation 

hightehts the Vastre Gotaiand attacks as relevant 

examples of XRW violence? it fs yeorth rioting chac 

under the proposed new anti-terror iaw, the cases 
     discussed above wouid conceivably have Seen caster 

  

to prosecute as terrorism offences, giver oroposed 

modifications to these very criteria of the law that 

had been, at the ime, emphasised oy authorities as 

  

complicating or preciiaing the possibility to prose- 

cute the said acts as terrorism offences.” 

rar-right political agitation and the diffusion of 

XRW ideology nelped instigate waves of attacks on 

mosques and on refugee housing in recertl years, 

and has inspired at least three separate lane actors 

withauit thes to organised groups to carry out mut- 

tiple deadly attacks motivated by XRW ideciogy in 

1997-1992, 2005-2010, and 2015.“ An investigation 

icund an average of one attack on a mosque per 

month in 2014, including arson attacks and swas- 

8 

of attacks on ref 

     a9 5pray-painted on walls. in 2075, the number 

igee housing spiked from benween 
   

four te 79 incidents in the preceding years to $9, 

coinciding wi 

far-right politicians and winlent and terror-promoting 

cial media 

   lasurge of anti-refuigee rhetoric frorn 
  

inciternent frorn their sympathisers an s 

da Cutlets agitating against 

'’ Only a few arrests were 

made for these attacks, but at feast one suspect 

had a background in the XRW scene.” The govern: 

  

and from ARW prape 

refugee housing + * 

    

    

ment inquiry on anew antiterror law highlights the 

2075-2016 attacks an refugee housing as a rale- 

vari, exarnple of XRW attacks that endangered the 

pudlic.” Another wave of seemingly premeditated 

atiacks on refugee housing in 2018 premptecd the 

Housing Minister to urge the government to com 

sider such incidents as patentiai acts of terror and 

  

   
the security services to investigate them as such 3¢ 
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The Swedish Security Service consicers that far- 

mai organisations have secorne less important 

for perpetrators of ideologically motivated crime, 

nointing te a resurgence of autonamaus Sa-cailect 

“eadertess resistance” as 2 modus operandi for vi- 

olent extrert 

  

Finances 

The SCPVE states that: 

there has tong been comraercial activity in the hahite 

power} scene and it is relatively extensive, the sale 

of propaganda moteriai in the form of cictiies, 
bark sn. HOOKS, posters, music and suckers occurs both on 

fine and in cannection to paiitical meetings and 

manifestations, 4 

The precise extent and financial weight of XRVW 

comrnaerce, much of which takes piace on me biack 

roarket, is an under-researched question and re- 

mains unknown. Publicly deciared financial data 

far the camipary of one oraminent seller of ARW 

oropaganda merchandise (Midgard) shows a steady 

  

increase in turnover since the vear 2013 (with 3 ner 

turnover of 820 000 SEK for 2019}, hut such data 

ray not be wholly rellabie.* Notable sellers of XRW 

nerchandise include Greenpiled (greengilled com}, 

a web shop operated by NRM, whase nrofits the 

neo-Nazi group claims “go directly fo the ¢ i 

  

   
Nordic Wear, tinkead to NY and aew inactive, which 

suid the KRW European Srotherhood and Thor Stein- 

ar brands of clothes; and Midgard (midgaardshon. 

com}. Greenpiled offers customers information 

  

in Engish as weil as Swedish; amd Midgard has 

English, Gerrmari, Finnish, French, italian, Polish, 

Portuguese, and Russian versions of its website as 

well as Swedish. Loeik (ogik.se), originally Hed to the 

  

  

neo-Nazi Farty of tie Swedes, is 3 cutlisner seling 

the literature of historical as well as contemporary 

and active KRW activists. in addition, XRW and hate 

Hterature is scid in maior mainstrearn oaline book 

stores such as AdHbris and Bokus./ 

Counter Extremism Project Germany gambit 

_. 

On the social mecia platform: Telegram, the channel 

WHITE UNITEB, which has nes ro NRA and which 

frequently features # 

  

eval hate speech, sells KRW 

propasanda material, Norway's ARW scene has a 

cornparative lack of domestk ideological merchan- 

stead, many impart from Swedish seliers.% A 

2017 date breach revealed that from 2012 to 2016, 

NRM's web shop (since replaced by Greenpilied} teak 

orders from hundreds of foreign shipping addresses 

  

cise} 

in Sweden's neighbouring countries, as well as Freince, 

sermany, the United Kingdom, the United 

Australia, Estonia, Greece, reland, the Netherlands, 

Russia, and Switzerland, constituting around 12 per- 

States, 

cent of orders. K was also revealed that a number 

cf politicians frarn parties in parliament were among 

NRM's customers, including 14 oaiiticlans from the 

right-wing Sweden Democrats party, one of whom 
  

hawt naict for rnembership in the group.& 

Sweden has historically had a thriving white power 

music scene, with some 40 events organised in the 

past 1G years.” Such events, however, while they 

serve a Strategic function far the scene, are not 

believed to yield 4 significant net financial profi for 

the organisers; rather, they generate lust enough 

funds to cover their expenses. 

in 2016, the European political party Aliance for 

Peace and Freedom (APF) and the foundation Eurcoga 

ferra Nostra (ETN), affiliated with APF, obtained 

nearly 606,000 etires in grants from the European 

  

     

Parliament. STN used same of the maney to crganise 

a maior poliical meeting for Swedish XRW actors, 

inckuding violent and vinience espousing groups like 

NY and Moczift.™ There have been multinie atrerngrs 

  

  

    

by APF and ETN te obtain EU grants.’ APF’s oresi- 

dent and chariian Roberto Fiore was convicted in 

7965 for links wo Nuclei Armad Rivoluzoneart, the XRW 

group behind the 1980 Bologna massacre.” APF's 

Secretary-General Stefan Jacchsson is a key actor 

in the Swedish XRW, in the early 2000s he had a 

leading role in the NRM. He was the founder of the 

    

Swedish group Free the Order, 3 support group for 

the American XRW terror organisation The Order/ 

SHent Brotherhood. Fram: 2013 und! Hts dissclution 
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coosseri was the leader of the Swedish 

neo-Nazi Party of the Swedes, during which trae he 

took part in an armed attack on political opronents.” 

in the fak of 2015, NRM accepted a stiyn of money, 

believed to be around 30,006 SEK, from Stanislav 

  

VYorobyey, the ipader of RIE, a Russian XRW group. 
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extreme right-wing actors, the possisikty cannot be 

excluded that the donation to NRM originated from 

sources close to the Russian regime.” ” 

Most persons in the XRW scene are thought to he 

low-income earners who use thelr own money to 
€j 

  

arce their poktical activity, with such mosey com- 

ing froma “radvional wage-labour and goverriment 

welfare’ and frorn crime including “robhery and 

thefts” as well as “econarnic crime’ 7 According 

ta the 585, the criminal activity associated with the 

fiolence-promating ARW scene is of 4 type tat does 

not require large cuariities of money, thus, ever 

relatively madest surns can have major importance 

for their ability to carry out plots.“ 

in recemt years, the financial activity of NRM and 

K5 propaganda outiet Nordfrort have beer: uncer 

investigation by the Swedish Tax Agency for failing 

to properly recard and deciare its econamic activity, 

thereby evacing taxes. The extent of their cornmer- 

cial activity remains unknown.” 

As of 2078, the NRM through Nordfront asks sup- 

parters fa donate to the group using cryatecurren- 

cies, par 

In the folowing other currencies: Bircoin Cash, 

Cardano, Dash, Ethereurn, Liteccin, Moners, vem, 

ticularly Skcoin. H aise asks fer donations 

Nec, and Stellar, as wail as Brave Rewards through 

the rave web orowser, Sums raised through such 

Gonations appear to have heen relatively modest, 

though @ singie donor deposited ground 25,000 SEK 

in April 2018." The authors of a recent study af the 

Center for Asymmetric Threats and Terrorist Studies 

at the Swedish Defence University, undertaken on 

behaif of the Swedish Center for Preventing Viciene 

claim to have identified 276 transactions 

associated with the NRW’s Sitcoin wallet from janu- 

ary 2618 to March 2920. According to te study, the 

Extremism, ‘pitty 

amount of deposits has increased in the last year, 

with typical transaction vaines equivalent to e few 

hundred S& 

equivalent of hundreds of trousands. Depasits to 

Jwith and a few outher transactions the 

  

NRM's account in total “have generated a value the 

equivalent of nearly one: rr: Swedish crowns.” 

However, it cannot be ruled aut that part of these 

aums were deposited oy N&M rnembers chamseives 

    

far administrative or oractical purposes. 

Online activities 

The Swedish XRYW scene has a iong history of being 

early adopters and effective users of mew and alter- 

native forrns of media, including onine media, driven 

by the strategic necessky £0 overcome thelr perinh- 

eral position and lack of access to traditional media 

platforms.” Websites end social medi are used to 

conduct indoctrination, agitation, recruitrnent, and 

fundraising. The online space furctions as a strategic 

bastion in the sochal penphery where XRW actors can 

“dig trenches” and regroup when they fail to gain 

ws them ta maint 

geographically widespread contraurities over time 

and to develop and cantinucusly disseminate proga- 

  

       groundin the real world. kt al 

garde at relatively iaw cost, regardiess oftheir abi 

to mobilise folowers in the ahysical wortd. O 

activity has teday become an indispensabie dimer 

sion of the Suvedish XRW scene. A leading expert on 

   

Sweden's XRW observed in 2015 that: 

a during the ‘Gs, the viruial world’s fof the white power 

Scene] grew rapidly in extent and iwe mow see! hwo 

poratier 

are in constant symbiosis and so integrated with one 

another that they can hardly exist without one an- 

worlds—one digital and one physicoi—which 

attier, £. J {This} digital development tias aiso created 
, 

movements without national borders, with contact   

nenvarks that previous genercuons of activists could 
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ony Gream about. £..] We now see a sort of “ret- 

work of neavorks" where Goth organizations and 

individuals are in constant touch with one another— 

and where factors] in sesarate networks, whicii ito 

vatying degrees} share basic ideological notions, are 

constantly denating, exchanging ideas arid copying 

successful campelens and forms Gf acion, This it turn 

creates compiles and complicated virtual structures, 

where it is difficult to determine what is organized 

of unorganized, and where thet to some extent no 

longer matters, whereas the belonging and sense of 

community with a scene fmilia] of iikeminded is the 

central thing, and not necessarily membership in a   specific organization. 

This development has anly intensified in recert 

years, with social media bringing the scene’s various 

actors even closer together. Furthermore, in the 

view of the 585, “fwHth the helo of sactat media, 

vicience-pramoting extremists can build narratives, 

  

spread propaganda arid dive a sense of comraunity, 

  

but also lower thresholds for viclence and raise 

abilities with regards to methods, manufacturing 

exolasives anc acauiring weapons,” 

NRM is a transnational orgacisation with branches im 

muktipie countries, making cniine communications 

important for the coherence of the organisation. 

in the words of are SSS analyst, “the [strat 

orientation of the top leadership [of the N 

communicated not just at meetings and social gath 3 

    
isa via the internet, Social media [anc 

podcasts.” ABW groups like NRM, TFS, and NS use 

podcasts ta orosadcast their message and to keep 

members and supoarters engaged in their cause. 

    

Some XRW groups act primarily oniine, as media 

wMetforms, NRM has an English-ianguage podcast 

Nordic Fronder, for foreign auicierices; they also have 

an English-language website and, on the social me- 

dia pistforrn VKontakte, a Russian-language one,” 

Key XRW actors in recent years ike NRM and N¥ have 

systematically digitally docurnented ard oublishec 

their real-world activism on their awn websites and 

foreign-based social mecia platforms ike YouTube, 

“4 
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VKortakte, Facebook, ard Telegram, in order to 

armpkfy and broactcast it for propaganda purposes. 

The NRM consistently Svestreams key activist events 

Hike uniformed marches or mass gatherings. NRM 

branches in Swederrs neighbouring countries aise 

i h their activisy 

  

    rand publ i their own languages > 

air oropagar- 

Ga is fess extensive than that af che raain Swedish 

  

3 

wegian and Danish for many in these countries, as 

weil as in English 

  

Propaganda also functions as a recruitment tool. At 

least one former ranking member of NRM attrib 

utect nis original decision to join the orgarisation 

to being impressed with their cronapanda videos 

    Cepicting NRM street canfrortations with police 

officers that were published on YouTube; at the 

time, he was 4 teenager with no prior connections 

to the XRW scene. 

The XRW uses crline media to elorify foreign XRW     

  

    terrorists, encourage individuals to take viclent 

action, and engage in consniracy thearies and de- 

humanisation to target groups and inividiais and 

turn thern inte iegitimate targers for violence in 
yy the ahysical warld.® A 2079 investigation reveaied 

that ti Facebook groups with a ca 

bership of about 44,000 users and sympathe! 

the Sweden Democrats party were rife wit 

    

OX 

  

tionally dehumanising, ideologically extreme, arc 

& praise far 

$ to follow their exary 

  

violence-prornating rhetoric, inchue 

lane acting terrarists anid cai 

pie, inciternent ro mass murder and “exterminadon 

  

7] 

of refugees, Africans, Muslims, and centre-ieft polt- 

tickans, burning miosques, assassination of cabinet 

  

isters, bombing government offices, and other 

acts that would constitute terrorist offences. fhe 

Swecksh Deferice Research Agency believes this pe 

of dehurnanisation may increase the risk of violent 

extremist acts 8/38 

    

There are signs that a new terror-glarifving XRW 

  

urishing an the network of 
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Telegram channeis—caled ° 

sing young Swedes. In the 

errorgram” by some 

researchers 

past year, three youths without any known ties to 

XRW organisations but who have been active and 

seemingly radicalised on such networks have been 

investigated for potential involvement in violent XRW 
  
   act 

  

ity. Swedish security services Rave pointed ta 

the online diffustar: af ARV ideology throughout 

the western: world as a cause for concern and has 

  

Hniked it to the growing threat of ARW terrors? 

Response 

Given the lack of official data on ARW activity and 

Viclance, if is cifficult ta independently assess the 

Swedish rasnonse. The current anti-terror laws, 

    

a gatchwark of fegisiation whase key law was in- 

troduced in 2003, have only been used once, in 

2005, {0 nrosectite ARW criminals but then yielded 

no canvictions.* A reformed terror law is being 

  

proposed. As mentioned oreviously, the new pro- 

posed law wauld conceivably have rnade it easier 

to prosectite recent major acts of XRW violence as 

terrorist offences. 

   
at in 2618 be. 

came the SCPVE, after studying, among other things, 

ie of Denmark's PVE agency, the Danish 
ao 

the ex 

Centre for Prevention of Extremism.” Fhe SCPVE, a 

part of the SNCC?, is tasked with coordinating and 

in 2014, anew agency was launched £ 

    

   

supporting municipalities, rat 

chil society in PVE work. CVE and CT wark is chiefly 

the purview of the 585 in partnership with police and 

a range of other security agencies through collabo- 

anal agencies, and     

ratians such as the Counter-Terrarism Cooperation 

Counc in 2048, the Swedish National Audit Gf 

fice criticised the incansistent inteligence-sharing 

between the S85 and the Swedish Polite Atithority, 

     

    

prompting those agencies toiaunch anew collabe- 

rative effort, Redex, to “reduce” viclent-promeating 

extremist scenes? 

The possiblity of introducing new legisiation to 

prohibit racist organizations, which would almost 

certainiy affect NRM, is being Investigated by a 

goverament-appointed ali-p 

commission, tasked with delivering its final report 

on the issue by the end of February, 2027, at the 

latest. A prohibition on racist organisations has 

been considered severai times in modern Swedish 

  arty parliamentary 

history, particularly in the context of Sweden's 1974 

ratificanon ofthe United Nations Convention on the 

Elimination af AH Farms of Raciai 

  

scriminaion, 
  but so far kt has act resulted in such legisiatian.” 

Transnational connectivity 

Sweden's ARW scene exhibits a high degree of trans 

nationality. As 2 phenomenon, ir cannot be under. 

stood either historically or today without reference 

  ta the interna 

if formas an interactive elereri. Effaris fo counter- 

tonal infeciogical rnovernent af which 

act the scene that fail to analyse it in transnational 

terms are untikely to be effective. Recently, the SS 

  

observed that “[t}he threat (intention and ability) of 

vwidlence-pramoting right-sving extremism in Sweden 

is affected to a high degree oy actors and conditions 

outside the country’s borders." 

  

Throughout history, a conminucus exchange of deo- 
   

logical discourse and “learning” is observed between 

Swedish and foreign ARW actors, facilitated by the 

Engitsh language, leading to a kind of isomorphism 

where Swedish XRW actors increasingly sound, iook, 

   
  

and behave like those in other countries and vice 

versa, At the deadly “Unite the Right” rally he 

Charlottesville, Virginia, in the summer of 2017, 

one of the orgameers, leading white supremacist 

  
iain 

Matthew Heimbach of the Traditionalist Workers 

Forty (WP}, toicd an interviewer, in response to 4 

chaastion about thelr methacis of organising: “{We 

are? primarily foi   lowing the European exammle of 

[Greek XRW group] Golden Dawn, the Nordic Resist 

ance Movernent, and other groups that are really 

at the vanguard of nationalist orgardzing in the 

world." As the US. anti-extremism praup Ariti-Bef- 

amation League stated in arenort subraitted to the 

U.S. Congress which explores the mutual infhuence 
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of European and American XRYW actors, inchucing 

derweer the United States and Sweden: 

Ve are witnessing the internationatlizatian of the 

white supremacist movement, Over ihe past decade, 

we have seen surging violence in the United States, 

furape and seyond motivated by elements af white 

supremacy from Anders 8relvix in Norway to Bren- 

ton Tarrant in New Zealand to Patrick Crusius in Ef 

Paso, Texas. These hyffers infiuence and inspire one 

and American adherents are 

learning from each attier, 

and reaching new audiences. 

another, Furopean 

supporting each attier   
tad When & young man was killed in the smal town of 

Harndsand in May 2029 in unclear circumstances, 

the NRM‘s propaganda outlet Nordfrant seized upon 

the event and pubkshect 4 partly febricated stary 

oairning the man as a “heroic martyr murdered 

ny an evil migrant" This martyrdom narrative 

quickly soread throughour Swedish XRW media and 

saon all over the warld, with far-right outlets an 

media accounts repeating the stery and publishin 

sseages of support. Since 10 May 2020, such mies- 

sages have been documented in Austrailia, Austria, 

  

m2,
 

  

®
 

  

Belgium, Financ, France, Germany, Hungary, the 

Netherlancs, New Zealand, Norway, Poland, Siova- 

ei9
) 

7 x fa
 , the United Kingdom, and the United States.” 

This was riot the first thyve in racent years the Geath 

OF 3 KRW actors in 

ather countries, Brenton Tarrant, perpetrator of the 

   

Swede became significant for 

2079 Christchurch terror attack, painted the namie 

“Ebba Akerkind” on one of his rifles; Akerlund, an 

}i-year-cic piri, was one of the victims of a lethai 

2017 terror attack in Stockhoim, and Tarrardt claimed 

  

in his manifesto to be “avenging” her." 

N&Mi is today an international organisation, with 

Sweden as its hub and with minor branches in: 

Finland, Norway, Bermark, ard iceland. In these 

‘ountries, excent far Finland, which has its own 

robust XRW scene, the guidance and usually the 

pirysical gresence af Swedish NRM activists is crucia! 

far local ideological caunterparts’ ability to mabi- 

5 often cross borders in Scandinavia. Hess ti A] csries 
HSE. INGQO-INAZIS 
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in: 2099, Norwegian, Banish, and Firmish activises 

and sympathisers tock part In NRM activities nm   

  

  

£3
 

Sweden. * in April 2679, NRM organised a public 

propaganda event in Copenhagen in which some 60 

of the approximately 70 particinants were Swecies, 

which turned violent.“ in September 2079, an NRM 

Ke   Celegation, inciuding the leader, travelled to 

land ca soctalise with local meo-Nazis and to iead 

them in publ activism. 0" in December 2019, the 

NRM with is leader participated in ar internaticnai 

neo-Nazi rally in Fels 

XRW activisen in the target countries that could not 

otherwise occur for tack of nurnders and resources 

ni. “ Such trips directly enabie 

  

  

(with the excention of Finfand). ° Less experienced 

activists are able ta learn the praxis of activism 

from the relatively weil-orcenised NRM. The visits 

are aiso bath a show cf strength and a form of 

cipfomacy, which consclidates NRM influence and 

authority over their members and symipathisers in 

the Nardic countries, and confer prestige bath on 

the visitors arid cir hosts, raising the profiles of ait 

    

  aciors involved, since the ability to organise political 

Ons—is viewed   international travel—digiomatic missi 

as a Signi of importance arnong XARW actors! ° in 

2619, NRM declared that one of its strategic five- 

year odjectivas is to exercise Influence beyond the 

Nordic countries, stating: 

Our strugpte is cise a global struggle thar actually 

concerns aif the white peoples of the world. Ever 

though the most important thing, of course, & that we 

achieve the supoort we need at home and thet we wirt 

over our Gai peosle here in the North, we aise view 

ifas part of our resnansibility to be able to influence 

nationally minded organisations around the world fn 

a healthy and radical natonal-socialist direction," 

in 2016, NRA hostes guests from Norway ard Be- 

farus in Sweden, 7 NAM aise visits idectogical allies 

outside of Scandinavia, nm Germany 

where it has dose ties to Der fff Wee. * From fune 

2016 te February 2619, NRM made at feast nine visits 

to Germany, three to Buigaria, one to France, one to 

delarus, one to Czechia, one to italy, and one to Hur 

gary, meeting with various European ARW actors. * 

  

   en 
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in the same period, there were some 90 cases of 

formal visits between Swedish and foreign XRW ac- 

tors.* Germany was the most frequent destination. 

On a few occasions, Swedish XRW actors have aiso 

gone ta the United Scates and to Sauth Africa’ * in 

addition to the samme benefits as discussed above - 

the sharing of know-how; dighomtic relations with 

patential strategic allies; prestige-budding within 

both the domestic and international scene—these 

transnational contacts aiso help deveiag among ARW 

ctars a sense of global cammunity and ideological 

oldarity with those considered “racial” or politcal 

counterparts in countries all over che world, sa 

      

   

» 
"W
 

that an XRW actor as far away as New Zealand can 

and prompted to 

act in their oven country in response to-- events in 

Sweden, and vice versa. 

feel intimately concerned with 

, Greece, Kaly, iran, Nonway, 

Russia, Spain, and the United States have figured in 

NRM circles in Sweden, same as visitors, some at 

residents whe support ar pardcipete in NRM activity 

such a5 patherings, demonstrations, rnartial-arts 

      

? practice anc distributing propaganda material.” 

The SSS, in a recent publication by the Swedish 

Defence University, provides details on 507 individ- 

uals who. the agency says, have been of interest in 

its work monitoring violence-promoting right-wing 

extremism in 2078 and 2019. Of them, 426 were 

om in Sweden, 63 are af unkriawn countries af 

birth, and the rest were born in Germany, Russia, 

Norway, Estonia, Finland, iraq, iran, and Poland * 

Seventeen of the individuals have taken part in 
  = ffs paramilitary training in Russia, Czechia, Poland, and 

ulgaria “arran ner foountries}.” Nir others Bulgaria “ariang other fcounties}.” Nine others 

rave, 20CL ding rche ager My, Fo std iw APAiel have, according to the agency, fought in the armed 

conflict in Ukraine.” 
'S 

As discussed above, NRM also developed tes with 

RED, the Russian XRW group, which in turn has nad 

relations with Swedish XRW actors for at feast a dec- 

ade, and previously had a Swedish branch.“ 

atieast 2072, they have nhac contects with NAM? 

       
  Since 

in 2075, a time of consolidation and new leadership 

for che NRM, 2 SHO delegation, including the leader, 

Vorobyey, the groun’s fong-time representative in 

Sweden, Anatoly Udocay, and Denis Gariev, the head 

of RiD's paramilitary training programme Partizart, 

was invited to NRM’'s annual high-profile political 

  
v     

meeting, the "North Gays.” Ac the meeting, the 

RD delegation presented NAM with a gift of rnon- 

ey, invited thern to join the internationai far-right 

network World National Conservative Moavament, 

co-founded by RIO, which afterwards began to Hst 

NRM as members, and gave a speech outlining RID's 

pro-Russian position on the war in Ukraine. 7*'7% 

Aisa present at the meeting were the three NRM 

activists whe watid later receive parariilitary train- 

ing through: RiD’s Partizan programme in Russia, 

and then, in the winter of 2076/2017 7, cenry out acts 

of cerror in Sweden's Gothenburg region.) Ti 

201TS meeting, and NRM’s decision to host the RID 

delegation, is considered a olvotal mark in NRM’s 

position on the war in Ukraine and on geopolitics 

rmore generally, before which they had sided with 

     
    

    

      

salists, but after which they are cor- 

ined a pro-Russian position 

  

arg the association between RIB and NRM to 

have potentially made the latter a greater security 

threat?" Furthermore, the agency cansiders that: 

{ijn [Sweden’s} work against violence-promotng 2x- 

tremisny, the relation Hetycen FRID] and NRM cannot 

jist de seen as a collaboration between ayo rightwing 

extremist groups. The fussian state’s support for 

domestic and foreign right-wing extremists means 

that {the possibility cannot be excluded that a foreign 

power by supoorting NRA? is working te aperavate 

pclitical gofarisation in Sweden, or everi by proxy 

recralting Swedish extremists to fight for Russian 

interests internationally. it is difficuit to determine 

exactly the consequences GF RID'S and NRM'S relation, 

ENTER 2X- “   
  

wile of how interconnected, and anayticaity dificuit 2, 
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to separate, the threat ts to Swedist security from 

foreign powers and viotence-promoting extremism 

A recent study by the Swedish Defence University 

hightights the potential role af influence opera. 

tions by foreign nowers seeking to ampilfy radicai 

nationalist narratives in order to undermine cahe- 

sion within and between European countries, and 

notentiaily providing organisational and financial 

simport to ARW actors,” 

The NY, which disbanded in 2019. stressed the im- 

partance of international connections. ts members 

had tes to and drew inspiration from iunge Nation- 

aidemokraten JN}, the youth wing of Germanys 

NPB” from 2071, NY sent delegations yearly te 

participate in Potish Independence Day railies, where 

NY's leader has giveri a speech. NY was farmatly 

allied with the group All-Polish Youth arid has alsa 

narticipated in poltical activity tn italy, Lithuaria, 

Germany, and Hungary. “Gn at least three occa- 

sions between 2014 and 2017, NY representatives 

visited Ukraine, where their leader gave speeches 

  

and took per lin conferences, to show tier sugport 

for the county's XRW 

  

Ukraine aise cecarne a destination for Swedish xRW 

  

combat volumeers in: 2014, who fought on the Uxkrain- 

iar naticriakst side. Part of the mativation t 

fight in Ukraine was due to friendly 

before the war between the neo-Nazi SvP party and 

  

   

ies established 

Svcboca. ’ The ova groups considered each ather 

fa be fraternal organisations and arranged meetings 

and conferences together.’ SvP initially gave its 

support to Swedish carabet valunteers traveling ca 

  

   

Ukraine, and defended Svobeda from criticism by 

others in the XRW scene, However, in Uae sunimer 

of 2014, SvP pivoted, declaring their rei 

Svoboda had calapsed and condemning them anc 

     ons with 

other Ukraimian: nationaiist grougs for having be- 

come allied to “Americar-iewish forces.” Ukrainian 

nationalists have attempted to recruit Swedish MRM 

members to fight in UHkraine, but NRM’s leadership, 

Deing oro-Russtan in its geopolitical orientation, has 

act allowed members to ga. 

   

Counter Extremism Project Germany gambit 

_. 

COVID-19 pandemic 

The COVHO-19 pandemic does not seem to have 

affected the Swedish XRW scene in any orofound 

way. Cverali, despite sore cases of adapting its 

forms of activisin and its messaging, it has tus 

  

been largely unable to capitalise on the unicie 

Circumstances of the crisis. This may be related to 

the relatively low social imnact of measures taken by 

the Swedish authe 

and the relatively hi 
    

  

e5 to tackle the medical crisis, 

gh level of suppart shown by 

  

: ublic for ruling parties, leaving the ARW with tne public for ruling parties, leaving the KRW with 

  

The Swedish Exit programme supporting persorns 

leaving extremist scenes has, during the sandemic, 

  

the qumber of contacts from 

people concerned that sorneone in their farrdiy 

may be undergoing radicaksation particularly by 

XRW icleology. The director of the programme nas 

SEEM an Increase in   

stated that the isolation many are subjected to 

curing the crisis is a maior contributor to radicali- 

sation oracesses, and that the prevailing conclitions 

under the pandemic, including social uncertainty 

and more tare spent oniine, increase the risk that 
as people emibrace extremist wews. 

Gender 

Recent decades have seer the | reasing particips- 

  

tion of women in the Swedish XBW scene, but they 

are still a clear minority. “' The increasing prominence 

of femaie XRW ideologues in the international scene 

has helped attract greater numbers af female sympa- 

thisers. “in; 209% 

actors, the National Socialist Frone party, had a fernaie 

membership of 17 percent." the fernale member- 

  

ship of NRM was estimated at around 19 percent in 

2618. In 2017, about 27 percent of a wave of new 

NRM recruits was femaie. “7 A 2018 study sugeested 

that worvien make up about 19 percent of the white 

power (XRW} scene,“ The results of a 2016 study on 

artiirmnrmigrant websites suggest the progartien af 

FBI(21-cv-572)-7901



  

fernaie writers for XRVY propaganda websites may 

have been less than 10 percent.“ 

ideciogicai anti-feminism is central to the Swedish 

XR scene, which is characterised oy extreme forms 

of nationalism insisting on the “racial purity “and 

    

“demographic vitality” of the nation. in this ideolog- 

ical perspective, wamer are primarily considered 

instruments of racial renroduction, able ta give birth 

ta either “the fight" or "the wrong” kind of chidran, 

# follows that women’s behaviour, thelr values, their 

bodies, and their reproductive ri 

troiiecd, as individuals ancl as a collective, oy men 

   
nts must be con- 

iy     

  

order to make certain they fulfl thelr “natural dub’ to 

the nation as sexually availiable ta men and as active 

mothers.” Women who are perceived in the XRYW 

scene to embody good ideciogical values and to ive 

in accordance with uitranationalist iceais, whether 

as activists alongside men in the poktical struggle ar 

in childrearing cutside of noinics, are often praised 

ar icolised in the scene. Warnen who are seen to 

teviate from these ideals, in particular women iden- 

tfiedi as ferninists and women who do not give birth 

103 
  

104 
BovemmnncsnnnweanD 

  

Totalt SO NMR 

tG@ "racialy pure” children, instead become targets 

of harassment, threats, and viclence. Despite the 

prevalence of misogyrustic atthudes and behaviour 

in the Swedish XRW scene, a minority of women 

have always been active and played key roles init’ 

Statistical snapshot of the violent 
XRW threat? 

As shawn in the graph below, the total activity of the 

violent XRW milieu in Swecien increased between 

2OtS ane 2078. Curing this period, the NRM rose 

to almost completely dominate the fleld with its 

actions, such as "combat practice,” demonstrations, 

rallies and marches, indoctrination {organised group 

viewing of sropaganida films and study circles of 

  

i 

  

  

NRM manuals or Nazi erature}, propagandes distrt- 

bution forganised ounngs to distrioute propaganda 

scellanecus other activities such as 

    

materiais}, ana 

sacial gatherings, forest tikes, etc.) 2019, however, 

saw 2 notable drap in the overall activities of the 

violent XRW milieu. 

  

Buri ge 

  

Total activity of the vioient XRW mifieu in Sweden. 

in dight-blue - alf arganisations, in dark-bhie - the NRM. in black - all apart from the NRM, 
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Groham Macklin, Pi, and Dr. Shaun McBaid 

Lega! situation 

There is no specific definition of “right-wing extrem- 

isny (XRVV I) or “rightaving terrorism” in the Batish legal 

system fcompnsing the jurisdictions of England anc 

and, and Northern fraland}, or particular 

rgeting XRW croups.” The key iegis 

  

     ROR 
under which many right-wing extremists are con- 

victed, The Terrorism Act (200C}, defines terrorism 

as the use or threat of action designed fo influence 

gavernment, international governmental organi- 

sations, the public cr a section of the pudlic, for 4 

“solitical, religious, racial, or ideological cause.” The 

use Of firearms or explosives Gn the furtherance of 

such a cause} is automatically considered terrorism 

  

whether or not these conditions are met. Section 33} 

{a} of this act aHows the Home Secratary to prascribe 

  

terrorist groups, This wets Used against ari XRW group 

for the first Gre in 2076. 

Policy and strategy cacurments do define rightaning 

extremism and neo-Nazism. Fhe UK's Counter-Ex- 

trerns 

driven Dy a “core hatred of 

islammophobic or antisern 

   

   ri Strategy defines 

  

BntAWvINg extrernism as 

inovittes, or fo pramate 

i¢ Views.” Common ideo- 

  

ingical narratives include the notion that “Western 

cvilzation faces an innpending ‘race war’, ar that 2 

multicultural society wil lead ta ‘white genacide’, 

These ideas are used to insti 

      

ear, in order to carvince 

the white population that different races or religions 

threaten their wey of fife"? This definition recognises 

the so-called “great replacement’ of native paputa- 

tons by outsiders, which is used to rabilise anti-im- 
   

migrant senth ant, nationally anc internationally ~ 

CONTEST, the British government's counter-terrar-    
isrn stratery, exolains that right-wing axtrer arc 

neo-Nazis seek fo exploit, “anxieties around gioball- 

sation, co 

  

and migration f..] These groups may 

Counter Extremism Project Germany gambit 

vary cansicerabty in their rhetoric, but they share the 

racist view that minority communities are harraing 

the interests of a ‘native’ population’° Narratives 

progayated by both islamist anc ARW groups are said 

to have “reinforced and even mutually benefited each 

other,” a process Known as “cumulative extremism.” 

  

  

the idea that rightaving extremism shares features 

with other kinds of extremism finds expression in the 

Commission for Countering Excremusra {CCE} report 

of October 2019. The CCE, founded ir: the aftermath 

cf the Manchester Arena bombings in 2077, defines 3 

new fern, “i 

bath islamist and ARW ideology.’ Hateful extremism 

is “hostile or supremacist beltefs directed at an auit- 

  

areful extrernisim,” which can incorporate 

  

   
group who are perceived as a threat ta the wellbeing, 

survival or success of an in-groun” that “cause, or are 

Rkely to cause, harm to individuals, communities or 

wider society.” 

History and key players of the KRW 
scene 

fa contextualise the contemporary XRW scene in 

Sritain since 2015, itis 

shifts within the milieu that predated this. The Sritish 

National Party (BNF) the mast clectaraily successful 

XW parey in Bridsh history, Implocedin 207) shortly 

nacessary to recognise wider      

qante after winning two seats in the 2909 European Par- 

hamerntary elections (with almost one milion vates 

nationwide}, and 1.4% of the vore in the 201) general 

election.” Meanywnile, the anti-Musinn street scene, 

exemplified by tie English Defence League fEDL}, 

lost momentum from 2613 onwards following the 

departure af ts leader known as “Tornmy Robinsary’ 

  

frorn the group, and te appearance of iocal splinter 

groups such as the North West infidels (NWR? 

FBI(21-cv-572)-7911



  

   
The more youthful component of Britairy’s overtly 

national -sactalist mille coalesced arcund National 

Action (NA} formed in 2043. 

great attention to a visual aesthetic that stylised and 

valorised actian: arid vicience, quickly attracted a 

youthful cohort of followers, Whilst ione actors had 

his group, which paid 

   c of XRW terrorism, NA 

carne to represent a networked threat with police 

em 

previously beed characteris 

  

arresting numerous individuals, several of 

teenagers, who were ater directly invalved with 

the group, ay selfudentified with it, for a range of 

terrorism-related offences. ’ 

During the “Brexit’ campaign, in fune 2016, a 

white supremacist with a history of purchasing ex 

rreme-right propaganda frorn 3 U.S. based neo Nazi 

groug calied National Aiance, murdered fo Cox 

MP in Batley, West Yorkshire. NA glorified the 

killer and the Home Secretary banned the croup in 

December 2016, the first XRW outfit receiving such 

treatment? There was a surge in extreme right 

terrorist arrests aver the next fwo years, resulting 

in Uaree interlocking trials. These were largely for 

the offence of "trembership” of a proscribed group, 

which was now 4 criminai offence, rather than rep- 

why per se. The ban, 

arrests, and prosecutions, jed to mie nubification of 

resenung a rise in vicient ac 

NA’s “revolutionary” strategy, © 

As a result of the aforementioned arrests/triais, 

the violent milieu currently appears to have revert- 

    

ed ta being online, larg ‘2 arGund a loosely 

networked subcultural cluster of accelerafionist 

  

Telegram groups that take some measure of in 

solracion from Siege, the collected writings of 

  

Nazi femes Mason, who had 2 forrnative influence 

on the Atomwaffen i ion (AWD), © This i 

Sanmenkreig Division and Feuerkrie Division, the 

latter of which was derivative of, but aiso in tension 

with, AWE. / 

    ites 

This report focuses on groups within the XRVW mi- 

eu thet the British goverrenent has proscribed as 

“terrorist” organisations and on severa! lone-actor 

terrorists. This includes NA and groups viewed as 

“aiiases” for it: Scottish Dawn anc National Sccialist 

And. Capitalist Action (NS13 1); Sormenkrieg Division 

and System Resistance Network; and, more recently, 

Feuerkrieg Division. ° Where aparopriate, the report 

also discusses the acti 

  

ies aT a legal far-right group, 
2 

Brain Firat? 

Trends 

There have been two cases since 2075 in which XRW 

terrarists carried out attacks resulting in death. 

Thomas Mair murdered fo Cox MP or 16 june 2076 

and Darren Gsborne committed a vehicular attack 

on worshippers outside Finsbury Park mosque on 19 

June 2017 that kifed Makrarn Ali." The threat from 

XRW terrorism appears to be rising, nawever. Since 

  

2017, palice and securky agencies have disrupted 

eight terrorist plots.” The most high-profile was e 

pilot to murder Labour Party MP Rosie Cooper in- 

volving an XRW activist, formerly of National Acton. 

      

Anather NA member had previously attempted to 

murder a Sikh man in january 2015.7 

Whilst the number of terrorist plots is camparatively 

low, the number of arrests and convictians far other 

related offences ts rauch higher. W 

  

terrorig 

  

official list of XRW arrests and prosecutions since 

20s isn 

ficial reports and media coverage hightights that 

there have been about 90 arrests since January 

2015. These are for terrarist-related and other 

violent offences including possession of weapons, 

ot publicly availacle, collating various of   

   

expicsives, or inciting vicience, prosecuted using 

other legal statutes. Mulrants often face mutipte 

  

charges for an array of offences. These have includ- 

eo murder atta 

possession and/or diseributian af terrorist manu: 

als, knives, guris, and explosives fincdiudcing 

bornus, nel bomus, pire-bornus, and 

arsan against property, inchuding m 

membership of a proscrized group,” 

  

ted murder: inciting violence; 

     

5g 
& 

nt restrictions on firearms, efforts to obtain 

and wise guns are extremely rare, making Thomas 

Given tg 
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Mair’s attack am Jao Cox MF stand out ever more. 

in terms af modus operanal, Osborne's was not the 

anly recent vehicular attack. Between 2017 and 

202, there were four other stich incidents. On 23 

dune 2017, Polish national Marek Zakrocki drove his 

van at Kamal Ahmed outside an Asian restaurant ir: 

   
  sordiewest London, telling police he wished to ki! 

Musi to “heip the country.”* There were further 

racist attacks using vehicies against pedestrians 

a 

in Leicester (Septernber 2077},?" London (Octoder 

2078),8 and Sristol Guly 2020).° 
   

Most though act all of those arrested since 2015 

are mot members of any particular group. A spike 

in arrests end convictions between 2617 and 2019 

reflects the 28 arrests made for belonging to a banned 

group, though not all nave restited in convictions. 

This hightights an increased willingness by the British 

government to use prascripcon to disrupt: valent 

XRW groups rather than indicating 4 rise in violent 

activity per se. This began with che banning of Nation- 

ai Action in December 2016. Since then, the Home 

Secretary has banned a further five groups: Scottish 

  

      > 

    

Dawn and Nationat Sociatist Ant-Caritalist Action: 

(September 2017}; Sonnenkrieg Division and System 

Resistance Network (February 2020}: and reuerkrieg 

Diviskan (uly 2026), Membership of these groups 

carries 2 penalty of up to 10 years imorisonment. 

Notabie arrests for membership of NA included a 

er, Finnish national Mikko Ven     serving sai nen, 

who had bees stockpiling legay-heid weaponry for 

the supposedly imminent “race war,” and who had 

sotight to recruit other serving saidiers, and to assist 

NA rmernbers fo join the armed forces.” More re- 

cently, police arrested a probationary member of the 

Matropoitan Police Service for NA rnembership,” 

ity af those arrested for 

terrorism-reiated offences have been young men, 

   
The averwhelring maj 

though two women were alse jaied for NA mem- 

dership. There also appears to he a downward trend 

concerning tie age of some of those arrested far 

terrcrismrelated offences, This includes 3 16-year- 

old boy, who in january 2020 became the yourngest 

garson convicted of planning a terrorist attack in 

Counter Extremism Project Germany gambit 

_. 

the Unites Kingdorn.* The goverrmnent’s CHANNEL 

program (see “Response” section} has als 
   

  

Seer a 

year-on-year rise in caseload since 2615/2016. The 

number of cases adapted for CHANNEL stinport 

relating to the XRW exceered all other forms of 

extremism for the first time in 7078/2019, the lat- 

  

kad Agures are avalisdte, « ARW referrals 

  

est for whic 

accounted for 45% of those adopted for CHANNEL 

017/18. XRW referrais ad- 

  

support, arise of on 

opted for support accounted for 26% of the totalin 

2515/16 and 27% in 2076/1 7, so thereis asi 

upward trend in evidence.“ 

    

Srenton Tarrant’s terrorist attack in Christchurch, 

New Zeaisnd, in March 2019 also energised Sritair’s 

violent mikeu. ic inspired several would-be perpe- 

trators in the UK, including one mar who attempted 

to murder a Suigarion teanager the day efter the 

  

ateacks.* in ariother Instance, palice arrested a Luton 

man in December 2079 with a 2ke bag of sulphur 

powder and other bombomaking caraponents who 

passessed 2 copy of Terrant’s manifesto on his 

camputer, 

Finances 

£ 
finances o 

  

Detailed information on the 

extrerrksts. especiaily terrari 

Supply. in 2017, Her Majesty's Treasury and the 

Home Office published a risk-assessrnerit renort 

Frightawing 

BrOUDS, iS iN share 

  

    

on money laundering and terrorist financing, This 

stated that terrorist financing in the UX, inchiding 

the XRW, is “varied, but usualy iow level." Retail 

banking is the orirnary way that groups keep and 

move money. This ts dHfcult to detect, asi 

atten act alone ard ermourks are very srmiall, “ofter: 

below £300." There is no large scate cacrdinaredt 

fundraising activity for terrorist groups. Attacks 

   
TOTISts 

“ERR 
Cie such as the Finsbury Park mosque atlack co 

perpetrator, Darren Osborne, a mere £176 for the 

two-day hire of the van he used ta plough inte wer- 

shigpers. The widespread use of crypto or digital 

currencies for terrorist financing is assessed as “low" 

in the risk-assessiment report. 
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Suring 2073, NA raised maney through its now 

banned PayPal account.” Anti-racism advocacy 

group Hone Not Hate reports that at least ane farg- 

er donation fover $1,000} came from the United 

States. Police sources Indicate that NA founders 

often used their own resources to fund activities, 

having “come into rioney” via inheritances“? The 

NA group self-funded the cost ofa pri- 

vate pyim, costing about £5,000. including a £1,0GG 

  

North We: 

   

  

subvention from ane of ts founders, which served 

as a itd for the group following ts ban. Matthew 

Colins writes that the eroun received funding from 

4 Sriush Ousinessman ossed in Soin, who patd for 

  

mobile phones and travel expenses for the group.” 

ARW grouns in the UK have traditionally raised 

money through cash donations and bequests, but 

cise crime. The North West infidels (NW for in- 

stance were endaded in selling dlegai drugs, though 

whether the individuals in Guestion channelled these 

revenues into their political activities is unknown” 

  

More recently, XRW terror groups tend to avoid Hiicit 

trade, favouring donations and self-funcing. Tne 

refusal of major gaymment processing compares to 

work with XRW eroups has seen the development of 
   

alters 2 XRW crowdfunding ses (1.2., “Hatrean” 

and “Goy Fund Me“). Tris has, arguably, cement. 

ed the “low cost, difficult to detect” model for RW 

groups in the UK ancl elsewhere, 

  

Whist fundraising for terrorism: within the United 

Kingdom appears to be nepiigi 

that Br 

to militant groups in Serbia, Kasovo, and Bulgaria.“* 

knights Templar international {KT}, alegediy ject 

_ there fs evicence 

  

   ish activists have provided logistical support 

by former Sritain First founder james Gowson, nas 

met with the Shipka Bulgarian: National Movement, 

a oararni 
   
tary-soyle organisation that defines itself 

as patriotic and seeks to thwart irregular migration: 

infe Europe, supphing ts members with bulletorocf 

vests, mght-vision goggles, and drones fa assist their 

patrols aimed at preventing migrants crossing the 

border from Turkey. Dowson thanked supporters 

in the United States and the Phiippines for financing 

the operation.” Reports also highlight Dowsar's 

     

Rnks to the pro-monearchist Serb group Order of the 

Dragon, and he has sought ta equip Serb grouns 

in northern Kesovo with materiéi similar to that 

supposediy acquired for Che Bulgarian vigilantes.*/ 

HT filmed some of iis propaganda in Serbia, offen 

referencing the “great reslacement” theory to mo- 

bilse current supoarte: 

    

S and inspire new anes. 

Online activities 

  

internet has heen crucial for extreme right-wing, 

IrokLyys. indeed, many of these groups were 

      

“born cdigitai” in the sense thaf—like AWD—tiose in- 

volved met through forums like tie now defunct iron 

March or Fascist forge before moving their activities 

tional 

  

offing, evaiving to become “real” groups. Tra 

far-right parties relied upon websites and forurns for 

     communication, The rayoriny of newer 2rouns 

riultinie platforms rickiding end-to-end encrypted 

apps ike Telegram to disseminate propaganda and 

  

honth-making guides and fs group-chat function for 

direct communication instead. Conversations begun 

on Telegram are, however, generally ther switched 

te gaming chat platforms like Discard or Stearn, en- 

crygted chet apos like Wire, or secure email services, 

hike Tutanota ar Protonrnaii” 

  

Thee resulting digital ecosystem might Gest be char-   

acterised as a’blind network" since those involved 

often are unknown to one another and geograph- 

ically dispersed.’ Whilst lack of real-world contact 

may limit personal trust and group loyalty, it has 

enhanced international connectivity between mil 

wants. These looser digital networks seek to promote 

  

Vi 

  

lence (constantly trumpeting its necessity and 

urgency} as 3s means of accelerating the collapse of 

“the System” whilst as an enviranrnent they exhibit 

none of the “internal brakes” on violence that real 

world organisations-——even violent ones-—contain. 

Fhe four key online olatforms used by the British 

extreme right inchide Gab, Telegram, 4Chan, arict 

BitChute, though militants aiso use end-to-end en- 

trypted aos to camrmuricate peer-to-peer and in 
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smal 

  

invite-only graups. Despite being a barmed 

terrarist group, NA videos propagating vichant witte 

supremacist ideciogy, remain accessible an the 

Uk-based BuChute platform, which hosts materia! 

that may violate cerms af service of miainstream 

sites like YouTube." NA attempted to dlend offline 

  

and ord 

of success in doing sa. Soarne of its older act 

were forrner BNP members, with a groundir 

we recrukimerkt methods, and had a dagree 

    

ity 2 in 

  

toral recruttmert methods 

  

more trad Fhe grcup 

was particularly adept at using slick nrapaganda. 

inckuding the creation of racist memes, which it 

shared on university in: the 

Midlands region of England} and online in order to 

entice new recruits. 

    campuses (particulariy 

Since 20177, many of these acceleratianist grounlers 

  

nave mgratec to Telegram, which 

to incite violence. SKD spread similar wolenc and 

apocalyptic imagery, using the pls 

Prince Harry to be shot as a “race traitor" and nave 

they have used 

    rm to cali far 

  

advocated sexual viaience and murder agains 

poice." FRG, an “accelerationist’ groug led—un- 

known to ather members--by 3 i3-year-cid Es- 

torian boy,” used various platforms to forge a 

transnational web af cartects across Europe anc 

North Amenca, exhorting thase Involved ta use 

  

violence fo bring down the “Systers,""" The group 

used its Telegram channel tc issue a death threat 

against tre Chief Constable of West Midlands Police 

in September 2079 in respanse toe the arrest of one 

of their mieambers, 4 16-year-old boy, on suspicion 

of the 

acts of terrorism. 

commission, preparation, and instigation of 

    
Whilst much of the interaction between individuals 

within these Gind networks remains virtual fart ies 

Vidlent talk often “perforrnative’}, there is some 

evidence of militants seeking to operationalise their 

digkal contacts for terroristic ends. Ii anuary 2020. 

a Durham teenager became the youngest person 
       

convicted of planning a terror attack in the Unit- 

ed Kingdom, He was jaled for six years and eight 

rsonths.” One of his many offences had inciuding 

trying to Ould a bomb. To gurchase the ingredi- 

Counter Extremism Project Germany gambit 

  

_. 

ents for his device he had turned to his contacts 

on Fascist Farge. He tried to purchase ammonium 

nitrate from ore such contact, playing $40 ( 30.64} 

for it through ar: encrypted cash app, though the 

payraent faiiech’’ 

   ami- 

  

   
nate the 

systemic colagse. Much of this imagery is transna- 

tional in nature, bath in its creation and cistributicn. 

Many of the images associated with the milieu's 

burgeoning aesthetic styie were origin 

by a Canadian milarit whilst much of the currert 

rv core message of violent confroncadon and 

    

dy praduced 
  

crop of extremist images were produced by en 

American calling himself “Biundabare.™ The imagery 

is usually violent, with vitriolc siogans directect to- 

isiimis, LGBTQ      wards inciting vicience against jews, M 

  

COMUTHANGeS, anc, frequenty, the golice. Many im: 

  

ages celebrate right-wing terrorists as “Saints”, but 

aise praises other figures tke Theodore Kaczynski 

(the Unaboamber} and Osama bin Laden. Much of 

his imagery was disseminated by British activists 

affiliated ta FKD whe turned them into posters and 

  

Gistriouted therm offiine, 

  

Groups such as Briain First, noted for staging can- 

frontaticnal “mosque invasions” anc “Christian fa- 

trois", during which members of the group, copying 

mist attarnipts t enforce “Shariclaw" with “Muslim 

“in east London,” patralied inthe same area 

\ a former military Land Rover and distributi 
       

propaganda, are aiso prolific on the internet As 

well as having used the internet to sell merchan- 

dise, it Is a crucial tool to spread its message. The 

group's online presence is much more significare 

than its physical one." To increase the reach of its 

aniline output, it has used paid advertising to push 

its content, and an army of “hoosters” in the UK fut 

also cauritries such as Spain and Austratia who share 

tanter# across platforms.’ Analysis has sacri thet 

the group's key aporoach is to portray Muslims and 

islam as a dangerous other, an ideological appraach 

cascribed as "apocalytic Christianity’? 
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Response 

Rightawing extremism and terrorism came under 

the remit of the CONTEST strategy? Rightaving 

extremism fs ceait with under two oilars of CON. 

FEST: “PURSUE” (where terrorists are pursued by 

the authorities}, but especiaily "PREVENT", the WK 

cauriter-radicalisation poticy." PREVENT is furided 

by the Home Office and other government depart- 

rants in Engiand and Wales, in Scotiand, PREVENT 

is overseen by the Scottish Government. PREVENT 

daes nat off ¥y Operate in Northern ireland, where 

policy is managed oy the Northern ireland 

  

     

  

SECLHE 

  

Office and The Security Service (MIS}. 

  

   
3 a implemented in 2003, PREVENT was originally a 

means-based prograrnme focused an local authority 

    

  

areas with Musizy: oopuiations of ever 5%." Since 

2071, PREVENT takes a values-based approach, fo- 

cusing on ideciogy and extrenust ideas, eiving eaual 

priority to XRW and isiamist extremism.” Alongside 

PREVENT is CHANNEL, the government's voluntary 

Ge-radicalisation program, wht    n aperates in the 

pre-crime space." Kis a mult-agency safeguarding 

program, administered by local authorities. CHAN- 

NEL panels, who assess referrals, comprise individu. 

als with experience in child and adult safeguarding, 

health, education, and the nalice.” 

Many agencies and arnis of government are involved 

in countering XRW {and all forms af} extrernism, 

led by the Home Office. The Horne Office is also 

2 for policing at alflevels and MIS, which 

became the lead agency for detecting and counter 

ing XSW terrorism in Aprif 2020.73 MES warks closely 

  

FeSOoNS! 

with Counter Terrorist Policing CFP) to counter XRW 
Cre terrorism. CTF units, organised on 3 regiorial basis, 

  

lead on frivestigative work and secure convictions. 

the Office far Security and Couriter-ferrorism is 

rasponsibie far strategy, palicy and legislative re- 

sponses fo the threat of terrarisra, > 

  

More broadly, “whole of society” or “puktic health” 

approaches to countering extremism are in evidence 

in the UR. The 2015 Counter-Terrorism anc Security 

Actimposec a duty cn 4 range of public institutions 

Including councils, schools, calages, universities, and 

the health service to have “due regard” to people 

being drawn inte terrorisrn, including the XRW ithe 

“Prevent Duty’). These efforts are underpinned by 

strategic communications and counter-narrative 

efforts implemented by the Home Office Research, 

irforraation and Carnmmunications Unit (RECU, ab 

though its work has primarily focused on isiamist 

extrernism.* 4 Coumter-Terrorism internet Referral 

Unk, run by the London Metropolitan Police, works 

to rermave iHegal terrarist content fram the web, 

  

Transnational connectivity 

<t 

component of Brilish ARW activism since the end of 

the First Worid War. 

brief are only the lates 

engage fn stack act 

Transnational conmectivity has been an ingraine 

  

   

    

  he groups scrutinisect in this 

ine of groups to 

. This connectivity has oeen 

  

bath online and offine. Oider groiuns like Combat 

18, notable for its letter bomb campaign, launched 

fram: Denmark in the face 1990s, is no longer ac- 

tive in the Uk, though it retains an enduring “brand 

recognition”? NA was particularly keen to embed 

itself at the centre of an international network, It 

Gid so through 2 range of activities airned at Durled 

ty with other groups, KS activists visiting 

  

Ng salic    

militants in other countries to develop personal and 

political bonds, and being onen to militants fram 

     céher countries, particularly Polanc, foining its own 

Violent street activities 

Before its proscription in 2016, NA participated in 

  

a range of demonstrations aimed af expressing its 

transnational soalicarioy with other violent graups anc 

incviduals, a.g., the demonstration supporting Gary 

Yarborough, one of the last remaining members of 

The Order, the U.S. terrorist group.” Other sokdarity 

initiatives included a demonstration in support of 

the Ukrainian Fégnt Sector, Unlike many other Brit- 

  

ish XRW groups, NA was pro ainian rether thar 

pro-Russian. At least iwo of Rs activists visited the 

Azov Regiments’ headquarters (December 20171, 
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though neither man tock pert in combat operauons 

as foreign Aishters “in exchange, the Ukrainian unit 

sent its alan “ernissary” back to the UK with a view 

of recruiting for the Azoy Regiment but he came back 

uninipressed with NAS 

  

HEA 

an invernational militar network fron: the ourset. 

One of its feaders, Beniamin Raymond, played a key 
  role aS ar: adrruristrater or: the iron March forurn 

through which he Geveloped links with Brandon 

Russell, whe founded Atornwaffen Division {AWD}. o% 

Russell subsequently visited Loncion anc met Ray- 

  

mond and another activist during the summier of 

2075 During the visit, aisseli learned more about 

NA’s raadel af milancy and their effarts to gain 

media attention, which he translated back into his    

  

Raymond aise extended NA contacts inte Scandinavia 

and the Baltic region. He forged a relationship with 

Suomen Vasterintalike (Finnish Resistance Move- 

ment, PL the Finnish branch of the Nordiska Mot- 

st3ndsréreisen (Nordic Resistance Movement, NRM}, 

which was barined in November 2017, Raymond 

wrote that the FVL represented 3 "vary good model”, 

aly for N: not specify, He      presu . fo follow {he ci 

  

ivaveied to Finland in january 2615 to develop closer 

ties, meeting PVL leaders and giving a sre 

headquarters in Turku. During this vist, Raymond 

alsa met Swedish NRM militants and the Sinnish 

     mech at its 

ideologue Kai Murras, author of Revelution—And 

How fo Do ff in Modern Society (7999), with whom he 

“agreed an a Cambodian solution to the problems 

QiTt 

  

orig our nations." 

Later ig 2O75, NA activists tock part in the Lithuanian 

treeciom march in Vilnius before travelknag onwards 

to Latvia to participate in Latvian Legion: day, which 

comimamerates the exaloits ci the 

  

iS and 16" Gren 

adiers of the Waffen SS." These Baltic contacts en- 

dure, and as well as returning to Lithuania in the   

  fofowing year, Raymond, NA‘s in-house graphic artist, 

helped inspire the aesthetic of the Lithuanian group 

Skydas. There is evidence iat other NA militants were 

Counter Extremism Project Germany gambit 
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also in couch with activists frorn this group. in curn, 

& Lithuartan activist noted for his praffith became 

active with NA in the United Kingdom, helping it to 

Gevelcn its visual brand further.” 

The Britisn XRW militant milieu has been impacted 

by the involvement of aclivisi 

of whoni had moved to the UK following Poiard’s 

ronean Union. The Polist 

  

accessian to the £ Nazi     

  

group Narocowe Odrodzenie Poiski (National Rekirth 

of Foland, NOP} and others calling themseives “Poi- 

ska Hooligans” provided physical muscie for street 

activities in the United Kingdarn organized oy NA 

and the NWI, highlighting an ongoing pattern of 

Angio-Poish transnational connectivity dating back 

to at least the early 1990s. Several Polish activists 

ed for their role in the viclence af an 

    
   

were later ie   

NA/NIW rally in Livergact in 2076.°% NA activists have 

also taken part in NOP-organised protests in support 

of Janusz Walus, who murdered ANC activist Chris 

Hant, atcanded the Polish independence Day march, 

and participated in NOP activities in Poland, such as 

tS 2015 conference.” 

NA also forged Enks with German grouns. NA activists 

traveled to Gerrnany te participate it a dermionstra- 

tion on t May 2916 in Plauen, Saxony, organised iy 
I} ri Weg. a small national-sociakst group, and the 

apitalische Kokectiv {(AKK}, which focused on 

connecting “autonoraous nationalist” groups from 

the Kameradschuftsszene. Thereafter, the NA web- 

    

    

site featured an interview with ARK iq which they 

exchanged ideas on forms of “national resistance” be- 

fore concluding, “together we are stronger.""? Whist 

In Germany, che NA activists aiso took the opportunity 

te pose for photos giving the Nazi sahute inside the 

site of the Buchenwald concentration carnp,”’ 

After NA was dismantied, transnational contacts 

  

continued, gibeitiorgely oniine (see above). ’ 

ture” grouns like SRN and SKD modelled theniselves 

ideciogically and aesthetically on their violent US. 

Siege cub 

counterparts. SRN evcived in pert from the Vanguard 

dritannia group, which had named itself ir homage to 

Vanguard America, the group to which iames Fields 
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ARRESTS (AAW terrorism arrests} 

ir. who murdered Heather Heyer in Charlottesville, 

belonged, whist SKD descrited itself as “Acorawaffen 

with fess guns.’ 

Technology has made it easier than ever for XRW 

groups to connect with one another and has ac- 

celerated their access to violerk materié? such as 

bomb-making manuals (which are now eaail 

sibie in online repositories) as well as other it 

    

such as ranifestas and videos that can help to 

radicalise in 

  

viduals. Transnational connectivity 

is not always a pasitive benefit, however, Networks 

spread acrass borders are apen to disruption as 

are activists moving fram one country to another. 

Likewise, these shared digital spaces are heavily 

monitored by scare and civil sociery groups, increas: 

ing the risk that one’s digital footprint will lead to 

arrest and the colanse of the network itself once 

ceriral figures are removed. 

Forecast 

The UK has Seen a hud for transnational XRW activity 

and nropaganda for decades and is ikely to remain 

so. Whilst ohysical organisations are currandy of 

less sakerice than they were previously, it is too ear- 

ant. 

narratives or cormmunications hubs (for 

instance, a cluster of Telegram chanmneis} are Ging 

this gap and providing similar points of contact and 

networks for activists. The outlook for ARW terrorist 

groups ts Varleble, but lone-actor oy inspired attacks 

are likely to remain the key challenge. With MIS tak 

ing the leacl in mordtoring extreme right terrarnsm, 

  

ly tO speak of a post-organisational extreme ri    

    

  

thase ercups cr activists oredisoosed to vicience are 

now operating in amare hostile context chan earlier, 

The COVID-19 pandemic orovides fertile ground 

for conspiratorial messaging to be spread online. 

The current “cukture wars” regarding the legacy of 

the British Empire and its associated symbols, the 

Brexit process and the potential palitical, social ans 

rent by a "no dex?’ 

ing paimts for KRW activists, and 

    

  

   
economic instability Gre: OLECOMe, 

could provide rai 

have implications for law and order and commiun:- 

  

ty relations, as weil as inspiring XRW movernents 

within the Elj and elsewhere.” in the ionger-terrn, 

the erosion of trust in democratic institutions and 

the media, which the XRW seeks to beast, could be 

rare pernicious than more isciated terrarist accaris. 

  

Statistical snapshot of the violent 
ARW threat 

Between 2015 and 2026, the UK witnessed 2 visible 

uptick inthe threat emanating from the violent XRW 

  

rifeu, The country saw 1S ARW terrorist plots irne- 

jority unsuccessful} and 90+ XRW terrorism: arrests. 

in acidition, the qumber of ARW PREVENT referrals 

to the palice almast doubled between 2015/2916 

and 2018/2619. These referrals aiso represented an 

J oercentare cf the total number GF PREVENT 

referrals, Most referrals over the entirety of the period 

i# related to the presumed racicalisation risk of an 

amEst cr Hhadist nature. However, referrals 

  

INCE 

   
relating fo XRW rose from 10 dercent of all referrals 

in 2075/2016 to 24 nercent in 2798/2619 and now 

constitute nearly a quarter of all referrats fo PREVENT, 

  

  

    
: PLOTS (including succeasfil attacks} 
  

  

    Ra
t 

  

CONVICTIONS (for KRW terrorism offences} 
  

| ACQUITTALS (of alleged KRW terrorists) D8 

  

  

  

   

  

              

ARW terrorist plots, arrests, convictions, and ucquittals in the UK? 
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also the Right Wing Terrarism and Vicoience in 

Western Europe: ie RTY dalasei aiso hels at 
C-Rex. The large number of “ARW terrorism 
arrests” ara not necessarih cative of ri- 
sing levels of physicai viclen F 

umbers of terrcnat “gints’. 
ubstantial number of terroria: 

O17 and 204 EEA ck 

    

      

ce, 8 
arrests during 

were for membership of a oro- 

cribed organisation rather than for violence 

er? ee. The figures also recard prosecution 

involving the glorification of terrorism and th 
collection of informe ofa i likely to be 
useil to a Person commiting of preparing an 

act of terrorism. in addition, one saoidd aote 

that not every act of terrorism is prosecuted 

using ierrovistieqisiation Thus, cifences such 

as making threais to Kil, conspiracy te commit 

murder, aiternpted murder and murder are ak 

included in these arrest figures, 43 are offen- 
ists under 

the Explosives Substances Act, the Chemica! 

Vveapons Act and the Saison Act. Nor do the 

numbes of arresis necessarily correlate with the 

nuiviber of offences thai police have charged 

an individual with, which offen combine mulligie 
terrorism charges with a range of other Public 
Order-raigied offences for exampie. The figures 

inchide four vehicular attacks — one of which 
was simply crosecuied a5 dangerous driving - 
where race and/or far right views were evident. 
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joshua Fisher-Birct 

Legal situation 

  

Defining domestic terrorist attacks in the United 
  States is not clear cut. international terrorism is de- 

fined as crimes that are meant to coerce or intimicat 

the civilian pop 

wits a connection to a foreign terrorist group desig- 

nated by the US State Department. After 2001, US. 

federal law defined domestic terrorism as iHegal acts 

nieare to intkyedare, coerce, or impact governmnerte 

palicy. However, ft Coes not have associated prasecut 

  

   
     nor influence government palicy 

able periaities. The fecleral gavernmnent prosecutes 

crimes that raight fit dornesnc terrorism under other 

statutes, such as those pronibitine murder, threats, 

or the possession of explosives. The lack of darnestic 

terrorism prosecutions means that quantifiable data 

regarding these cases are not readily avaiiable from 

  

  

a 
    

federal agencies. At the federal level, attacks with 

XRW ideciogical motivation may be prosecuted as 

  

hate crimes if the target of vinterice is ima protected 

category. The terms “terrorist” and “extremise’ are 

used with Hide distinctian between the twa by the 

U.S. government when referring to domestic actors. 

The Department of fustice (DOP! and the Federal 

tion (FBR define terroris 

extremisrs in the United States a5 it perfains fo 

inteligence and investigations. Sefare 2019, the 

SBE used the term “white supremacist extreraists,” 

  
aye 

  

Bureau of investiga 

In conjunction with “anti-government extremists” 

types af right-wine domestic victent exrremisni- in 

2079, the FBI created new categories for classifying 

“domestic violent extremists,” with three of the 

four classifications inchuiding XRW ideology: “racially 

motivated vicient extremism,” which inciudes white 

  

supremacists, “anti gavernment/ant: autnarity ax- 

tremism,” which includes the nultia qlovement 

and sovereign cHizens, and “abortion extremism, 

  

Many LS, feciearal agencies, inchuding the BOP and 

Department of Homeland Security (DHS), also use 

the term “domestic terrorism.” 

  

crirainalising acts of ferrovism, and individuals may 

face terrorism charges in state court. The federal 

government and several scares have laws crirat- 

nalising "terroristic threats” and threats involving 

rfrastructure or explosives.’ These threats are 

Gefinec! oy the desire to cause fear, and Inciudes 

bath idectagically motivated threats, and thase with: 

no ikeological monvation.' 

The U.S. section of this report includes data on vic- 

lent attacks plotted Gr commmuttes by whe suprem- 

acist extremists and anti-governmerit extremists. 

    
  Attacks were inciuded if they were motivated by 

XRW ideology as indicaced in databases or charging 

Gocuments. Anti-abortion attacks, while part of fhe 

far-right environment in the Urited States, were 

not included Secause of ther limited utility outside 

of the iiS. cantext. Attacks were aise included if 

the perpetrator belonged to en KRW organisation, 

or was known to subscribe ta ARW ideology and 

planned ar committed an attack that resulted in 

hate-crimes charges, 

  
Data for the dataset come from the Anti-Defarnation 

League's HEAT Map tHate, Extremisrn, Amti-Serai- 

usry, ferrorism)} and then ideclogically restricted 

  

    

  

ta incidents perpetrated by White Supremacists, 

Right-Wing (Other), and Right-Wing (Ant-Govern- 

ment). The dataset was then evaluated along with 

    

the University of Margarid’s Glooal Terrorism Da- 

tabase (GTD} and news reports, The Anti-Defama- 

Gon League HEAT map broadly lists 199 incidents 
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eiveen the years 2015 and 2026 involving terrorist 

fats/atiacks, extremist raurders, and extrernisy Oo 
¢
 

OGlice shootouts. When the data was ideologically 

restricted, checked for ideciogical motivations, and 

then augmertec with GID and riews data, there 

were 75 total incidents, with 68 inciderts after an- 

  

thabortion attacks were removed from the dataset. 

History and key players of the XRW 
scene 

  

The United States has a long history of xRW viclence 

dy white supremacists and anti-government actors. 

White supremacist viddence has heen perpetrat 

ed by mass movements, such as the Ku Klux ian 

(KKK), small vicient extremist groups such as The 

  

Order, anc individual lone-actors such as Wade 

Michael Page” The anti-government movement, 

inciuding anti-government militias and sovereign 

citizens, grew in the 1980s anc 1990s in resparise 

fo perceived federal abuses and averreach, such as 

the 1992 Ruby Ridge standoff, the 1993 Waco sieve, 

  

  

and fears of Grearmis confiscation. “ By the 2619s, 

the American extreme right was characterised by 

a Variety of Gifferent groups ranging from: neo-Nazi 

outfits to rew KKK incarnations, mH! 

  

sovereign 

      uals mot 

@-issue hatreds.” 

citizens, and in 

gi 

ated by a variety of 

    Wi
 

From 2075 onward, the American violent XRW scene 

  

has consisted of the “ak-right’ rnoverent groups 

inspired by James Mason‘s neo-Nazi boak Srege, 

and the continuing threat from anti government 

extremdsts and individuals motivated by a variety 

of white supremacist ideologies: 

t. The aitright is a broad nghtwing movernent 

that has included vicient white supremacists. 

The propaganda website The Baily Starmer wes 

an influential alt-right outlet that promoted the 

2017 Unke the Right rally in Charlottesville, Vir- 

  

giria, and ghorfied the vehicular attach comrrit- 

ted there by lames Alex Helds jr. The Rise Above 

Moverient (RAM), fourided ia 2017, chescribec 

Counter Extremism Project Germany gambit 

tsaifas the “prerier MMA {mixed imartial arts} 

cud af the aleright.”? RAM     focused om paysicai 

training and attacking left-wing protesters, and 

sought to imitate European extreme-right fight- 

ing clubs such as the Kyiv, Ukraine, based Re- 

conquista Cub, and the Russian and Ukrainian 

brand White Rex." 

2. Neo-Nazi groups inspired by Siege, including the 

Atomiwetfes Division (founded in 20 

    

15, slegedly 

disbanded in March 2026 and then renamed 

to National Socialist Order in July 2020}, The 

Base (founded in 2618}, and Feuerkriag Divicion 

founded in 2018, allegedly disbanded in win- 

ter 2026), promote accelerationism, a violent 

idealogy that encourages acts of terrorism to 

hasten the sunpesed cclanse of government 

  

and society in order to build 3 aeaw ethrostate.* 

Yhece groups are particuharly dangerous because 

they may hold training carnps, as in the case of 

Atarnwaffen and The Base, share inforraation 

on haw te build explosives, as was the case with 

hrae, and alot te conumt acts of murder and 

  

terrorism, as was the case with The Sase. 

3. individuais and smal groups mativated by an- 

ti-goverrment excremisim, including right-wing 
   

  

antrHaw enforcement beliefs and appositian to 

     what is viewed as an uncart 

ment, have aisa led to several attecks since 20145. 

The anti-government “boopaice” movement, 

Nai Overt: 

which emerged tr 2099, has advocated far a 

second American Civil War. While fane-actar 

violence in the US is not new, between 2045 

and 2020, 50 attacks were commited by lone 

actors, resulting in the deaths of 58 peonte, and 

the wounding of 39. 

Trends 

Semwveern 2015 and 2026, there were 58 cases in 

which the perpetrator was motivated by XRW ideolo- 

gy, or where the perpetrator was known to subscribe 

to XRW ideology or was affivated with an XRW group 

FBI(2.1-cv-572)-7927



  

   
and plotted or peroetrated an attack resuling in 

hate-crimes charges. 2017 and 2020 were the years 

with fhe most incidents, at 15 each, and 2616 hac the 

fewest, with seven incidents. Sixty-ane people were 

kilec in the 66 incidents and 97 infureci. Overall, 98 

peaple were arrested for right-wing viglent extremist 

or ideologically motivated criminal offenses, 

Twenty-one incidents fahout 31% of the total}, were 

motivated by ang-government idecingy, including 

mr en ideociogy. Thirty-seven i 

dents (54%), were carnmitted hy white supremacists. 

The remaiming 1) Incidents (15%), were comrnitred 

    ja oF sovereign nck 

    

by individuals whe were motivated by single-Issite 

ideoingies such as male supremacism, anti Musiim 

sentiment, or other XW anthimmigrant ideologies. 

  

in terms of target selection, 26 incidents (about 

38%) targeted citizens/residents ar perceived pollt- 

ical opponents. Eighteen incidents (2794) targeted 

religious institutions. Sevencean incidents (25%) 

targeted government ar law enforcement. 

Twenty-five incidents (37%) were successful, mean- 

ing that an attack tock place. Forty-three incidents 

(63%) were unsuccessful, Eighteen successful attach: 

(72% of successful attacks} resulted in at least ane 

    S   

Geath oy injury. OF the 16 successful attacks in which 

at feast one person was kiled, 11 inciderits were 

perpetrated by white supremacists, three by perpe- 

trators motivated by anti-government or sovereign 

citizen ideciogy, and twa incidents by é siagle-issue 

atiacker (male supremacism in Doth cases}. Overall, 

individuals were successfiai 40% of the time while 

groups were successful 28% of the time. 

Success rates dropped after reaching 3 high in 2078. 

The success cates for attacks chronologically were 

about 55% (2635), 1495 (2076), 4/% (20443, 63% 

{2038}, 25% (2079), and 27% (ZZ. itis unclear whist 

specifically accounted for the decline in the success 

rates of the attacks; however, in 2017S, the U.S. fed- 

  

eral governmert decicated additional resources to 

combating white supremacist violent extremisra, ” 

& CHS 

Kiled or wounded in successful attacks between 

turbing tread was the increase in the aumber 

2GT7 and 2079. in 2017, 34 people were killed or 

wounded in seven attacks, averaging 4.9 people per 

attack, 91 2018, 26 peopte were killed or wounded in 

KS, averaging 5.6 people per attack. i 2019, 

56 people ware killed ar wounded in three atlacks, 

    five att 

     

averaging 16.7 people per attack. The increase is due 

to outher high-casuaky violent attacks committed 

  

attack, and the 2619 E! Paso attack. ? 

Four significant aftacks, including the three most 

lethal attacks, were committed by individual white 

SS with firearms. in these four attacks, 44 

fed and 23 were infured. Sylarin Roof 

  

Ssupremsc 

peaple were } 

  

murdered ning people an 17 june 2095 when he at 

wacked 2 Charlescon church whose congregation was 

predominancdy African Americar. ‘ Robert Bowers 

kifed 71 people and intured seven during his attack 

on a Pittsburgh synagogue on 27 October 2013. 

John Earnest attacked a synagogue in Poway, Cali- 

forma, Hing one Gerson and imuring three others. ° 

Patrick Crusius killed 22 (which later increased to 

  

23) anc injured 23 pecnle during ar attack targeting 

Latinos at am £i Paso Waimart on 3 August 2019.” 

carnest and Crusis were both directly inspired 

by the Australian Brenton Tarrant, who murcerad 

51 peopie in Christchurch, New Zealand, in 2019.~ 

With the exception of Earnest’s attack, the armed 

  

assauks increased in iethality over time, Earnest's 

rife allegedly malfunctioned, which raight explain 

why he dic not murder more peapie.? 

Several plots by groups were disrupted by law en- 

forcernent before they could be cared out. Five 

plots by neo-Nazi accelerationist grouas, two from 

ihe Base, twa invalving the Feuerkrieg Div . 

  

and one from the Atomwaffen Division, were halted 

before an attack could occur.‘ Similarly, six plots 

by members of anti-government or militia grouns 
  

failed or were disrupted by law enforcernent before 

attacks occurred.” 
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The past-2678 increase in ARW picts to PZ in LOTS 

and 15 in 2020 can potentially be explained by the 

increasing impartance of the internet and sacial 

  

media to transmit violent idecicey, help ferrn ex- 

tremist communities, and augnient capabilities. 

Five incidents in 2017S are attributable to primarily 

    oniine groups such as the Feverkrieg Divis 

ione actors Crusius and Earnest, who participated 

inradicalising internet communities > In 2026, there 

wy, OF 

were three "boogaioa” movement-affilated inci- 

dents, with two of those alot 9 individuals 

who met one another on Facebook grouns before 

that platform increased its focus on removing “oco- 

  

invel        
   

content.*> Additionally, three incidents in 2026 

involving the prouns the Atornwaffen Division and 

The ase involved group raembers coordinating 

ine.” Two additional incidents in 2020, US. Army 

  

  mt tc coordinate online 

  

soldier Ethan Melzer’s att 

with the reo-Nazi satanic cult the Creler of Nine 

Angles. anc Timothy Wilson's attempted bombing 

of a Missouri! hospital, induded oriine encrypted 

  

communication between individuals who would 

most likely have otherwise never met“ 

Finances 

. extreme right is mostly self-funded, but 

Wwe Deen involved in the sale of " g = % re
 Sg c G
 A a
 

a 

other merchandise. Arti-fascist t-shirts, books, and 

t pressure on aniine payment pro- activists have pu 

on cessors to de-platform and disrupt extreme-righ 

businesses and crowdfunding. Following the rev- 

elation that white supremacists usec PayPal to 

send money to help furd the 2077 Unite the Right 

rally, the conmpany changed its policies to ban hate 

Vidlence “* The social media site Gab iost access to 

PayPal and Strine afer one of their users, Bowers, 

     cornmitted the attack on a Pktsburgh synagogue, @ 

Most vicient attacks in the United States ara corm 

mittest Oy ineividuais ar small gravins chat do act 

require elaborate funding schemes. ind! 

group members pay their own way and provide their 

  

Counter Extremism Project Germany gambit 

wrt equipment in the United States, fi     unitian are generaily inexpensive a 

While some longstanding graups have relied on 

rerabership dues, violent grauys such as The Base 

and Feuerkries Division are self-funded.” The leader 

of The Base purchased lard in Washington state 

ising a frant corporation to hide his identity.” The 

source of the money is unciear. The Atomwatfen Di- 

vison had several verdtuires, but their level af success 

is unknown. RAM has relied on self-funding and 

the sale of merchandise: however, sales are mast 

Hkely limited and riot enough to pay for mernber 

expenses, “ 

in several cases, extrerne-right websites have re- 

quested danations through cryptocurrency. The 

Daily Stormer mace frequent requests for reacer- 

Ship funding in order ta stay accessible and oriine. 

The weosite received a sizable Biucoin donation of 

about $60,090 at the tine, following the 2017 Unite 

the Right rally? The 

ested cryntocurrency donations in either Bi 

Fascist Forge web 

St
 

c m oe
 

ry
 GC 4 

i. OF Monera.** 4 Bitcoin wallet address 

associated with the site showed one transaction 

of adout 5 US dollers, an Ethereum weilet address 

shawed mo transactions.” 

    The Atcryaffen Division has had at least Ghree source 

es of funding, Members of the groun have engaged in 

small-scale sales of goods online. Co-founder Bran- 

dan Russell clined that the group scid hooks online 

on eBay and used PayPal. The group has also sald 

tshirts and individuals have sold stickers with the 

graun’s logo on the website Tees There fs rio    

   
en members 

mounts of rnortey. By doing busi. 

ness with a third party such as feespring, ridividuals 

   
more than sm 

     tech with extremist groups carn avoid deing 

business directly with payment processors. Russell 
x farch forum tusety also claimed in messages on Wie iron cd 

that the group hact established legitimate business- 

es.” The extent af the enterprise is unclear. Donations 

source of funding, conducted through 

  

were the final 
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a Googie Wallet connected to one of the husinesses 

fusseall claimed to run’ 

  

RAM has engaged in self-funding and the sale of 

cdothing and accessories. Ht operates a clothing 

brand, “The Right Brand”, which is soid in partnership 

via the Cailfornia-based store “Gur Fight Clothing 

Cal About 4% (217 out of 51) of the biog pasts 

on the “Our Fight’ website are by RAM members 

    

  

      * “Our Fight” also sells several Eui- oF praise ther 

ropean Srands and is the official US. sales point for 

the white supremacist “Pride France’ MMA brand, 

and merchanclse fram the italian national-saciailist 

  

    

   

hardcore band Green Arraws.”* The stare aisa sels 

brands from the “European Brotherhood” brand 

and the Ukrainian “Walkniut” brand. RAM furndraised 

on behalf of their members facing triai through the 

sale of stickers? 

Online activities 

The ontine space is the most critical mechanism for 

extreme ght connectivity, bath within the Uritect 

States and between the country and foreign groups. 

Web forurns have been cruci r the formation 

of XRW groups and spreading their idectogy. iron 

March, a forum founded in 2 

nificant role in sharing the American movement 

    

has plaved a sig- 

and creating international connections.” By the 

time the forum became defunct in November 2017, 

  

HK Rad about 7,260 consistent users and helped 

several of the most extreme neo-Nazi groups im 

the workd network and recruit, The site was the 

ordine birthplace of the Atomwaffen Division and 

the Australian Antipodean Resistance. iron March 

also served as a critical online meeting point for the 

British group National Action (NA} and the Scandi. 

navian Nordic Resistance Movement (NRM} and 

  

several ather grovos.”’ Through graphics, suggested 

reading (especially Mason's Siege}, and: 

tion, the forum developed a violent 

reflected in Atornwelfen, NA, and others.“ One 

farmer forum member asserted that community 

isey interac:    

  

rascist Cute 

serment enccuraged radicalisation by rewerding 

te most extreme views”? After being formed on 

iron March, Atomwaffen’s members murdered five 

people and were allegedly involved in at least two 

addtional picts, one invalving intimidation and the 

other exnlosives.”” 

Tolowing fron March’s ramoveil, a new forum, Fas- 

cist Forge, ernerged to wake its place in Spring 2678. 

Fascist Forge, which had 1,200 registered users in 

Movernoer 2017S, scught to become the new online 

meeting nlace for the fascist extreme-right and gic- 

riled and encouraged terrorism.” A high-ranking 

mieniber of The Base created the forum, and the 

  

  

  

group used the site for recrultment until it was 

vohurtarily removed in early 2020 due to scrutiny 

ry media and law enforcement. by media and law enforcement.” 

The “oaitically incorrect” (/pol) sections of oudleun 

boards, such as 8chan, nave giorified arid encauy- 

aged Violence among lone actors. Before his attack, 

Tarrant posted links to nis rnanifesto and five streant 

on Schan, The admitted Poway, California, syna- 

gogue shooter, Earnest, and the alleged Ei Paso mass 

  

shooter, Crusius, each posted their rnanifestes an 

Schan/pol before their attacks. fi all three cases, 
   

board users cord 

mes, and other contert praising the shooters.“ it 

ted to spread mianifestas, me- 

is significant that Tarrant copycats have also used 

Schan and posted their manvestos on the site, 

showing their allegiance to the forum and is users 

and noning to radicalise others and inspire further 

acts Of white supremacist violence. After Schars‘s 

removal, similar behaviour has continued on Schan 

successor boards.“ 

  

gram, have also been integral for recruitment, ¢ 

soread of orapaganda and vicient how-to manu- 

als, and encouraging acts of terrarism.?? felesram 

has been the preferred rnedium for several violent 

groups, including those linked to the Atomwaffen 

Division, due to its wide reach and the ability to en- 

  

gage in dissemination of propaganda, grcup cl 

and encrypted person-to-person communication © 

The apg Wire has been used by The Base to estabish 
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secuve conumunications newworks, share inforris- 

tion, and encourage acts of vidlence.’ 

Mainstream chat and social media sites have aisc 

played an irnportant role in the Arnerican scene. 

Despite Facebook crackdowns on extreme-right 

content, the platform was used for aclvertising the 

deadly 2917 Unite the Right rally. in 2079 and 2026, 

the anti-government “boogaloo” movement has usec 

  the site extensively. ancl in two cases. attack plot 

participants iocated one another on the platform > 

Steven Carrio and Robert Alvi 

met on a boogaloo facebook group before Justus 

    justus jr. reportedly 

adilegediy drove a vehicle and Carrillo shot and killed 

asecurity officer outside of an Oakland federal court 

house in May 2020." Three mer, Andrew Lynam, 

Stephen Parshall, and Witiarn Loomis, arrested in: 

Las Vegas in May 2029 for stegecily plotting to use 

fredarnbs af a protest, had aise reportedly met in 

an ideciogical boogaloo Facebook group.” Christ- 

      

   
’ 

church terrorist Tarrant tive-streamedc his attack 

on Facebook. White supremacists formerly used 

the gaming chat program Discord for networking 

and planning the Charlottesville rally.” Alternative 

sites, inciuding the social media network Gab, and 

site BitChute have arisen 

when mainstream piatfarres such as Twitter and 

the British video streaming 

  

Youfirbe have removed content. 

Some sectors of fhe American extreme-right have 

uSed sites onthe dark web when mainstream web- 

  

sites were removed, The Daily Stermer establshec 

self on the dark web after internet infrastructure 

companies ceased providing them with services; 

nawever, the sire is stif availabie an the surface 

  

  

  

The Atomvwaffer Division and the james Ma2- 

son Siege Culture co 

on the dark web. Several oulletin boards, including 

Bchan successor sites, have dark web locations. 

web, 
      
Wurdty also rmeirtaired sites 

  

Response 

The U.S, national security strategy related to KRW 

vicience is managed at the federal investigatary levei 

Counter Extremism Project Germany gambit 

_. 

by the FSi. The DHS is charged with Gata collection 

and analysis, ard laising wath ancl supplying grants 

to jocal law enforcement. The Department of State 

Gesignates foreign terrorist crpanisations. AH law 

enforcement arid intelligence agencies working 

on the domestic far-right threat must safeguard 

  

canstitutiorially orotectect soeech. 

The FB: elevated the threat posed sy far-right ex- 

tremisrm and “racially motivated violent extrem- 

ism," in particular, in 2026, placing # on the same 

threat level as foreign terrorist organisations such 

as {SiL.?' Before 2926, in spring 20179, the FRI creat. 

ed a Gomestic Terrorism-Hate Crimes Fusion Cell, 

iy order to increase information sharing between 

: working in the Counterterrorism Divi- 

sion and the Criminal Investigative Division.’” The 

  

SBE age 

   

    

   FBI aise clrected joint Terrorism Task Forces, local 

partnerships with state and local iavw enforcement, 

ta add a domestic terrorism focus. 

The DHS directly identified the unique threat 

by right-wing extremism in September 20179, re- 

posed 

leasing a strategy docurnerk to assist local law er- 

farcement agencies." The strategy calls for pub- 

it-private gartrierstras with tach campanies, anc 

the cevelopment of couneer- messaging by tech 

  

companies, NGOs, and civi-society organisations. 

The DHS strategy built on the creation in Apri 2017S 

of the Office of Targeted Violence and Terrorism 

Prevention (OFYTP), which provide 

for focal 

training, interventions, and resilience? OFVTP 

grants were awarded in September 2020, The OF 

VTP grant program was an update to the DHS's 

  

nding streams 

groups working on P/CVE issues such as    

Office of Community Partnerships CVE grant pro- 

me, i which wo of the original 25 prograrnarmes 

in 2016 that received grants mertioned right wing 

extremism.” Ar: additicnal grantee in 2O1/, the 

   oP ZaRy Bra 

  

only group specificaily addressing deradicalization 

among right-wing extrersists, had their funding 

withdrawn for unspecified reasons by the SHS in 

2077. The 2020 OTVTP grants wentto 29 different 

projects, including three that directly address the 

extreme right.*? Several ather programmes that 
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raceived 2020 CTVTF grants address issues stich 

aS targeted violence and youth and cammurnity 

education and resilience, which may overlap wath 

effarts to prevent KRW violence.” 

Fhe Department of State designated a foreign 

white supremacist terrorist organisation for the 

first time in Aprd 2620. The Russian imperial Move- 

ment {RID} and its leaders were labelled Speciaily 

   

Dasignated Globai Terrorists due to the group's 

provision of paramilitary training to the European 
      

  extreme-right” 

Transnational connectivity 

Setween 2615 and 2025, groups in the United States 

increased their commectivity with Eurcpean actors. 

The Atomwaffen Division officially disbanded in the 

winter of 2020, with a small successor organisation 

announced in july 2026."? The Fauerkrieg Division 

allegedly disbanded in the winter of 2620, and The 

Sase fell apart after significant january 2629 arrests 

and the public revelauon that their leader was in 

Russia. As aresult, future plots directed from these 

groups ere unikely: however, old communications 

links likely exist. i is also possible that new groups 

Will emerge and adopt the transnational strategies of 

Atornwaffen, Feuerkrieg, or The ase. RAM has sought 

to make strong links with European extreme-right 

groups and brands in France, Ukraine, and Russia, 

    

and wil likely continue to seek to make 

danger remains from radicalizing online communities 

and their ability te inspire lane actors. 

  

The fron March-born Atomwaffen Division made 

Girect cannections with similar groups in Europe 

and inspired copycars. The German Atomuvaffen 

Division, founded in the summer of 20178, has been 

    WG to Che Arrier 

with the American group in 2017." The 

groun’s German affiliate made an aparoximately 

one-minute propaganda video released in June 

2078. it ficiuded a man holding the Atomwaffen 

Division flag in front of Wawelsbure caste in West- 

closely tir 

in contac 

ican group. Germans were 

   

phatia, which was a Schutzstaffel (SS) st 

and meating place for high-ranking off 

Video was the only non-American Atoniwaffen Civi- 

sion content on the eroun’s website, indicating the 

aff college, 

  

cers. The 

Gerrnan chapter's officiairiess.’* 

inp 207% arnt 2029, Acormwaffen aisa insoired im- 

frators allegedly in Ukraine, Russia, and Brazil’ 

Despite affiliating themselves with Atornwaffen, 

  

none af these groups have been acknowledged 

nate by the American group. The alleged 

Ukraine chapter was disavowed and candemned as 

imposters on the Atomweffen website.” 

    

  

in November 2048, an American woman ving in 

Germany was alerted by the Federal Criminal Police 

Office that 4 member of the Atomwaffen Division 

  

had entered Germany, oassidly in order t attack 

her.’ A year iacer, in Navernber 2019, an alleged 

American Atomwarffen member, know in the jocat 

extreme-righie scene through his National Soci    aiist 

Slack Metal (NSBM) conmections, attempted to enter 

Germany but was turned away upon landing and 

sent back to his Fight origin’ in December 2076, 

Washington state Atomwaifen ceil leader Kaleb 

Coie trevellec with suspected fallow rmamiber Aidar: 

Bruce-Umboaugh to Poland, Czechia, and Ukraine, 

  

  

where he attended the Asgardsre! NSEM festival. 

Asgardsrei is a critical networking coportunity for 

the American and European extreme-right, and 

several ercups have sent representatives, inciuding   

the German 

Goiden Dawn, and individuais 

intan Azov Regiment.’’ 

er tH Wee., Hetiari CesaPound, Greek 

affikated with the 
   

  

A4tomwatfen Division members had aise comrau- 

nicated with their counterparts in the UK group 

NA. in the sumener af 2075, Susseli met with: NA 

leader Ben Rayrnend in Londan, and individuals 

  

were photographed in front of Suckingham Palace 

holding Atamwaffen, NA, and tron March flags.*? 

Russell and Raymond had communicated on fron 

   March, and the two grouns continued to correspond. 

These connections are significant because it alowed 

for Atornwaffen leadership to feel that i played 
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a role in sgearheading an international neo-Nazi 

movement. After the British government pros 
   

bec 

NA, Atormwaifen members communicated with the 

System Resistance Network and the Sonnenkries 

Division.“ Sonnenkries’s aheged former leader, An- 

drew Dymock, has been accused of communicating 

with high-level Atornwafferi menihers using online 

gaming chat prograrns im 2018. The comyaunica- 

tions between Atomwaffen and Sonnenkries were 

  

   
dames Mason's Universal Order ideatogy and aise 

because some members of both groups belonged 

to the satariic Order of Nine Angles.’ Atomwaffen 

    

members likely sought £0 influence Somnenkrieg in 

order to have international allies and expand their 

prestize in the Arnerican extreme. nght scene. in 

goth the NA and Sonnenkrieg cases, the shared 

language word have made communicaticn easy. 

The Base, 4 truly international group, sought to 

recruit in Europe in acdidition to Australia, Canada, 

and South Africa, The Base allowed mernbers of 

other organisations to join without paving lo give 

up CHAP Origined membership. The Base hed at least 

svo members in the UK, and the group's leader, 

Rinaido Nazzero, indicated that he was interested in 

recruiting more members in z hare muntry to create   

amore extensive network.?’ Nazzaro likely hoped 

to recruit members af the Sornmenkrieg Division 

due to the compatibility between the two groups 

accelerationist ideciogy. More UK group members 

would allow for the creation of focal propaganda 

featuring additional members and the nassibikty of 

creating miultipie subsrauns that could potentially 

coordinate attacks. The group's recruitrnent flyers 

  

and The Base recruited 

at least one individual in Fidland. For The Base, 

international connecuons signified status and would 

allow the group ta daim a gichal presence, which 

were located in Seigium, 

would further increase recruitment. The FBE arrast- 

ed a Canadisn soldier and alleged member of The 

Base, Patrik Mathews, in january 2026 for allegedly 

  

plotting with fellow group members to attack a 

pro-firearms demonstration in Virginia.” Nazzare 

hirmsed was reveated to Hye in St. Petersburg, Russia. 

Counter Extremism Project Germany gambit 
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However, his irks with the Russian poverranerkt 

remain unproven. 

The Feuerkries Division was an international accel- 

erationist group heavily inspired by the Atonwwaffen 

Division. Feuerkrieg was orimarily an online group 

and had members in the U.5,, Russia, and several 

furopean countries, including Estonia, Latuia, Sei. 

glum, the UX, ireland, Netherlands, Norway, and 
      

many.” The Feverkrieg Division has seen ted tc 

at ieast two attack plots in the Lined States. Conor 

4 Las Vegas man who plead guilty in February 

2020 to possessing borab-mai 

    

  

   
ng components, had 

been in communication with Feuerkrieg, who were 

aware of and encouriged his plans to attack LGBTC 

pecole and jews.” ULS. Army Specialist farrett Wii 

Ham Srnith, aise affiliated with Feuerkrieg Division, 

pleaded gigty in February 2020 to cisserrinating 

explosives guides via Facebook chat." 

ZAM has strong kinks to che Curopean extreme-right 

MMA scene. Members of the group, including their 

co-founder Robert Runde, and two men who later 

pleaded euiity to conspiracy ta riot charges, at- 

tended the white sugremacist Shield and Sword 

MMA festival held in Ostritz, Germany, ig April 2078, 

which was estimated to have had more than 1,06¢ 

attendees." Between April 2078 and February 2026, 

Runse and fellow RAM members also attended MMA 

events in Kyiv, Ukraine, and extreme-right poliiicat 

events in italy, Bulparia, Hungary, and Sergia.” The 

  

US. governnert ateged that Runcdo met with one 

of the Ukrainian Nationa! Corps teaders, which is 

Hnked to the Azov Regiment.” Rundo is alleged tc 

live outside of the US and travel within Europe.’ 

  

RAM's mecia wirig, “Mecia2Rise,” is partnered with 

the French MMA brand “Pride france,” and with 

“White Rex" from Ukraine and Russia, as well as the 

“Our Fighe Clothing Co.” shop. “MediaZ Rise” features 

blogs and videos and advertises the writing of Eu- 

renean groups such as the Russian and Ukrainian 

  

Wotari lugerid, and seeks to create a transnational 

extreme-right MMA counterculture where RAM is 

the principal American conduit? RAM’s clothing 

FBI(2.1-cv-572)-7933



  

   
brand is seid by a store that carries several other 

extreme-rignt clothing iedele Enked to the European 

MMA scene, including the white supremacist “Pride 

France” orand, of which “Gur Fight” is the official US 

ctscribucor.” 

Earnest and Crusius were both oirectly inspired by 

the actions of Tarrant. Earnest and Crustue’s man- 

ifestes were written in a simnilar style to Tarrant’s, 

  

ali three chose vulner +, OF ch posted 

Hinks to their manifestos on the same Schan board. 

Additional attacks fokowing a similar model were 

cormmifted int Seerum, Norway, and Hale, Germa- 

  

ny. All subsequent athacks occurred within seven 

months of the first attack in Christchurch. Pernetra 

tors learned frorn prior attacks, and in the case of 

the Haile shocter who used homemade weapons, 

sought to irmovate in order to create a new miod- 

ei and increase the marmernurn of attacks.’ The 

transnational Parrant-inspired fone-actor snectings 

showed the danger of anonymous radinalising online 

communities that promote and encourage individuat 

acts af terrorism. 

Forecast 

* The continuation of lone-actor attacks on wal. 

nerabie targets by individuals motived by white 

suipremacism of arii-goverrmient ideology. 

e =6 After the demise of Fas 

that another XRW internet forurn wil emerge. 

cist Forge, it is passible   

The forura raay be used as a recruitment funnel 

  

for a specific group that controls or influences 

the forum. 

* Continued internationalsation of neo-Nazi ac. 
    

celerationis® groups, These groups may function 

more as decentralised networks formed for 

the purpose of sharing information or linking 

individ 
   

= fo ane another. 

>» The further use af the internet to create new 

movemants and groups, The continued ¢ ver   

gence of antine extremist subcultures, such as 

the “boogalca” movement and groups solely 

created online and coordinating violence, the 

violent aGGnucn of conspiracy theories Sy online 

compaunifties. 

@ arrasts of members af 

  

* After the high-prafid 

neo-Nazi accelerationist groups, itis fikely that 

white sugremacists who aspire to cormmit acts 

of violence wik attemyot to keep a low profite. it 

is possible th i 
      

istead of creating n evel 

groups thet have tie characteristics of orgar: 

isations, individuals will seek to build and join 

smiali, lacaiised cells where al particinants are 

xriown to each ater, 

° Comynurications and messaging fram groups    
may take a two-track approach, with prooa- 

panda and public messaging available on so- 

clai media, while intragroup cormmunication 

will occur on encrypted cammuimications apps 

where users must be known to an admninistra- 

tor, Public-fecing propaganda may be sean as 

more expendable in the face of social-media   
  

crackdowns, 

* Cryptocurrency, especialy those that have en- 

nanced privacy, wih be used increasingly for 

iarge ordinie transactions. 

Statistical snapshot of the XRW 
threat’? 

The success rates of ARW attacks increased dra- 

matically in 20177 ancl 2038, but then declined in 

2519 and 2020 as right-wing extremism became 3 

nationwide law enforcement priority. At the same 

cme, there was an increase in he average aurnber 

killed or wounded in successful attacks between 

20177 and 2079. Conseaverntly, while attacks are less 

likely to succeed, those that do have the potential 

to be deadiier, given the rumiber of high-casuakty 

  

atiacks, The over 

not declined. This can potentially be explained by 

the key role of the internet, and snecifically online 

number of plots, however, has 

     groups and web forurns that encourage attacks. This 

is evidenced by five incidents in 2019 attributable 

ta primarily online groums or individual actors whic 
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garticdipatect in racicalising online camrnursties. in actions of the Atcmmvaffien ard the row defunce 

2920, this is further amipiified by che “boogaloo” group The Base, which broke uo following law-en- 

   
forcement interventions. 

  

  

    

  

PLOTS Ginchiding successful attacks} 2 > i od Hh 7 88 
  

  ARRESTS (XRW terrovism arrests} | % 13 F) | i 5 ff 

  

  

  

    CONVICTIONS (for 4RW terrorism offences} Bo 68 6 BO 3 
  

XW terrorist plots, arrests, and convictions in the U5. between 2015 and 2029 
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b7C -1 

b7TE -3,5 
From: 

Sent: Wednesday, January 6, 2027 6:29 °M 

To: 

Subject: FAA Fw: 1800 Hours SITREP 

Attachments: Ficture (Device independent Bitmap} Picture (Device independent Sitraan) 

Fron] 
Sent: Wednesday, january 6, 2021 6:37 PM 

tq 

Subiect: Fwd: Fw: L800 Hours SHFREP 

FYSA. StH waiting on guidance for tornorrow t hope to have clarification thibé -1 

evening to send out. p7C -1 
b7E -3,5 

worn Forwarded piessage oi 

Fromm: “Moy, Stacey R. (WF {FBIY 

Date: Jan 6, 2024 28:33 

Subject: Fw: L@0G Hours STREP 

Ta 

Cc! 

Frorm 

Sent: Waenesday, january 6, 2021 6:25 PM 
oWE-EXEC-AGM To: WE-EXEC-MGMI] 6 <1 

Ce b7C -1 
Sunect: Lo0@ Haturs SIRE? b7E -1,2,3,5   

> Law enforcement and partner agencies continue to mobilize necessary resources to address the dynamic situation at 

the Capito! and throughout the larger DC-area. Efforts to safely evacuate ali individuals at the US Capitel and clear the 

grounds continue to avoive rapidly precitiding exact estimates nertaining to crowd size and movement. 
> 

JOC INFELLIGENCE: ve
 

  

      

aA
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From: 

Sent: Wednesday, January 6, 2021 9:15 &M 

b6 

  

  

  

  

  

    
  

  

  

  

  

      

Subject: FYE Fw: 2000 Hours SITREP vt 
b7C -1 
b7E -3,5 

From| 

Sent: Wednesday, january 6. 2071 9:34 PM 

td 

Suniect: swat bw: 2000 Hours SH REP 

Last undate for tonight, plan rernains the same a3 previausly mentioned. Current mission} 

| [ASA l 
wil be in ay | iwHl be in tha office tomorrow and ASAC] je pe| tomorrow. 

a ; b6 -1 
Here is the latest update from bI7c -1 

b7TE -5,12 

> Law enforcement and partner agencies continue to mobilize necessary resources to address the dynamic situation at 

the Capito! anc throughout the larger DC-area. Efforts to safely evacuate ali individuals at the US Capital and clear the 

grounds cantirue to evaive rapidly preciucing exact estimates pertaining to crowd size and movernent. 

> 

> IOC INTELLIGENCE: 
> 

> {U// FORE Law enforcemant identified a suspicious vehicle parked in the 300 block of First 5t SE at aperoxirnately 

G915. The owner of the vehicie was identified as Alabamua-resident Lannie Coffman. USCP recovered two firearms on 

Cotfraan’s person and arrested him on weapons violations. A safety search at the vehicle by USCP reveaied a cooler with 

1i mason jars filled with an unknown fiquid; a pista}, rifle, M4, machetes, crossbow, and various types of amiraunition; 

and rags. USCP bamb techs on the scene believed the mason jars and rags were components for Molotov cocktails. 

Coffman later informed F Bi personnel on scene that the mason jars were filled with a mixture of melted Styrofoam and 

gasoline. FBI ERP and KERT remain an scene processing the truck and weapons, A cursory review of FBI reporting reveals 
  

  

  

  
  

  

    
  

Bf b6 -3 
Ss DTA -1 

DIC -3 

b7D -1 

b7E -1,2,5,8 

> {L// Ped SH ipdate: MPD has initiated mass arrests to enforce curfew violations throughout the city and clear 

remaining crowds. 
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DIC -1 

b7?E -5 
From: 

Sent: Wednesday, January 6, 2021 11:52 PM 

Toa: 

Subject: Fwd | Mobile Command Center 

nenenenons Forwarded message ---------- 

Fron| b6 -1 

b7C -1   

Date: Jan6, 2021 11:44 PM BIE -3.5 

Subject |- Mobile Command Center , 

Tof 
  

    
  

    

Ce: 
_—_—_ 

Moy, Stacey R. (WE? (FE: 

SoAS- b7E -5,12 

  

  

  
  

  

    
  

SSAs fee! free to determine haw you want to break up your tearm members per shift to provide for enough breaks. The 

teams are also welcome ta if needed. 
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b6 -1 

b7c -1 

b7E -5 

We will determine our ongaing posturd | 

The following ASACs wil be 

questions tomorrow. 

  

    

  Lo 

  

[Please feel free to reach out to them #f you have any bé -1 
  b7c -1 

b7E -3,5 

i will be here for the rast of the evening. You are welcome to call me anytime. Thank you ali for your patience through 

this process. Also if you were tald by your ASAC you are on stand by tardght then you are on stencdby. ff we need you } 

wi] be reaching out. Have a safe night. 
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p7cC -1 

b7TE -5 
From: 

Sent: Monday, January 4, 2027 8:47 PM 

To: 

Subject: Fed | 

Hone everyone is enjoying the New Year. 

Anyone interested in the below fet me know. 

wwe Forwarded message ---—-- 

fram: b6é -1 
b7c -1   

Hate: fz yt > ‘ “5 Date: Jan 4, 2021 3:45 PM b7E -3,5 

Subject: Swett s — 

Co: NWiew Stacey ROVE) Cri 

{FB} 
Currently | 

| 
| gain this is a reserve position and will not be utilized uniess necessary. The individuals wifi be only on stand by. 

Please get me your names ASAP, Thank you and hopefully it will net be needed. 

  
  

  
  

  

      

Regards, 
  

      

  

      

rederai Bureau of investigation 

Washington Fieid Office 
b6 -1 

{Oo b7C -1 

b7E -3,5 

  

      
---------- Forwarded message ------— 

From: “May, Stacey R. (WF) {FBR 

Hate: Jan 4 2027 6:36 PM 

Subject 

ts: 

  

      
  

          

      

  

    
  

Ce: 

Folks, 
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|\We just had a call with the ADIC/SACY | 
  

    
  

    

|Otherwise, no other direction/guidance for remaining agents 

lis working some othe matters. | 
          

lease canvass our foikd 
    

hanks in advance and hopefully it will not be neacied. 
b7TE -2,4,5 
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Fromm: WFO FOUO 
  

      

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: Crisis RESDONSe Platt AGuValion 

importance: High 

THIS IS A CRP ACTIVATION NOTIFICATION: 

  

You are receiving this messagd 
  

b6é -1 

b7¢ -1 

b7E -3,5 

  

      

WE 
[262] 278-2006   
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Fromm: b6 -1 
S - b7c -1 

ent: b7E -3,5 
For 

Subject: Fwd: Crisis Response Plan Activation 

soos Forwarded message on 

From: WFO FOU 

Date 

Sublect: Crisis Resnomse Plan Activation 

To 

Ce: 
- aT : be -1 

THIS IS A CRP ACTIVATION NOTIFICATION: 
bic -1 

b7E -3,5 
  

You are receiving this message because 
      

  

      
WF 

{202} 278-2006 
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b6 -1 

b7IC -1   

  

Fromm: 
  

Sert: Wednesday Januar 6 2021 5:49 °M 

b7E -5 

  

For 

Ce:   
  

  

  

  
  

  

Subiset: (lurrerkt Status and Lacatian 

Squads, 

Please let me know the fallowing informatian: 

Location 

Total number of SAs 

Squad POC 

Thank you 

<—— 
WES 
  

  
ceil 

    

aA
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Fromm: 
  

  

      

Sent: Wedracday Janam 6 2024 4:26 &M 

Toa: bé -1 
Subject: Re: WFO Emergency Voice Message b7c -1 

b7E -3,5 

YES 

  

  

  

  

  
  

  Subject: WFO Emergency Voice Message 

Samsung, giegse cal hank you fff IMPORTANT! Do not change anything below this dine in this email. }]] 

Ts respond to this notificatian, reply with YES in the top of this email. 

WFO has sent you an _ voice message. lf you do not receive this voice message on your home telephone or 
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b6 -1 

    b7c -1   

  

From: 

Sent: Saturday, December 12, 2020 13:58 AM 

To: 

Subject: Fwd: 72/92 1000 hrs SHPREP 

b7E -5 

  

in case you go into de today see below: eh 

wooo Forwarded message ~~ 

From 

Date: Dec 12, 2020 13:55 AM 

Subject: fwd: 12/12 100 hrs SITREP 

Ta: 

  

bb -1 

b7C -1 

b7E -3,5 

      

  

    

      

cx: 

See balow, Lots of activity in DC this weekend, 

weewennenn Forwarded message reser 

From: “Moy, StaceyR.(WFHFBHT | 
Date: Dec 12, 2020 12:23 

aan Fw: 12/12 LOCC hrs SITREP 

Te: 
  

  

Ce: 

FYSA 4 we have folks inte DC today 

  

From 

Date: Dec £2, 2020 10:08 AM b6 -1 

Subject: 12/12 1060 hrs SITREP b7C -1 

Jo: WE-FEXEC-MGNITI b7E -3,5 

Ce: 

      

  

  

      

> {Us {PEO} The following lst of events is being maintained per request of WFO Executive Management. The items on 

this list are carmpiled by FBI partner agencies. FRIWFO does not have any information ta suggest these events wil 

involve anything other than first amendment protected activity and is being distributed for situational awareness. Their 

inclusion here is not intended to assaciate the protected activity with criminality or a threat to national security, or to 

infer that such protected activity itself wiolates federal law. However, based on known intelligence and/or specific, 

historical observations, # is passible the protected activity could invite a violent reaction towards the subject individual 

or others in retaliation ar with the goal of stepping the protected activity from occurring in the first instance. in the 

event no visient reaction occurs, FB policy and federai law dictates that no further record be made of the protected 

activity. 

> 

aA
 

FBI(21-cv-572)-7971



» 

  

    
  

  

  
  

b6 -3 
> The next SIFREP will be at 1200 and every two hours unl further notice. BIC -3 

> b7D -1 
> b7E -1,2,4,5 
> RELEVANT INTELLIGENCE: 
> 

> 

> ACTIVE CROWDS: 

= b7H -1,2 
> PLANNED EVENTS: 
  

    
  

FBI(2.1-cv-572)-7972



  

  
b6 -1 

    
  

  

      

  

      

  

      

  
  

          

  

  

      

  

  

    

  

      

  

      

  

  

  

      

  

b7IC -1 

b7E -5 
From: 

Sent: Tuesday, January 5, 2021 426 AM 

Toa: 

Subject: Re. This Week 

Hj 

Happy New Year to you as welll im happy to hear that Wwilibe officially joining 

iwas initially clanning on coming into the office tomorrow 

iam happy to come in if that would be helpful to the squad! Otherwise, 

Thanks, 

From 
Sent: Tuesday. January 5, 2021 9:04 AM 

Fa: 

Sublect: This Week 

b6 -1 
Happy New Year All! b7c -1 

b7E -3,5,8 

2021. 

Ast approach. cannot thank you ali eriaugh. We are very fortunate to have what we do with our 

tearn. On that note, negotiations are aver and Wwe de joining us mid-month. This is months earlier than ariginaily 
      

planned which is fantastic. 

We start the year with a turmultous week in DC. Wadnesday will sae DC hosting a lot of firet arnmaendment activity and 

unfortunately there is the significant possibility of viclence. You should have ail seen notices of road clasures 
  

    
  

  
  

Let's all hope far peaceful activities. 
  

  

  

i spoke to those cn shift this week who were in yesterday but | 
  

  

Per usual twill be the A/ASAC this Friday. Please be safe and do not hesitate to 

cail me. 
      

2021! 
  

      

aA
 

FBI(2.1-cv-572)-7974



  

    
be -1 

  
  

  

Fromm: 
      

Sent: 

For 

Subject: 

ruesday Jarmiary > 22d Ys; 

  

Re: This Week 

Sure thing! 

A | 

DIC -1 

BITE -3,5 

  Fro 

Sent: Tuesday, January 5.2021 9:32? AM 

Fa 

Subfect: fe. This Week 

  

    

Capy, | would talk with your supervisor byton the 

in the office, please do a quick EC making 
  

      

Thank you! 
  

      

nd we are find 
  

When you arP& ~1 
b7C   

  

On Jan 5, 2022 5:39 AM 
  

      Hi 
      

    

Happy New Year to you as welll i'rn happy to hear that 
            

iwas initiaiy clanning on coming into the office tomorrow 
  

      

iam happy to came in if that would be helpful to the squad! Otherwise 

Thanks, 
  

      

  

  

  

      

, 7 rn" -1 

; ing $ ‘| FE is Friday. the acting SSA fo his Friday bIE -3,5 

Wrote: 

will be officially joining 

b6 -1 

b7C -1 

bTE -3,5 

  

From| 
Sant: Tuesday, January 5, 2021 4:04 4M 

Te 

Subject: This Week 

  

  

  

Happy New Year All! 

2021. 

As Lapproach mt cannot thank you ali enaugh. We are very fortunate to have what we do with ctr 

tearn. On that note, negotiations are over and re de joining us mid-month. This is months earlier than ariginaily 

planned which is fantastic. 

aA
 

FBI(2.1-cv-572)-7977



  

  
b6 -1 

    
  

    

  

      

  

      

  

      

b7C -1 

b7E -5 
From: 

Sent: Monday, January 4, 2827 2:09 AM 

To: 

Subject: FWwao, pa, SITUATIONAL AWARENESS: Traffic Advisory - Street Closures and Parking 

Restrictions in downtown DC jan $ - 7, 2024 

Thanks go to for catching this: 

woes Forwarded message ----- 

From: b6 -1 

Date: fan 4, 2021 G07 AM BIC -1 
b7E -3,5 

Subject: Fw: SITUATIONAL AWARENESS: Traffic Advisory - Strest Closures and Parking Restrictions in downtown DC Jai 

-7, 2021 

Tal 
  

    
  

  

Ce: 

menve nnn Forwarded message ---------- 

From: SHO bIE -3,8 
      

Date: Jan 4, 2027 3:56 AM 

Subject: SITUATIONAL AWARENESS: Traffic Advisory - Street Closures and Parking Restrictions in dewntoewn DC Jan 5 - 7, 

2021 

To: HO-ALL-USERS WED FOUO 

Ce: 

  

  

          

  

UNCLASSIPEE D/ PODER 

  

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

STRATEGIC INPORMATION & OPERATIONS CENTER 

  

STTUATIONAL AWARENESS NOTIPFICATHON 
SYNOPSES: Muluple street closures and parking restrictions in downtown Washington DC may delay your 

  

      

commute to FB HO and WFO on January 3 ~ 7, 202] 

SOURCE OF INFORMATION: DC Homeland Security and Emergency Management Agency (HSEMA} 
and PBI Police 
SITUATION: The Washington, DC, Metropolitan Police Department (MPD) anticipates multipie street 

closures and parking restrictions in Washington, DC, on January 5-7, 2021, due to First Amendment-protecte 
activities. Matorists should consider alternative routes to avoid increased pedestrian traffic and delays. For 

additional traffic information, please visit: twitter.com/DCPaliceTratiic.   

4 

FBI(2.1-cv-572)-7986



  

b6 -1 

      
  

  

  

  

      

  

  

  

  

  
  

    
  

  

  

b7C -1 
b7E -5 

From: 

Sent: Wedrnacday January 6, 2021 10:40 PM 

Subject: Fwd: Squad Duty Schedules 

nrnnnennee Forwarded _messsce ---------- 

Front: WFO FOU b6 -1,6 

Sate: Jan, 2021 lose PM bic -1,6 
Subject: Squad Duty Schedules STE -3,5 

Tod lu ever pacnatl | 

cel 

ALCON, 

b7E -5   
  

< 

33s
 You will be pravided assignments upon arriv 

  

    
  

aA
 

FBI(2.1-cv-572)-7989



  

      
  

Fromm: 

Sent: Wednesday Jantary 6, 2027 2:50 &M 

To: [| 
  

    

  

  

Subject: FYSA-Protest Activity in the Vicinity of WFO 

b6 -1 

Ali, icalled b7C -1 
b7£ -3,5 

On Jan 6, 2022 3:42PM, wre Froud, wrote: 
THIS 1S AN ALL WFO NOTIFICATION: 

This is For Your Situational Awareness 

  

Se advised there is protest activity at 3+ & G Streets, | | 

wef] 
{202} 278-2000 

  

aA
 

FBI(2.1-cv-572)-7992
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From: 
Seat 
Ta: 
es 
Subjeot FY 

28:09 PM 

  

      

b7¢c -1 

b7E -3,5,8 

Frarn: Moy, Stacey RB. OW} cS es | 

Sent: tuesday, january 5, 2027 3.29 PM 

  

  

  

  

Frorn: Moy, Stacey R. (WF) (FB b6 -1 

Sento tipsday igouey & Pit tod BM b7¢C -1 

tol b7E -3,5,8 

Hey Fotks, 

  

  

  

  

  
    

  

Thank you once again for volunteering b7E -1,4,5,8 
  

  

from ithe receni call with the ADIC /SAcs. this issue is stitl peices sourced | 

  

By way of background] 
  

    
  

We wifi send more information as it becomes avaitable to best prepare you in the avent you are needed, Thank you again and please don't 

hesitate to ask questions should you need. 

Frond 

Sent: Monday, January & alei air pia 

Ly : 

  

  

  

        

  

Subject 
      

b6 -1 

b7c -1 

. mk b7E -3,5,8 
i for shifts are as joHows: >

 
oO

 « 2 & 3 4 om
 

tp
 “i est
 

Le)
 

ee
 

Li)
 

o > “ or
 

a 3 a 45 

  

    

FBI(2.1-cv-572)-8000



Regards, 

  

      

  

      

Federal Bureau of trvestigation 

Washington Field Office 

  

tee 
4h 

ic 
wh       

  

On jan 4, 2027 &:36 2M, "May, Stacey 8. (WPF) (F 84] Tote: 
    Folks   

Nile bust hata call with tee ADI AKACY 

b6 -1 

b7c -1 

b7E -3 

  

        

  

  

Otherwise, no other direction/guidance for remaining agents| 

working some other atters] |picase canvass our foiks| 

[FRanks in advance and hopefully it will not Se needed. 
  

b6 -1 

b7c -1 

b7E -2,3,4,5,8 

FBI(21-cv-572)-8001



  

  

      
  

      

  

    
  

From: eee cd 

vents Wednesday, Decernber 20, 2020 8:15 PM bIE -5 

Or 
Subject: Fwd: 6 Jan 2021 Update 

ifodate on 6 Jan first amendment events. 

aan ee eee Forwarded message -~-------~ 
From 

ere 1 
ate: Dec 3G. 270270 PT PM ~ Date: Bee 30, 2020 PT PM b7E -1,3,5 

Subject: Fwd: 6G Jan 2023 Update 

Tol 
  

    

  

      

Hieam. The following report is being provided for your situational awareness regarding activities pertaining 

10 6 January. The next update will be 
  

      

‘fhank vou 
  

      

  

      

  

neewe nnn Fonvarded massive ---nooon oe 

From: 

Date: Dec 30, 2020 7.04 PM rn 
ihic -A fT: ND z ater ne ect. & fan 27021 Undate b7E -3,5 

a: 
    

  Ce: 

(U//POoH The following fist of events is being maintained per request of WFO Executive Management. The items on this 

fist are compiled by FBi partner agencies, FBI WFO does not Have any information to suggest these events will involve 

anything other than first amendment protected activity and is being alstributed for situational awareness. Their inclusion 

here is not intended to associate the protected activity with criminality or a threat to national security, or ta infer that 

such protected activity tiself violates federal law, However, based on known intelligence and/or specific, historical 

observations, if is possible the protected activity could invite a violent reaction towards the subject individual or others in 

retaliation or with the goal of stopping the protected activity from occurring in the first instance. in the event no violent 

reaction occurs, FBt policy and federal iaw dictates that no further record be made of the protected activity. 

The following information is currant as of 29 December 2020. This is for FBI internal use only. 

FBI(2.1-cv-572)-8053



  

Fromm 
Sent: 
Ta: 
Ce : 
Suject: Pick fE XPERNAL ERAN) - traffic Closures for Jan 6A 
ARachments January Sta - oth, 2020 First Amendment Restricted Vehioukar Trafic Mags pet 

  

b6 -1,5 
. Sh b7C -1,5 

b7E -5,13 

  

  

      

eouuue a birspioidart Tae ne a we ws = 

From 

Date: dan 4, 2621 [2:36 PM 

Subicet [EXZERNAL EMAL 

‘to 

wer 

b6 -1,5 

b7C¢ -1,5 

b7E -3,5,13 

  

~ Prodiic Closures jor Jan Gth 
  

  
    

i Respectfully, 

  

Detective Sergeant 
      

  

  

          
  

   BBE hoist Terrartard Pask Fusco ff 
   

Wintington richd Offies Pask Yorce Offfeor   
: Tule e-malt tincisding aay and ai! attannments}is intended for the use of the individual o¢ antity to which it is addrecsed. Ht ray cantain information that is privileged. canddeniial or ntharwise 

: tected by appticabla law anded racipient or the emoloyea or ent cespansibia far dalivery ofthis a-mail to the inteaded recipient, yor ore hereby notified that ony 

: dissemination, di urbhurion, copying os use of this e-mail az its contents is strictly prakibired. H you recaived this e-maitin arcar, Weave porify the sander iramediatetly and dastray all capies. 

   
       

FBI(2.1-cv-572)-8062



  

  

From: b6 -1 

Seat b7C -1 

Ta: BITE -3,5 

  es 
  

Subject: Cal out 

  

  

  
i can go there first #we ace called out. 

  

  

On prote: 

Hoy aif - 

Laresure you all tust set the call out, E woukl roake sure vou a | this could 

ten ite 4 fone dayral. 

  

  

  

  

    

HOw ATC EXCITER R&t you alreacty 
            

    

  

      

FBI(2.1-cv-572)-8082



  

  

From: b6 -1 

    

      

Sent: b7c -1 

bTE -5 
To: 

te 

Subject: rwe: Crisis Response 

FYT see below 

  

      

  

      

  

  

  

    

eS Fonwarded message ---------- 
From be -1 

Date: b7C -1 

Subject: Crisis Response BIE -3,5 
To: 

To. 

Vearn, 

  

AS VOU may knowl 
    

LA others should consider themseives on standby for stutis fomorrow, This 

is coming direct Gut off 
  

WE get mare info Twill send ut out. Plegse ensure your tears are ready. Let me know if you need anything. 

Rest. 
  

  

bé6 -1 

b7c -1     

b7E -3,5,8 

Assistant Special Agent in Charge 
  

      

FBI Washington Field Office 
  

  
(desk) 

kcelh     

FBI(2.1-cv-572)-8083



Ali ~ 

[have heard tral rave been cailed up to deal with situations around the city. Just be -1 
o . j ae 7c - 

wanted to reach out and say stay safe and iet me know if you are on a team thet gets called up. eae ; 5 
“Ser 

  

      

Ld 
Special Agent 

Federal Bureau of investigation 

Washington Heid Office 

Desk} 

  

      

FBI(2.1-cv-572)-8097



  

From: 

Sent: 

Tor 

Subject: 

  

    
  

  

    
  

  

  
picase call me 

  
  

b6 -1 

b7c -1 

b7E -5 

FBI(2.1-cv-572)-8107



  

b6 -1 

Seat bic -1 

Ta: b7TE -3,5       

  

      

  

    
AgiyOrie xcect a ride? Fon phinnay ont taking the white excursion # a couple run 
  

  

  

  

Or [rote 

    

  

  
ricase call roc. 

    

FBI(2.1-cv-572)-8108



  

      

    

Raminder that Pro coversig fof ine wi Se] Bhortly 

  

  

  

      

  

oq I WOE: 
  

      

  
Ricase cali roc. 

    

FBI(2.1-cv-572)-8109



  

    
  

From: b6é -1 

cats b7c -1 
a b7E -5 

es 

[ _eoring out shortly, 
  

      

FBI(2.1-cv-572)-8110



  

      

  

      

  

      

“(hes mnessape is uansrratied to you Dy the Federal Bureau of luvestipation. The message, along wah arly adechrncnis, mey be coridertizd and legally 

prnileged, if vou are not the intended recipieni of thie message, please destroy it prorcotly wathout further retention ar disseroination (unicss otherwise 

required Dy haw). Paease notify the sender ofthe error by a separate e-rad or by callie 703-686-6060, 

  

Of P WeORD: 
| [CORRS Out SRY. 

    

  

      

FBI(21-cv-572)-8111



  

be -1 

AM b7C -1 

DIE -5,8 

  

  tase: 3       

  

Good Morning) | 

i've been tasked with working, fn light of the upcoming protests in DC aed as graciously agreed to cover the folowing 

[__}time stots far me: 

  

      

  

Thanks 
    

  

      

FBI(21-cv-572)-8113



b6 -1 

b7c -1 

b7E -4,5,8 
  

  

  
  

      

    

  

    

Thanks 30 muck for taking my|_porite tomorrow. | work io this week has been really crazy, and | appreciate the heip. 

My squad has been askec bad ihave been scheduled Wautd 

you be able te aise cover for me for these times? 

i totally understand if that's not doable as you are already massively helping me tomorraw, but: figured I'd reach out. 

Let me know! 

  

  

      

FBI(21-cv-572)-8114



  

  

      
  

    

  

      

  

      

    

      

      

      
  

      

  

      

  

      

From: eee cd 

Tuesday, January 5, 2027 10:47 AM _ Sent: tasday, January 5, 2621 4 AM bIE -5 

Fo: 

Ce: 

Subject: Coverage 

Thanks! 

This message is transmitted ta vou by the Federal Bureau of Investigation. The message, along with any 
attachments, may be confidential and legally privileged. [f you are not the intended recipient of this message, 
please destroy it promptly without further retention or dissemimation Gintess otherwise required by law}. Please 
nouty the sender of the error by a separate e-mail or by calliny 703-686-6000. 

. . b6 -1 On Wrote! 
, . b7C -1 

Goad Morning b7E -3,5,8 

ve been tasked with working in light of the upcoming protests in DC and|__ has graciousiy 

agreed to cover the following time sicts for me: 

Thanks, 

FBI(2.1-cv-572)-8115



  

  

      

  

    

  

  

  

  

  

      

From: eee 4 
Sent: Wednesday, January G, 2621 6:50 PM BIE -5 

Fo: 

Subject: Fwek 7800 recap 

A 

i don't have an answer yet |My goal is to have that before we go to bed. 

Right now 

More to follow. 

b6 -1 

b7C -1 

b7E -3,5 
VIR 
  

SSA 
WFC 

202-278-2000 

weer eros Forwarded message ~--------- 
  

From: 
    

  Date: Jan 6, 2021 6:43 PM 

Sublect: 1800 recap 

To! 
  

  
  

Co: 
  

The SAC ust spoke w/ 
  

    
  

Franks, 
  

      

  

On Jan 6, 2022 6:24 PM, 
  

White: 
    

Just passing alone what i gathered... 

intel 

Looking at 2 devices and various assaults and multiple locations. 

b6 -1 

b7C -1 

D7E -3,5,10 

FBI(2.1-cv-572)-8118



  

  

Special Agent 

FBI Washagton Fick 

via roobile deviec 

  

From 

Date: Jan 4, 2621 9:30 PM 

Subiece: Fwe 

Yq 

CC 

  

  

      

All as oxpecied, we will aff be on ineodiate roca status per below. Plcase Rave phones on you and charged up, and be ready to respond tc 

SSA 

WED 

Fron: | | 
Bate: fan 4, 2621 9:25 PM 
Suipiect: Exuct 

  

      

  

  

  

To: 
      Cet 

sawn eee ne Forwarded mitssage ---++----- 

From: "Dawson, James A. EWE) ge 

Date: dan. 4, 2621 9:22 PM 

    

b6 -1 

b7¢ -1 

b7E -3,5,8 

  

      

b6 -1 

b7¢ -1 

b7E -2,3,5,8 

b6 -1 

b7c -1 

b7E -3,5,8 

  

LMiaray, Albert (WE) {FBI" 
  

  

  

  

  

    
  

    
  

  

Gen downtown will be diEcult to navigate due to road closures, pleasg 
      

“thanks, ard please let me know dfthere are amy questions, 

Have & great evening, 

Jin 

darces A. Dawson 

Special Agent in Charge 
Washiton Field Office 

Crmanal ard Cyber Division 

  

FBI(21-cv-572)-8121



  

From: b6 -1 

Seat b7C -1 

Ta: BITE -3,5       

  

  

Agents - sce below and keep your phones tax js soon as the garage oper 
      

Anaivsts - fotiow directions fromm your chast of comrerxd, 

  

TOs 
  

WR 
  

    SSA 
WEC 
202-278-2006 

  

ween eeeeee Forwatied mossage -------~-- 
From| bé -1 

Bate Pr eae 3 5 
Subicet: Fwd: Crisis Response Activation Notifications E -S, 

| | 

  

  

  

  

    
  

Ce: 

Asule Sorp dab scmn something che charging, 

Advise keepnie phone hardy, but dunking possible carty morning, 

Thanks, 

Assstart Special Acont in Charge 

Fist Wastuneton Pacid (gee 

Ofkee} Cel 

wenn ee eee Forwatde 

From WEO FOU b6 -1 

Date b7C -1 

Subiien Lies Reapers Remnaion Notifications bTE -3,5,8,13 

‘Le 

  

  

  

      
  

  
  

        
I 

1.6! 

THIS iS AN ALL WFO ASAC NOPFICATION: 

  

The below raessages were sent tq Shis information is being provided to you For Your Situational Awareness. 
  

  

  
  

  

      

  

You are receiving this message because 
    
  

  

    
  

FBI(21-cv-572)-8123



  

  

bDITE -5,8 

  

      

  

You are receiving this message because 
  

  

      

Wr 

{202} 272-2000 

FBI(21-cv-572)-8124



b6 -1 

b7C -1 

b?7E -3,5 
  

  

ae w= fb yypipaigiert yrssaop ee 
  

  From 

Date: dan 3, 2021 £24 AM 

Subject: Puc: EBL WEO Update for January 6th Everts 

‘Yo 

ur 

  

  

      

VR 
  

SSA 

WEE 

202-278-2006 

  
  

  

Frony | b6 -1 
Bate: fan 3, 2620 PE AR b7C -1 

Subject: Fad: FBE WEO Undate tor January 6th Evenis b7TE -3,5 

Tol 

  

  

  

  

      

a £ m% 

wo nennee es Forwarded message ----qeses 

bros "Moy, Stacey 2. (WE) UF BE 

Date: dan 3, 262) bb:S AM 

Subipot: fwd EOE WED Lndaic for Iapoary oth Events 

Te: 

7 

  

      

    

  

m% xX 

Fysa alead ofthese overits 

  wee eee Forwatded mossage ------- 

Frony “Moore, Jonaifer L. (WES {BD} 

Bate: fan 3, 2621 $006 AM 

Subjeet: Fivd: FIRE WEO Update tor Jamary 6th Evonis 

To: "Dawson, James A. {Wt} GBH 

b6 -1 

b7C -1 

b?7E -3,5 

Gnedl Chrisune E. (WE) cr BMY Moy, Stacey R. OWE Y EHD 

      

  

    

      

  

C 
| 

Fy. ihe Gis Dcaeywig to get a et OF attention Jost to keep everyone m ihe loop. 

  

Fron] | 

Bate: aps, ZEIT UST ARS 

Subject: FBE WO Update tor January Gh Rvenis 
Yo: "Moore, Jennifer. (WEL EBI YL JAkoke, Matthew 2. WE} geyf JB Amon, Steven Michael VEY 

{FRB 
FBI(2 1-cv-572)-8129 

  

  

     



  

From: 
  

b6 -1 

b7c -1 
  

Ce 
Subjeot: Fuck Fw: 450% 

  

3 

   

    

    

See below fiom ASAS 

SS 

WEE 

232-2 78-2008 

anne Popped essen: 

Sent: Wiewinpsctays At oy ey SO hs 

To: b7E -5 

  

  

  

{ recened al 
  

  

Fron: 
      

Date: dan @. 2G:.21 3032 PME 

Subtect: Fact Fer £590 SFPREP 

‘ig   

b6 -1 

b7C -1 

Db7E -3,5 

  

      

Ue: 

[take it vou all sc 

keep you postod as Phear aaydiig 

“Thanks, 

Asswtant —. Agent in Charoc 

   

FBE Washineton Ficld Offce 

  

On Jan 6, 2621 2:57 PM, 
      

‘Thanks, 

Assstaut Soccial Agent ig Charge 

  

  

Pot Wastnetorn : tk Giice 

wo nennee es Forwarded message ----srro: 

Cel 

  

bros "Moy, Stacey 2 £ WE) (EBS 
      Date: fan é, 2621 2:56 PM 

Subject: bu [SOG ALEREP 

te:] 

t wasn't anvone fromm our branch, but with how the day is going| 

more, oF it could be a really late right. 

WHOLE! 

  

i veil 
  

b6 -1 

b7c -1 

b7E -3,5 

  

      

Ce: 

FBI(21-cv-572)-8135



  

  

be -1 

b7C -1 

bITE -3,5 

From: 

Sent: 

Fo: 

Subject: Fwd: Re: Crisis Response Activation 
      

oer Forwarded message ---------- 
  

      

Sublect’ Fwd: Re: Crisis Response Activafion 

Fo 

Cec: 

Latest Intel update 

  

      

VIR 

SSé | b6 -1 

wb b7C -1 

262-278-2000 
b7E -3,5 

  

  

      

    

Date: | 
supe Ewd: Re: Crisis Response Activation : 

To: 

  

  

      

oe! 

Per|___ below... b6 -1 

Aisa, ADIC and SACs meeting now. Hope to have some info on shill status before # gets really fate. PS 3 5 

  

      

wae Bormyverded meagsaie 

From] 

Date) | 

Subject: Re: Crisis Response Activation 

To ‘Moy, 

Stacey UWE) ORD 
Cc: 

[Brier 

  

    

  
  

  

        

      

FBI(2.1-cv-572)-8153



  

  

    b6 -1 

hohe ee) TOR 37 PM b7C -1 

-4,5 

  

  

  

  

      

Frord b6 -1 

Date: Dee 22, 2020 EMU PRE b7C -1 

Subject: Re b7D -2 

“Yo: WEO FOUTS bIE -2,3,4,5 

— : 
please see the attached| 

  

  

    

  

  

  

Can you please jet me know which packages have been received and where it was delivered. 

  

  
can you please iet me know the status of your duty teamia case these need to be collected. 

  

  

      

Sent tuesday, Sucerche: 22 2038 142 b7c -1 

Tol b7D -2 

Subject 

Goad Morning, 

  

Pieese see the attached 
      

Thanks, 

fi Washingion Field Office 

202-278-2080 

FBI(2.1-cv-572)-8163
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From: WFO} 

Sent: Sat, 26 Bec 2020 21:21:00 -0506 

To: PIOC: PIOC-ONDUTY 

ces Po wrote 
iNFEQY VEO) 1} 

Subject: G/ Pedy Disruptions to DC Metre Area 01/06/2021 (Ontine Tip} 

Attachments: ee image.jpg, image.jpg, image.jog, smime.p7s 

Good Evening PIOC, 

  

  
Please see the attached 

    

January & 2837, 

b6 -1,5 per FBI & USSS 

b7C -1,5 per FBI & USSS 

b7E -4 

Please lel me know if you have any questions. 

  

  

  

  

LEFebeH 

| submitted an online 
tip the FBI National Threat Operations Center (NTFOC) via tips. ibi.gov to repory| 
  

  b6 -2,3 

b7¢ -2,3 

b7D -2 
  

LD Submitted Text: 
b?E -1,2,4,8 

  

      

(U} Violation Questions 

A.) What type of attack are you reporting? 
  

      

B.) What makes you believe the attack will occur? How do you know the attack will occur? 

FBI(USSS2 1-cv-572)-1673



  

b7D -2 

b7E -1,2,4,8 

  

    
  

C.) 1s the attack being organized by a group or individual? Are there any known associates? 

  

  
  

D.} Does this person or group have access te firearms, explosives, or any other chemical? If so, 

what weapons are involved? 

  

    
  

E.} De you know the plan of atlack(when, where, bas there been any rchearsals of the attack)? 

  

    
  

  

      
  

Respectfully, 

Special Agent); washington Field Office b6 -1 per FBI & USSS 
United Stales Speret Service b7C - 1 per FBI & USSS 

m 
      

Sent from my iPhone 

FBI(USSS2 1-cv-572)-1674
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f 
  

    
  

  

From: 

Sent: Saturday, January 16, 2021 2:11 PM 

To: Sanborn, Jill (CTD} (FBI); Ritzman, Marlin L. (NSB} (FBI} 

Subject: RE: (no subject} an 

b7E -1,2,3,5 

Marlin — 

To answer your question] 
  

  
  

Let me know if you have any questions — 

Thanks - 

From: Sanborn, Jill (CTD} (ey, sd 
Sent: Saturday, January 16, 2021 8:47 AM 

To: Ritzman, Marlin L. {NSB} (FBI) 
  

  
Cc;| b6 -1 
Subject: {no subject} b7c -1 

bTE -3,5 

Marlin 

Will send you something shortly after lunch when we are in we want to read the HIB te be consistent in 

language will that work?. 

Jill Sanborn 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 

cel] 

On Jan 16, 2021 8:28 AM, “Ritzman, Marlin L.(NSB)(FBI)"| «wrote: 
Jill | will try my hardest to not ask you a million questions this weekend, but my phone is blowing up from 

someone! On quick question,| 

| | Below is my answer: b7E -1,2,3 

  

    

  

  

    
  

Marlin 

Marlin L. Ritzman 

Assistant Director 

FBI Senior Advisor to DoD 

Cellular 

Office] 

  

    
  

FBI(2icv1168)-4090



  

From: Ritzman, Marlin L. (NSB) {FBI} 
Subject: E: {n 
To: Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI) 
Sent: January 16, 2021 2:13 PM -05:00) 

Perfect thank you 

Marlin 

  

On Jan 16, 2021 2:11 PM 
  

Marlin — 

b6 -1 
b7C -1 
bIE -5 

wrote: b6 -1 
b7c -1 
b7E -1,2,3,5 

  

To answer your question, 
  

    
  

Let me know if you have any questions — 

Thanks - 

From: Sanborn, Jill {CTD) (FBI) 

Sent: Saturday, January 16, 2021 8:47 AM 

To: Ritzman, Marlin L. {NSB) (FBI 

a | 
Subject: (no subject} 

Marlin 

bé6 -1 

b7¢ -1 

b7E -3,5 

[will send you something shortly after lunch when we are in we want to read the HIB to be consistent in 

language will that work?. 

Jill Sanborn 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 

ell 

  

On Jan 16, 2021 8:28 AM, “Ritzman, Marlin L.(NSB)(FBI)"| wrote: 
Jill | will try my hardest to not ask you a million questions this weekend, but my phone is blowing up from 

someone! On quick question] 

[Below is my answer: 
  

b7E -1,2,3 

  

  
  

Marlin 

Marlin L. Ritzman 

Assistant Director 

FBI Senior Advisor to DoD 
Cellula 

FBI(2 1cvi1168)-4092



Sanborn, Jill {CTD} {FBI} 
  

From: Sanborn, Jill (CTD} (FBI) 

Sent: Saturday, January 16, 2021 2:25 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: LEA LEAD 

Thank you!!! | will get this to my felks!! | may need his contact information. 

Happy 2021 to you as well. 

Jill 

  

From:| 

Sent: Saturday, January 16, 2021 2:20 PM 

To: Sanborn, Jill {CTD} (FBI 

Subject: [EXTERNAL EMAIL] - LEA LEAD 
  

b6 -2 

BTC -2 

b6 -2 

b7c -2 

b7E -1,3 

  

Happy 2021 to you and yours. | suspect the FBI has this under control, but] 
  

| lreached out to offer this as an option. He thought the FBI should know about this 
  

capability and reached out to me. |’m passing this lead to you my friend. Be well. 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

  

From;| 
Date: January 14, 2021 at 06:59:20 PST 

To| 

Subject: Thanks again 

  

? 

Great to catch up after all these years and thanks again for your patience in allowing me to 

explain my idea to help in our current unrest. 1’ll attempt to outline the key points here but 

if you or anyone has questions please feel free to reach out. 

  

    
  

FBI(2 icv1168)-4096



  

  
b6 -2 

b7¢c -2 

b7E -1 

    

| hope that my explanation is understandable. Like I said, I’m guessing our intelligence/law 

enforcement community would usd lyet I wasn’t certain if they already 

Please let me know if there are questions. 

Thanks and hope ta cross paths soon! 

  

  

      

FBI(21cv1168)-4097



From: Sanborn, Jill (CTD) {FBI} 

  

  

  

Subject: FW: LEA LEAD be <1 
To: Kelly, Kristyn E, (CTD) (FBI); BIC -4 
Sent: January 16, 2021 2:25 PM (UTC-05:00) BIE _5 

Can the twa of you look at this? | asked for his contact information in case this has potential application. 

Thank you 

  

From:| | 
Sent: Saturday, January 16, 2021 2:20 PM 

To: Sanborn, Jill (CTD) {FBI} b6 -2 

Subject: [EXTERNAL EMAIL] - LEA LEAD b7C¢ -2 
b7E -1,3 

  

  

Happy 2021 to you and yours. | suspect the FBI has this under control, but/ 

| lreached out to offer this as an option. He thought the FBI should know about this capability 

and reached out to me. I’m passing this lead to you my friend. Be well. 

  

  

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

  

From] 

Date: January 14, 2021 at 06:59:20 PST 

To 

Subject: Thanks again 

Ld 
Great to catch up after all these years and thanks again for your patience in allowing me to 

explain my idea to help in our current unrest. |’ll attempt to outline the key points here but if 

you or anyone has questions please feel free to reach out. 

  

    
  

FBI(2 1cv1168)-4098



Sanborn, Jill {CTD} {FBI} 
  

  

      

From: Sanborn, Jill (CTD} (FBI) 

Sent: Saturday, January 16, 2021 2:28 PM 

To: 
b6 -4 

Subject: FW: NC3 DAILY SITREP 01/15/2021 bic -4 

Attachments: OPE_SITREP_FINAL_Jan 15.pdf 

Attached is last night’s version and you all should be on distro for future publications, which will come just as the 

below fram SIOC. If you do not get one.... Lets link up again so | can address. 

If you have a moment today | have an quick idea to run by you. 

Jill 

From:sio__ BIE -3,5 
Sent: Friday, January 15, 2021 11:14 PM 

Tod |SIOC_CRITICAL_INCIDENT_HQ 
| 
Ce: SIOd 
Subject: NC3 DAILY SITREP 01/15/2021 

UNCLASSIFIED/ /EES- 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
STRATEGIC INFORMATION & OPERATIONS CENTER 

SITUATIONAL AWARENESS NOTIFICATION 

The below message is sent on behalf of Assistant Director George Beach H: 

Good evening, 

Please find attached the 15 January 2021 National Crisis Coordination Center (NC3} SITREP 
related to the violence associated with lawful protests. 

Please note that this document is Unclassified/ /bew-Enfereement Sensitive (U/ /EES). The FBI 
Office of Partner Engagement (OPE) at FBI Headquarters approves further dissemination with 
your trusted law enforcement, intelligence, and homeland security partners In accordance with the 
LES handling caveat. 

As a reminder, if you respond to this message, please do not “Reply All.” 

      

      

  

    
  

  

National Crisis Coordination Center | FBIHO, SIOC, Room 5590 | bIE -3 

"TENIS DOCU MEN'S IS INTERNAL ANTS MAY NET QE RELA SSS 

  
FBI(21cv1168)-4100



SIN ALPES LINISA SION 
This message and any attachment s are efor situational awareness and may be confidential/legally 
privileged. If you received this in error, please delete, do not disseminate further, and notify SIOC 

immediately. 
UNCLASSIFIED/ /EES- 

N° WY SESS 

FBI(21cv1168)-4101
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(i) National Crisis Coordination Center (NCS) Executive 

Summary 
  

fo ORRS T PRE IN CLOSE ©¢ 
 DaRINES RN CONTIN PES FO MON 

MIGLENCT A SSE 

      

URES With the secemt Uewauis and cfvll diene bance at the United Rates Capital twveting members af 
Congeeas, state, faced, and wided law enforcenian Aliadicuons aw requested ia mabuain operational 
awareness of their seapective Cougreasional Representative § aistric’ offices arnt yusidences fr ary &ypes of 
dhewats or 1 nalontied cvbroat cctivity| I BIE -1 

GU} ELECTORAL CERTIFICATION AND FNAUGURATION 2021 

  

  

  

      

  

  

    

  

  

° b7E -1 

@ (U/AFES} There are currently 3} identified demonstrations in the National Capitol Region 

scheduled on or before 20 January, three of which are expected to invalve civil disobedience, 

arrests, and violence, according to the US Capitol Police] 
b7E -1,2 

ey 
b7E -1,2 

      

@ {U/fEES+ As of 15 January, United Siates Secret Service (U5S8} has closed the National Mall. 

No permits have been issued yet so the potential event locations may change. 

       yf Naik 
it ANS ef sixoye 

ghacn duns 
we\e SS Kda TSS 

  

     x e Xpand : Ade, Metal anti- scale fencing 

has neen n jastalled around the US Capital Complex and ot ther a areas Or Capitol Hill in advance of 
the Presidentia! Inauguration. 

{UD INVESTEGATTY E INFORMATION 

LENS 

  

FBI(2icv1168)-4103



  

  

(HUAPOEES On 6 January, the FBI activated a digital media tp line URL 
(hitps: Ufsi.gov/ eens which opened | to 0 the public. Ax ss y 

  

  

  

  

  

OTE -1 
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Ww) National Threat Picture Vhrough Inauguration 2021 

CU) CURRENT FLASHPOINTS AND RESPONSES 

OF Potential of crbrinal ofenses oy vlolonce reldedt to ihe & January SUal Sectoral Collese certification 
al the 2020 Presiduntial Slection covults for siiavtional awareness ~ yxasvonvoing (within hast 12-28 ours} 
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{LU} PasiiOngoing ia the last [2-24 Hours 

e (U/FOEUO} On 13 January the House of Representatives impeached President Trump] b7E -1.2 

fUi Planned in the sext i 2-24 Hours 

@ (U) Nothing Significant to Report 

(0) UPCOMING FLASHPOINTS AND RESPONSE 

GB Possible cestalvsis io help wulersiand potential Haskporus Jor wpcomisg vinkescs, Moluding 
oxpuversaries ay peasy ovents, ongoies legal coses as past Incidents where milestones cond sesnlt Or 
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oma spark fool responses, 

{UU} Potential Plashpoints by Geagraphic Location 

  

  

  

& 

b7E -1,2 

e 
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b7E -1,2     
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b7E -1,2 

    

  

(U/AZES} Multiple reports indicate various threats to harm President-Elect Biden ahead of the 

presidential inauguration. Additional reports indicate threats against VP-Elect Harris and Speaker 

Pelosi. 
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From: 

Sent: Saturday, January 16, 2021 2:39 PM bé <1 

To: Kelly, Kristyn E. (CTD} {FBI}; Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI) bre 1 

Subject: FW: LEA LEAD b7E -1,3,5,8 

  

Copy. It hink what he is describing is| 
  

  
  

I'll loop inf 

  

      

Confidentiality Statement: This message is transmitted it to you by the office of the Chief Division Counsel 

of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. The message, along with any attachments, may be confidential and 

legally privileged. If you are not the Intended recipient of this message, please destroy it promptly without 

further retention or dissemination (unless otherwise required by law). Please notify the sender of the error 

byaseparate email or bycalling] | 

  

  

b7E -3 

On Jan 16, 2021 2:25 PM, “Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)"| wrote: 
Can the two of you look at this? | asked for his contact information in case this has potential application. 

Thank you 

From:| 

Sent: Saturday, January 16, 2021 2:20 PM b6 -2 

To:Sanborn, Jill{CTD) (FBI b7C -2 
Subject: [EXTERNAL EMAIL] - LEA LEAD b7E -1,3 

  

Happy 2021 to you and yours. | suspect the FBI has this under control, but an| 

| |reached out to offer this as an option. He thought the F&I should know about this 

capability and reached out to me. I’m passing this lead to you my friend. Be well. 

  

  

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

  

    From; 

Date: January 14, 2021 at 06:59:20 PST 

To 
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Kelly, Kristyn E. (CTD) {FBI} 

  

  

  

  

        

From: Kelly, Kristyn E. (CTD} (FBI} 

Sent: Saturday, January 16, 2021 2:48 PM bé <1 

To: Sanborn, Jill (CTD} (FB1);| bre 1 

Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL EMAIL] - Re: LEA LEAD bIE -5 

Thanks! 

From: Sanborn, Jill (CTD} (ey, sisd 
Sent: Saturday, January 16, 2021 2:47 PM bé6 -1,2 

To:| |Kelly, Kristyn E. (CTD) (FBI) b7C -1,2 
Subject: Fwd: [EXTERNAL EMAIL] - Re: LEA LEAD b7E -1,3,5 

  

Contact info below if we decide| |Just mention| _ referred us. He way 

Jill Sanborn 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 

cell 

[Ld 

  

    

  

  

  

From; 
Date: Jan 16, 2021 2:35 PM 6 -2.4 

Subject: [EXTERNAL EMAIL] - Re: LEA LEAD BIC 9 a 

To: "Sanborn, Jill(CTD){FBI)"[ b7E -3. 
Ce: 

Just have whomever reaches out mention my name[ sent his contact info via text, but also below; 

  

    
  

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 16, 2021, at 11:25, Sanborn, Jill (CTD} (Fel _iwrte: bIE -3 

? 

Thank you!!! [ will get this to my folks!! | may need his contact information. 

  

  

Happy 2021 to you as well. 

Jill 

From:| bé -2 
Sent: Saturday, January 16, 2021 2:20 PM bic -2 

To:Sanborn, Jill(CTD}(FB)[ sd LIE Wa 
Subject: [EXTERNAL EMAIL] - LEA LEAD 

FBI(2 1cvi168)-4118



Kable, Charles H. {TSC) (FBI} 
  

  

  

  

    
  

  

      
  

    
  

From: Kable, Charles H. {TSC} (FBI} 

Sent: Saturday, January 16, 2021 2:56 PM 

To: |Herring, Jason V. (TSC) (FBI); Sanborn, Jill (CTD) 
{FBI} 

Ce: 

Subject: RE: Names 
b6 -1 
b7c -1 
b7E -3,5 

Most xclnt. 

SK 

TSC 

Km} 
Kd} 

On Jan 16, 2021 12:26, wrote: b6é -1 

AD Sanbern/All: b7C -1 
b7E -1,3,5,8 

  

Attached is the information you requested. We had our folks go| 

The attached spreadsheet contains two sheets. One sheet contains 

land the second containg will be easier 

to read on the Samsung, but both will likely be easier to review/read on a computer. The information on| | 

heet is lengthy, but we wanted to include it for your analysts to review. 

If you need us to change the formatting or need us to provide anything further please don’t hesitate to reach out. 

    

Thanks!! 

  

      

From: Herring, Jason V. (TSC) ca, sd b6 -1 

  

  

  

Sent: Saturday, January 16, 2021 10:46 AM bic -1 
b7E -3,5 

To 

Ce: Kable, Charles H. {TSC} {FBI ISanborn, Jill 

(CTD) {FBI} 
  

  

Subject: Fwd: Names 
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Sanborn, Jill {CTD} {FBI} 
  

  

  

  

From: Sanborn, Jill (CTD} (FBI) 

Sent: Saturday, January 16, 2021 6:13 PM 

To: Vorndran, Kevin (CTD} (FBI}; Jensen, Steven J. {CTD} {FBI} 

Cc: Gilhooly, Brian T. (CTD) {FBI}; Reddan, Patrick E. Jr. (CTD} (FBI); Kelly, Kristyn E. (CTD) 

(FBI};| 

Subject: Fwd: Daily Numbers for Capitol Event b6 -1 
b7C -1 
b7H -1,3,5,8 

Similar to my red side earlier we need to spreadsheet /track Which needs to be summarized       
for execs but readily available for all of us and current. 

  

    
  

Jil] Sanborn 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 

cell 
  

      

From: 

Date: Jan 16, 2021 3:11 PM 

Subject: Daily Numbers for Capitol Event 

To: "Brown, John A. (NSB) {FBI}"| Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)"| "cohen,   
  

  

    
  

  

Jodi {NSB} (FBI}"| "Kable, Charles H. {TSC} (FBI}"| 

Ce:] | 
All: b6 -1,3 

: 
b7c -1,3 

b7E -1,2,3,5,8 
Here are the numbers for 16 January related to the Capitol event: 
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Sanborn, Jill {CTD} {FBI} 
  

  

  
  

    
  

  

    
  

  

  

From: Sanborn, Jill (CTD} (FBI) 

Sent: Saturday, January 16, 2021 6:33 PM 

To: Herring, Jason V. (TSC} {FBI} 

Cc: 

Subject: RE: Names 6 -1 

b7¢ -1 
b7E -3,5 

Thank you! 

Jil] Sanborn 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 

cell 

On Jan 16, 2021 12:20 PM, wrote: bé -1 

AD Sanborn/All: bye -1 
b7E -1,3,5,8 

  

Attached is the information you requested. We had our folks gd 

[The attached spreadsheet contains two sheets. One sheet contains 

and the second contains| will be easier 
to read on the Samsung, but both will likely be easier to review/read on a computer. The information on 

heet is lengthy, but we wanted to include it for your analysts to review. 

If you need us to change the formatting or need us to provide anything further please don’t hesitate to reach out. 

  

  

  

    
  

  

      

  

  

  

Thanks!! 

From: Herring, Jason V. {TSC} (FBI) b6 -1 

Sent: Saturday, January 16, 2021 10:46 AM b7¢ -1 

To; b7E -3,5 

Ce: Kable, Charles H. (TSC) {FBI}] Sanborn, Jill 

(CTD} {FBI}] 
  

Subject: Fwd: Names 
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Kohler, Alan E. Jr. (CD) (FBI) 
  

From: Kohler, Alan E. Jr. {CD} (FBI} 

Sent: Saturday, January 16, 2021 6:44 PM 

To: Sanborn, Jill (CTD} (FBI) 

Subject: Thank you 

=} 

Alan E. Kohler, Jr. 

Assistant Director 

FB] Counterintelligence Division 

W: 

Cc: 

On Jan 16, 2021 6:42 PM, "Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)"| SS _—rote: BIE <1.3 
Colleagues — 

] want to thank you all for the resources you have dedicated to assisting CTD with the Capitol siege and 

threats leading up to the Inauguration. | know you all have your own priorities, threats, and resource 

limitations, and despite that you still offered SSAs, [As and MAPAs, as well as their time and expertise. The 

support your Divisions provided to CTD have made a significant contribution] 

|which not only has assisted our investigations, but 
supplemented the CTD workforce, preventing them from burning out. CTD is extremely grateful and | will 

be happy to return the favor in the future! 

Thank youl! 

Jill 

  

Jil] Sanborn 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 

cell 
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Alway, Donald {WMDD} (FBI} 

From: Alway, Donald {WMDD) {FBI} 

Sent: Saturday, January 16, 2021 7:07 PM 

To: Sanborn, Jill (CTD} (FBI) 

Subject: Thank you 

You're kicking ass. Let us know what you need. 

  

On Jan 16, 2021 6:42 PM, “Sanborn, Jill (CTD} (FBI}" wrote: 

Colleagues — 
      b7E -1,3 

] want te thank you all for the resources you have dedicated to assisting CTD with the Capitol siege and 

threats leading up to the Inauguration. [ know you all have your own priorities, threats, and resource 

limitations, and despite that you still offered SSAs, IAs and MAPAs, as well as their time and expertise. The 

support your Divisions provided to CTD have made a significant contribution| 

| lwhich not only has assisted our investigations, but 

supplemented the CTD workforce, preventing them from burning out. CTD is extremely grateful and | will 

be happy to return the favor in the future! 

Thank you! 

Jill 

Jill Sanborn 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 

cel] 

  

FBI(21cvi168)-4132



  

Sanborn, Jill {CTD} {FBI} 
  

  

  

From: Sanborn, Jill (CTD} (FBI) 

Sent: Saturday, January 16, 2021 7:08 PM 

To: Hwang, Sandrea |. {CTD} {DET}; Reddan, Patrick E. Jr. (CTD) (FBI}; Gilhooly, Brian T. 

(CTD) (FBI}; Jensen, Steven J. (CTD} (FBI}; Vorndran, Kevin (CTD} (FBI} 

Ce: Kelly, Kristyn E. (CTD) (FBI};| BS 2 

b7c -1 
Subject: Fwd: NC3 EXECUTIVE UPDATE 1630 16 JAN 2021 b7E -1,5 

Attachments: Executive Update - 1630 EXECUTIVE UPDATE 16 JANUARY 2021.pdf 

This just reminded me that | want to know more on thel si portion brought up at the 4pm. | am 

sure you can't reply on this, but please pass to all of us on Red. 

Jill Sanborn 

_Federal Bureau of Investigation 
cel] 

b7E -3,5 

---------- Forwarded message ---------- 

Date: Jan 16, 2021 6:24 PM 

Subject: NC3 EXECUTIVE UPDATE 1630 16 JAN 2021 

To] JHQ-DIV22-SIOC-DD-ADD-EADS| sd 
  

| 
Ce;] Isioc} 

UNCLASSIFIED/AGES- 

  

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

STRATEGIC INFORMATION & OPERATIONS CENTER 

  

SITUATIONAL AWARENESS NOTIFICATION 

SOURCE OF INFORMATION: FBI Cnitical Incident Response Group Division {CIRG) 

DETAILS: Please see attached NC3 Executive Update. 

  

  
  

      

S QENEU MENT ES {IE PED FN 

Strategic Information & Operations Center | FBIHQ, Room 5712 | ee o. 1 

Emergency Action Specialist: | Watch Commander: SSA| | bIE -3 
  

  

The FBI Strategic Information Operations Center (SIOC) produced this message and any attachments for 

FBI(2 1cv1168)-4133



situational awareness which may be subject to change. This material may be confidential/legally privileged. If 

you believe you received this in error, please delete, do not disseminate further, and notify SIOC immediately. 

UNCLASSIFIED/A-ES— 
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Kelly, Kristyn E. (CTD) {FBI} 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Thank you!!! 

On Jan 16, 2021 6:42 PM, "Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)"| wrote: 
Colleagues — 

Kelly, Kristyn E. (CTD} (FBI} 

Saturday, January 16, 2021 7:09 PM 

Sanborn, Jill (CTD} (FBI) 

Thank you 

b7E -1,3 

] want te thank you all for the resources you have dedicated to assisting CTD with the Capitol siege and 

threats leading up to the Inauguration. [ know you all have your own priorities, threats, and resource 

limitations, and despite that you still offered SSAs, IAs and MAPAs, as well as their time and expertise. The 

support your Divisions provided to CTD have made a significant contribution| 

lwhich not only has assisted our investigations, but 
| 

supplemented the CTD workforce, preventing them from burning out. CTD is extremely grateful and | will 

be happy to return the favor in the future! 

Thank you! 

Jill 

Jil] Sanborn 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 

cell 

P| 
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Sanborn, Jill {CTD} {FBI} 
  

  

      

From: Sanborn, Jill (CTD} (FBI) 

Sent: Saturday, January 16, 2021 7:21 PM 

To: Byron, Pamela {D1} {FBI} 

Cc: Vorndran, Kevin (CTD} {FBI}; Jensen, Steven J. {CTD} {FBI} 

Subject: in SitRep 

Attachments: Executive Overnight Update - 0700 16 January 2021.pdf 

b7E -1,2,3 

Its in here. First page executive summary 

  

    
  

  

  

Jill Sanborn 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 

cel] 

On Jan 16, 2021 7:15 PM, “Byron, Pamela (D1) (FBI)"[ | wrote: 
b7E -1,2,3,5 Jill, 

Just circling back up on your question during the meeting with the pf has not been in either 

the OPE or internal sitreps, though we are including some information in this evening’s. | think previously that 

reporting may have been coming up to you via the lupdate. What we are including this evening is a   
  

    

|but just wanted to close the loap that our SitRep hadn’t been previously reporting that. 
  

Let us know if you have any more questions on this particular topic. 

Thanks! 

Pam 
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Sanborn, Jill {CTD} {FBI} 
  

  

      

From: Sanborn, Jill (CTD} (FBI) 

Sent: Saturday, January 16, 2021 7:35 PM 

To: 
: — ; b6 -1 

Subject: Fwd: FW: Traffic information BIC <1 

b7E -3,5 

Just FY] from our friend at WFO.... he also said Agents and TFOs with appropriate identification will likely be 

allowed to utilize the closed bridges, but professional staff personnel will not..... apparently professional 

staff personnel from Virginia have two transportation options: 1) drive personal vehicle and use the Key 

Bridge or alternate route through Maryland or 2) utilize the shuttle..... 

Jill Sanborn 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 

cel] 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

From} 

Date: Jan 16, 2021 7:09 PM b6 -1,4 

Subject: FW: Traffic information oe _— 
To: "Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI}"| ‘ 
Ce: 

FYSA 

From; | 
Sent: Saturday, January 16, 2021 4:49 PM 

To;| 

| — - | b6 -1,4,5 
Subject: Traffic information p7c -1,4,5 

b7E -3,5 

[| 
See below. Click on the link highlighted below for traffic closures. 

Traffic Disruptions Throughout Washington, D.C. Area Due to Upcoming Inauguration 

In preparation for the upcoming Presidential Inauguration, there will be many road closures beginning at 
different times through the inauguration. This includes four bridges leading into the District of Columbia from 
Virginia. These closures will begin at various times depending on the security situation and are subject to 
change without notice. The bridges to close include the Theodore Roosevelt, Arlington Memorial, |-395, and 
14th Street bridges (please see map below). If you must travel in or around these areas, please ensure you 
include extra travel time, have alternate routes prepared, follow all posted signage, and heed all law 
enforcement instructions. 

  

Map of bridges that will close {bridges marked with a red line): 
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From: 

Sent: Saturday, January 16, 2021 7:37 PM b6 -1 

To: Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI) rae 3,5 
Subject: Fwd: FW: Traffic information 

Ok, thanks. This is crazy!! 

  

    
  

On Jan 16, 2021 7:35 PM, “Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)"[ wrote: 
Just FY] from our friend at WFO.... he also said Agents and TFOs with appropriate identification will likely be 

allowed to utilize the closed bridges, but professional staff personnel will not..... apparently professional 

staff personnel from Virginia have two transportation options: 1) drive personal vehicle and use the Key 

Bridge or alternate route through Maryland or 2} utilize the shuttle..... 

b7E -3 

Jil] Sanborn 

‘Federal Bureau of Investigation 

cell 

  

---------- Forwarded message ---------- 

From 

Date: Jan 16, 2021 7:09 PM b6 -1,4 

Subject: FW: Traffic information b7C -1,4 

To: "Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI}"| bTE -3,5 
Ce: 

FYSA 

  

From;| 

Sent: Saturday, January 16, 2021 4:49 PM 

To:| 

| — — - | b6 -1,4,5 Subject: Traffic information bIC -1,4,5 

bTE -3,5 

See below. Click on the link highlighted below for traffic closures. 

Traffic Disruptions Throughout Washington, D.C. Area Due to Upcoming Inauguration 

In preparation for the upcoming Presidential Inauguration, there will be many road closures beginning at 
different times through the inauguration. This includes four bridges leading into the District of Columbia from 
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Ugoretz, Tonya L. (CYD) (FBI} 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ugoretz, Tonya L. (CYD} (FBI} 

Saturday, January 16, 2021 8:16 PM 

Sanborn, Jill (CTD} (FBI) 

Thank you 

Thank you, happy to help. 

- Tonya 

On Jan 16, 2021 6:42 PM, “Sanborn, Jill (CTD} (FBI}" 

Colleagues — 

  

    
  

wrote: 

bTE -1,3 

] want te thank you all for the resources you have dedicated to assisting CTD with the Capitol siege and 

threats leading up to the Inauguration. [ know you all have your own priorities, threats, and resource 

limitations, and despite that you still offered SSAs, IAs and MAPAs, as well as their time and expertise. The 

support your Divisions provided to CTD have made a significant contribution] 

|which not only has assisted our investigations, but 
| 

supplemented the CTD workforce, preventing them from burning out. CTD is extremely grateful and | will 

be happy to return the favor in the future! 

Thank you! 

Jill 

Jil] Sanborn 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 

  
cel] 
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Sanborn, Jill {CTD} {FBI} 
  

  

    
  

  

      

From: Sanborn, Jill (CTD} (FBI) 

Sent: Saturday, January 16, 2021 8:40 PM 

To: 

Subject: Fwd: Re: Final Master Lodging for Command Post and Other Operations 

b6 -1 
Think still has rooms?. b7c -1 

b7E -3,5 

Jil] Sanborn 

_Federal Bureau of Investigation 
cell 

  

aon Forwarded message ---------= 
From: “Kelly, Kristyn E. (CTD} (FBI}" 

Date: Jan 16, 2021 8:32 PM bIE -3 

Subject: Fwd: Re: Final Master Lodging for Command Post and Other Operations 

To: "Sanborn, Ji (CTD) (FBT 

  

      

  

  

Cc: 

---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From:| Dé <1 

Date: Jan 16, 2021 2:31 PM b7C -1 

  

Subject: Re: Final Master ing for Command Post and Other Operations b7E -3,5 
T 

Glasheen, Michael H. (CTD} (FBI 

Jensen, Steven J. {CTD} (FBI}" 

“Reddan, Patrick E. Jr. 

n, Kevin 

FBI(2icv1168)-4163



b6é -1 

b7¢C -1 

b7E -3,5 

    

Cc} | 
    "Kelly, Kristyn E. (CTD) (FBI}"} 

l’Serdinak, Christopher {CTD) 
(FBI)"| 
Good afternson all, 

Please find the latest guidance on parking: 

Update on Parking 

Parking at Hotels: 

  

@ Parking Reimbursement atl lis authorized 

® Travelers should leverage JEH/WFO as a first priority prior to using the Valet option at the b7E -5,11 

hotel or attempt to find reasonable parking in the area if possible 
°® Travelers should use their government travel card at the hotel and submit for parking reimbursement in 

TRIP usin 

  

Parking in JEH {Includes WEO employees if needed}: 

e Individuals can park in JEH in the following marked locations: Temporary, Mission Need, Bucar, 

CarPool, Contractor, and Van Poo! parking 

© please pull your vehicle all the way in and do not block other available parking spots 

@ Vehicles must be unlocked with keys left in the car 

e Name and contact number clearly shown on dash 

If you have any questions, please reach out to the BOC af sd bIE -3 

Parking for Commuter Bus at Pentagon/Pentagon City Mall: 

FBI(21cv1168)-4164



For those employees leveraging the commuter van td lpiease use the directions below as follows 

pick up ay 
b7E -1,2,5,8 

  

    
  

Additional Notes: 

If you have opted out of the room, there is no action to take. If you do not check-in to the hotel them the 

FBI's held room will either go to another FB] employee or the organization will not be charged. If you need 

to request additional nights, please coordinate with the front desk to see if there are any available rooms on 

the FBI's block of reserved rooms. If there are not any available rooms but you require lodging and are 

supporting the CP, you are authorized to reserve your own room, as long as it is at or under the government 

rate. If this is the case, we will work to get your 2-/50 mile waiver approved once this event has completed. 

With the number of modifications, updating the FFD list has become a challenge and we want to make sure 

your focus is on the operations and not the lodging logistics. With that said, please do not hesitate to 

contact mel with any questions you may have for lodging or expenses. FMU and RMS 

will ensure all authorized personnel are taken care of during this time so that your focus does not have to 

be diverted from the operational and CP matters. 

  

      

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

b6 -1 
b7¢ -1 

Thank you all, 

From:] 

Sent: Friday, January 15, 2021 7:54 PM 

To:| IGlasheen, 

Michael H. (CTD} (FBI}| 
lensen, Steven J. (CTD} (FBI) | 

[Reddan, Patrick E. Ir. (CTD) (FBI} | 6-1 eddan, Patrick E. Jr. {CTD} { bIC -1 

| b7E -3,5   

|Vorndran, Kevin {CTD} {FBI} | 
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b6 -1 

b7c -1 

b7E -3,5 

    
  

Cc] | 
| lKelly, Kristyn E. {CTD} 
(FBI} |Vorndran, Kevin (CTD) (FBI)| 

\Serdinak, Christopher (CTD) (FBI} 

  
. Subject: Final Master Lodging for Command Post and Other Operations 

All- 

Thank you very much for your patience today. FFD is working hard to accommodate as many people as 

possible. Undoubtedly there will be changes to shifts and updated rosters or the unfortunate chance of a 

missed name. If new requests come in, they are authorized to find their own lodging at the government 

rate and go through the normal TRIP process attaching the SIOC email for support on the 50/20 mile 

waiver. 

Note that several updates to this list have been provided FFD and the attachment reflects the list the FFD 

was working from at the time when they were able to secure rooms. If you do not see a name on this list, 

please forward this email to that person for directions and awareness that they are authorized to find their 

own lodging at the government rate. We only ask that they would coordinate with the 

and myself, for awareness, if requiring lodging. 

There are 3 hotels and all names are coded by color. | don't think anyone has to switch hotels which is a 

miracle. Various modes of transportation are shutting down so we did our best to find hotels within walking 

distance. 

b6 -1 
Hotels: b7c -1 

b7E -5 
  

    
  

FBI(21cv1168)-4166



  

D7E -5 

    
  

Most metros are shutting down starting today so please have your folks plan accordingly. 

Instructions: 

@ Provide your government ID and creds - your name is on a roster provided tc the hotel 

¢ Provide your government travel card for incidentals only - the hotel room is paid for on a corporate contract 

¢ If you the metro is open or alternate form of transportation is able to be obtained - please submit a TRIP 

voucher for reimbursement. 

e Only lodging, not M&IE, may be claimed for those travelers within 20 miles from the home of 

record and permanent duty station. (If you work at JEH normally - you are not eligible for M&IE) 
  

  

@ Please calll lif there are any issues 

b6 -1 
Thanks, b7c -1 

b7E -3 

[| 

FBI(2icv1168)-4167



Sanborn, Jill {CTD} {FBI} 
  

  

      

  

      

  

  

  

  

  

  

  
  

  

  

  

From: Sanborn, Jill (CTD} (FBI) 

Sent: Saturday, January 16, 2021 8:43 PM 

To: Kelly, Kristyn E. (CTD} {FBI} 

Subject: Fwd: Re: Final Master Lodging for Command Post and Other Operations 

Can you ask if any still have room all i found close are 456 a night.... 

b6 -1 
Jill Sanborn b7c -1 

Federal Bureau of Investigation bTE -3 

ell 

On Jan 16, 2021 8:32 PM, "Kelly, Kristyn E. (CTD} (FBI}" wrote: 

~----~---- Forwarded message ---------- 

From:| 
Date: Jan 16, 2021 2:31 PM b6 -1 

Subject: Re: Final Master Lodging for Command Post and Other Operations eC 3 5 

To:| | ’ 
I"Glasheen, Michael H. (CTD) (FBI)"| 

"Jensen, Steven J. {CTD} (FBI}" 

| 
[‘Reddan, Patrick E. Jr. 

{CTD} {FBI}"| 

I"Vorndran, Kevin 
{CTD} {FBI}"} 
  

    
  

FBI(21cv1168)-4168



Sanborn, Jill {CTD} (FBI) 

  

  

  

From: Sanborn, Jill (CTD} (FBI} 

Sent: Saturday, January 16, 2021 9:10 PM 

To: | 

Subject: Fwd: SIOC SITUATIONAL AWARENESS NOTIFICATION: TRAFFIC ADVISORY UPDATE 

Attachments: | 
  

dust in case this helps you at all. The Google mag link is decent and | think it may be helpful 

  

Looks like | can ga 
      

  

Outbound | think] 
  

The bridge closures lock like madness if they won't let LE in. 

  

If hear folks try| let me know 
  

Thanks again 

Jill 

Jill Sanborn 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 

cell   

wannnnnane Forwarded message ---------- 
From: SIOC 

Date: Jan 16, 2021 8:18 PM 
Subject: SIOC SITUATIONAL AWARENESS NOTIFICATION: TRAFFIC ADVISORY UPDATE 

To: HQ-ALL-USERS| KiCC_CRITICAL_INCIDENT Ha 
  

| [WEO_CRITICAL_INCIDENT| 
  

Ce: SIO 
  

UNCLASSIFIED/HF@S@- 

b6 -1 

b7C¢ -1 

b7E -1,3,5,8 

b7E -3,5 

  

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

STRATEGIC INFORMATION 

& OPERATIONS CENTER 
  

SITUATIONAL AWARENESS NOTIFICATION 

‘SOURCES.OF INFORMATION: FBI Security Division (SecD) / FBI Police 

“SYNOPSIS; 1 cl ntinue to rapidly change in ihe security zone surrounding the National Mall 
    

b?E -1,2,5,8 

  

DETAILS: Traffic restrictions within Washington, D.C. are already in place and continue to expand due to the Presidential Inauguration National 

Special Sccurity Event (N SSE).| 

| 
  

      

FBI(21cv1168)-4177



  

b7E -1,2,5,8 
    

  

    
  

| Please click on the following lnk for real time traffic street closures i in the District: 
a F RAD SEY RIAA getNand iis? 

  

Dy . ik: fay RR eWay Soe is Soe EEN, 8S 

HEN, AN es. RNS DES INOT IES SW OAS EE ret ESSERE *3 NE     

  

: Bum audorpbionses 

: Virginia Department of Transportation announced several interstate and bridge closures from 0600 Tuesday, January 19 through 0600 Thursday, 

: January 21 to include the following: 

: Theodore Roosevelt Memorial bridge 

: Arlington Memorial Bridge 
: Route 50 EB ramp to 1-66 
: Rochambeau Memorial Bridge 

: Arland Williams, Jr. Memorial Bridge 

: 14th Street bridges 
‘Route | NB from Reagan National Airport to 1-295 NB 
: Eads Street NB ramp to 1-295 Express Lancs 
: George Washington Memorial Parkway (GW) SB ramp to 1-66 EB 

: GW Parkway NB ramp to 1-395 NB, and GW Parkway SB ramp to 1-395 NB 

: 1-66 EB traffic will be diverted at Route 110 (Exit 75); I-395 NB traffic will be diverted at the GW (Exit 10B) 

: 1-395 NB Express Lanc traffic will be diverted into the main lines near Edsall Road. 

| The Frances Scott Key Memorial Bridge will remain open b7E -1,2,5,8 

  

    
  

FBI(21cv1168)-4178



      

  

Strategic Information & Operations Center | FBIHQ, Room 5712 —————— b7E -3 
  

   SN ATTY SYEyN PIS) GYNCUAS VP Y\ INS SIANAY. ANS SEAY ANTE BE REGS. BPX     

: This message and any attachments are for situational awareness and may be confidential/legally privileged, Ity you received this in errors, please delete, do not disseminate 

i further, and notify SIOC immicdiatcly. 

UNCLASSIFIED/AEGbO— 

FBI(2icv1168)-4179



  

  

jn 
    
  

  

  

  

From: | 
Sent: Saturday, January 16, 2021 9:10 PM 

To: Kelly, Kristyn E. (CTD) (FBI}; Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI) 
Ce: Reddan, Patrick E. Jr. (CTD) (FBI); Gilhooly, Brian T. (CTD) (FBI);| 

| 
Subject: Re: 

    
  

Kristyn and] lhave done 2 gteat job coordinating this with me and other elements of | khroughout the week. 

| Please let me know if you have additional questions. 
b6 -1 

b7c -1 

b7E -1,2,3,5,8 

  

  
  

Canfidentiaity Statement: This message is transmitted it to you by the office of the Chief Division Counsel af the 

Federal Bureau of investigation. The message, along with any attachrnents, may be confidential and legaily privileged. 

if you are not the intended recipient of this message, please destroy it promptly without further retention or 

dissemination {unless otherwise required by law). Please notify the sender of the error by a separate email or by 

From: Kelly, Kristyn E.{CTD}(FBU[ 
Sent: Saturday, January 16, 2021 7:19 PM 

To: Sanborn, Jill {CTD} (FBI 
  

    

  

  
  

    
    

  

Cc: Reddan, Patrick E. Jr. {CTD} {FBI} IGilhooly, Brian T. {CTD} (FBI}I 

bS5 -1,2 
Subject; be <1 

b7c -1 
Jill, BIE -1,2,3,5,8 

  

    
  

[has drafted the below language which Dimos says looks good. If you're good with this approach I'd 

recommend we run it up to John as this will end up with the ADD. 

FBI(21icv1168)-4181



  

| have on here for review too. b6 -1 
      

  

      

b7C -1 

Best, 

Kristyn 

bS -1,2 
b7E -1,2,8 

> 

> 

> 
  

> From: Kelly, Kristyn E. (CTD) (By 
> Sent: Saturday, January 16, 2021 7:28 PM 
> To; | 
> Subject: 

> 

> Thanks| Ican you just add a brief description of 

  

  

      

  

      

K(I'm hoping you have this off the 
  

shelf or close to it...} 

  

  

  

  

> b5 -1,2 

be -1 

> b7C -1 
> b7E -1,2,3,5,8 

> On Jan 16, 2021 7:24 PM,| wrote: 

| 
> 

> 
      

FBI(21cv1168}-4182



Sanborn, Jill {CTD} (FBI) 

  

From: Sanborn, Jill (CTD} (FBI} 

Sent: Saturday, January 16, 2021 9:11 PM 

To: 

Subject: Fwd: SIOC SITUATIONAL AWARENESS NOTIFICATION: TRAFFIC ADVISORY UPDATE 

Attachments: 
  

  be -1 

b7C -1   

For us it ooks like BIE -1,2,3,5,8 

  

Inbound we can go| 
  

  

Cutbound | think| 
  

Jill Sanborn 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 

cell 

jp 
Eee Forwarded message ---------- 
From: SIOC 

Date: Jan 16, 2021 8:18 PM 
Subject: SIOC SITUATIONAL AWARENESS NOTIFICATION: TRAFFIC ADVISORY UPDATE b7E -3,5 
To: HQ-ALL-USERS| |siOC_CRITICAL_INCIDENT_HQ 

| |WFO_CRITICAL_INCIDENT| | 
Ce: SIOC| | 

  

    

  

  

  

UNCLASSIFIED/HF@G@— 

  

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

STRATEGIC INFORMATION 

& OPERATIONS CENTER 
  

SITUATIONAL AWARENESS NOTERICATION 

| SOURCES OF INFORMATION: FBI Sccurity Division (SecD} / FBI Police b7E -1,2,5,8 

  

  

SYNOPSIS: Street closures continue to rapidly change in the security zone surrounding the National Mall. 

  

| DETAILS: Traffic restrictions within Washington, D.C. are already in place and continue to expand due to the Presidential Inauguration National 

: Special Sccurnty Event (NSSE). | | 
  

  

      

FBI(21cv1168)-4188



  

Sanborn, Jill {CTD} {FBI} 
  

  

  

From: Sanborn, Jill (CTD} (FBI) 

Sent: Saturday, January 16, 2021 9:12 PM 

To: | | 
b6 -1 

Subject: Re} b7C -1 
    

  

b7E -1,2,3,5,8 

You want to tee up to John for his ok for me??? | am just behind on this topic and you have been so involved. 

Jil] Sanborn 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 

cell 

  
  

On Jan 16, 2021 9:09 PM,] lwrote: 
Kristyn and| have done a gteat job coordinating this with me and other elements of throughout the week. 

| Please let me know if you have additional questions 

  
  

  
b6é -1 

b7¢ -1 

b7E -1,2,3,5,8 

  

      
Confidertigiity Statement: This message is transmitted it to you hy the affice of the Chief Division Counsel of the 

Federal Bureau of investigation. The message, along with any attachments, may be confidential and legally orivileged. 

if you are not the intended recipient of this message, please destroy It promptly without further retention or 

dissemination (unless otherwise required by law). Please notify the sender of the error by a separate email or by 

From: Kelly, Kristyn E.(CTD)(FBIY 
Sent: Saturday, January 16, 2021 7:19 PM 

To: Sanborn, Jill {CTD} {FBI} 
  

  

  

  
  

  

  

Cc: Reddan, Patrick E. Jr. {CTD} {FBI}] IGilhooly, Brian T. {CTD} (FBI) 

- | bS5 -1,2 
Subject4 | b6 -1 

b7¢ -1 

Jill, b7E -1,2,3,5,8 

  

  
  

FBI(2icv1168)-4192



  

| 

Sent: Saturday, January 16, 2021 9:13 PM 

To: Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI 

Subject: Fwd: SIOC SITUATIONAL AWARENESS NOTIFICATION: TRAFFIC ADVISORY UPDATE 

Copy 

  

    
  

On Jan 16, 2021 9:10 PM, “Sanborn, Jill {CTD) (ey _—|wrote: 

    

For us it ooks like 

  

Insound we can gd 

  

Sutbound | think] 

Jill Sanborn 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 

ell 

jp 
wanen nnn Forwarded message ---------- 

From: SIOC: 

Date: Jan 16, 2021 8:18 PM 
Subject: SIOC SITUATIONAL AWARENESS NOTIFICATION: TRAFFIC ADVISORY UPDATE 
To: HQ-ALL-USERS] IsiOC_CRITICAL_INCIDENT HQ 

| WFO_CRITICAL_INCIDENT| 
Ce: SIOC| 

  

    

  

UNCLASSIFIED/POPC- 

FEDERAL BUREAU GF INVESTIGATION 

STRATEGIC INFORMATION 

& OPERATIONS CENTER. 

be -1 

b7C -1 

bITE -3,5 

b7E -3,5,8 

b7£ -3,5 

  

SITUATIONAL AWARENESS NOTERICATHON 

SOURCES OF INFORMATION: FBI Security Division (SecD) / FBI Police 

Snorsls Street closures continue to rapidly change in the security zone surrounding the National Mall] 

b7E -1,2,5,8 

  

DETAILS: Traffic restrictions within Washington, D.C. arc already in place and continuc to expand duc to the Presidential Inauguration National 

: Special Security Event (N SSE). 

| 
  

    
  

FBI(210v1168)-4195



  

Sanborn, Jill {CTD} (FBI) 

    
  

  

  

    

  

  
  

  

  

  

  

  

    

  

    

    

  

  

  

From: Sanborn, Jill (CTD} (FBI} 

Sent: Saturday, January 16, 2021 9:18 PM 

To: 

Subject: Fwd: SIOC SITUATIONAL AWARENESS NOTIFICATION: TRAFFIC ADVISORY UPDATE 

b6 -1 

soe bic -1 
Wi Id b get b ith lights f. e could prob get you 3 bu car with lights rom[__| bIE -3,5 

Jill Sanborn 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 

cell 

On Jan 18, 2021 9:13 PM] fwrote: 
Copy b6 -1 

b7c -1 

b7E -3,5 

On Jan 16, 2021 9:10 PM, “Sanborn, Jill (CTD) ey] wrote: 

For us it ooks like 

b7E -3,5,8 

Inbound we can gol 

Outbound | think] 

Jill Sansorn 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 

cell 

wonnnn---- Forwarded message ---------- 

From:siod_——____] 
Date: Jan 16, 2021 8:18 PM 

Subject: SIOC SITUATIGNAL AWARENESS NOTIFICATION: TRAFFIC ADVISORY UPDATE 

To: HQ-ALL-USERS KiOC_CRITICAL_INCIDENT HO 

[WFO_CRITICAL_INCIDENT] | b7E -3,5 
Ce: SIO | 

UNCLASSIFIED/660- 

FEDERAL BUREAU GF INVESTIGATION 

STRATEGIC INFORMATION 

& OPERATIONS CENTER 

SITUATIORAL AWARENESS NOTERIC ATION 

| SOURCES OF INFORMATION: FBI Security Division (SecD) / FBI Police b7E -1,2,5,8 
  

erborsis Street closures continue to rapidly change in the security zone surrounding the National Mall. 

DETAILS: Traffic restrictions within Washington, D.C. are already in place and continue to expand due to the Presidential Inauguration National 

: Special Security Event (NSSE).| ] 

| | 

FBI(2icv1168)-4198



  

  

From: | | 

  

      

Sent: Saturday, January 16, 2021 9:31 PM 

To: Sanborn, Jill (CTD} (FBI) - 
-1 

Subject: Re: b7c -1 
bIE -1,2,3,5,8 

No problem 

  

      

Confidentiality Statement: This message is transmitted it to you by the office of the Chief Division Counsel 

of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. The message, along with any attachments, may be confidential and 

legally privileged. If you are not the intended recipient of this message, please destroy it promptly without 

further retention or dissemination (unless otherwise required by law). Please notify the sender of the error 

by a separate email or by valine 

On Jan 16, 2021 9:12 PM, “Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)"[ wrote: 
You want to tee up to John for his ok for me??? | am just behind on this topic and you have been so involved. 

b7£ -3 

  

      

  

    

Jil] Sanborn 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 

cell 

On Jan 16, 2021 9:09 PM, lwrote: 
Kristyn and| lhave done 2 great job coordinating this with me and other elements of| throughout the week. 
  

  | Please let me know if you have additional questions 

  

  

b6 -1 

b7¢c -1 

b7E -1,2,3,5,8 

    

Confidertiaity Statement: This message is transmitted it te you by the affice of the Chief Division Counsel of the 

Federal Bureau of investigation. The message, aiong with any attachments, may be confidential and legaily privileged. 

ff you are not the intended recipient of this message, please destroy it pramotly withaut further retention or 

dissernination {unless othenadise required by law}. Please notify the sender of the error by a separate email or by 

FBI(21cv1168)-4201



  

  ja   

  

  

From: 
Sent: Saturday, January 16, 2021 9:33 PM 

To: Sanborn, Jill (CTD} (FBI) 

Subject: Fwd: Re: Final Master Lodging for Command Post and Other Operations bé6 -1 

b7C -1 
b7E -5 

Good evening Ma'am, 

Let me check with FFD. They are maintaining all of the communications with the hotels. 

Considering how quick rooms have been filling up, they have said if anyone can secure a room on their own, 

it would be covered. 

| will check with FFD now. 

  

      

  

  

  

    
On Jan 16, 2021 8:39 PM, "Sanborn, Jill (CTD} (FBI}" wrote: 

ThinkL___|still has rooms?.   

b7E -3,5 

Jil] Sanborn 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 

cell 

~----~---~ Forwarded message ---------- 

From: "Kelly, Kristyn E. (CTD} (FBI}" 

Date: Jan 16, 2021 8:32 PM b7E -3 

Subject: Fwd: Re: Final Master Lodging for Command Post and Other Operations 

To: "Sanborn, Jill (CTD} (FBI}" 

  

      

  

  

  

Ce: 

a Forwarded message ---------- 

From} | b6 -1 
Date: Jan 16, 2021 2:31 PM b7C -1 

Subject: Re: Final Master Lodging for Command Post and Other Operations b7E -3,5 

To} | 
  

'Glasheen, Michael H. (CTD} (FBI)"| 
Jensen, Steven J. {CTD} (FBI}" 

FBI(2 1cv1168)-4204



Sanborn, Jill {CTD} {FBI} 
  

  

      

  

      

  

    
  

From: Sanborn, Jill (CTD} (FBI) 

Sent: Saturday, January 16, 2021 9:37 PM 

To: 

Subject: Fwd: Re: Final Master Lodging for Command Post and Other Operations bé -1 

b7¢ -1 
b7E -3,5 

But its way expensive now out at other hotels 

Jill Sanborn 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 

cell 

On Jan 16, 2021 9:32 PM, wrote: 

Good evening Ma'am, b6 -1 
bI7C -1 
b7E -3,5 

Let me check with FFD. They are maintaining all of the communications with the hotels. 

Considering how quick rooms have been filling up, they have said if anyone can secure a room on their own, 

it would be covered. 

] will check with FFD now. 

  

      

  

  

    
On Jan 16, 2021 8:39 PM, “Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)” wrote: 

Think still has rooms?. 
  

  

      

b7E -3,5 

Jill Sanborn 

_Federal Bureau of Investigation 

cell 

~----~---~ Forwarded message ---------- 

From: “Kelly, Kristyn E. (CTD} (FBI}" 

Date: Jan 16, 2021 8:32 PM b7E -3 

Subject: Fwd: Re: Final Master Lodging for Command Post and Other Operations 

To: "Sanborn, Jill (CTD} (FBI}" 

Ce: 

  

      

  

      

FBI(21cv1168)-4209



Sanborn, Jill {CTD} {FBI} 
  

  

      

      

From: Sanborn, Jill (CTD} (FBI) 

Sent: Saturday, January 16, 2021 9:39 PM 

To: 

Subject: Re: 

b6 -1 
Thank you b7c -1 

b7E -1,2,3,5,8 

Jil] Sanborn 

_Federal Bureau of Investigation 

cell 
  

      

  

  
  

  

  

On Jan 16, 2021 9:31 PM, wrote: 

No problem 

b6 -1 
b7c -1 
b7E -3,5 

  
  

Confidentiality Statement: This message is transmitted it to you by the office of the Chief Division Counsel 

of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. The message, along with any attachments, may be confidential and 

legally privileged. If you are not the intended recipient of this message, please destroy it promptly without 

further retention or dissemination (unless otherwise required by Jaw). Please notify the sender of the error 

by a separate email or by calling 

On Jan 16, 2021 9:12 PM, "Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)"| wrote: 
You want to tee up to John for his ok for me??? | am just behind on this topic and you have been so involved. 

b7E -3 

  
  

    

  

  

Jill Sanborn 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 

cell 

On Jan 16, 2021 9:09 PM Jwrote: 
Kristyn and| |have done 2 great job coordinating this with me and other elements of OGC throughout the week. 

| Please let me know if you have additional questions bé <4 

  

b7¢c -1 

b7E -1,2,3,5,8 

      

FBI(21cv1168)-4214



  

  J 
    
  

  

From: | 
Sent: Saturday, January 16, 2021 9:41 PM bé -1 

To: Sanborn, Jill (CTD} (FBI) b7C -1 

Subject: Fwd: Re: Final Master Lodging for Command Post and Other Operations BIE -S 

10-4. | am checking with FFD to see if they will hold one of their rooms in their corporate block. 

As soon as | hear back, | will confirm with you. | am emailing and texting my POC, so | believe one of these 

alerts should reach them. 

| will keep you informed. | am sorry the headache this is probably causing. 

  

      

  

      

  

    

  
  

  

On Jan 16, 2021 9:37 PM, “Sanborn, Jill (CTD} (FBI)" wrote: 

But its way expensive now out at other hotels 

b7E -3 

Jill Sanborn 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 

cell 

On Jan 16, 2021 9:32 PM,| wrote: 

Good evening Ma'am, bé -1 

b7c -1 
Let me check with FFD. They are maintaining all of the communications with the hotels. b7E -3,5 

Considering how quick rooms have been filling up, they have said if anyone can secure a room on their own, 

it would be covered. 

1 will check with FFD now. 

  

      

  

    
On Jan 16, 2021 8:39 PM, "Sanborn, Jill (CTD} (FBI)” wrote: 

Think] __ still has rooms?. 

Jill Sanborn 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 

cell 

  

b7E -3,5 

FBI(21cv1168)-4217



  

Sanborn, Jill {CTD} {FBI} 
  

  

      

From: Sanborn, Jill (CTD} (FBI) 

Sent: Saturday, January 16, 2021 9:45 PM 

To: 

Subject: Fwd: Re: Final Master Lodging for Command Post and Other Operations re ot 

b7E -3,5 

No problem. | have not committed to for sure on the hotel just trying to see options. So let me know. | don‘t 

love that they are not really walking distance and its actually in the city where the pain is so it may not help 

much 

  

    
  

Jil] Sanborn 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 

cell 

On Jan 16, 2021 9:41 PM, wrote: b6 -1 

10-4. 1am checking with FFD to see if they will hold one of their rooms in their corporate block. bic -1 
b7E -3,5 

As soon as | hear back, | will confirm with you. | am emailing and texting my POC, so | believe one of these 

alerts should reach them. 

] will keep you informed. | am sorry the headache this is probably causing. 

  

      

  

  

    
On Jan 16, 2021 9:37 PM, "Sanborn, Jill (CTB} (FBI)” wrote: 

But its way expensive now out at other hotels 
  

  

. b6 -1 
Jill Sanborn pic -1 
_Federal Bureau of Investigation bIE -3,5 

cell 

On Jan 16, 2021 9:32 PM, wrote: 
    

  

Good evening Ma'am, 

Let me check with FFD. They are maintaining all of the communications with the hotels. 

Considering how quick rooms have been filling up, they have said if anyone can secure a room on their own, 

it would be covered. 

1 will check with FFD now. 

FBI(2 1cv1168)-4223



  

  J     
  

  

From: | 
Sent: Saturday, January 16, 2021 9:48 PM 

To: Sanborn, Jill (CTD} (FBI) bé6 -1 

Subject: Fwd: Re: Final Master Lodging for Command Post and Other Operations b7C -1 
b7E -5 

No problem ma’am. | wil] confirm that we can secure a room in case you elect to take that option. 

] will update you very soon. 

Respectfully, 

  

      

  

On Jan 16, 2021 9:44 PM, “Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (Fey, sdwrote: 
No problem. | have not committed to for sure on the hotel just trying to see options. So let me know. | don't 

love that they are not really walking distance and Its actually in the city where the pain is so it may not help 

much 

  

    

  

b6 -1 

Jill Sanborn bic -1 
Federal Bureau of Investigation BIE -3,5 

cel] 

On Jan 16, 2021 9:41 PM,| wrote: 
  

10-4. 1am checking with FFD to see if they will hold one of their rooms in their corporate block. 

As soon as | hear back, | will confirm with you. | am emailing and texting my POC, so | believe one of these 

alerts should reach them. 

| will keep you informed. | am sorry the headache this is probably causing. 

Mike 

On Jan 16, 2021 93:37 PM, “Sanborn, Jill (CTD} (Fay"| wrote: 

But its way expensive now out at other hotels 

b7E -3 

Jill Sanborn 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 

cell 

  

FBI(21cv1168)-4229
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Sanborn, Jill {CTD} {FBI} 
  

  

      

  

      

  

  

From: Sanborn, Jill (CTD} (FBI) 

Sent: Saturday, January 16, 2021 9:55 PM 

To: 

Subject: Fwd: Re: Final Master Lodging for Command Post and Other Operations 

bé -1 
. . . b7¢ -1 

Thank you. And if 1 found one close what do you think about price? b7E -3.5 

Jill Sanborn 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 

cell 

On Jan 16, 2021 9:47 PM] lwrote: 
No problem ma’am. | will confirm that we can secure a room in case you elect to take that option. 

] will update you very soon. b6 -1 

b7c -1 
b7E -3,5 

Respectfully, 

  

      

  

On Jan 16, 2021 9:44 PM, "Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)"|_— wrote: 
No problem. | have not committed to for sure on the hotel just trying to see options. So let me know. | don't 

love that they are not really walking distance and its actually in the city where the pain is so it may not help 

much 

  

b6 -1 
b7C -1 

Jill Sanborn b7E -3,5 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 
cell 

On Jan 16, 2021 9:41 PM, |wrote: 
  

10-4. | am checking with FFD to see if they will hold one of their rooms in their corporate block. 

As soon as | hear back, | will confirm with you. | am emailing and texting my POC, so | believe one of these 

alerts should reach them. 

| will keep you informed. | am sorry the headache this is probably causing. 

  

      

FBI(2icv1168)-4235



  

  fa 
  

  

From: 
Sent: Saturday, January 16, 2021 10:02 PM 

To: Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI) en 

Subject: Fwd: Re: Final Master Lodging for Command Post and Other Operations b7E -5 

FFD has asked that we keep reservations below the government rate, but situation would dictate. Plus, you 

are the AD, so you can approve your own request considering there are no available rooms at lower rates. 

My FFD POC may be swamped on another matter, which has slowed her response. | can coordinate with 

[Jor someone if you would like so you can focus on operations and threat. 

If you concur, [ will reach out tol _|with a list of known hotels and their phone numbers and if you 

decided to take a room, he can take action. 

On Jan 16, 2021 9:54 PM, "Sanborn, Jill (CTD} (rBi"[ wrote: 

Thank you. And if | found one close what do you think about price? 

  
  

  

b7E -3 

Jill Sanborn 

_Federal Bureau of Investigation 

cell 

On Jan 16, 2021 9:47 PM |wrote: 
No problem ma'am. | will confirm that we can secure a room in case you elect to take that option. 

] will update you very soon. 

b6 -1 
Respectfully, b7c -1 

bI7E -3,5 
  

      

On Jan 16, 2021 9:44 PM, "Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)"[ wrote: 
No problem. | have not committed to for sure on the hotel just trying to see options. So let me know. | don't 

love that they are not really walking distance and its actually in the city where the pain is so it may not help 

much 

FBI(21cv1168)-4241



Sanborn, Jill {CTD} {FBI} 
  

  

      

  
  

From: Sanborn, Jill (CTD} (FBI) 

Sent: Saturday, January 16, 2021 10:04 PM 

To: 

Subject: Fwd: Re: Final Master Lodging for Command Post and Other Operations 

b6 -1 
Once you find out what is available letme know. No rush. | am trying to stay out of the city tomorrow b7c -1 

anyway!! bIE -3,5 

Thank you 

Jill Sanborn 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 

cell 

On Jan 16, 2021 10:02 PM,] |wrote: 
  

FFD has asked that we keep reservations below the government rate, but situation would dictate. Plus, you 

are the AD, so you can approve your own request considering there are no available rooms at lower rates. 

  
  

b6 -1 
My FFD POC may be swamped on another matter, which has slowed her response. | can coordinate with p54. _4 

[Jor someone if you would like so you can focus on operations and threat. b7E -3,5 

If you concur, [ will reach out tof __|with a list of known hotels and their phone numbers and if you 

decided to take a room, he can take action. 

On Jan 16, 2021 9:54 PM, "Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)". wrote: 
Thank you. And if 1 found one close what do you think about price? 

b6 -1 
Jill Sanborn b7C -1 

_Federal Bureau of Investigation b7E -3,5 
cell 

On Jan 16, 2021 9:47 PM, |wrote: 
  

No problem ma'am. | will confirm that we can secure a room in case you elect to take that option. 

1 will update you very soon. 

FBI(2 1cv1168)-4248



—— 
  

Sent: Saturday, January 16, 2021 10:04 PM 

To: Sanborn, Jill (CTD} {FBI} 

Subject: RE: SIOC SITUATIONAL AWARENESS NOTIFICATION: TRAFFIC ADVISGRY UPDATE 

Thanks 

From: Sanborn, Jill {CTO) (FBI 

Sent: Saturday, January 16, 2021 9:10 PM 

Ted | 
Subject: Fwd: SIOC SITUATIONAL AWARENESS NOTIFICATION: TRAFFIC ADVISORY UPDATE 

Just in case this helps you at all. The Google mag link is decent and I think it may be helpful... 

  

Looks like | can gol 

  

Outbound | thin | 

The bridge closures look like madness if they won't let LE in. 

  

If hear folks iry| fet me know 
  

Thanks again 

Jill 

Jill Sanborn 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 

ell 

aosonnn-a- Fanwarded message ---------- 

from sioq 
Date: Jan 16, 2021 8:18 PM 

    

Sudject: SIOC SITUATIONAL AWARENESS NOTIFICATION: TRAFFIC ADVISORY UP: 

SIOC_CRITICAL_INCIDENT_HQ To: HQ-ALL-USER 

Ce: SIOC | 

DATE 

  

bé6é -1 

b7¢ -1 

b7E -5S 

b6é -1 

b7¢ -1 

b7E -3,5,8 

b7E -3,5 

JWFO_CRITICAL_INCIDENT 
  

UNCLASSIFIED//POCG- 

  

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

STRATEGIC INFORMATION 

& GPERATIONS CENTER 

  

SITRATHONAL AWARENESS MOTEICATION 

  

  

pSHRORSIS: Set ours ontiusio sandy shane in security zone surrounding the National Mall 

N: FBI Security Division (SecD) / FBI Police b7E -1,2,5,8 

  

RETAILS: Traffic restrictions within Washington, D.C_are already in place and continue to expand due to the Presidential Inauguration National 

    : Special Security Event (NSSE). 

| | 
  

    
  

FBI(2 1cv1168)-4255



  

  ————————— 
From: Po] 

  

      

  
  

Sent: Saturday, January 16, 2021 10:05 PM 

To: Sanborn, Jill (CTD} (FBI) bé <1 

Subject: Fwd: Re: Final Master Lodging for Command Post and Other Operations b7C -1 
b7E -5 

Sounds great. | will update you as soon as | can. 

Be safe and let me know if you need anything. 

] will be in touch soon. 

On Jan 16, 2021 10:04 PM, "Sanborn, Jill {CTD} (Fey"| wrote: 

Once you find out what is available letme know. No rush. | am trying to stay out of the city tomorrow 

anyway!! 

b7E -3 
Thank you 

Jil] Sanborn 

Federal] Bureau of Investigation 

cell 

On Jan 16, 2021 10:02 PM,| |wrote: 
  

FFD has asked that we keep reservations below the government rate, but situation would dictate. Plus, you 

are the AD, so you can approve your own request considering there are no available rooms at lower rates. 

b6 -1 
My FFD POC may be swamped on another matter, which has slowed her response. | can coordinate with b7¢ -1 

[Jor someone if you would like so you can focus on operations and threat. bTE -3,5 

If you coneur, | will reach out tol___|with a list of known hotels and their phone numbers and if you 
decided to take a room, he can take action. 

On Jan 16, 2021 9:54 PM, "Sanborn, Jill (CTD} (FBI)"[ wrote: BIE 3 
Thank you. And if 1 found one close what do you think about price? 

FBI(2 icv1168)-4258



Sanborn, Jill {CTD} {FBI} 
  

  

      

From: Sanborn, Jill (CTD} (FBI) 

Sent: Saturday, January 16, 2021 10:06 PM 

To: 

Subject: Fwd: Re: Final Master Lodging for Command Post and Other Operations 

b6 -1 

b7C -1 

Tha nks[___| b7E -3,5 

Jil] Sanborn 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 

cel] 
  

      

  

On Jan 16, 2021 10:05 PM,] wrote: 
Sounds great. | will update you as soon as | can. 

b6 -1 
b7c -1 

b7E -3,5 

Be safe and let me know if you need anything. 

] will be in touch soon. 

  

      

On Jan 16, 2021 10:04 PM, "Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)"| wrote: 
Once you find out what is available letme know. No rush. | am trying to stay out of the city tomorrow 

anyway!! 
b7E -3 

Thank you 

Jill Sanborn 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 

cell 

[| 
On Jan 16, 2021 10:02 PM,| lwrote: 
FFD has asked that we keep reservations below the government rate, but situation would dictate. Plus, you 

are the AD, so you can approve your own request considering there are no available rooms at lower rates. 

  

    

  
  

My FFD POC may be swamped on another matter, which has slowed her response. | can coordinate with 

[Jor someone if you would like so you can focus on operations and threat. bé -1 

b7c -1 
If you concur, | will reach out tol __|with a list of known hotels and their phone numbers and if you b7E -3,5 

decided to take a room, he can take action. 

FBI(21cv1168)-4265



Sanborn, Jill {CTD} {FBI} 
  

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jill Sanborn 

Sanborn, Jill (CTD} (FBI) 

Saturday, January 16, 2021 11:02 PM 

Kelly, Kristyn E. (CTD) (FBI) 
  

Fwd:] 
  

_Federal Bureau of Investigation 

cel] 
  

      

aon Forwarded message ---------- 
From: “Abbate, Paul M.(DO){FBI)"[| 
Date: Jan 16, 2021 10:29 PM 
  

Subject:| 

To:| 

b7E -1,2,3,5,8 

b5S -1 

b6 -1 

b7C¢ -1 

b7E -1,2,3,5,8 

  

"Brown, John A. (NSB) {FBI)" 
    

Cc: "Cohen, Jodi (NSB) {FBI}"| 
"Schl lendorf, David W. {FFD} } (FBI}"| 

    

"Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)" 

(FBI) YL sf 'Salleet, Jeffrey $. {HRB} (FBI YL 
Thanks John. Haven't heard anything on this request - adding Jeff, Dave, and Nick for awa reness[| 
  

On Jan 16, 2021 10:22 PM, "Brown, John A. (NSB) {FBI}° 
  

      

] concur. 

Paul, 

Please see below for your awareness and approval. 

  

      

wrote: 

  

support this request, particularly since| 
  

Please [let me know what else you may need to assist your decision. Thank you. 

Regards, 

Jon 
  

      

Call} 

A Desk} 

I"Dimos, Nicholas {FFD} 

bS -1 

b6é -1 

b7¢ -1 

b?E -1,2,3,8 

| anticipate FFD might be reaching out as well. | 

FBI(21cv1168)-4272



Kelly, Kristyn E. (CTD) {FBI} 

  

    

From: Kelly, Kristyn E. (CTD} (FBI} 

Sent: Sunday, January 17, 2021 6:38 AM 

To: Sanborn, Jill (CTD} (FBI) 

Ce: Reddan, Patrick E. Jr. (CTD) (FBI); Gilhooly, BrianT. (CTD) (FBI);| Pee 
| b7E -5 

Subject: Fwd: Question on OT 

Morning Jill, 

FYI the field, via HRD {and me}, has been requesting a special case code for all that is ongoing. | know the 

initial reaction was to limit it to HQ, but curious about your thoughts on expanding it. Strategically | think 

there might also be value in separately capturing all the OT if ever asked how many resources it took to do 

this. 

Best, 

Kristyn 

~----~---~ Forwarded message ---------- 

From: "Korneski, Douglas M. {ME) (ey, 

Date: Jan 16, 2021 10:23 PM 

  

      

Subject: Fwd: Question on OT b7A -1 

To: "Kelly, Kristyn E. (CTD) (FBI}" bvE -1,2,3,5 

Ce: 

Hey, Krystyn. I'm one of the SACs that reached out to Ralph {I wasn’t sure who was handling OT issues). 

Understand as of now OT for Capitol riot case is only for NCR, however, this is obviously a national crisis, 

with subjects and all-hands-on-deck everywhere. In ME we've had 
  

  
  

  |has been burning the candle at both ends, even with support from other 
  

squads, especially for a FO our size, and right on the heels of the Christmas day bombing in Nashville. If 

feasible, OT would just be nice for all personne! supporting the WFO cases, but not necessarily for the 

additional PVCA and CP activities now required due to that event, which are more similar to the PVCA 

surges this summer and for the election. 

Anyway, realize there's always red tape, so may not be doable, but any thought and consideration to the 

limited expansion of OT for other FOs specifically supporting WFO in their AORs would be appreciated. 

Thanks, 

Doug 

FBI(21cv1168)-4275



a Forwarded message ---------- 

From: “Tursi, Ralph {CD} (FB)"[ 
Date: Jan 16, 2021 6:49 PM b7E -3 

Subject: Fwd: Question on OT 

To: "Korneski, Douglas M. (ME) (rBy[ 
Ce: 

Hey Doug, FYI on the below, Kristyn should be able te provide more information. Hope this helps and let me 

know if you need anything additional. 

Thanks and all the best - Ralph 

wn----=--- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: “Kelly, Kristyn E. (CTD) (FBI)"[| 
Date: Jan 16, 2021 6:06 PM b7E -3 

Subject: Question on OT 

To: "Tursi, Ralph {CD} (FBI}"| 

Cc: "Evans, Spencer L. (HRD) {FB1}" 

Hi Ralph, 

  

      

So sorry for the delay! Right now the only special case codes are for investigation into the events at the 

Capitol and pipe bombs for WFO, HQ, and FOs TDYd in. CiIRG had a separate Inauguration line of effort one. 

That being said a) send them my way, and b} I'll double tap on trying to see if we can get ADD approval 

more broadly. Yesterday it didn't seem hopeful since they didn't do it for over the summer but today is 

another day! 

Best, 

Kristyn 

b7E -3 

On Jan 16, 2021 4:25 PM, “Tursi, Ralph {CD} (FBI)"[__— wrote: 
Hi Kristyn and hope all is well. We've received a few questions in HRD as to whether OT is authorized for 

Field Offices with a high ops tempo of PVCA investigations connected to the attack on the Capitol last week. 

] assume that CTD would make the call on that, and from HRD's perspective we're good with whatever you 

all decide. Should | send folks your way on these questions or is there a better POC in CTD? 

Really appreciate the help during a busy time for you and your team. 

Thanks and all the best - Ralph 

FBI(21cv1168)-4276



Kelly, Kristyn E. (CTD) {FBI} 

  

    
  

  

      

  

    

  

From: Kelly, Kristyn E. (CTD} (FBI} 

Sent: Sunday, January 17, 2021 6:39 AM 

To: Sanborn, Jill (CTD} (FBI) 

Subject: Fwd: b7E -1,2,5,8 

Thanks! 

On Jan 16, 2021 11:02 PM, "Sanborn, Jill {CTD} {FBI}" wrote: 

b7E -3 

Jill Sanborn 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 

cell 

~----~---~ Forwarded message ---------- b5 -1 
From: "Abbate, Paul M. (DO) (By'[ b6 -1 

b7C -1 Date: Jan 16, 2021 10:29 PM 
° b7E -1,2,3,5,8 

Subject:| 
  

  
To:| l'Brown, John A. (NSB) (By'| 

Cc: "Cohen, Jodi (NSB) {FBI)"| Sanborn, Jill {CTD} (FBI)” 
  

"Schlendorf, David W. {FFD} (FBI}"| "Dimos, Nicholas {FFD} 

(FBI}"| |"Sallet, Jeffrey S. {HRB} (FBI}" 

Thanks John. Haven't heard anything on this request - adding Jeff, Dave, and Nick for awareness. 
  

      

  

    
  

On Jan 16, 2021 10:22 PM, “Brown, John A. (NSB) {FBI}" wrote: 

b5 -1 
] concur. b6 -1 

b7c -1 

Paul bIE -1,2,3,8 

Please see below for your awareness and approval. | anticipate FFD might be reaching out as well. | 

support this request, particularly since| 

Please let me know what else you may need to assist your decision. Thank you. 

Regards, 

John 

{call} 

FBI(21cv1168)-4277



Sanborn, Jill {CTD} {FBI} 
  

From: Sanborn, Jill (CTD} (FBI) 

Sent: Sunday, January 17, 2021 8:03 AM 

To: Ld 

Subject: Fwd: NC3 DAILY SITREP 01/16/2021 

Attachments: OPE_SITREP_FINAL_Jan 16.pdf 86 a4 

b7c -4 
b7E -3 

[| 
Good Morning. Just wanted to confirm you received from SIOC.... double checking they added you. 

Jill 

Jill Sanborn 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 

cell 
  

      

wana n-n=- Forwarded message ---------- 

Date: Jan 16, 2021 11:47 PM b7E -3,5 

Subject: NC3 DAILY SITREP 01/16/2021 

To: SIOC CRITICAL INCIDENT HQ 

  

    
Ce: SIOC] 

UNCLASSIFIED/ #EES- 
  

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

STRATEGIC INFORMATION & OPERATIONS CENTER 

  

SITUATIONAL AWARENESS NOTIFICATION 

: The below message is sent on behalf of Assistant Director George Beach IT: 

‘Good evening, 

FBI(21cv1168)-4292



| Please find attached the 16 January 2621 National Crisis Coordination Center (NC3)} SITREP 
related to the violence associated with lawful protests. 

Please note that this document is Unclassified/ -hawEnfereementSensitive-(U/ HES). The FBI 
Office of Partner Engagement (OPE) at FBI Headquarters approves further dissemination with 
your trusted law enforcement, intelligence, and homeland security partners in accordance with 
the LES handling caveat. 

  

  

    
National Crisis Coordination Center | FBIHQ, SIOC, Room 5590 | DIE -3 

  
  

      

  

  

: This message and any attachments are for situational awareness and may be confidential/legally 
privileged. If you received this in error, please delete, do not disseminate further, and notify 

SIOC immediately. 

UNCLASSIFIED/ /EES- 

FBI(21cv1168)-4293



  

  

From: 

To: Kelly; Kristyn E. (CTD} (FBI} bé -1 

Ce: |Reddan; Patrick E. Jr. (CTD} (FBI}; b7C -1 

|Gilhooly; Brian T. {CTD} (FBI} b7E -5 

Subject: Fwd: Question on OT 

  

  

        

  

Good Morning. 

Can you remind me if we did so for Portland this summer/fall? 

Jill Sanborn 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 

cell 
b7E -3 

  

    
On Jan 17, 2021 6:38 AM, "Kelly, Kristyn E. (CTD) {FBI}" wrote: 

Morning Jill, 
  

, FYI the field, via HRD (and me), has been requesting a special case code for all that is ongoing. | know the 

| initial reaction was to limit it to HQ, but curious about your thoughts on expanding it. Strategically | think 

there might also be value in separately capturing all the OT if ever asked how many resources it took to do 

: this. 

, Best, 

Kristyn 

oo Forwarded message ---------- 

| From: “Korneski, Douglas M. (ME} (2:1) | 

Date: Jan 16, 2021 10:23 PM 

, Subject: Fwd: Question on OT BTA -1 

‘To: "Kelly, Kristyn E. (CTD) {FBI)"| bIE -1,2,3,5 
Ce: 

, Hey, Krystyn. I’m one of the SACs that reached out to Ralph (I wasn't sure who was handling OT issues}. 

, Understand as of now OT for Capitol riot case is only for NCR, however, this is obviously a national crisis, 

with subjects and all-hands-on-deck everywhere. In ME we've had| 
  

    

  |has been burning the candle at both ends, even with support 

from other squads, especially for a FO our size, and right on the heels of the Christmas day bombing in 

| Nashville. If feasible, OT would just be nice for all personnel supporting the WFO cases, but not 

“necessarily for the additional PVCA and CP activities now required due to that event, which are more 

| similar to the PVCA surges this summer and for the election. 

  

Anyway, realize there's always red tape, so may not be doable, but any thought and consideration to the 

FBI(21cv1168)-4303



From: Sanborn, Jill {CTD} (FB) 
  

  

Subject: Fwd] 
To: Kelly, Kristyn E. (CTD} (FBI) 
Sent: January 17, 2021 8:14 AM {UTC-05:00) 

I never saw a response from Nick or Dave unless you know the answer? 

Jill Sanborn 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 

cell 

  
  

On Jan 17, 2021 6:39 AM, "Kelly, Kristyn E. (CTD) (FBD" 
      

Thanks! 

BIE -1,2,3,5,8 

wrote: 

b7E -3 

On Jan 16, 2021 11:02 PM, "Sanborn, HII(CTD)(FBD"| wrote: 

Jill Sanborn 
_Federal Bureau of Investigation 

cell 

  

aan ------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: "Abbate, Paul M. (DO) {FBI)" 
Date: Jan 16, 2021 10:29 PM 

Subject:| 

  

      

bS -1 

b6é -1 

b7¢ -1 

b7E -1,2,3,5,8 

To:| Brown, John A. (NSB) Bn, 

  

Cc: "Cohen, Jodi (NSB) (FBI)"| ‘Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBD" 

"Schlendorf, David W. (FFD) (FBD" \"Dimos, Nicholas   
(FFD) (FBI)"| I'Sallet, Jeffrey S. (HRB) (FBI}" 
Thanks John. Haven't heard anything on this request - adding Jeff, Dave, and Nick for awareness [ 

On Jan 16, 2021 10:22 PM, "Brown, John A.(NSB)(FBN"[ wrote: 

[| 
| concur. 

Paul, 

b5 -1 

b6 -1 

b7¢c -1 

b7E -1,2,3,8 

Please see below for your awareness and approval. | anticipate FFD might be reaching out as well. | support 

this request, particularly since 
  

Please let me know what else you may need to assist your decision. Thank you. 

Regards, 

ohn 

FBI(21cv1168)-4308



Kelly, Kristyn E. (CTD) {FBI} 

  

From: Kelly, Kristyn E. (CTD} (FBI} 

Sent: Sunday, January 17, 2021 8:30 AM 

To: Sanborn, Jill (CTD} (FBI) 

Subject: Fwd:] Ree 4 
  

b7E -1,2,5,8 

  

  

met should have those details, but let me confirm withl think] 

On Jan 17, 2021 8:13 AM, “Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)"| wrote: 
| never saw a response from Nick or Dave unless you know the answer? 

  

  

      

b7E -3 
Jill Sanborn 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 

cell 

On Jan 17, 2021 6:39 AM, “Kelly, Kristyn E. (CTD) (FBi"| wrote: 

Thanks! 

On Jan 16, 2021 11:02 PM, "Sanborn, Jill {CTD} {FBI}" wrote: 

b7E -3 

Jil] Sanborn 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 

cell 

  

wn-------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: “Abbate, PaulM.(DO)(FBI)"| 
Date: Jan 16, 2021 10:29 PM 

Subject:| 
To:| ['Brown, John A. (NSB) {FB)"[ sd 
Cc: "Cohen, Jodi (NSB) {FBI)"| (Sanborn, Jill {CTD} {FBI}" 

"Schlendorf, David W. {FFD} (FBI}" Dimos, Nicholas {FFD} 

(FBI}"| |Sallet, Jeffrey S. (HRB) (FBI)" 
Thanks John. Haven't heard anything on this request - adding Jeff, Dave, and Nick for awareness, 

  

  
  

      

| | bs -1 
b6é -1 

b7¢ -1 

b7E -1,2,3,5,8 

FBI(2icv1168)-4311



From: Kelly, Kristyn E. (CTD} (FBI) 
  

  

Subject: Fwd:| 
To: Sanborn, Jill {CTD} {FBI} bIE -1 f 2 f 5 t 8 

Sent: January 17, 2021 8:41 AM {UTC-05:00} 
  

      

  

  

On Jan 17, 2021 8:29 AM, "Kelly, Kristyn E. (CTD) (FBD"| wrote: 
They should have those details, but let me confirm with [I think 

b6é -1 

b7¢ -1 

b?E -1,2,3,5,8 

    

On Jan 17, 2021 8:13 AM, "Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBD"[| wrote: 
I never saw a response from Nick or Dave unless you know the answer? 

Jill Sanbomm 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 
cell 

  

On Jan 17, 2021 6:39 AM, "Kelly, Kristyn E. (CTD) (FBD" wrote: 
Thanks! 

      

On Jan 16, 2021 11:02 PM, "Sanborn, Jill(CTD)(FBD"[ wrote: 

Jill Sanborn 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 

ell 

~--------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: “Abbate, Paul M.(DO)(FB)"[ 
Date: Jan 16, 2021 10:29 PM 

Subject:   

b7E -3 

b?vE -3 

To:| ["Brown, John A.(NSB)(FBN'[ 
  

  

Cc: "Cohen, Jodi (NSB) (FBI)"| "Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)" 
"Schlendorf, David W. (FFD) (FBN"| 

(FFD) (FB)’| ["'Sallet, Jeffrey S. (HRB) (FBI)” 
Thanks John. Haven't heard anything on this request - adding Jeff, Dave, and Nick for awareness. 
  

  

On Jan 16, 2021 10:22 PM, "Brown, John A. (NSB) {FBD" wrote:       

  

  

    

I"Dimos, Nicholas 

[| 
bs -1 

b6 -1 

b7¢ -1 

BIE -1,2,3,5,8 

FBI(21cv1168)-4315



Sanborn, Jill {CTD} {FBI} 
  

  

From: Sanborn, Jill (CTD} (FBI) 

Sent: Sunday, January 17, 2021 3:06 AM 

To: Kelly, Kristyn E. (CTD} {FBI} 

Subject: Fwd;| 
  

b7E -1,2,3,5,8 

Yeah respond with a sir as | understand.... but nick and crew chime in if | missed anything kind of caveats. 

Jil] Sanborn 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 

cell 
  

    

On Jan 17, 2021 8:41 AM, "Kelly, Kristyn E. {CTD) (FBI)"| wrote: 
  

    
  

On Jan 17, 2021 8:29 AM, "Kelly, Kristyn E. {CTD} (FBI)"| wrote: 

met should have those details, but let me confirm with] [I think] 

On Jan 17, 2021 8:13 AM, “Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FB)"| wrote: 
| never saw a response from Nick or Dave unless you know the answer? 

  
  

      

  

      

Jill Sanborn 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 

cell 

On Jan 17, 2021 6:39 AM, “Kelly, Kristyn E. (CTD) {FBI}" wrote: 

Thanks! 

On Jan 16, 2021 11:02 PM, "Sanborn, Jill {CTD} {FBI}" wrote: 

Jil] Sanborn 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 

b6 -1 

b7c -1 

b7E -1,2,3,5,8 

bvE -3 

b7E -3 

FBI(21cv1168)-4319



Sanborn, Jill {CTD} {FBI} 
  

  

  

From: Sanborn, Jill (CTD} (FBI) 

Sent: Sunday, January 17, 2021 10:06 AM 

To: Gilhooly, Brian T. (CTD) {FBI}; Reddan, Patrick E. Jr. (CTD} (FBI}; Kelly, Kristyn E. {CTD} 

(FBI} 

Ce: 

Subject: Lines of Effort 

Let's discuss status on below daily 

  

1) | 
2)   
  

3 
      

  

      

4) Subject interviews 

5) {like the] lone in 

| 
  

6) 
7)       

Anything else? 

Lets try to chat at 1030 m,t,w. 

Jill 

Jil] Sanborn 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 

cell 

  

combined with __ adds was great} 

b6é -1 

b7¢ -1 

b7E -1,2,3,5,8 

FBI(21cv1168)-4328



  

Kelly, Kristyn E. (CTD) {FBI} 

  

      

  

      

  

  

    

      
  

  

      

  

From: Kelly, Kristyn E. (CTD} (FBI} 

Sent: Sunday, January 17, 2021 10:07 AM 

To: Reddan, Patrick E. Jr. {CTD} (FBI); Gilhooly, Brian T. (CTD} (FBI}; Sanborn, Jill {CTD} 

{FBI} 
. b6 -1 

Ce: b7C -1 
Subject: Lines of Effort b7E -5 

Got it. 

On Jan 17, 2021 10:05 AM, "Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI}” wrote: 

Let's discuss status on below daily 

1) | 
2) 

] b6 -1 
1 b7C -1 
3 b7B -1,2,3,5,8 
4) Subject interviews 

5} {like thel lone in combined with[ __Jadds was great} 

| 
6) 
7)       

Anything else? 

Lets try to chat at 1030 m,t,w. 

Jil] 

Jil] Sanborn 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 

cel] 

FBI(2 icv1168)-4329



Kelly, Kristyn E. (CTD) {FBI} 

  

    
  

  

From: Kelly, Kristyn E. (CTD} (FBI} 

Sent: Sunday, January 17, 2021 10:10 AM 

To: Reddan, Patrick E. Jr. {CTD} (FBI); Gilhooly, Brian T. (CTD} (FBI}; Sanborn, Jill {CTD} 

(FBI} 
. b6 -1 

Ce: b7C -1 
Subject: Lines of Effort b7E -5 

Good copy. 

On Jan 17, 2021 10:05 AM, "Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI}” wrote: 
      

Let's discuss status on below daily 

  

1) 
2)   

| 
  

  

b6é -1 

b7¢ -1 

b7E -1,2,3,5,8 
  

3) 
    5 

    

4) Subject interviews 

{like the| lone in] |combi ned withl _ adds was great} 

  6 
7)       

Anything else? 

Lets try to chat 

Jil] 

Jil] Sanborn 

at 1030 m,t,w. 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 
  

  cell   

  Ld 

FBI(2 icv1168)-4330



Reddan, Patrick E. Jr. {CTD) (FBI) 
  

  

  

  

      

  

  

  
  

      
  

    

          
  

  

From: Reddan, Patrick E. Jr. {CTD) (FBI) 

Sent: Sunday, January 17, 2021 10:10 AM 

To: Kelly, Kristyn E. (CTD} {FBI}; Gilhooly, Brian T. {CTD) {FBI}; Sanborn, Jill {CTD} {FBI} 

Ce: | | b6 -1 
Subject: Lines of Effort b7C -1 

b7E -5 

Sounds good. Making my way into the city now. 

On Jan 17, 2021 10:05 AM, "Sanborn, Jill (CTD) {FBI}” wrote: 

Let's discuss status on below daily 

1) 
2 

b6 -1 
b7C -1 

3 
b7E -1,2,3,5,8 

4) Subject interviews 

5) klike the Jone in combined with adds was great} 

‘| | 
6) 
7)     
  

Anything else? 

Lets try to chat at 1636 m,t,w. 

Jil) 

Jil] Sanborn 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 

cell 

{| 

  

    

  

FBI(2 icv1168)-4331



  

Gilhooly, Brian T. {CTD} {FBI} 

  

      

From: Gilhooly, Brian T. (CTD) (FBI) 

Sent: Sunday, January 17, 2021 10:10 AM 

To: Kelly, Kristyn E. (CTD} {FBI}; Reddan, Patrick E. Jr. {CTD} {FBI}; Sanborn, Jill (CTD) {FBI} 

Cc: 
b6 -1 

Subject: Lines of Effort b7C -1 
b7E -5 

-Sharing information and disseminating tol | 

  

      

  

  

    

      

On Jan 17, 2021 10:05 AM, “Sanborn, Jill (CTD} {FBI}" wrote: 

Let's discuss status on below daily 

1) 
2) 
7 b6 -1 
J b7c -1 
J b7E -1,2,3,5,8 

3 | 
  

4) Subject interviews 

5)| {like the lone in combined with[ _ adds was great} 

‘ 
6) 
7) 

  

      

  

      

Anything else? 

Lets try to chat at 1030 m,t,w. 

Jill 

Jill Sanborn 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 

cell 

FBI(21cv1168)-4332



  

Sanborn, Jill {CTD} {FBI} 
  

From: Sanborn, Jill (CTD} (FBI) 

Sent: Sunday, January 17, 2021 1:34 PM 

To: Knapp, Larissa L. (SecD} (FBI} 

Subject: This helpful at all. 

Attachments: 2021 Inauguration Public Access Map.pdf 

Got this from a friend at WFO if helpful to include in SIOC directions 

Jill Sanborn 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 

cel] 
bIE -3 

FBI(2 1cv1168)-4343



  

  a 
From: fo 

  

    
  

  

Sent: Sunday, January 17, 2021 3:59 PM 

To: Sanborn, Jill (CTD} (FBI) 

Ce: 

Subject: Fwd: Re: Final Master Lodging for Command Post and Other Operations bé6 -1 

b7C -1 
b7E -5 

AD Sanborn, 

FFD has confirmed you have a room at| lfor tonight and | believe it is through 
  

  | have asked to confirm date range but that was my original ask. When you check in {if you 

choose to stay at the hotel} they can confirm your length of stay. Unfortunately FFD is coordinating directly 

with hotel, so | do not have the ability to confirm myself. 

The address to the hotel is: 

  

      

On Jan 16, 2021 10:06 PM, "Sanborn, Jill {CTD} (FBy"[ rote: 

  
  

      

Thank 
b6 -1 
b7c -1 
b7E -3,5 

Jill Sanborn 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 

cell 

On Jan 16, 2021 10:05 PM, wrote: 

Sounds great. | will update you as soon as | can. 

b6 -1 
Be safe and Jet me know if you need anything. b7C -1 

b7E -3,5 

1 will be in touch soon. 

  

      

On Jan 16, 2021 10:04 PM, "Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)"[ SS srotee: IE -3 
Once you find out what is available letme know. No rush. | am trying to stay out of the city tomorrow 

anyway!! 

Thank you 

FBI(2 icv1168)-4344



  

Sanborn, Jill {CTD} {FBI} 
  

From: Sanborn, Jill (CTD} (FBI) 

Sent: Sunday, January 17, 2021 4:52 PM 

To: Reddan, Patrick E. Jr. {CTD} (FBI); Gilhooly, Brian T. (CTD} (FBI}; Vorndran, Kevin 

(CTD} (FBI}; Jensen, Steven J. (CTD} (FBI} 

Subject: Fwd: Daily Numbers for Capitol Event 

Jil] Sanborn 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 

cell 
  

bITE -3 

  
  

From} 
Date: Jan 17, 2021 4:04 PM 

Subject: Daily Numbers for Capitol Event 

To: "Brown, John A. (NSB} (FBI}"! Hsanborn, Jill (CTD} (FBI)"| "Cohen, 
    

  

  
  

  
  

  

Jodi {NSB} (FBI}"} Kable, Charles H. {TSC} (FBI}"| 

| 

Ce-| | b6é -1,3 

All: b7C -1,3 
b7E -1,2,3,5,8 

Here are the numbers for 17 January related to the Capitol event: 

  

    
  

FBI(2 icv1168)-4352



  

      

Please let me know if you have any questions. b6 -1,3 
b7c -1,3 

Thanks! b7E -1,2,3,5,8 

  

      

BUPhonej 

(U] 
(U] 

  

      

FBI(2 1cv1168)-4353



Sweeney, William F. Jr. (NY) {FBI) 

From: Sweeney, William F. Jr. {NY} {FBI} 

Sent: Sunday, January 17, 2021 4:58 PM 

To: Sanborn, Jill (CTD} (FBI) 

Subject: Fwd: Thank you and one more day? 

You tracking the need for additional assistance? 

---------- Forwarded message ---------- 

From: “Moore, Jennifer L. (WF} (By"| 
Date: Jan 17, 2021 16:56 

Subject: Thank you and one more day? 

To: "Sweeney, William F. Jr. {NY) (FBI)"| "Fair, Craig (SF} (FBI}" 

‘Turner, Suzanne {SD} (FBI}"| ['Iohnson, Kristi K. {LA} (FBI}" 
b7E -1,3,5 

Ce: "Farley, Kerie. (NY) (FBI)"| «Esai, Amir (LA) (FBI)"[ S—id 
All - 

First, thank you so much for the assistance your teams have been providing. We will owe you, but we truly 

hope to NEVER be able to repay this favor. 

We do have an additional request. Our apologies this ask is coming in an email, but we are choosing the 

easiest path for communication. Is there any chance we could ask your teams for one more day? The 

bright side would be they would possibly earn both OT and Holiday pay (depending upon if they moved their 

RDO somewhere else in the week}. They are truly making a dent, but we have not been able to get the 

bucket down to an even level.| |which is what 
your teams are working on. Ina different bucket,| 
We are going to ask some other field offices to help beyond our request to you. We know we are slamming 

many of your offices with additional leads to cover within your AORs. 

If there are folks who you can spare and would like to still assist with this project for overtime, we are more 

than willing to continue accepting their help. We would just need to know who these individuals are so we 

can make sure the documentation stays pure. 

Thank you again, 

WFO 

Jennifer Leigh Moore 
Special Agent in Charge 
Washington Field Office - Intelligence 

desk b7E -3 
cell 

  

      

FBI(2 icv1168)-4354



  

  

Sanborn, Jill {CTD} {FBI} 
  

From: Sanborn, Jill (CTD} (FBI) 

Sent: Sunday, January 17, 2021 5:06 PM 

To: Sweeney, William F. Jr. {NY} {FBI} 

Subject: Fwd: Thank you and one more day? 

No.... 

Jill Sanborn 

_Federal Bureau of Investigation 

cel] 

BITE -3 

On Jan 17, 2021 4:58 PM, "Sweeney, William F.Jr.(NY)(FBI)"| wrote: 
You tracking the need for additional assistance? 

~----~---~ Forwarded message ---------- 

From: "Moore, Jennifer L. (WF} (FBI}" 

Date: Jan 17, 2021 16:56 

Subject: Thank you and one more day? 

To: "Sweeney, William F. Jr. (NY) {FBI)"| "Fair, Craig {SF} (FBI}" 

"Turner, Suzanne {SD} (FBI}") "Johnson, Kristi K. (LA} (FBI}" 

Cc: "Farley, Keri E. (NY} (FBI)"| |'Ehsaei, Amir (LA){FBIL__ c: "Farley, Keri E. (NY) (FBI} saei, Amir (LA) {FBI} b7E -1,3,5 
All - 

  

      

  

First, thank you so much for the assistance your teams have been providing. We will owe you, but we truly 

hope to NEVER be able to repay this favor. 

We do have an additional request. Our apologies this ask is coming in an email, but we are choosing the 

easiest path for communication. Is there any chance we could ask your teams for one more day? The 

bright side would be they would possibly earn both OT and Holiday pay (depending upon if they moved their 

RDO somewhere else in the week}. They are truly making a dent, but we have not been able to get the 

bucket down to an even level. | Iwhich is what 

your teams are working on. Ina different bucket,| 

We are going to ask some other field offices to help beyond our request to you. We know we are slamming 

many of your offices with additional leads to cover within your AORs. 

If there are folks who you can spare and would like to still assist with this project for overtime, we are more 

than willing to continue accepting their help. We would just need to know who these individuals are so we 

can make sure the documentation stays pure. 

Thank you again, 

FBI(2icv1168)-4355



  

  

Vorndran, Kevin {CTD) (FBI} 
  

From: Vorndran, Kevin (CTD} (FBI} 

Sent: Sunday, January 17, 2021 5:09 PM 

To: Sanborn, Jill (CTD} (FBI) 

Subject: Fwd: Daily Numbers for Capitol Event 

Thanks. Got it an hour ago. Working through it for integration im overall sheet. 

On Jan 17, 2021 4:51 PM, “Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)"| wrote: 

b7E -3 

Jill Sanborn 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 

cell 

From:| 

Date: Jan 17, 2021 4:04 PM 

Subject: Daily Numbers for Capitol Event 

To: "Brown, John A. (NSB) {FBI}"| "Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)"| "cohen,     

  

  

  

  

Jedi (NSB) (FBI}"| "Kable, Charles H. {TSC} (FBI}"| Herring, Jason V. 

) 

- b6 -1,3 
Cc:| | b7C -1,3 

All: b7E -1,2,3,5,8 

Here are the numbers for 17 January related to the Capitol event: 

  

    
  

FBI(21cv1168)-4357



  

  

Sanborn, Jill {CTD} {FBI} 
  

From: Sanborn, Jill (CTD} (FBI) 

Sent: Sunday, January 17, 2021 5:38 PM 

To: Vorndran, Kevin (CTD} {FBI} 

Subject: Fwd: Thank you and one more day? 

These coming through NC3 ? 

Jil] Sanborn 

_ Federal Bureau of Investigation 

cell 

b7E -3 

aon Forwarded message ---------- 
From: "Sweeney, William F. Jr. {NY} (:)) | 

Date: Jan 17, 2021 4:58 PM 

Subject: Fwd: Thank you and one more day? 

To: "Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (Fal)"| 
Cc: 

You tracking the need for additional assistance? 

---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: "Moore, Jennifer L. (WF} (FBI}" 

Date: Jan 17, 2021 16:56 

Subject: Thank you and one more day? 

To: "Sweeney, William F. Jr. (NY) (FBI)” MEair, Craig (SF) (FBI}" bIE -1,3,5 
"Turner, Suzanne {SD} (FBI}"| |"Johnson, Kristi K. (LA} (FBI}" 

Ce: "Farley, KeriE.(NY}(FBI"[ «dd Ehsaei, Amir (LA) {FBI)" 
All - 

  

      

  

      

  

      

First, thank you so much for the assistance your teams have been providing. We will owe you, but we truly 

hope to NEVER be able to repay this favor. 

We do have an additional request. Our apologies this ask is coming in an email, but we are choosing the 

easiest path for communication. Is there any chance we could ask your teams for one more day? The 

bright side would be they would possibly earn both OT and Holiday pay (depending upon if they moved their 

RDO somewhere else in the week}. They are truly making a dent, but we have not been able to get the 

bucket down to an even level.| |which is what 

your teams are working on. Ina different bucket,| 
We are going to ask some other field offices to help beyond our request to you. We know we are slamming 

many of your offices with additional leads to cover within your AORs. 

  

If there are folks who you can spare and would like to still assist with this project for overtime, we are more 

FBI(21cv1168)-4359



Vorndran, Kevin {CTD) (FBI} 
  

From: Vorndran, Kevin (CTD} (FBI} 

Sent: Sunday, January 17, 2021 6:10 PM 

To: Sanborn, Jill (CTD} (FBI) 

Subject: Fwd: Thank you and one more day? 

Negative. Just routed it to CIRG at NC3 for action. 

  

- b7E -3 

On Jan 17, 2021 5:38 PM, "Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)"| wrote: 
These coming through NC3 ? 

Jill Sanborn 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 

cel] 

b7E -3       

~----~---~ Forwarded message ---------- 

From: "Sweeney, William F. Jr. {NY} ey| sd 

Date: Jan 17, 2021 4:58 PM 

Subject: Fwd: Thank you and one more day? 

To: "Sanborn, Jill (CTD) a 
Ce: 

You tracking the need for additional assistance? 

~----~---~ Forwarded message ---------- 

From: "Moore, Jennifer L. (WF} (Fey"| 

Date: Jan 17, 2021 16:56 

Subject: Thank you and one more day? 

To: "Sweeney, William F. Jr. (NY) (FBI)"| "eair, Craig {SF} (FBI}" 

Prue, Suzanne {SD} (FBI}" ‘| "Johnson, Kristi K. (LA} (FBI}" b7E -1,3,5 

‘Ce: "Farley, KeriE.(NY)(FBI)"| Esai, Amir (LA)(FBI"| 
All - 

  

  

First, thank you so much for the assistance your teams have been providing. We will owe you, but we truly 

hope to NEVER be able to repay this favor. 

We do have an additional request. Our apologies this ask is coming in an email, but we are choosing the 

easiest path for communication. Is there any chance we could ask your teams for one more day? The 

bright side would be they would possibly earn both OT and Holiday pay (depending upon if they moved their 

RDO somewhere else in the week). They are truly making a dent, but we have not been able to get the 

bucket down to an even level. | lwhich is what 

FBI(21cv1168)-4361



  

Sanborn, Jill {CTD} {FBI} 
  

  

    

  

  

From: Sanborn, Jill (CTD} (FBI) 

Sent: Sunday, January 17, 2021 6:14 PM 

To: Vorndran, Kevin (CTD} {FBI} 

Subject: Fwd: Thank you and one more day? 

Thank you 

Jil] Sanborn 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 

cel] 

On Jan 17, 2021 6:09 PM, "Vorndran, Kevin (CTD} (FBI}" wrote: bIE -3 
      

Negative. Just routed it to CIRG at NC3 for action. 

On Jan 17, 2021 5:38 PM, “Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)"[_ wrote: 
These coming through NC3 ? 

Jill Sanborn 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 

cel] 

b7E -3 
---------- Forwarded message ---------- 

From: "Sweeney, William F. Jr. {NY} {FBI}" 

Date: Jan 17, 2021 4:58 PM 

Subject: Fwd: Thank you and one more day? 

To: "Sanborn, Jill (CTD) a 
Cc: 

You tracking the need for additional assistance? 

  

      

~----~---~ Forwarded message ---------- 

From: “Moore, Jennifer L. (WF} (FBI}" 

Date: Jan 17, 2021 16:56 

Subject: Thank you and one more day? bIE -3 

To: "Sweeney, William F. Jr. (NY) (FBI)"| Heair, Craig {SF} (FBI}" 

Prurner Suzanne {SD} (FBI}"| ["Johnson, Kristi K. (LA} (FBI}" 

Ce: "Farley, KeriE.(NY)(FBI)"|_ «dai, Amir (LA) (FBI) 
All - 

  

      

  

  

FBI(21cv1168)-4363



Sanborn, Jill {CTD} {FBI} 
  

  

    

    

From: Sanborn, Jill (CTD} (FBI) 

Sent: Sunday, January 17, 2021 6:16 PM 

To: 

Cc: Kelly, Kristyn E. {CTD} 

(FBI} 
b6 -1 

Subject: Fwd: Re: Final Master Lodging for Command Post and Other Operations b7C -1 

b7E -3,5 

Thank you. | came home tonight. How does the block work. Because | came home will they still hold or give 

away? 

  
  

  

  

Jill Sanborn 

_Federal Bureau of Investigation 

cell 

On Jan 17, 2021 3:59 PM,| lwrote: bé -1 
AD Sanborn, b7C -1 

b7E -3,5 

FFD has confirmed you have a room at| for tonight and | believe it is through 
  

[i have asked to confirm date range but that was my original ask. When you check in {if you 

choose to stay at the hotel) they can confirm your length of stay. Unfortunately FFD is coordinating directly 

with hotel, so 1 do not have the ability to confirm myself. 

The address to the hotel is: 
  

    

  

      

  

      

    
  

On Jan 16, 2021 10:06 PM, "Sanborn, Jill {CTD} {FBI}" wrote: 

Thank 

b6 -1 
Jill Sanborn b7c -1 

Federal Bureau of Investigation b7E -3,5 

cell 

On Jan 16, 2021 10:05 PM,| |wrote: 
  

Sounds great. | will update you as soon as | can. 

Be safe and let me know if you need anything. 

] will be in touch soon. 

FBI(2icv1168)-4365



  

  EE ————— 
From: [ 

  

  

Sent: Sunday, January 17, 2021 6:21 PM 

To: Sanborn, Jill (CTD} (FBI) 

Cc: cel Kristyn E. (CTD) (FBI);| 

Subject: Fwd: Re: Final Master Lodging for Command Post and Other Operations b6 -1 
b7c -1 
b7E -5 

AD Sanborn, 

] can confirm you are good through | The hotel should hold the room for you because your name is 
listed on the daily report that FFD has provided to the front desk. 

As for how it works, the room will be left open and the FBI should not be charged if someone does not check 

in. 

We should be good but | will continue to be available at any time if there are any issues. 

  

      

On Jan 17, 2021 6:15 PM, "Sanborn, Jill (CTD} (FB)"| wrote: 

Thank you. | came home tonight. How does the block work. Because | came home will they stil] hold or give 

away? 

  
  

  

  

b7E -3 

Jil] Sanborn 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 

cell 

On Jan 17, 2021 3:59 PM,| |wrote: 
AD Sanborn, 

FFD has confirmed you have a room at| ifor tonight and | believe it is through 
  

| have asked to confirm date range but that was my original ask. When you check in {if you 

choose to stay at the hotel} they can confirm your length of stay. Unfortunately FFD is coordinating directly 

with hotel, so 1 do not have the ability to confirm myself. 
b6 -1 
b7C -1 

The address to the hotel is: b7E -3,5 
  

      

  

      

FBI(2icv1168)-4373



  

Sanborn, Jill {CTD} {FBI} 
  

  

      

      

  

  
  

From: Sanborn, Jill (CTD} (FBI) 

Sent: Sunday, January 17, 2021 6:24 PM 

To: 

Cc: = Kristyn E. (CTD} (FBI}; 

Subject: Fwd: Re: Final Master Lodging for Command Post and Other Operations be <1 

b7Cc -1 
b7E -3,5 

Thank you!!! 

Jill Sanborn 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 

cel] 

On Jan 17, 2021 6:21 PM, wrote: b6 -1 

AD Sanborn, b7c -1 
b7E -3,5 

] can confirm you are good through[ __|The hotel should hold the room for you because your name is 

listed on the daily report that FFD has provided to the front desk. 

As for how it works, the room will be left open and the FBI should not be charged if someone does not check 

in. 

We should be good but | will continue to be available at any time if there are any issues. 

  

      

  

On Jan 17, 2021 6:15 PM, "Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)"[ wrote: 
Thank you. [ came home tonight. How does the block work. Because | came home will they stil] hold or give 

away? 

  

      

  

Jill Sanborn b6 -1 
Federal Bureau of Investigation b7¢ -1 

cel] bITE -3,5 

On Jan 17, 2021 3:59 PM, wrote: 

AD Sanborn, 

FFD has confirmed you have a room at for tonight and | believe it is through 
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Sanborn, Jill {CTD} {FBI} 
  

  
  

  
  

      

  

      

  

      

  

  

  

      

  

From: Sanborn, Jill (CTD} (FBI) 

Sent: Monday, January 18, 2021 6:09 AM 

To: | Hwang, Sandrea I. (CTD) (DET);| 

Subject: Fwd: FBINET to UNET Uploaded Files 
bS -1 
b6 -1 
bI7C -1 

Thanks this is one b7E -1,2,3,5 

Jill Sanborn 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 

cell 

On Jan 17, 2021 10:19 PM, wrote: bS -1 

Boss, Sandrea, b6 -1 

b7¢ -1 
1 sent on red too. The stuff | added is highlighted in yellow. | deleted a few bullets that were OBE. b7E -1,3,5 

Boss - | could not find anything about [but will get with fi rst thing in 
  

the AM to see if they have something on that. But | think | was able to add everything else you mentioned 

during our call. 

1 should be in by 8 if more is needed! 

  

      

b6 -1 

b7C -1 

bD7E -3,5 

---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From; 

Date: Jan 17, 2021 10:14 PM 

Subject:| 

To:| 

Cc: 
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Sanborn, Jill {CTD} (FBI) 

From: Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI} 

Sent: Monday, January 18, 2021 12:24 PM 

To: Moy, Stacey R. (WF} (FBI} 

Subject: RE: A/SecDef comment 

Hello!!i 

We are hanging in over here}! Alan and Nikki have been helping me survive! 

That is funny On A/SecDef. He and I have kept crossing paths through our careers. 

Take care and keep up the great work over there 

Jill 

  

From: Moy, Stacey R. (WF) (FBI)| | 

Sent: Monday, January 18, 2021 12:15 PM b7E -3 

To: Sanborn, Jill {CTB) (FBI) 

Subject: A/SecDef comment 

Jill, 

Hoping you are doing well on your end — thank you for your continued support to WFO. Just wanted to pass a quick note 

since he was just here, that the A/SecDef commented he “was a huge Jill Sanborn fan.” Stay safe. 

V/R Stacey 

  

  

b7E -3,5 

  FBI(21cv1168)-4446



  

Sanborn, Jill {CTD} {FBI} 
  

From: Sanborn, Jill (CTD} (FBI) 

Sent: Monday, January 18, 2021 5:10 PM 

To: Jensen, Steven J. {CTD} {FBI}; Vorndran, Kevin {CTD} {FBI} 

Cc: Gilhooly, Brian T. (CTD) {FBI}; Reddan, Patrick E. Jr. (CTD} (FBI) 

Subject: Fwd: Daily Numbers for Capitol Event 

Jil] Sanborn 

_Federal Bureau of Investigation 
cel] 

b7E -3 

---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From 

Date: Jan 18, 2021 3:55 PM 

Subject: Daily Numbers for Capitol Event 

To: "Brown, John A. (NSB) (FBI}"| |"sanborn, Jill (CTD} ( FBI)" "cohen, 
Jodi {NSB} (FBI}"| F'Kable, Charles H. (TSC) (FBI}"| 

  

  

      

Cc} | 

All: 
b6 -1,3 

b7C -1,3 

Bb7E -1,2,3,5,8 

  

Here are the numbers for 18 January related to the Capitol event: 

  

      

FBI(2 icv1168)-4459



  

      

b6 -1,3 

b7C -1,3 

BIE -1,2,3,5,8 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks! 

  

      

BUPhonej 

(U) 
(U) 
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Vorndran, Kevin {CTD) (FBI} 
  

  

    
  

    
  

From: Vorndran, Kevin (CTD} (FBI} 

Sent: Tuesday, January 19, 2021 6:59 AM 

To: 

Subject: Summary Talking Points - 
b6 -1 
b7c -1 
b7E -1,2,5,13 

All - 

  

  | received a few questions on this last night from| [Below is the update from 
  

is aware of this information, 

Kevin 

From} 

Date: Jan 18, 2021 10:51 PM 

Subject: Fwd: Summary Talking Points 4 

To: "Vorndran, Kevin {CTD) {FBI)"} 
Cc} | 

Kevin- 

Per our conversation. 

  

---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From; 

Date: Jan 18, 2021 10:46 PM 

Subject: Summary Talking Points -| 

To: | 

  

  

  
ion current access. 

bé6é -1 

b7¢ -1 

b7E -1,2,3,5 

  

Ce: 

| [Per EM's ask below is a summary relating to | 

  

    

Take care, 
  

    

Passing for your awareness. Thanks for your time tonight to work this through! 

be -1 

b7C -1 

b7D -1 

b?TE -1,2,3,4,5,8 
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Sanborn, Jill {CTD} {FBI} 
  

  

  

    
    

  

From: Sanborn, Jill (CTD} (FBI) 

Sent: Tuesday, January 19, 2021 7:02 AM 

To: | lVorndran, Kevin (CTD) (FBI), 

Subject: Summary Talking Points - 

b6 -1 
b7C -1 

Thank you Kevin. bIE -1,2,3,5 

Jil] Sanborn 

_Federal Bureau of Investigation 
cell 

  

      

  

  
On Jan 19, 2021 6:59 AM, "Vorndran, Kevin {CTD} {FBI}” wrote: 

All - 
    b7E -1,2,3,5,13 

| received a few questions on this last night from| [Below is the update from| lon current access. 

is aware of this information,| 

Kevin 

b6 -1 

b7c -1 

b7E -1,2,3,5 

From:| 
Date: Jan 18, 2021 10:51 PM 

Subject: Fwd: Summary Talking Points | 

To: "Vorndran, Kevin (CTD) {FBI)"| 
Cc:| | 

Kevin- 

Per our conversation. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

From:| bé <1 
Date: Jan 18, 2021 10:46 PM bc -1 
Subject: Summary Talking Points | bIE -1,2,3,4,5 

To: | 

Ce:   
  

Per EM's ask below is a summary relating to| | 
      

  

Passing for your awareness. Thanks for your time tonight to work this through! 
    

Take care, 
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Sanborn, Jill {CTD} {FBI} 
  

  

  

From: Sanborn, Jill (CTD} (FBI) 

Sent: Tuesday, January 19, 2021 7:09 AM 

To: Ritzman, Marlin L. {NSB} {FBI}; Hale, Brian Patrick {OPA} (FBI}; 

[Tyson, Jill C. (OCA) (FBI) 

Subject: Fwd: Summary Talking Points - 
    
  

Just some background for you all 

Jill 

Jill Sanborn 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 

cell 

jp | 
aon Forwarded message ---------- 
From: "Vorndran, Kevin (CTD) (FB"[ 
Date: Jan 19, 2021 6:59 AM 

  

  

  

Subject: Summary Talking Points 4 

b6 -1 

b7c -1 

b7E -1,2,3,5 

  

  

    
  

To; 

Ce: b6 -1 
All - b7¢ -1 

BITE -1,2,3,5,13 

| received a few questions on this last night from IBelow is the update from| lon current access. 

is aware of this information, 

Kevin 

From} 

Date: Jan 18, 2021 10:51 PM 
  

Subject: Fwd: Summary Talking Points | 

To: "Vorndran, Kevin {CTD} {FBI}"| 

Ce:| 

Kevin- 

Per our conversation. 

From:| 

Date: Jan 18, 2021 10:46 PM 
  

Subject: Summary Talking Points | 

To: | 
  

b6 -1 

b7¢ -1 

b7E -1,2,3,5 

b6é -1 

b7¢ -1 

b7E -1,2,3,5 
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Ritzman, Marlin L. (NSB) {FBI) 
  

  

  

  

      

From: Ritzman, Marlin L. (NSB) {FBI} 

Sent: Tuesday, January 19, 2021 7:18 AM 

To: Hale, Brian Patrick (OPA) (FBI); |Tyson, Jill C. (OCA) 
(FBI}; Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI);| 

Subject: Fwd: Summary Talking Points - b6 -1 
b7C -1 
b7E -1,2,3,5 

Copy thanks 

On Jan 19, 2021 7:08 AM, "Sanborn, Jill {CTD} ( FBl)"| wrote: 

Just some background for you all 

Jill b7E -3 

Jill Sanborn 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 

cell 

~----~---~ Forwarded message ---------- 

From: “Vorndran, Kevin (CTD} (FBy"T b6 -1 

  

  

  

    
  

  

Date: Jan 19, 2021 6:59 AM b7¢ -1 

Subject: Summary Talking Points -| b7E -1,2,3,5,13 

Tol 

Ce: 

All - 

| received a few questions on this last night from| |Below is the update from ion current access. 
      

is aware of this information,| 

  

  

Kevin 

---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From; b6 -1 

Date: Jan 18, 2021 10:51 PM b7C -1 
  

Subject: Fwd: Summary Talking Points -| | BIE -1,2,3,5 

To: "Vorndran, Kevin {CTD} { FBI}"| 

Ce:| | 
Kevin- 

Per our conversation. 

[| 

  

FBE(2 icv1168)-4467



  

  

  

    
  

  

  

    
  

  

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, January 19, 2021 7:20 AM 

To: Sanborn, Jill (CTD} (FBI) 

Subject: Fwd: Summary Talking Points - 

Thanks! 

On Jan 19, 2021 7:08 AM, “Sanborn, Jill {CTD} (FBI}" wrote: 
      

Just some background for you all 

Jill 

Jil] Sanborn 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 

cell 
  

    

  

---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: “Vorndran, Kevin (CTD} (FBI}" 

Date: Jan 19, 2021 6:59 AM 

Subject: Summary Talking Points -| 

  

      

  

J 
bé -1 

b7¢c -1 

b7E -1,2,3,5 

b7E -3 

b6 -1 

b7c -1 

b7E -1,2,3,5,13 

  

  

  
  

  

    

  

      

  

  

To; 

Cc: 

All - 

| received a few questions on this last night from Below is the update from ion current access. 

is aware of this information, 

Kevin 

anon Forwarded message ---------- 
From:| b6 -1 

b7¢ -1   

Date: Jan 18, 2021 10:51 PM 

Subject: Fwd: Summary Talking Points -| 

To: "Vorndran, Kevin (CTD) {FBI}"| 
Ce} | 

Kevin- 

Per our conversation. 

  

  

      

b7E -1,2,3,5 
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Hale, Brian Patrick (OPA) (FBI) 
  

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Thanks. 

On Jan 19, 2021 7:08 AM, “Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)"| wrote: 

Hale, Brian Patrick (OPA) {FBI} 

Tuesday, January 19, 2021 7:34 AM 

Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI) 
  

Fwd: Summary Talking Points - 
      

Just some background for you all 

Jill 

Jill Sanborn 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 

cell 

---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: “Vorndran, Kevin (CTD} (hs 

Date: Jan 19, 2021 6:59 AM 
  

Subject: Summary Talking Points 4 

To4 

b7E -1,2 

b7E -3 

bé6 -1 

b7c -1 

b7E -1,2,3,5,13 

  

    
  

Cc: 

All - 

| received a few questions on this last night from| Below is the update from| lon current access. 

is aware of this information,| 

Kevin 

From} 

  

  

Date: Jan 18, 2021 10:51 PM 
  

Subject: Fwd: Summary Talking Points -| 

To: "Vorndran, Kevin (CTD) {FBI}"| 
Cc} 
  

Kevin- 

Per our conversation. 

be -1 

b7C -1 

BITE -1,2,3,5 
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Tyson, Jill C. {OCA) {FBI) 

  

      

From: Tyson, Jill C. {OCA} (FBI) 

Sent: Tuesday, January 19, 2021 3:00 AM 

To: Sanborn, Jill (CTD} (FBI) 

Subject: Fwd: Summary Talking Points + 

Thank you 

Jill C. Tyson 

Assistant Director 

FBI Office of Congressional Affairs 

On Jan 19, 2021 7:08 AM, “Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)"[| wrote: 
Just some background for you all 

Jill 

Jil] Sanborn 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 

cel] 

Ld 
---------- Forwarded message ---------- 

From: "Vorndran, Kevin (CTD} (3:1) | 

Date: Jan 19, 2021 6:59 AM 

Subject: Summary Talking Points -} 

To: 

  

    

  

  

b7TE -1,2,3 

b7E -3 

b6é -1 

b7¢ -1 

b?E -1,2,3,5,13 

  

    
  

Ce: 

All - 

] received a few questions on this last night from| lBelow is the update from ion current access. 
  

  
| _ lis aware of this information, 

  
  

Kevin 

---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From} 

Date: Jan 18, 2021 10:51 PM 

Subject: Fwd: Summary Talking Points 4 

To: "Vorndran, Kevin {CTD} {FBI)"| 

Cc] 

Kevin- 

  

bé6 -1 

b7¢ -1 

b7E -1,2,3,5 
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fe 
  

    
  

  

      

    
  

From: 66 <1 

Sent: Tuesday, January 19, 2021 12:08 PM b7¢ -1 
To: b7E -5 

Cc: Sanborn, Jill (CTD} (FBI); 

Subject: RE: re-orientation of FBl/national security apparatus post Jan. 6 - Deadline Tuesday 

COB 

Bass asked me to pass on the following suggestion: 

  

S aes ad os 
SR ASTPAS LSA 

  

Or something like that—she likes the “farce-multipliers” and “front line” phrases we used in some of her 

Congressional testimony! 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

From4 

Sent: Tuesday, January 19, 2021 12:00 PM b6 -1 
To:| | b7C -1 

Ce: Sanborn, Jill (CTD} (FBIJ | BIE -3,5 
Subject: Re: re-orientation of FBl/national security apparatus post Jan. 6 - Deadline Tuesday COB 

I'm working on revising the resonse now. Do we have anything Handy that the Director said in his most 

recent congressional testimony about the Bureau's posture on DT? 

From:| 

Sent: Tuesday, January 19, 2021 11:58 AM b5 -1 

To bé -1 
Ce: Sanborn, Jill {CTD} {FBI] | b7c -1 
Subject: Re: re-orientation of FBI/national security apparatus post Jan. 6 - Deadline Tuesday COB b78 -1,3,5 

  

  
  

FBI(2icv1168)-4494



  

    From: 

Sent: Tuesday, January 19, 2021 11:49 AM 
  

  

  

  

To:] 

Ce: Sanborn, Jill (CTD) {FBI} | b5 -1 
Subject: RE: re-orientation of FBl/national security apparatus post Jan. 6 - Deadline Tuesday COB b6 -1 

b7c -1 

Obviously needs to be word-smithed, but what | have in a Congressional Q&A document is: b7E -1,3,5 

“A little known fact is that the JTTFs were actually created to combat DT. The first JTTF was stood up in New York in 

19806 to combat the terrorism threat posed by a separatist group responsible for multiple bombings in New York City, 

Washington, and Chicago.” 
  

    
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

From:| 

Sent: Tuesday, January 19, 2021 11:45 AM bE -1 

Tos b6 -1 
Ce: Sanborn, Jill (CTD) {FB1)| bic <1 
Subject: RE: re-orientation of FBl/national security apparatus post Jan. 6 - Deadline Tuesday COB b7E -1,3,5 

lLet me find that 
language in case you want to use it, standby... 

From: Sanborn, Jill (CTD} (FBI) 

Sent: Tuesday, January 19, 2021 11:40 AM 

To 

| b6 -1 
Ce; b7C -1 
Subject: RE: re-orientation of FBl/national security apparatus post Jan. 6 - Deadline Tuesday COB b7E -3,5 

Two and three look ok to me but | am struggling with the first one. 

Jill 

From:] 

Sent: Tuesday, January 19, 2021 11:06 AM 

To: Sanborn, Jill {CTD} {FBI} 

Cel b6 -1 
Subject: Fw: re-orientation of FBl/national security apparatus post Jan. 6 - Deadline Tuesday COB bic -1 

b7E -3,5 

Boss - 

We got some questions from the Washington Post for an article that will be running this week (deadline 

COB today for our response)] —_|a nd] worked on the below responses to the inquiry. Please let us know 

your thoughts/edits. After CTD review, OPA will push it up their chain. 

FBI(21cv1168)-4495



Thank you! 

*In the wake of 9/11, the FB] focused like a laser on national security, but that was largely international 

terrorism-focused. Some observers say the bureau has not been aggressive enough in investigating 

domestic terrorists, as those who focus on international terror quickly rise up the ranks and classic criminal 

or DT investigators do not. Will the events of Jan. 6 serve to return the FBI to its roots or otherwise devote 

more resources to investigating domestic terrorism threats, or otherwise change the way it operates? 
  

  

bS -1 

b7E -1 

  
  

*There are obviously significant free speech concerns that come with investigating white supremacist and 

other domestic groups that distinguish those cases from international terrorism organizations. Will the 

bureau push for any new tools or laws to investigate domestic terrorism? 

The FSls mission is to protect the American people and uphoki the Constitution. That 

mission is both dual and simullaneous — itis not contradictory. The FBlinvestigaies and 

responds to incidents only when an individual's activity crosses the line from ideas and 

constitutionally protected activity to violence. The FBI defers to the iegisiative branch to work 
with leadership at the Department of Justice on whether any additional legislation is 

required. As we always have, the FBI will continue to use every legally authorized tool and statue 

afforded to us to both meet and combat the threats we face. 

*The FBI is also facing criticism for not moving aggressively enough to act on the intelligence that was 

coming in about Jan. 6 in advance. This is among the topics the IG is now investigating. Will the bureau 

change its protocols for investigating online threats or sharing threat information with local law 

enforcement partners? 

We look forward to cooperating with the IG in its investigation and working with the Department of 

Justice to both examine and implement any appropriate changes that are suggested in its final 

report. 

  

  

  

  

From:| 

Sent: Monday, January 18, 2021 4:35 PM b6 -1 

To:| | b7C -1 
Cc} | b7E -3,5 
  

| 
Subject: Fw: re-orientation of FBl/national security apparatus post Jan. 6 - Deadline Tuesday COB 

Hello all, 

] know you have so much on your plate, but | think we need to come up with a statement or two for this 

inquiry. | just spoke to the reporter and he’s looking for a response by 4 or 5p Tuesday, as he thinks this 

FBI(2 icv1168)-4496



story will publish Wednesday. 

| already tried pointing to the Director's recent testimony to demonstrate the importance we give to DT, as 

well as disruptions like the Michigan militia case. He noted critics would say if we are so focused on it then 

why did Jan 6 happen. 

  

    

b6 -1 

b7C -1 

DIE -3   

From: Zapotosky, Matt <mgti.rapotosky @washoost com> 

Sent: Monday, January 18, 2021 2:05 PM 

To: NPO <NPO@ Fa GOy> 

Subject: [EXTERNAL EMAIL] - re-orientation of FBI/national security apparatus post Jan. 6 

Hi-- 

I'm working on a story, which will post later this week, about how the U.S. national security apparatus might 

re-orient itself after the events of Jan. 6. Is there someone from the FBI who could speak to what changes 

you all plan to make in the wake of these events? 

The story will explore a number of themes, including: 

*In the wake of 9/11, the FB] focused like a laser on national security, but that was largely international 

terrorism-focused. Some observers say the bureau has not been aggressive enough in investigating 

domestic terrorists, as those who focus on international terror quickly rise up the ranks and classic criminal 

or DT investigators do not. Will the events of Jan. 6 serve to return the FBI to its roots or otherwise devote 

more resources to investigating domestic terrorism threats, or otherwise change the way it operates? 

*There are obviously significant free speech concerns that come with investigating white supremacist and 

other domestic groups that distinguish those cases from international] terrorism organizations. Will the 

bureau push for any new tools or laws to investigate domestic terrorism? 

*The FBI is also facing criticism for not moving aggressively enough to act on the intelligence that was 

coming in about Jan. 6 in advance. This is among the topics the IG is now investigating. Will the bureau 

change its protocols for investigating online threats or sharing threat information with local law 

enforcement partners? 

Many thanks, 

Matt Zapotosky | The Washington Post 

[eel be -4 
b7c -4 
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  a 
From: fo 
  

  

      

      

b6 -1 
Sent: Tuesday, January 19, 2021 1:38 PM bi7c -1 

To: b7E -1,5 

Cc: Sanborn, Jill (CTD} (FBI); 

Subject: Re: re-orientation of FBl/national security apparatus post Jan. 6 - Deadline Tuesday 

COB 

Slight tweak... 

The FSi's Ne. i priority is fighting terrorism —both Internationai and damestic. The first Joint Terrorism 

Task Force was stood up in 1980 in response to the terrorism threat posed by a separatist group 

responsible for multiple bombings in New York City, Washington, and Chicago. Regardless of how the 

threat has evolved, our commitment remains the same, no matter the source or no matter the 

subject. Today, we have more than 208 ITTF’s across the country,where they serve as force multipliers 

in the counterterrorism fight and the front-line for the investigation of all terrorism threats, both 

foreign and domestic. We will continue to put whatever resources are necessary to combat the 

threats posed to our country and her people. 

  

  

  

From4 
Sent: Tuesday, January 19, 2021 12:17 PM bé -1 

To:| b7c -1 

  

Ce: Sanborn, Jill (CTD} {FBI] b7E -3,5 

Subject: Re: re-crientation of FBI/national security apparatus post Jan. 6 - Deadline Tuesday COB 
  

What do you think of this? 

The first Joint Terrorism Task Force was stood up in 1980 in response to the terrorism threat posed by 

a separatist group responsible for multiple bombings in New York City, Washington, and Chicago. As 

the nature of the terrorism threat changed, so too has the FBI's approach to defeating the threat. 

That commitment remains the same, no matter the source or no matter the subject. Today, we have 

more than 200 JTTF's across the country, where they serve as force multipliers in the counterterrorism 

fight and the front-line for the investigation of all terrorism threats, both foreign and domestic. We 

will continue to put whatever resources are necessary to combat the threats posed to our country 

and her people. 

  

  

  

  

  

From:| | 

Sent: Tuesday, January 19, 2021 11:58 AM b5 -1 

Tod b6 -1 
: : b7¢ -1 Ce: Sanborn, Jill (CTD} (FBI}| | eam -1,3,5 

Subject: Re: re-orientation of FBl/national security apparatus post Jan. 6 - Deadline Tuesday COB 
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rr 
From: [ 

  

  

  

  

      

Sent: Tuesday, January 19, 2021 2:04 PM bS -1 

To: Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI); | 6 -1 
b7C -1 
b7E -1,5 

Ce: 

Subject: Re: re-orientation of FBl/national security apparatus post Jan. 6 - Deadline Tuesday 

COB 

  

    
  

  

From: Sanborn, Jill (CTD} reyE 

Sent: Tuesday, January 19, 2021 2:01 PM 
  

  

  

  

  

    
  

  
  

To:| 

| | bS -1 

Ce] | b6 -1 
Subject: Re: re-crientation of FBI/national security apparatus post Jan. 6 - Deadline Tuesday COB b7c -1 

b7E -1,3,5 

Thoughts on 

Jill Sanborn 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 

cel] 

b6 -1 
On Jan 19, 2021 1:38 PM] wrote: b7c -1 

b7E -3,5   

Slight tweak... 

The FRI's No. 1 priority is fighting terrorism—both international and domestic. The first Joint Terrorism 

Task Force was stood up in 1980 in response to the terrorism threat posed by a separatist group 

responsible for multiple bombings in New York City, Washington, and Chicago. Regardless of how the 

threat has evolved, our commitment remains the same, no matter the source or no matter the 

subject. Today, we have more than 200 ITTF's across the country,where they serve as force multipliers 

in the counterterrorism fight and the front-line for the investigation of all terrorism threats, both 

foreign and domestic. We will continue to put whatever resources are necessary to combat the 

threats posed to our country and her people. 

  

    
  

  

  

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, January 19, 2021 12:17 PM eee oa 

To;| bIE -3,5 
Ce: Sanborn, Jill (CTD} {FBI)| | 
Subject: Re: re-orientation of FBI/national security apparatus post Jan. 6 - Deadline Tuesday COB 

What do you think of this? 

The first Jaint Terrorism Task Force was stood up in 1980 in response to the terrorism threat posed by 

FBI(2 icv1168)-4510



Sanborn, Jill {CTD} {FBI} 
  

From: Sanborn, Jill (CTD} (FBI) 

Sent: Tuesday, January 19, 2021 4:08 PM 

To: Jensen, Steven J. {CTD} {FBI}; Gilhooly, Brian T. (CTD} (FBI); Vorndran, Kevin (CTD} 

(FBI}; Reddan, Patrick E. Jr. {CTD} (FBI} 

Subject: Fwd: Daily Numbers for Capitol Event 

Jil] Sanborn 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 

cell b7E -3 

  

From} 
Date: Jan 19, 2021 4:00 PM 

Subject: Daily Numbers for Capitol Event 

To: "Brown, John A. (NSB) {FBI)"| |'sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)" Cohen, 
Jodi {NSB} (FBI}"| "Kable, Charles H. (TSC} (FBI}"] 

  

      

  

    
  Cc:| 

All: b6 -1,3 
b7¢ -1,3 

Here are the numbers for 19 January related to the Capitol event: b7& -1,2,3,5,8 

  

    
  

FBI(2 1cvi1168)-4531



  

      

b6 -1,3 

b7C -1,3 

BIE -1,2,3,5,8 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks! 

  

      

BUPhone} 

(U) 
(U) 
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  ft 
  

    

  

      

  

  

  

  

  

    

  
  

  

  

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, January 19, 2021 5:48 PM 

To: Sanborn, Jill {CTD} 

(FBI};| | 

Subject: RE: re-orientation of FBl/national security apparatus post Jan. 6 - Deadline Tuesday 

COB bS -1 

b6 -1 
b7c -1 

Hil! b7E -1,5 

Boss suggests 

Otherwise she’s good to go! Thanks all, 

From; 

Sent: Tuesday, January 19, 2021 4:17 PM 

To:| |Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI)| 

| 

Gey | b6 -1 
Subject: Re: re-crientation of FBI/national security apparatus post Jan. 6 - Deadline Tuesday COB BIC <1 

b7E -3,5 

Sending a clean copy that incorporates the input from today. Is this good to go from your point of view so 

we can send it up to OPA for awareness with the Director's Office? 

*In the wake of 9/11, the FB) focused like a laser on national security, but that was largely international 

terrorism-focused. Some observers say the bureau has not been aggressive enough in investigating 

domestic terrorists, as those who focus on international terror quickly rise up the ranks and classic criminal 

or DT investigators do not. Will the events of Jan. 6 serve to return the FBI to its roots or otherwise devote 

more resources to investigating domestic terrorism threats, or otherwise change the way it operates? 

The FBI's No. 1 priority is fighting terrorism—both International and domestic. The first 

Joint Terrorism Task Force was stood up in 1980 in response to the terrorism threat 

posed by separatist groups responsible for multiple bombings in New York City, 

Washington, and Chicago. Regardless of how the threat has evolved, our commitment 

remains the same, no matter the source or no matter the subject. Today, we have more 

than 200 JTTF’s across the country,where they serve as force multipliers in the 

counterterrorism fight and the front-line for the investigation of all terrorism threats, 

both foreign and domestic. We will continue to put whatever resources are necessary to 

combat the threats posed to our country and her people. 

FBI(2 1cv1168)-4536



*There are obviously significant free speech concerns that come with investigating white supremacist and 

other domestic groups that distinguish those cases from international terrorism organizations. Will the 

bureau push for any new tools or laws to investigate domestic terrorism? 

The FBPs mission is to protect the American people and uphold the Constitution. That 

mission is both duai and simultaneous — ft is not contradictory. The FBI Investigates and 

responds to incidents only when an individual’s activity crosses the line from ideas and 

constitutionally protected activity to violence. The FS] defers to the legisiative branch to 

work with leadership at the Department of Justice on whether any additional legislation 

is required. As we always have, the FBI will continue to use every legally authorized tool 

and statue afforded to us to both meet and combat the threats we face. 

*The FBI is also facing criticism for not moving aggressively enough to act on the intelligence that was 

coming in about Jan. 6 in advance. This is among the topics the IG is now investigating. Will the bureau 

change its protocols for investigating online threats or sharing threat information with local law 

enforcement partners? 

We look forward to cooperating with the IG in its investigation and working with the 

Department of Justice to both examine and implement any appropriate changes that are 

suggested in its final report. 

  

From:| 

Sent: Tuesday, January 19, 2021 11:05 AM 

Ta: Sanborn, Jill (CTD) (FBI}| 

  

  

b6 -1 
Cel | b7c -1 
Subject: Fw: re-orientation of FBl/national security apparatus post Jan. 6 - Deadline Tuesday COB bIE -3.5 

Boss - 

We got some questions from the Washington Post for an article that will be running this week (deadline 

COB today for our response)[ —_|a nd 1] worked on the below responses to the inquiry. Please let us know 

your thoughts/edits. After CTD review, OPA will push it up their chain. 

  

  

  

  

Thank you! 

From:| 
Sent: Monday, January 18, 2021 4:35 PM 
To: b6 -1 

1 b7e -1 
Ce: | b7E -3,5     

Subject: Fw: re-orientation of FBI/national security apparatus post Jan. 6 - Deadline Tuesday COB 

Hello all, 

FBI(21cv1168)-4537
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